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ABSTRACT 
Reverse osmosis (RO) is increasingly used in water recovery from municipal 
wastewater. During the application of RO in water recovery one of the major issues is 
membrane fouling. To mitigate membrane fouling, one major strategy is the 
application of appropriate pre-treatment technology. The RO membrane major 
foulants were reviewed and available technologies were ranked qualitatively before 
selecting the best available pre-treatment for RO membranes during application. 
Ranking studies were performed using their performances in operation parameters and 
reduction in fouling indices and potential fouling water quality parameters (PFWQPs). 
The ranking studies ranked ultra-filtration (UF), micro-filtration (MF) and membrane 
bio-reactor (MBR) membranes as the best ranked among the membrane pre-treatment 
technologies and granular media filtration (GMF) as the optimal one among the 
conventional pre-treatment technologies for RO membrane application in water 
reclamation. This was further validated by the finding of the application case studies, 
which showed the popularity and frequency of low pressure membrane (MF and UF) 
systems as pre-treatments during the RO membrane application worldwide. 
 
Filtration experiments were performed using the pilot scale using both low pressure 
membrane (ceramic MF and UF) and high pressure membrane (BWRO) systems and fed 
with synthetic and real secondary effluents (S/RSEs) and their permeates. Four selected 
pre-treatments, namely; MF, UF, MBR membranes and GMF were further evaluated in 
term of flux with other operation parameters, reduction in fouling indices and 
associated PFWQPs.  
 
In terms of permeability, higher permeability and permeate volume production were 
recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane with both SSEs and RSEs feeds 
compared with the UF membrane. This result was due to membrane pore size and 
reduced membrane areas due to fouling. Moreover, higher permeability and water 
recovery percentages were observed in SSEs feeds, compared with RSEs feeds in both 
membranes, due to the complex EfOM structure and most of the minute organic 
particles of RSEs pass through these low pressure membranes. The larger organic 
foulants in real feeds were further confirmed by the permeability and permeate volume 
reduction of the RO membrane feeds with MF and UF permeate (RSEs fed). The 
corrected permeate flux (CPF), water recovery percentages (WR %), produced permeate 
volume, corrected relative flux (CRF) and corrected specific permeate flux (CSPF) values 
were higher in MF than UF membrane in all studied feeds and trans-membrane 
pressures (TMPs). However, flux losses were greater in MF than the UF membrane in all 
studied feeds and TMPs (100, 200 and 300 kPa). At all TMPs, the UF membrane was 
successful in reducing most of the physical and chemical foulants than MF membranes, 
as the percentages reduction of these foulants were higher in UF membrane than MF 
membrane during all filtration runs fed with all studied feeds. 
 
Additionally, fouling mechanisms in MF and UF membranes were further analysed 
using some of the experimental fouling models. In all studied feeds and TMPs, the 
highest total hydraulic resistance (Rt) and overall fouling resistance (Rf) values were 
reported during the filtration runs of ceramic UF membrane, although values were not 
significantly varied. The lowest Rt and Rf values were recorded during the filtration runs 
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of MF membrane fed with RSEs at all TMPs as most of the minute foulants easily pass 
through this membrane. There were significant variations in reversible (Ref) and 
irreversible fouling resistance (Rif) values during the filtration runs of low pressure 
(MF/UF) membranes fed with both SSEs and RSEs feeds at studied TMPs of 100, 200 
and 300 kPa. In all feeds and TMPs, the highest Ref were observed during the filtration 
runs of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa, closely followed by the same 
membrane fed with the same feed but run at TMP of 300 kPa. The lowest Ref values 
were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, 
followed by same MF membrane filtered at same feed but at TMP of 200 kPa. In both 
low pressure (MF/UF) membrane systems, higher recoverable fouling was reported at 
SSEs feeds than RSEs feeds at all studied TMPs. Among all feeds, higher Rif were 
observed during the filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa, closely 
followed by same membrane at same TMP but fed with SSEs. The lowest Rif were 
recorded during the filtration runs of tap water fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa. 
The filtration results demonstrated that higher irreversible fouling occurred in RSEs fed 
UF membrane than the MF membrane. The filtration results also demonstrated the 
dominance of pores fouling in UF membrane than MF in all studied feeds and TMPs.  
  
The fouling mechanisms in BWRO membranes were analysed with the aid of 
experimental fouling models and results were reported that were different than MF/UF 
membranes. From these modellings, the highest overall fouling resistances (Rf) were 
observed during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane, closely followed by 
GMF filtered fed RO due to higher foulants (specifically organic) in these studied feeds. 
The lowest overall Rf were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate fed (SSEs 
fed) RO membrane closely followed by UF membrane (SSEs fed) RO due to lower 
foulants presents in these studied feeds. In addition, more organic fouling was recorded 
during the filtration runs of RO membrane fed with MBR permeates, closely followed by 
GMF filtered. This was further proven by the record of highest organic contents [in 
terms of inorganic carbon (IC), total carbon (TC), and total organic carbon (TOC)] in the 
MBR permeate feed followed by GMF filtered. The more reversible fouling in RO 
membrane were recorded during the filtration runs of the aforementioned feeds; but 
lower RO permeate fluxes were recorded during the filtration runs with these feeds. 
More irreversible fouling was observed during filtration runs of RO membrane fed with 
permeates of MF/UF membranes (RSEs fed), which further proved that the real feeds 
cause more irreversible fouling in RO membrane than synthetic feeds. The highest Ref 
and recoverable fouling percentages were reported during the filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas lowest Ref resistances were 
observed during the filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at same TMP, 
closely followed by the same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. The highest Rif and 
irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of GMF filter fed 
RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by the same feed but at TMP of 
2500 kPa. The lowest Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during 
filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. These 
reversible and irreversible resistances were partly dependent on the applied TMPs, but 
were mostly dependent on feed types filtered through the membranes.  
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During current filtration studies of RO membrane, the direct relationship of fouling 
potentiality (Kf) and permeate flux decline percentages was observed. The feeds of RO 
with the highest Kf values also showed the highest permeate flux decline percentages. 
The highest Kf values were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa and also highest flux decline percentages were 
recorded at RO membrane fed with this feed at the same TMP. Similarly, the lowest Kf 
values were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa, and the lowest flux decline percentages values were 
also observed during filtration runs of this feed at this TMP.  
 
Amongst feeds, SSEs feeds showed higher cake layers in both MF/UF membranes than 
RSEs feed; whereas RSEs fed both membranes showed similar pore narrowing values. 
The higher UMFI and permeate volume were recorded in all feeds fed MF membrane 
than UF. This may be due to less internal/pore narrowing, higher membrane surface 
areas and pore size of MF membrane than UF. The insignificant cake layers were 
reported during filtration runs of  both synthetic and real fed RO membrane. However, 
higher cake layer formation was reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate & 
GMF filtered fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. In all cases, the lowest cake layer 
was reported in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. Similarly, the highest UMFI 
values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane than 
other feeds, whereas the lowest UMFI values were recorded in MF/UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed at all studied TMPs.  
 
These results demonstrate the suitability of both ceramic UF and MF membrane as pre-
treatments for RO membrane during water recovery, based on higher permeability, 
water recovery, lower fouling resistances and fouling than other studied pre-
treatments MBR and GMF. The results of current filtration runs support the case 
studies and ranking results.  
VII
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1. INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Background 
The United Nations (2006) have reported that more than 3 billion of the world’s 
population lack enough safe water to support their basic needs and 40% have no access 
to basic hygiene infrastructure. The freshwater shortage is deepening further as 
approximately 2.3 billion people (41% of the world population) live in regions with 
water shortages (Service 2006). Besides climatic conditions and uneven distribution of 
water resources, population growth, increasing per capita water consumptions, conflicts 
of use, and rapid urbanization are the main causes for growing freshwater shortages
(Cornel et al., 2011). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2007) 
forecast a further increase of global water shortage due to the effects of global climate 
change. It predicts that solutions such as water conservation and water transfer or dam 
construction are not sufficient to cope with increasing demand and, in many cases, 
decreasing supply (Greenlee et al., 2009).
Due to this worsening situation; there is an urgent need to look into tapping 
water from non-traditional sources to supplement limited freshwater. Solutions such as 
water reclamation & reuse, and seawater desalination have emerged as the keys to 
sustaining future generations across the globe (Greenlee et al., 2009). Both water 
reclamation and desalination have been incorporated successfully to provide additional 
fresh water production for communities using conventional water treatment and fresh 
water resources (USEPA 2004; Sauvet-Goichon 2007). Wastewater is also a valuable 
resource that contains the resource water in concentration of >99.5% (Cornell et. al.,
2011).
The reclamation & reuse of municipal wastewater is a common practice
worldwide (Metcalf & Eddy 2003; Bixio et al., 2004). By reclaiming, the circulation of 
water through the natural water cycle can be short-circuited, human water needs can be 
fulfilled and the environmental impact is limited. The main characteristic of reclaimed 
wastewater is that production is relatively constant throughout the year, as its sources do
not dependent on rainfall, but on the municipal sewage production (Wintgens et al.,
2005). Recycled water can be viewed as an independent source of water, which is
capable of increasing the reliability of a water supply (Anderson et al., 2001; Friedler 
2000). Water reuse has been used to provide water for irrigation, power plant cooling 
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water, industrial process water, and ground water recharge and has been accepted as a 
method for indirect drinking water production (Fono et al., 2006; Focazio et al., 2008). 
Although wastewater reclamation and reuse present a promising solution to the growing 
pressure on water resources (Wintgens et al., 2005), this practice faces obstacles 
(Metcalf & Eddy 2003) such as insufficient public acceptance, technical, economic and 
hygienic risks and further uncertainties caused by a lack of awareness, accepted 
standards, uniform guidelines and legislation. Some of these issues can be mitigated by 
the application of tertiary advance treatment technologies during water reclamation &
reuse.
Among these applied advance technologies, membrane technology shows 
promise in wastewater reclamation & reuse. Membranes had been limited previously to 
water softening and desalination, but are now used increasingly to produce high-quality 
reclaimed water suitable for reuse (Leverenz and Asano, 2011). The enhanced level of 
contaminant removal by membranes not only increased quality but also reduced health 
risks. Among these membrane technologies, reverse osmosis (RO) is the most 
important, widely commercialised and versatile water treatment technologies for the 21st
century (Elimelech and Wiesner 2002). The RO membrane is used around the world for 
production of ultra-pure, potable, and process waters with water recovery (Khedr 2003). 
Further, this technology is the most preferred among membrane technologies and 
dominating other advance technologies for seawater (SW) and brackish water (BW) 
desalting from the last two decades (Veerapaneni et al., 2011). Moreover, this 
technology is improving the quality of municipal secondary effluents (SEs) to enhance
both product quality and reuse options. RO membrane has become an innovative viable 
technology for water recovery and its large-scale implementation has been rapidly 
increasing worldwide due to membrane cost reduction, process improvement and 
accumulation of operational experience (Zhao et al., 2010a). The significant reduction 
of water recovery cost via RO membranes from US$5/m3 (1970) to <US$1/m3
(Greenlee et al., 2009) also further pushes RO to dominate both on the markets and 
reclamation operations from various feeds. 
Feed solutions can differentiate fresh, brackish and seawater with the value 
range of total dissolved solids (TDS). Water with TDS <1000 mg/L is categorized as 
potable fresh water, 1000-5000 mg/L as low salinity BW, 5000-15,000 mg/L as high 
salinity BW and 7000-45,000 mg/L as SW (DOW 2008). RO process prefers lower 
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TDS value, as the greater the feed TDS, the higher pressure needed to push water 
through the membranes, and consequently, the higher energy costs. Among BW feeds, a
municipal secondary effluent (SEs) has the lowest range (500-1200mg/L) of TDS 
(Watson et. al, 2003). In addition, SEs has relatively low suspended solids, TOC, and 
salinity, which makes it very attractive as a source water, and it also tends to be located 
close to where it could be used (Fane et. al., 2011). Thus, SEs desalting by RO 
membrane may be the most attractive options to reclaimed high quality water with use 
of minimal energy and operation costs than other feed sources with higher TDS values.
Further, municipal wastewater provides the second limitless sources (after SW
desalination) of water (Fane et. al., 2011). Membranes used in reclamation processes 
either convert secondary effluents or raw wastewater into high quality product water. 
The first of these options is the most common as it is easy to build on existing municipal 
wastewater infrastructure (Fane et. al., 2011). The RO membrane feed with SEs can 
produce high-quality water at approximately half the energy and costs of SWRO (Fane 
et. al., 2011).
The performance of RO membrane used in water recovery from SEs is often 
limited by membrane fouling. The presence of suspended solids, colloidal and organic 
matter, and high levels of biological activities in SEs are the main challenges in 
preventing and controlling fouling during water recovery application (Shon et al.,
2009). Despite the recent rapid improvement in membrane separation technologies, 
fouling is still the major impediment for sustainability of RO membrane in water 
recovery from SEs (Reardon et al., 2005).
Among fouling control strategies, pre-treatment is emerging as a most promising 
solution as it is simple and easy to implement (Shon et al., 2009). The application of 
pre-treatment is the first step in controlling membrane fouling, which could be either 
simple microfiltration without chemical addition or may involve processes such as pH 
adjustment, chlorination, coagulants addition, sedimentation, decholorination, activated-
carbon adsorption, and final polishing. The primary goals of any pre-treatment system is 
to lower the fouling propensity of water in the membrane system as SEs typically have a 
greater propensity for membrane fouling and require more extensive pre-treatment 
systems than groundwater resources (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). 
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Previous controlled laboratory experiments have been performed to study factors 
contributing to membrane fouling. These include feed water composition and 
concentration of key constituents (e.g., pH, ionic strength, presence of multivalent 
cations, colloids, proteins, polysaccharides, and hydrophilic and hydrophobic organic 
substances), membrane properties (e.g., surface morphology, hydro-phobicity, charge, 
and molecular weight cut-off), temperature, and hydrodynamic conditions (e.g., initial 
permeate flux and cross-flow velocity) (Ang and Elimelech 2007; Lee et al., 2010).
These studies have improved our understanding of aspects of membrane fouling during 
applications, but many were conducted under controlled laboratory-scale conditions that 
may not completely represent ‘real world’ membrane applications (Xu et al., 2010).
Though there was substantial effort in understanding the fundamentals of membrane 
fouling, knowledge about fouling during water reclamation applications at pilot- and 
full-scale is limited (Xu et al., 2010). A proper understanding of cause of fouling is 
lacking, such as where fouling occurs, what type of fouling is dominant, impact of feed 
water chemistry, what operating conditions and what types of membranes are more 
favourable regarding minimizing fouling in water reclamation.
This research evaluated current pre-treatment technologies that can improve the 
quality of recovered water from tertiary facilities and, more importantly, can reduce RO
membrane fouling in a cost effective and environmental friendly (e.g. few or reusable 
chemicals, less secondary pollution) manner. Without pre-treatment, the long term 
decline in flux will limit production, or increase costs due to higher pressure 
requirements to maintain the desired flux (Reardon et al., 2005). Improper choice of 
pre-treatment will tend to generate erratic and lower than expected performance, 
requiring more frequent cleaning and membrane replacement. Membrane fouling causes
reductions in permeate flux during application, resulting in decreases in water recovery 
with increment in operation costs to maintain the desired flux. This constraint has to be 
addressed for sustainable RO application in water recovery from SEs. The major 
foulants identification with their characterisation and integration of appropriate pre-
treatment options are necessary measures required for mitigating this constraint.
Although there has been significant numbers of RO pre-treatments and fouling 
mechanisms on water recovery from SEs related studies mostly based on the synthetic 
feeds; less has been researched about the impacts of both synthetic and real feeds 
simultaneously. Further, this study ranked existing pre-treatments technologies both 
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qualitative and quantitatively and best ranked pre-treatments were evaluated after their 
performances in subsequent filtration experiments. In addition, application of ceramic 
MF/UF membranes for wastewater effluent treatment gaining acceptance because of 
their mechanical resistance, chemical inertia, long working life, thermal stability, and 
low cost (Bhakta et. al., 2009). But fewer studies were conducted on these ceramic 
membranes as pre-treatments for RO. Moreover, MBR (combination with MF/UF) is 
replacing the conventional activated sludge processes (CASPs) which would probably 
be favored in a green field site due to smaller foot print and the reported better quality 
feed (lower TOC) to RO (Cote et. al., 2008). Furthermore, the high-quality water 
produced by dual membranes reclamation process is (MF/UF/MBR + RO) suitable for 
demanding industrial applications and for indirect potable reuse (IPR) (Fane et. al.,
2011). The current study select all these membranes (ceramic MF, UF membrane and 
MBR membrane) as pre-treatment options for RO membrane and evaluated on the basis 
of their performance in permeability and foulings reduction.
This research also uses both synthetic and real SEs as feeds and compares the 
impacts on three low pressure membranes (ceramic MF, ceramic UF and MBR) and one 
conventional granular media filtration (sand filter) as pre-treatments for RO and
performance of high pressure membrane (RO) integrated with these pre-treatments.
1.2 Research primary objectives  
This study was conducted to perform a review of major foulants in RO membrane
during water recovery from SEs, to identify the most dominant types of membrane 
foulings, to select appropriate pre-treatment options for evaluation via ranking 
exercises, and to evaluate these selected options on filtration experimental sub-phases 
with developed evaluation criteria. The review focuses specifically on foulants present 
in both synthetic secondary effluents (SSEs) and real biologically treated secondary 
effluents (BTSEs) and their available pre-treatment options. Based on a thorough
review of the current literature, the primary objectives of the research study were:
¾ to identify key fouling mechanisms of RO membranes used in water recovery
from secondary treated wastewater;
¾ to identify key factors affecting the major fouling of membranes used in water 
recovery; 
¾ to evaluate selected pre-treatment technologies to reduce the effect of fouling in 
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RO membrane; and 
¾ to quantify the level of fouling using mathematical models 
The identification of the major RO foulants was carried out by reviewing the 
existing literature/case studies on key fouling mechanisms of RO membrane used 
during water recovery from secondary treated wastewater (Chapter 2).
The evaluation of appropriate pre-treatments technologies for minimising key 
factors affecting fouling of RO membranes was performed on the basis of qualitative 
criteria developed from literature review, ranking exercises and filtration experiments. 
These criteria for evaluation were based on a review of existing scientific results,
advantages/disadvantages, costs, ultimate produced water quality, reduction on other
fouling potentiality parameters and overall sustainability of the process (Chapter 3, 4).
The pre-treatment options were selected on the basis of qualitative ranking exercises 
before conducting synthetic and real feeds filtration experiments (Chapters 4 and 5).
The filtration experimental results (both in synthetic and real feeds filtration runs) were
based on the quality of parameters selected, and their performance operation parameters 
and also in reducing some of the important potential fouling water quality parameters 
(PFWQPs) (Chapter 5).
The study compared selected pre-treatment technologies for RO, based upon 
filtration trials carried out in synthetic and real feeds (Chapter 5). Finally, fouling 
characterisation and mathematical modelling were used to understand the fouling 
mechanisms and impacts on both low pressure and high pressure membrane by various 
feeds and in different operation conditions (Chapter 6).
1.3 Scope of work  
¾ Identification of the major RO fouling mechanisms; 
¾ Selection of the pre-treatment options for study using a ranking process;
¾ Identification and development of critical criteria for pre-treatments evaluation; 
¾ Evaluation of  pre-treatment technologies against selected criteria; and
¾ Identification of appropriate pre-treatment technologies for RO membrane.
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1.4 Research framework  
The research framework was designed to formulate research questions, develop
the aim & objectives to address those questions, postulate specific goals to narrow study 
areas, and finally plan and execute standard materials/methods to achieve aims & 
objectives and specific goals. The framework of this research study is given Fig.1.1,
basing on collective integration of literature review, ranking exercises and experiments.
The activities in research framework were formulated and executed in an 
integrated and phase-wise manner. In addition to a comprehensive literature review 
(Chapter 2), and ranking of the existing pre-treatment technologies (Chapter 4) this 
research study was carried out in three filtration experiments sub-phases (Chapter 5). 
Selection of the best ranked pre-treatment technologies for RO, filtration experiments 
were conducted simultaneously in three distinct sub-phases (Fig.1.1) in sub-tropical 
climatic conditions (15 – 22oC).
In the first sub-phase of filtration experiments; preliminary filtration 
experiments were conducted with selected low pressure membranes (MF and UF) and 
high pressure RO membrane systems. These membrane systems were fed with DI and 
tap water in order to become familiarised with operation conditions and optimising the 
operating parameters. Moreover, new membranes were commissioned during this 
preliminary filtration experiments as well as the familiarised with required hydraulic 
and chemical cleaning.
The second sub-phase of filtration experiments was carried out after the initial 
filtration runs. The pilot scale ceramic MF and UF membrane systems were fed with 
synthetically prepared SEs (Chapter 3 Materials and Methods) and run into three 
different constant TMPs. These filtration runs were conducted in the batch mode and
several batches were performed to collect sufficient amount of permeate for feeding into 
pilot scale RO membrane system. After each batch, pilot scale membranes were cleaned 
hydraulically and chemically in order to regain the previous permeate fluxes.
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Fig.1.1 Research framework
After the collection of permeates of synthetically fed pilot scale ceramic MF, 
ceramic UF, membrane systems and laboratory scale MBR membrane systems; RO 
membrane was operated fed with MF, UF and MBR permeates separately. Filtration 
runs were conducted in the batch mode at three different TMPs. After each batch run, 
RO membrane was cleaned hydraulically and chemically. Several batch studies were 
carried out for both pilot scale low pressure membrane (MF and UF) and high pressure 
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RO membrane system. Membrane performances were evaluated in terms of permeates 
fluxes, selected PFWQPs values and reduction percentages.
In final third sub-phase of filtration experiments; both pilot scale ceramic MF 
and ceramic UF were fed with real biologically treated secondary effluents (BTSEs)
from local water reclamation plant (Anglesea Water Reclamation Plant, Barwon Water, 
VIC) (Note that this BTSEs called as RSEs in coming paragraphs and chapters). The 
filtration experiments were conducted in the batch mode at three different TMPs. After 
each batch both pilot scale MF and UF membrane systems were cleaned hydraulically 
and chemically by following the standard operation procedures provided by
manufactures.
The MF and UF permeates were fed into RO separately and pilot scale RO
membrane filtration experiments were also performed in batch modes but at three 
different TMPs. In addition, sand filtrated RSEs was collected from the Anglesea water 
reclamation plant and fed into this pilot scale RO membrane in batch mode at three 
different TMPs. After each batch of filtration run pilot scale RO membrane was cleaned 
hydraulically and chemically according to the permeate fluxes reduction. All low 
pressure and high pressure membranes performances were evaluated in terms of 
permeate fluxes, major chosen PFWQPs values and reduction percentages. 
1.5 Thesis outline   
This thesis was prepared from book chapters, journals articles and conference 
papers published, submitted and under-preparation (pls. refer to list of publications). 
Mostly, each chapter of this thesis includes one or more publications as provided in 
details in flow chart below (Fig.1.2).
Chapter 1 provides the general background of this research study, with aim and 
scope. In this first chapter, research overall framework as well as this thesis outline are 
presented. 
Chapter 2 mainly includes the literature review that was carried out at the 
inception of this research. The first section includes the journal article, discusses the RO 
and major foulants/fouling during water reclamation. This chapter also feed water 
sources for RO membrane for water recovery and focused specifically on RO 
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application in SEs for water recovery. The second section of this chapter described 
major PFWQPs for fouling prediction. The third section includes the book chapter and 
discusses existing pre-treatment technologies for RO membrane during water 
reclamation. Final fourth section describes available fouling potentiality prediction 
indices and mathematical modelling of fouling of both low pressure & high pressure 
membranes.
Fig.1.2 Thesis outline
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Chapter 3 presents the materials and methods for performing the filtration 
experiments, and describes the procedures for taking and analysing the operation 
parameters and PFWQPs values.
Chapter 4 focuses of the existing studies on pre-treatment technologies for RO; 
provides the selected case studies of application and ranking of the available pre-
treatment technologies for RO. Section 4.3 of this chapter includes the conference 
paper, which performed the ranking of existing pre-treatment technologies. The purpose 
of this study was to select best ranked pre-treatment options for further filtration 
experiments. Chapter 5 consists of journal articles, and conference papers, discusses the 
filtration experiment findings of both low pressure and high pressure membrane systems 
at various feeds and TMPs. This chapter provide the performance of both MF and UF 
fed with SSEs and RSEs. The performance of RO at various synthetic and real feeds 
was also presented at this chapter. The performance of both low pressure and high 
pressure membranes were evaluated in terms of permeability and PFWQPs values. The 
main focus of chapter 6 was mathematical models of both low pressure and high 
pressure membrane fouling. The mathematical models of all studied membranes were
presented in this chapter. Finally, chapter 7 includes conclusions of this study. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 Reverse osmosis (RO) membrane and its foulants/fouling 
 
2.1.1 RO membrane 
RO membrane is used primarily for desalination, whereas for wastewater 
treatment, RO is used for the removal of dissolved constituents from wastewater 
remaining after advanced treatment with depth filtration or MF (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). 
This membrane exclude ions, but require high pressures to produce the deionised water, 
and with respect to fouling the performance of RO is site specific. RO membranes can 
reject smallest contaminants, monovalent ions, while other membranes, including NF, 
UF, and MF are designed to remove materials of increasing size (Baker 2004). RO 
membranes do not have distinct pores that traverse membrane and lie at one extreme of 
commercially available membranes. RO can remove most dissolved solids species,
which cannot be removed by biological or other conventional treatment processes. 
2.1.1.1 Theory and definition 
In 1748, a French physicist named Jean Antoine Nollet first documented a 
phenomenon known today as osmosis - the process by which water diffuses through a 
semi-permeable membrane, moving from a liquid solution with fewer contaminants to a 
liquid solution with more contaminants until equilibrium is reached (WEF 2005). Two 
hundred years later, researchers manipulated this phenomenon to create the first reverse 
osmosis system as they found that by applying energy (in form of pressure or a vacuum) 
to the liquid solution with more contaminants, water could still move through the 
membrane, leaving the contaminants behind and discharging clean water (WEF 2005). 
In other words, water can be directed under high pressure or in a vacuum through thin 
membranes to remove even tiny particles such as salts, viruses, pesticides, and most 
organic compounds.
When two solutions having different solute concentrations are separated by  a 
semi-permeable membrane, a difference in chemical potential will exist across the 
membrane, in this situation water will tend to diffuse through membrane from the 
lower-concentration (high-potential) side to the higher-concentration (lower-potential) 
side (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). In a system having a finite volume, flow continues until 
the pressure difference balances the chemical potential difference and this balancing 
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pressure difference is termed as the osmotic pressure, which is a function of the solute 
characteristics and concentration and temperature (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). If a pressure 
gradient opposite in direction and greater than the osmotic pressure is imposed across 
the membrane, flow from the more concentrated to the less concentrated region will 
occur and is termed as reverse osmosis.
2.1.1.2 Feedwater sources for RO water recovery 
The choice of membrane technologies depends on feedwater source, feedwater 
composition, and reuses application, whereas pre-treatment types and fouling 
potentiality depend to a large extent on feed water source (i.e. well water, surface water 
and municipal wastewater). Feedwater source identification and characterisation are 
important tasks to be performed during membrane technologies application. There are 
various feedwater sources treated with RO for water recovery. The major feedwater 
types treated by RO/NF can be roughly characterized from TDS content and organic 
load (TOC), namely (DOW 2008);
¾ Very-low-salinity, high purity water coming from first RO systems (double-pass 
RO system) or the polishing stage in ultrapure water systems with TDS up to 50 
mg/L
¾ Low-salinity tap water with TDS up to 500 mg/L
¾ Medium-salinity ground water with high NOM and TDS up to 5,000 mg/L
¾ Medium-salinity brackish waters with TDS up to 5,000 mg/L
¾ Medium-salinity tertiary effluent with high TOC and BOD levels and TDS up to 
5,000 mg/L
¾ High-salinity brackish waters with TDS in the range of 5,000-15,000 mg/L
¾ Seawater with TDS in the range of 35,000 mg/L
2.1.1.2.1 Seawater (SW) 
Standard SW has TDS of 35,000 mg/L and constitutes the largest amount of 
water worldwide. The composition is nearly same worldwide. The actual TDS content 
may vary within wide limits from the Baltic Sea with 7,000 mg/L, to the Red Sea and 
Arabian Gulf with up to 45,000 mg/L (DOW 2008). The characteristic features of SW 
have to be considered in the design and operation of the pre-treatment and reverse 
osmosis process. As a consequence of high salinity involving a high osmotic pressure, 
the recovery of the system is limited to typically 40–50% in order to not exceed the 
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physical pressure limits of the membrane element, or to limit the energy consumption 
associated with higher feed pressures at higher recoveries, or to limit the salinity and/or 
boron concentration in product water (DOW 2008). SWs from open intakes may cause 
bio-fouling of RO membranes if bio-fouling prevention measures are not in place.
2.1.1.2.2 Brackish water (BW) 
The composition of BWs (i.e. well water, lake water, surface water and SEs 
from wastewater treatment) is varied, and water analysis is essential for a good process 
design. In BW treatment, the factor limiting recovery is mainly of a chemical nature 
(e.g. precipitation and scale formation by compounds such as calcium carbonate or 
calcium sulphate), although bio-fouling potentiality is another limiting factor. Among 
BWs; industrial and municipal wastewaters have a wide variety of organic and 
inorganic constituents may be present. Thus, limiting factors are sometimes governed 
by additional characteristics of feed waters, for example organic matter or phosphate 
scaling potential. Some types of organic components may adversely affect RO/NF 
membranes, including severe flow loss and/or membrane degradation (organic fouling), 
making a well-designed pre-treatment scheme pre-requisite (DOW 2008).
 
2.1.1.2.2.1 Well water 
Generally, well water is a consistent feed source that has a low fouling potential. 
This source typically requires a very simple pre-treatment scheme such as acidification 
and/or anti-scalant dosing and a 5-lm cartridge filter (DOW 2008).
2.1.1.2.2.2 Surface water 
Surface water is a variable water source, which is affected by seasonal factors. It 
has a higher fouling potential, both microbiological and colloidal, than the well water. 
Pre-treatment for surface water is more complex than well water. Additional pre-
treatment steps often include processes such as chlorination, coagulation/flocculation, 
clarification, multi-media filtration, dechlorination, acidification and/or anti-scale 
dosing for this type of feed source (DOW 2008).
2.1.1.2.2.3 Secondary effluents (SEs) 
Wastewater treated with secondary level treatment process is termed as SEs,
which may be suitable for discharge into waterways but is not suitable for potable 
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purposes without further treatment. The quality of these effluents depends on the 
sources of discharges, types, levels and intensity of treatment applied. The SEs can have 
a variable and changing high suspended solids load with a high portion of colloidal 
materials, organics and bacteria. Without pre-treatment, it is not feasible to feed this 
effluent to RO for recycling potable quality reclaimed water into indirect sources. 
Appropriate pre-treatment options are required to reduce cell deposition, and subsequent 
bio-growth.
The organic and biological composition of wastewater is a reflection of the 
influent water usage (such as industrial, domestic, and agricultural activities). The 
organic composition of wastewater is approximately 50% protein, 40% carbohydrate, 
10% fats and oils, and trace amounts (e.g. μg/L or less) of priority pollutants, 
surfactants, and emerging contaminants (Shon et al., 2006b). 
Table 2.1 Typical water quality of secondary effluent (adopted from Pettygrove and Asano 
1985; Lazarova et al., 2001; Metcalf & Eddy 2003; USEPA 2004)
The SEs commonly contained elevated amounts of nutrients that might inflate
eutrophication processes when it is disposed into lakes and stream and contained 
dissolved solids which might jeopardise sustainable agricultural production and ground 
water quality. For this reason, advanced treatment is required, such as membrane 
systems for polishing, increasing quality and reducing the environmental impacts. 
Typical water quality of secondary effluent is in Table 2.1.
A variety of contaminants are present in SEs, which act as membrane foulants 
such as sparingly soluble inorganic compounds, colloidal or particulate matter, 
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dissolved organics, chemical reactants, and micro-organisms. The presence of a high 
load of suspended solids, organic pollutants and microorganism play a role in 
membrane fouling. Organic matter causes by-products during disinfection and provides 
a carbon source for micro-organisms. The removal of organic matter is a priority during 
RO application in BTSEs as this influence organic as well as bio-fouling. The SEs is 
treated in RO membrane processes as feed sources to enhance recovered water quality 
and to broaden reuse options.
2.1.2 RO membrane application in secondary effluents (SEs) 
RO systems were the first type of membrane systems to be used in advanced 
wastewater treatment, where these early applications were specific to water 
reclamation/reuse and groundwater recharge and were limited geographically to areas 
facing water shortages (WEF 2005). The RO systems are used to remove soluble ions, 
dissolved solids, and organic materials from high-quality tertiary effluent to polish final 
effluents for reuse or for groundwater recharge (WEF 2005). However, extensive pre-
treatment and periodic cleaning is usually needed to maintain acceptable membrane
water fluxes (Willams 2003).
Early studies (Lim and Johnston, 1976) showed that high removals of TDS and 
moderate removals of organics could be achieved. Tsuge and Mori (1977) showed that 
tubular membranes (with a substantial pre-treatment system) could remove both 
inorganic and organics from municipal SEs and produce water meeting drinking water 
standards. Stenstrom et al., (1982) studied municipal wastewater treatment over a 3 year 
period using tubular cellulose acetate membranes and found that TDS rejections were 
81%, and TOC rejections were >94%, making the permeate suitable for reuse. 
However, feed pre-treatment was necessary to maintain high water flux levels. Some 
scientists (Reinhardt et al. 1986) have discussed municipal wastewater treatment at a
large scale plant (Water Factory 21, Orange County, California). The feed to the plant 
consisted of secondary effluent, and the process was composed of a variety of treatment 
systems, including RO membranes (several different types) with a 5 MGD capacity. 
The process reduced TDS and organics to levels that allowed the effluent to be injected 
into groundwater aquifers used for water supplies. Suzuki and Minami (1991) reported 
studies on use of several RO membranes to treat secondary effluent containing various 
salts and dissolved organic materials and resulted of TDS rejections of up to 99% and 
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TOC rejections >90% were found possible, and fecal coliform group rejections were 
>99.9%.  However losses in water flux over time were noted but could be partially 
restored by periodic cleaning (Williams 2003). This rejection quality of most of the 
contaminants by RO and higher recovered water quality makes this membrane 
technology a feasible choice during application in SEs.
During the last 20 years, the application of integrated membrane systems has 
emerged as a viable alternative for providing additional treatment to wastewater effluent 
for reclamation or reuse, which includes integration of RO with other wastewater 
treatment technologies or membrane systems to treat tertiary wastewater effluent for 
reuse or other reclamation uses (WEF 2005). One example of such integration is 
integrating the RO for advance wastewater treatment after treatment by conventional 
activated sludge/MF/UF) or by MBRs reuse or other reclamation uses. Limited water 
supply sources and increased regulatory requirements have resulted in many utilities 
assessing the option of wastewater reuse as an alternative source of water supply, 
aquifer recharge, or surface water recharge (WEF 2005). 
In municipal wastewater treatment plants, RO membrane processes are used to 
provide advanced post-treatment to improve the quality of the effluent water for 
subsequent use (WEF 2005). Permeate from RO membrane processes have reduced 
salts, disinfection by-products, and emergent pollutants of concern (EPOCs) such as 
pharmaceuticals and hormones (Drewes et al. 2002). Therefore, RO membranes will 
continue to be used for municipal wastewater effluent post-treatment wherever the 
subsequent user or discharge mechanism requires superior quality water (WEF 2005). 
2.1.3 RO membrane foulants and fouling 
The term fouling includes the accumulation of all kinds of layers on the 
membrane and feed spacer surface, including scaling. This is an important consideration 
in the design and operation of membrane systems as it affects pre-treatment needs, 
cleaning requirements, operating conditions, cost, and performance (Metcalf and Eddy 
2003). Sablani et al., (2001) found that membrane life time and permeate (pure water) 
fluxes are primarily affected by the phenomena of concentration polarisation (i.e. solute 
build-up) and fouling (e.g. microbial adhesion, gel layer formation and solute adhesion) 
at the membrane surface. Flemming and Amjad (1993) categorized fouling agents into 
four major classes, based on their size and physical–chemical properties and these 
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fouling agents can occur individually or simultaneously, namely: biological fouling, 
organic fouling, colloidal/particulate fouling and scaling. 
This is an extreme complex phenomenon, which occurs by the formation of 
undesirable deposition of particulate/ colloidal or organic matter to the membrane 
surfaces (Al-Amoudi and Lovitt 2007). In general, fouling of RO membranes can occur 
in three forms (Metcalf and Eddy 2003): (1) a build-up of constituents in feedwater on 
the membrane surface, (2) the formation of chemical precipitates due to the chemistry of 
the feedwater, (3) damage to the membrane due to the presence of chemical substances 
that can react with the membrane or biological agents that can colonise the membrane. 
Three accepted mechanisms resulting in resistance to flow due to accumulation of 
materials within a lumen are (1) pore narrowing, (2) pore plugging, and (3) gel/ cake 
formation caused by concentration polarisation (Ahn et al., 1998). Bacteria, micro-
organisms, inorganic and organic and colloids, silica are some of the common 
constituents that are found in SE will cause damage to membranes.
According to the type of fouling materials, four categories of RO membrane 
fouling are generally recognised (Liu et al., 2001) namely: (a) inorganic 
fouling/Scaling; (b) particle/colloids fouling; (c) organic fouling; and (d) 
microbial/Biological fouling. For the first three types of fouling, there existed well-
establish pre-treatment and chemical cleaning methods; bio-fouling has been one of the 
least understood forms of membrane fouling (Visvanathan et al., 2002). 
In general, colloidal fouling refers to the entrapment of particulate or colloidal 
matter such as iron flocs or silt, bio-fouling is the growth of a biofilm and organic 
fouling is the adsorption of specific organic compounds such as humic substances and 
oil on the membrane surface, scaling refers to the precipitation and deposition within 
the system of sparingly soluble salts including calcium carbonate, barium sulphate, 
calcium sulphate, strontium sulphate and calcium fluoride (DOW 2008). 
These fouling occur due to the following reasons: (1) biological fouling which is 
the growth of biological species on the membrane surface (2) colloidal fouling which 
results in a loss of permeate flux through the membrane (3) organic fouling due to the 
deposition of organic substances and (4) scaling which is defined as the formation of 
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minerals deposits precipitating from feed stream to the membrane surface (Duranceau 
2001). 
Even though there is significant improvement in membrane technologies, still 
membrane fouling continues to be the key limitation for successful application of 
membrane processes (Jacquemet et. al., 2006; Agtmaal et al., 2007; Hashim 2007; Ning 
and Troyer 2007; Tran et al., 2008; Hoek et. al., 2008; Karime et al., 2008, Yang et. al., 
2008). Membrane fouling arises due to accumulation of aquatic substances on or inside 
membrane matrices which cause loss of membrane permeability. It is the most 
challenging aspects on operation of membrane systems. Overall, membrane fouling 
causes a reduction in flux and detrimental impacts on membrane performance and 
subsequently increases the operation costs. 
Fouling of membrane can occur in three general forms (Metcalf & Eddy 2003):
(1) a build-up of the constituents in the feedwater on the membrane surface (2) the 
formation of chemical precipitates due to the chemistry of the feedwater (3) damage to 
the membrane due to the presence of chemical substances that can react with the 
membrane or biological agents that can colonise the membrane (Table 2.2). Three 
accepted mechanisms resulting in resistance to flow due to the accumulation of 
materials within a lumen are (1) pore narrowing, (2) pore plugging, and (3) gel/cake 
formation caused by concentration polarisation (Ahn et. al., 1998).
Gel/cake formation, caused by concentration polarization, occurs when the 
majority of the solid matter in the feed is larger than the pore sizes or molecular weight 
cut-off of the membrane (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). Concentration polarization is the 
build-up of matter close to or on the membrane surface that causes an increase in 
resistance to solvent transport across the membrane (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). Pore
plugging occurs when particles the size of pores become stuck in pores of the 
membrane. Pore narrowing consists of solid material attaching to the interior surface of 
the pores, which results in a narrowing of the pores. It is hypothesized that once the 
pore size is reduced; concentration polarisation is amplified further, causing an increase 
in fouling (Crozes et. al., 1997). 
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Table 2.2 Constituents in wastewater that can affect the performance of membrane through the 
mechanism of fouling (Metcalf & Eddy 2003)
Membrane fouling is a complicated phenomenon and results from various 
causes. According to the type of fouling materials, four categories of membrane fouling 
are generally recognised (Liu et al., 2001), namely: (a) Microbial/Biological fouling; (b) 
Inorganic fouling/Scaling; (c) Organic fouling; and (d) Particle/Colloids fouling. 
2.1.3.1 Microbial/Biological or Bio-fouling 
Bio-fouling is caused by biologically active micro-organisms bacteria, fungi and 
other eukaryote microorganism (Flemming et al., 1997). It is a dynamic process of 
microbial colonisation and growth, which results in formation of microbial bio-films. 
This is the biggest problem in membrane filtration because even with highly effective 
pre-treatment processes that removes 99.9% of all microorganisms, there are still 
enough cells left to colonise and form a bio-film causing flux decline and irreversible 
fouling (Flemming et al., 1997). This is a result of the formation of bio-films on 
membrane surfaces. Once bacteria attach to the membrane surfaces, they multiply and 
produce extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) to form a viscous, slimy, hydrated 
gel. EPS typically consists of hetero-polysaccharides and have high negative charge 
density. This gel structure protects bacterial cells from hydraulic shearing and from 
chemical attacks of biocides such as chlorine. Biofilm formation on the membrane 
surface is a multi-step process that begins when a clean membrane surface is exposed to 
an aqueous solution containing microorganisms, dissolved organic and inorganic 
foulants (Aleem et al., 1998).
Biofilms play a major role in water reclamation technologies by biodegrading 
organic contaminants in the water or by converting unwanted inorganic materials into 
harmless ones (López-Ramírez et al., 2006), but if not controlled bio-films could cause 
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bio-fouling. If biofilm growth is uncontrolled then it can lead to membrane clogging, 
inactivation of catalytic surfaces, and impairment of the system ability (López-Ramírez 
et al., 2006). 
Severity of bio-fouling is greatly related to characteristics of the feed water. 
Water quality parameters that indicate the potential of microbial fouling are classified 
into three categories (Liu et al., 2001): (a) parameters indicating the abundance of 
microbes, (b) parameters indicating nutrient availability, and (c) parameters indicating 
environmental conditions for microbial growth. This fouling may be controlled by 
sufficient chloramines addition (Xu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2008). Xu et al., (2010) 
recorded that membranes consistently exhibited more severe bio-fouling on the tail-
elements than on the lead-elements regardless of reclaimed water quality, whereas 
others (Yang et al., 2008; Speth et al., 1998) reported more bio-fouling on the lead-
elements than on tail-elements. During autopsy of an RO membrane used in treating 
BWs, Yang et al., (2008) found high amounts of microbes on all the first-stage 
membrane modules causing bio-fouling, whereas calcium carbonate scaling was 
dominant in the second-stage membrane modules. 
 
2.1.3.2 Inorganic fouling/Scaling 
Inorganic, or scaling fouling, is caused by the accumulation of inorganic 
precipitates such as metal hydroxides, and ‘‘scales’’ on membrane surface or within 
pore structure. When the concentrations of chemical species exceed their saturation 
concentrations precipitates are formed. This fouling is a major concern for RO and NF 
as these membranes reject inorganic species. Those species form a concentrated layer in 
the vicinity of membrane-liquid interface- a phenomenon referred to ‘‘concentration 
polarization’’. Whereas in case of MF and UF, inorganic fouling due to concentration 
polarization is much less profound, but inorganic fouling can exist due to interactions 
between ions and other fouling materials (i.e. organic polymers) via chemical bonding. 
If some pre-treatment processes such as coagulation and oxidation are not designed or 
operated properly, it may introduce metal hydroxides on the membrane surface or 
within the pore structure, causing this type of fouling. It is serious problem which 
occurs from the increased concentration of inorganic matter present in BTSEs beyond 
their solubility limits and their ultimate precipitation onto the membranes (Wiesner and 
Chellan 1999).
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Scaling usually refers to the formation of deposits of inverse-solubility salts such 
as CaCO3, CaSO4XH2O, silica, and calcium phosphate. In natural and wastewater 
streams, phosphorus compounds exist in the following forms (Maurer and Boller 1999):
particulate phosphate, orthophosphate (PO4\3-) (orthophosphate may be present on 
H3PO4, H2PO4 2-, and PO4 3- depending on pH), polyphosphate (important 
compounds in textile, washing powders and other detergents, depending on the product 
they may contain 2–7 P atoms) and organic phosphorus. 
Due to water shortages, municipal wastewater recycle or reuse practices have 
increased with the aid of RO membranes. For this new application of RO, preventive 
activities for calcium phosphate are needed so it is very important to operate RO 
systems at conditions lower than critical solubility limits. Scale formation increases the 
possibility of physical damage of RO membrane. This also increases chemical cost of 
RO plant and it is difficult to restore RO membrane performance due to difficulties of 
scale removal and irreversible pore plugging (Schafer et al., 2005). The results of the 
study conducted by Sahachaiyunta et al., (2002) to investigate the effect of silica 
fouling in RO membrane showed that presence of iron greatly affected the scale 
structure on the membrane surface compared with other metal species. Others reported 
calcium phosphate was an important scaling agent of RO membranes for wastewater 
treatment when operating at high recoveries, which usually results in membrane pore 
blockage and more drastic flux decline than organic or colloidal fouling (Bartels et al.,
2005).
2.1.3.3 Organic Fouling 
Organic fouling is profound in membrane filtration, with source water 
containing relatively high natural organic matters (NOM). NOM in water contains 
organic compounds that are both hydrophobic and hydrophilic with a wide range of 
molecular weights. It is composed of non-homogeneous organic compounds such as 
humic substances, amino acids, sugars, aliphatic and aromatic acids, and other chemical 
synthetic organic matter. It is divided into four subgroups: humic substances, microbial 
exudates and dissolved organics from plant tissues and animal waste (Jegatheesan et al.,
2002).
In addition to NOM, BTSEs consists of EfOM, which comprises NOM (mostly 
originated from drinking water, one of the major component in wastewater), SMPs
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derived from the biological treatment processes with the wastewater treatment plant and 
trace harmful chemicals from water use and water disinfection processes (Shon et al.,
2006b). The EfOM in wastewater consists of both particulates and dissolved substances, 
which has been found to include several trace organic contaminants, including 
endocrine-disrupting chemicals (EDCs) and pharmaceuticals and personal care products 
(PPCPs) (Snyder et al., 2006).
EfOM is summarized into three general classes based on their origins: (1) NOM 
derived from drinking-water sources, (2) Synthetic organic compounds produced during 
domestic use and disinfection by-products generated during disinfection processes of 
water and wastewater treatment, and (3) Soluble microbial products derived during 
biological processes of wastewater treatment (Drewes and Fox 1999). EfOM can be 
further classified into two main groups by size groupings: (1) POC >0.45 μm, and (2) 
DOC below that limit. The POC includes zooplankton, algae, bacteria, and debris 
organic matter from soil and plants. It can be removed by solid–liquid separation 
processes. However, the DOC can pass on many effects on water quality and therefore it 
remains a focus of research in wastewater treatment (Shon et al., 2006b). 
While operating the membrane systems for BTSEs water recovery, the following 
parameters influence organic fouling: membrane characteristics (Vander Bruggen and 
Vandecasteele 2002; Manttari et al., 2000); surface structure, as well as surface 
chemical properties; chemistry of feed solution including ionic strength (Elimelech et 
al.,1997; Ghose and Schnitzer 1980); pH (Manttari et al., 2000; Schäfer et al., 2004);
the concentration of monvalent ions and divalent ions (Schäfer et al., 2004; Yuan and 
Zydney 1999); the properties of organic matter, including molecular weight and polarity 
(Vander Bruggen and Vandecasteele 2002; Bellona et al., 2004); the hydrodynamics 
and the operating conditions at membrane surface including permeate flux (Vander 
Bruggen and Vandecasteele 2002; Wiesner and Chellan 1999); pressure (Roudman and 
DiGiano 2000; Roux et al., 2005); concentration polarisation (Schäfer et al., 1998); and 
the mass transfer properties of the fluid boundary layer. 
These factors either increase or decrease organic membrane fouling. A
description is found in Al-Amoudi and Lovitt (2007). This study indicates that the 
chemical (ionic strength, NOM fraction etc.) and physical parameters (pressure, 
velocity, and permeate flux) play a major role in organic fouling at RO membrane 
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surface. Furthermore, the high-molecular weight fraction of SMPs was found as the 
major foulant in RO membrane while treating SEs (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). They 
observed SMPs or soluble EPSs, particularly the hydrophilic colloids and 
macromolecules, as major foulants of NF/RO membranes during WW reclamation 
(Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Hong and Elimelech (1997) identify NOM as a major 
foulant for organic fouling during drinking water membrane treatment. 
During BTSEs water recovery with RO membranes, the presence of EfOM 
further complicated treatment processes with increases in fouling potentiality 
specifically bio-fouling and organic fouling. Barker and Stuckey (1999) further 
confirmed this situation during a review of SMPs in wastewater treatment systems. The 
study, defined EfOM represents a large group of structurally complex, heterogeneous 
and poorly defined organic compounds derived from raw wastewaters and microbial 
metabolic activities in biological treatment systems (Zhao et al., 2010b). To date, a few 
major components of EfOM that have been identified as humic substances (AHS), 
SMPs or EPSs, lipids, nucleic acids and organic acids, only accounted for 15–20% of 
the effluent carbon content (Zhao et al., 2010b), mainly present in colloidal and soluble 
form, and are refractory towards extended biodegradation, which makes their control 
difficult in commercial applications. 
A study by Zhao et al., (2010a) showed remarkable correlation between the 
different fouling behaviours observed and the characteristics of fouling layers 
developed. Organic fouling by carbohydrates and protein-like matters was primarily 
responsible for the flux loss observed at the first-stage RO with a recovery of 55% but 
more severe organic fouling together with inorganic precipitation of calcium phosphate 
and calcium carbonate (which caused more drastic and irreversible flux loss), was 
observed at the second-stage RO with a higher recovery of 70%. Their study further 
concluded that organic fouling due to EfOM was found to increase greatly with 
increasing permeate recovery and the study recommended more effective organic 
fouling control at the second-stage RO (Zhao et al., 2010b). EfOM as major RO foulant
accumulates on the membrane surfaces as sticky layer may entrap particulates or act as 
nucleation sites for sparingly soluble salts caused irreversible fouling in the later stage 
of operation. The other study by Zhao et al., (2010b) observed a clear correlation 
between the physio-chemical properties of EfOM fractions and their fouling potential 
such as the hydrophilic neutral fraction, mainly composed of small carbohydrates, 
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resulted in the highest flux decline and exhibited highest affinity towards membrane. 
Their study conclude that the EPSs biopolymers resulted less fouling than hydrophilic 
carbohydrates and membrane fouling by AHS and other hydrophilic fractions was found 
to be lower as compared to hydrophilic carbohydrates and EPS biopolymers (Zhao et 
al., 2010b). 
Organic fouling is profound in membrane filtration with source water containing 
relatively high NOM. Surface water (lake, river) typically contains higher NOM than 
ground water, with exceptions. For source water high in NOM, organic fouling is 
believed to be the most significant factor contributed to flux decline (Mallevialle et. al.,
1989; Lahoussine-Turcaud et. al., 1990). Micro-filters usually remove insignificant 
amount of organic matter, as measured by DOC. DOC as an indicator for organic 
fouling is probably neither proper nor adequate. Efforts to identify the effects of 
subgroups of NOM on membrane fouling have yet been able to draw definitive 
conclusions (Kim et al., 2008).
2.1.3.4 Particulate/Colloid fouling 
Particles and colloids are biologically inert particles and colloids, which are 
inorganic in nature and originated from weathering of rocks. Although algae, bacteria, 
and certain natural organic matters fall into the size range of particle and colloids they 
are different from inert particles and colloids such as silts and clays. These foulants 
dominates membrane fouling (Potts et al., 1981). Particulate matters in the size range of 
nm to μm are defined as colloids. Inorganic (clays, silica, salt, metal oxides), organic 
(aggregated natural and synthetic organic) and biological (bacteria, micro-organisms) 
are examples of common colloidal foulants. In most cases, particles and colloids cause 
the reversible fouling as their accumulation on membrane surfaces are removed by 
hydraulic cleaning measures such as backwash and air scrubbing (Reardon et al., 2005). 
But, if the particles and colloids size are smaller than the membrane pore size then there 
may be a case of irreversible fouling, as these particles and colloids can enter and be 
trapped within membrane structure matrix and not easily cleaned by hydraulic flushing 
(Reardon et al., 2005).
Champlin (2000) reported that removal of particles down to 1 μm may not be 
sufficient to avoid fouling in many cases. The high concentration of the rejected ions in 
the membrane surfaces could promote the aggregation of dissolved matter into colloidal 
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sized particles. In addition, influence of salt retention and concentration polarisation in 
the membrane surface area as well as electrostatic particle-membrane and particle–
particle interaction allow colloids to foul the membrane (Champlin 2000). This fouling 
of RO elements can seriously impair performance by lowering productivity and 
sometimes silt rejections. An early sign of this fouling is often an increased pressure 
differential across the system. The source of silt or colloidal in RO feed waters is varied 
and often includes bacteria, clay, colloidal silica and iron corrosion products. Several 
methods or indices have been proposed to predict a colloidal fouling potential of feed 
waters including turbidity, SDI, and MFI. Among them, SDI is the most common one 
used in predicting this fouling. 
 
2.2 Major potential fouling water quality parameters (PFWQPs) for fouling 
prediction 
2.2.1 Potential fouling water quality parameters (PFWQPs) 
The foulants present in the secondary effluent depend on characteristics of 
effluent and secondary treatments applied in water reclamation plants. The largest 
particles in secondary effluent would be measurable as suspended solids, but RO would 
be best protected from fouling if suspended solids were completely absent (DOW 
2008). Studies performed in the 1970s implicated colloids of <ȝPLQGLDPHWHUDVWKH
primary causes of flux loss in RO treatment (Winfield 1979; Winfield 1979a). The 
important features of colloids that contribute to their fouling potential include their 
charge and surface area. Adsorption of colloids can occur on the membrane surface as 
well as within the polymer matrix of the RO membrane. Additional foulants include 
low-molecular-weight dissolved organic components, sparingly soluble salts, metal 
oxides and hydroxides, and biological agents (DOW 2008).
Because of the difficulty in isolating the impact of a single fouling agent, 
aggregate or lumped parameters are used to measure foulants. For example, the 
measurement of TSS concentration will include organic and inorganic solids, as well as 
entrapped bacteria, viruses, and colloids. Membrane fouling potential of RO membrane 
in wastewater reclamation is measured by following parameters namely (Reardon et al., 
2005): TSS; Turbidity; SDI; Modified silt density indices (MSDI); Saturation indices 
(SI); Zeta potential (ZP); Particle counting (PC); TOC; and TMPs.
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2.2.1.1 Total suspended solids (TSS) 
TSS is the broadest measure of fouling potential for RO membranes. 
Wastewater effluents are routinely sampled to measure TSS. The most common 
analytical methods are those contained in Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and Wastewater (APHA/AWWA/ WEF 2005), the U.S. EPA Test Methods (EPA 
2001), and ASTM D-3977 (ASTM 2002). TSS measurement is necessary to understand
the fouling potential of suspended solids and performance analysis of pre-treatment. A
portion of the TS retained on a filter with a specified pore size, is measured after being 
dried at a specified temperature (1050C). The filter used most commonly for the
determination of TSS is the Whitman glass fibre filter, which has a nominal pore size of 
DERXW  ȝP $ W\SLFDO PRQWKO\ DYHUDJH SHUPLW OLPLW IRU 766 LV  PJ/ ZLWK D
maximum day limit that is 1.5 times higher. A well-operated secondary treatment plant
will, however, produce a secondary effluent with TSS concentrations between 5 and 20 
mg/L. Given the desired goal of zero TSS in RO feed water, pre-treatment to remove 
suspended solids is essential.
2.2.1.2 Turbidity 
Turbidity is an expression of the optical property of water that causes light to be 
scattered and absorbed rather than transmitted in straight lines through the sample. It is 
caused by suspended and colloidal particulate matter such as clay, silts, finely divided 
organic and inorganic matter, plankton and other microscopic organisms.The 
measurement of turbidity is necessary to assess the quality of feed, permeate and 
retentate effluent. Test methods for turbidity of water are described in ASTM D1889 
(DOW 2008), in ASTM D6698 and Chapter 2130 of Standard Methods for the 
Examination of Water and Wastewater 20th Editions (GEC Filtration 2010). Turbidity 
is often used for online control of particle filtration processes. The turbidity of feed 
water to RO/NF should be less than 1 NTU, as one of the minimum requirements of 
feedwater. 
Particles that cause light scattering, which is measured as turbidity, vary in size 
between 1 nm and 1 mm (McCoy et al., 1986). Correlation of turbidity with weight or 
particle number concentration of suspended matter is difficult because the size, shape, 
and refractive index of particles affect the light-scattering properties of the suspension. 
However, a ration of TSS-to-turbidity of 2:1 is often suggested (Geselbracht 1996). On 
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this basis, typical secondary effluent would have turbidity values of between 10 to 20 
NTU. Manufacturers of RO membranes strongly recommend a turbidity value of less 
than 1 NTU in RO feed water (Kasper 1993). Thus the removal efficiency goal for 
turbidity should be on the order 95%. Because of the need to achieve a low turbidity, 
on-line turbidity measuring devices should have a detection range between 0 to 1 NTU.
 
2.2.1.3 Silt density index (SDI) 
 
The SDI is widely used to estimate the fouling tendency of a membrane feed 
water. SDI is an indirect and empirical measurement of filterability. Membrane 
manufactures usually recommended discrete measurements of SDI using the ASTM 
standard test D-4189 (ASTM 2000). The SDI can serve as a useful indication of the 
quantity of particulate matter in water and correlates with the fouling tendency of 
RO/NF systems. The SDI is calculated from the rate of plugging of a 0.45 μm 
membrane filter when water is passed through at a constant applied gauge pressure. For 
more details refer to ASTM D4189 (DU 2006a). It is also sometimes referred to as the 
Fouling Index (FI) (DOW 2008). Briefly, the SDI test procedure involves filtration of 
WKHVDPSOHWKURXJKDȝPSRUHVL]HPHPEUDQHSUHVVXULVHGDWSVLDQGRSHUDWHG
in the dead-end filtration mode. A total time interval of filtration selected (5, 10, 15 min, 
depending on the quality of the water). The time to filter the first 500mL of sample (ti) 
and the time to filter the last 500 mL (tf) during the total time interval (tT= 5, 10 or 15 
min) are recorded. The SDI is then calculated as: SDI= 100(1- ti/ tf)/ tT The value of 
SDI increases from zero as tf exceeds ti, which occurs if the membrane fouled during 
the prescribed filtration time, tT.
Although RO membrane manufactures typically recommend that the SDI of the 
feed water to the RO membranes be less than 5, others recommend the SDI be less than 
2 for an RO feed water and less than 3 for NF feed water (McCoy 1986; ASTM 2002). 
Automated online SDI monitors have been developed and are available commercially. 
These devices are capable of recording transient spikes in SDI that are difficult to detect 
with manual SDI test. The major drawback of SDI test is its inability to predict 
magnitude of membrane fouling directly. The manual test requires a 0.45-ȝPSRUH-size 
filter to capture particles, so that most of potential foulants in RO (colloids and 
dissolved organic macromolecules) are not measured because they pass through the 
filter (Boerlage 2001). Another drawback of SDI measurement is inadequacy of test 
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setting to represent actual conditions in an RO treatment process. As discussed, all RO 
membranes used to treat secondary effluent operate in a cross-flow mode. However, the 
dead-end mode is used in the SDI test. Thus, the SDI test will tend to over-predict 
fouling on membranes because all foulants in a test would accumulate into a cake layer, 
whereas the cross-flow nature of RO carries some foulants away from the surface. 
Water temperature is important in the SDI test because it determines the viscosity of the 
water, which in turn affects the resistance to filtration. Unless the SDI test is conducted
at the same temperature as water to be treated, the utility of result is limited. 
Unfortunately, very little information is available on the effect of temperature on SDI 
results.
2.2.1.4 Modified silt density index (MSDI) 
The MFI is proportional to the concentration of suspended matter and is a more
accurate index than the SDI for predicting the tendency of water to foul RO/NF 
membranes. The method is the same as for the SDI except that the volume is recorded 
every 30 seconds over a 15 minute filtration period. The MFI is obtained graphically as 
the slope of the straight part of the curve when t/V is plotted against V (t is the time in 
seconds to collect a volume of V in litres). For more details refer to Schippers et al.,
(Winfield 1979a). A MFI value of <1 corresponds to a SDI value of about <3 and can be 
considered as sufficiently low to control colloidal and particulate fouling. More 
recently, UF membranes have been used for MFI measurements. This index is called 
MFI-8)LQFRQWUDVWWRWKH0),ZKHUHDȝPPHPEUDQHILOWHULVXVHG%RHUODJH
et al., 2003). A number of modifications of the standard ASTM test for SDI have been 
proposed to improve its ability to predict membrane fouling. These modifications 
include the Modified Fouling Index (MFI) proposed by Schippers and Verdouw 
(Schippers and Verdouw 1980), the MFI-UF index proposed by Boerlage (Boerlage 
2001), and the Cross Flow Index (CFI) proposed by Argo Scientific to account for 
cross-flow geometry (Geselbracht 1996). The principal characteristics of these modified 
tests are in Table 2.3 (EPA 2001).
MFI is not a true measure of the importance of foulants that could impact high 
pressure membrane performance (EPA 2001), so this study do not considered this for 
measurement of fouling potentiality. 
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Table 2.3 Characteristics of the SDI Test and its Modifications
As with SDI and MFI, the MFI-UF test accounts for cake filtration as the 
dominant filtration mechanism.  Argo Scientific developed a cross flow index (CFI) that 
simulates the cross-flow filtration path found actual RO plants (Geselbracht 1996). 
Instead of a dead-end flow-through path, the feed flows across the membrane and only a 
part of the feed passes through the membrane. As with any batch test, the SDI test and 
its modifications all suffer from drawback that generalizations of fouling potential are 
not possible. The test results apply only to a given feed-water sample. They can provide 
an indicator of changes in fouling characteristics of feed water at each sampling time, 
but a general relationship to membrane performance on a continuous time scale is 
difficult to achieve.
2.2.1.5 Saturation indices (SI) 
SIs measure the propensity of a feedwater to result in scaling (abiotic fouling) on 
an RO membrane. Specifically, they attempt to estimate the potential of a sparingly 
soluble salt, CaCO3 to precipitate from solution. The main saturation indices used in the 
water/wastewater treatment industry are listed in Table 2.4 (Reardon et al., 2005). The 
Langelier Saturation Index (LSI) is the most commonly used index for determining the 
calcium carbonate scaling property of the feed water (Langelier 1936; Thibodeaux 
1979).  LSI= pH-pHs, Where, pHs is the calculated pH of water corresponding to 
calcium carbonate precipitation at given calcium and alkalinity concentrations, 
temperature, and ionic strength (Kasper 1993).
Table 2.4 Interpretation of Saturation Indices for Abiotic Fouling
At an LSI value >0, the water is supersaturated with calcium carbonate and 
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would likely scale the pipe or membrane. A value below zero would mean the water is 
under-saturated with respect to calcium carbonate. 
The Stiff and Davis Index (Stiff and Davis 1952) was developed to overcome the 
shortcomings of LSI at high TDS concentrations and to account for the impact of the 
“common ion” effect. It uses the same formulation as the LSI except for the calculation 
of the saturation pH. This index will predict that water is less susceptible to forming 
scale than the LSI calculated at the same water chemistry and conditions. The Ryznar 
Stability Index (Ryznar 1944) was an attempt to correlate an empirical database of scale 
thickness observed in municipal water systems to the water chemistry. Like the LSI, this 
index also attempts to quantify the relationship between calcium carbonate saturation 
state and scale formation: RSI= 2(pHs)-pH. The use of saturation indices to predict 
scaling of RO membranes suffers the following drawbacks (El-Manbharawy 2001):
¾ LSI, RSI and S&DI are based on the concept of super saturation at elevated 
temperature under sufficient contact time
¾ All index calculations involve analytical values for calcium, alkality, and pH 
rather than ion-pairs and their probable distribution in a specific water type
¾ The effect of common and uncommon ions on the solubility of other scale-
forming species neglected 
The LSI reverses (LSI= pHs-pH), and hence gives negative values for waters with 
low calcium concentrations and low alkalinity, if the pH is above the carbonate 
equivalence point. [The Caldwell-Lawrence diagrams provide better solution for these 
cases (Merrill 1979)]. The indices ignore scale-forming species other than calcium 
carbonate, such as silica, magnesium silicate as a co-precipitate of magnesium 
hydroxide and silica, or calcium sulfate.
2.2.1.6 Zeta potential (ZP) 
 
The ZP relates to the charge on colloids and is thus a measure of the ability of 
colloids to interact with and foul a membrane surface (ASTM 2000). Membrane 
manufacturers usually recommend a negative zeta potential for feed water, meaning that 
colloids with a negative charge are less likely to associate with a membrane that is 
typically negatively charged. In addition, values of oxidation-reduction potential of < -
30mV and < -100 mV are recommended for feed water and concentrate, respectively 
(Suratt 1995) to limit scaling of iron and sulfide. ZP measurements can be used to
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quantify surface charge of membranes. In an extensive report, Elimelech and Childress 
(Stiff and Davis 1952) summarized the use of streaming potential analysers to measure 
zeta potentials of RO and NF membranes, and provided a compendium of ZP
measurements on leading commercial RO and NF membranes in various water 
chemistries. The following major findings with respect to membrane charge were made 
in the report (Stiff and Davis 1952):
¾ The pH of zero surface charge of commercial cellulose acetate and thin-film 
composite RO and NF membranes is between 3-5 (correspondingly, commercial 
RO and NF membranes are negatively charged at typical operating pH)
¾ The surface charge of RO and NF membranes is markedly influenced by the 
solution chemistry (mainly pH and ionic strength) of feed waters
¾ Colloidal fouling can be reduced by destabilisation-flocculation when colloids 
and membranes are both highly negatively charged (which typically occurs at 
low ionic strength)
¾ Further investigation is required to understand relationship between membrane 
charge and membrane performance (water flux, salt rejection, and fouling 
potential) 
 
2.2.1.7 Particle counting (PC) 
 
Particle counters use light scattering, lasers, or ultrasound to measure the 
number and size of suspended particles. The minimum detection limit for size is in the 
UDQJHRIWRȝm, depending on the instrument. Older models, many of which are 
VWLOO XVH LQ WRGD\ DUH XQDEOH WR GHWHFW SDUWLFOHV VPDOOHU WKDQ  ȝP 3UH-treatment 
processes such as GMF DQG 0) UHPRYH SDUWLFOH ODUJHU WKDQ  ȝP +HQFH LI WKH
PLQLPXPGHWHFWLRQOLPLWRIWKHSDUWLFOHFRXQWHULVȝPWKHQSDUWLFOHVWKDWUHPDLQDIWHU
pre-treatment, and which may still pose a fouling problem, cannot be measured. Particle 
counters tend to be very sensitive to vibration disruptions because their counter heads 
employ a delicate laser arrangement that, if disturbed, leads to false readings. Particle 
counters are often used for membrane integrity monitoring (Panglisch 1998). Pilot plant 
testing has shown that particle counting is more sensitive for on-line membrane 
integrity monitoring than turbidity monitoring (Panglisch et al., 1998; Boerlage 2001). 
A mathematical relationship between the quality of raw water, number of defective
fibers in a cross-flow membrane system, and the retention of particles to be expected 
can be determined (Panglisch et. al., 1998). From this relationship, the process designer 
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or plant operator can predict how sensitive the counter has to be and how many 
membrane modules can be monitored by one counter. Most particle counters are 
employed for on-line measurements, but particles can also be measured less expensively 
in grab samples with the same particle-counting technology. However, as with all grab-
sampling methods, the results provide only a discrete measure of water quality whose 
value as a monitoring tool depends upon the frequency of sampling.
2.2.1.8 Total organic carbon (TOC) 
TOC is a measure of all the organic compounds in a sample, and excludes the   
inorganic carbon (IC) species, carbonate, bicarbonate, and dissolved carbon dioxide. 
Another commonly used term is DOC, which is defined as the organic carbon content of 
ZDWHUVDPSOHVDIWHUSDVVLQJWKURXJKDILOWHUZLWKDȝPSRUH-size. Because treatment 
with high-pressure membranes requires feed water with essentially no suspended solids, 
pre-treatment should result in a TOC that is the same as the DOC. Standard methods,
for measurement of TOC and DOC, are available (APHA/AWWA/WEF 2005). The 
preferred method for TOC analysis at low concentrations (<1 mg/L), as may be 
necessary for RO feed waters, is the persulfate-ultraviolet oxidation method. TOC and 
DOC can be used as indirect measures of organic foulants. The analytical methods for 
more specific measures such as polysaccharides are not commonly available in 
laboratories at wastewater treatment plants; nevertheless, these methods could be 
incorporated in the future. On-line TOC monitors can provide TOC measurements of 
the feed water. For a typical secondary effluent, TOC values are normally <20 mg/ L. 
TOC values <1 mg/L are often required for reuse applications, especially for indirect 
potable reuse and certain industrial applications.
2.2.1.9 Trans-membrane pressure (TMP) 
 
The TMP quantifies the pressure across the RO membrane, or the difference in 
pressure between the concentrate and permeate. Any significant increase in the TMP is
an indication of membrane fouling. This measurement has the advantages of being 
direct and instantaneous, and can signal an immediate need for action, such as 
membrane cleaning or replacement. Unchecked and extended membrane fouling can 
lead to irreversible surficial, as well as internal, damage to the membrane and 
degradation of effluent quality. Therefore, installation of either manual or automatic 
TMP monitoring device with built-in-alarm and shutoff controls is recommended on 
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large systems.  TMP = [(P1+P2)/2]-P3, where P1 is feed pressure, P2 is retentate 
pressure, and P3 is permeate pressure. The TMP value is require knowing about the 
membrane performance and fouling of membrane during operation.
2.3 Pre-treatment technologies for RO membrane 
 
Fouling is a widespread problem limiting the performance and application of RO 
and other membrane separation processes (Durham 1989; Zeiher 1991). It is a pervasive 
membrane systems problem, the economic impact on plant performance can be 
substantial (Durham 1989; Taylor et. al., 1989; Paul 1991; Pittner 1993a) and the useful 
life of the membranes is often dramatically reduced.Various strategies are applied to 
control and reduce RO membrane fouling, one important measure is the application of 
appropriate pre-treatments.Typically, three approaches are used to control membrane 
fouling: (1) pre-treatment of the feed water, (2) membrane back flushing, and (3) 
chemical cleaning of the membranes. Pre-treatment is used to reduce the TSS and 
bacterial content of the feedwater. Often the feedwater will be conditioned chemically 
to limit chemical precipitation with the units. The most commonly used method of 
eliminating the accumulated materials form membrane surface is back flushing with 
water and/or air, whereas, chemical treatment is to remove constituents that are not 
removed during conventional backwashing.
Controlling and preventing RO membrane fouling during water recovery is a 
challenge due to the presence of suspended solids and colloidal matter with high level 
of biological activity in SEs (Shon et al., 2009). Developing strategies to control the 
membrane fouling is not straight forward; however some of the strategies such as 
applying appropriate pre-treatment technologies and cleaning may be helpful in 
reducing the fouling of membrane in the long run. There are various types of pre-
treatment options applied for treating SEs before feeding into RO. The existing 
pretreatment options are; physical pre-treatment processes ranked in order of decreasing 
opening or pore sizes, include fine-screens, GMF, in line screens, cartridge filters, MF, 
and UF; physical-chemical pre-treatment processes include GAC or PAC, coagulation/ 
flocculation/ sedimentation, lime clarification, pH adjustment, disinfection to control 
biological fouling/biocide addition (chlorine, UV light, and ozone), anti-scalant 
addition, and physical-chemical-biological pre-treatment processes include submerged 
MBRs.
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In RO membrane application on water recovery, various processes such as 
coagulation, flocculation, acid treatment, pH adjustment, and addition of anti-scalant 
and media filtration have been used as conventional pre-treatments for years. Recently, 
the trend is moving in the direction of integrated membrane pre-treatments due to 
feasibility, process reliability, plant availability, modularity, relative insensitivity in case 
of fluctuations in the quality of raw water, and lower operating costs.
2.3.1 Definition, purposes, and current status 
Pre-treatment refers to operations or processes conducted prior to or upstream of 
the membrane, it effectively modifies the feedwater quality and properties of certain 
aquatic constituents and improves the performance of the membrane in filtering 
wastewater effluents (Huang 2009b). The following may be the main reasons for pre-
treatment (Huang 2009b): enhancement of the removal of aquatic contaminants such as 
micro-pollutants and DBP precursors, reduction of membrane fouling, reduce in 
operational costs; increase membrane acceptability, and overall increase in 
sustainability.
The primary goal of any pre-treatment system is to lower the fouling propensity 
of the water in the membrane system as secondary effluents typically have a greater 
propensity for membrane fouling and require more extensive pre-treatment systems than 
groundwater resources (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). Pre-treatment can alter the physical, 
chemical, and/or biological properties of feedwater and improve the performance of 
membrane filtration for these reasons, integration of appropriate pre-treatments for
membrane systems is important for sustaining the application of membrane in water 
recovery. The main purpose of pre-treatment is to attenuate or eliminate the negative 
effects of fouling agents present in SEs on RO membrane (Paranjabe et al., 2003). The 
selection of the appropriate pre-treatment is important for sustaining the RO application 
in water recovery. For mitigating RO membranes fouling in water recovery, various 
conventional pre-treatments are used, nowadays the low pressure membrane filtration 
such as MF, UF and recently submerged MBRs are used as pre-treatments for RO.
In the early 1970s, initial studies on applying RO for wastewater reclamation 
revealed the importance of pre-treatment for maintaining the productivity and integrity 
of RO membrane (Paranjabe et al., 2003). The initial pilot testing of RO on SEs in the 
1970s showed that successful application of RO requires that RO feedwater receives a
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high level of pre-treatment to control the rate and extent of fouling on the RO 
membranes (Paranjabe et al., 2003). Initially SEs was successfully pre-treated by lime 
clarification and GMF and, from 1995; MF membrane was successfully used as a pre-
treatment membrane for RO for wastewater reclamation. Since then MF has generally 
replaced lime clarification and media filtration as the preferred RO pre-treatment 
technology (Paranjabe et al., 2003). Subsequently UF membrane, and recently 
membrane bioreactors (i.e. submerged MF or UF), have emerged as alternative RO pre-
treatment membranes (Paranjabe et al., 2003). The study by Veerapaneni et al., 2011 
found that most brackish water facilities treated water directly from well, some facilities 
used media filters to remove iron and manganese. They further found if hydrogen 
sulphide (H2S) is present in the source water, the common practice was to treat it with 
RO and then remove H2S downstream in degasifiers. In such instances, H2S from the 
concentrate was removed prior to its disposal. At the Clearwater desalination facility, 
chlorine and ferric chloride are added upstream of pressure media filters to remove iron 
and arsenic (Veerapaneni et al., 2011).
For surface water plants, pre-treatment can be extensive, for example; at a 
facility in France, pre-treatment of the Oise River water, which has a high organic
content, includes flocculation, ballasted clarification, ozonation, and DMF (Veerapaneni 
et al., 2011). In some facilities, MF is used as pre-treatment for example; in BW
desalination facility situation at Abilene, Texas (Veerapaneni et al., 2011). In most
cases, for the treatment of secondary or tertiary effluent, MF is used without exception 
(Veerapaneni et al., 2011) as water treated by this pre-treatment provides high quality 
feedwater to the RO process with low fouling potentiality. Some of the examples of 
facilities using membrane filtrations as pre-treatments are: GWRS; Scottsdale Water 
Campus, Arizona; West Basin, California; and Bundamba AWTP, Australia. However, 
high concentrations of phosphate in the feedwater could increase the potential for 
calcium phosphate scale formation. At Bundamba, because of high concentration of 
phosphate in influent water, coagulation and clarification are used to remove phosphate, 
allowing RO operation at 85 % recovery (Veerapaneni et al., 2011).
2.3.2 Assessing need for pre-treatment for NF/RO 
A high quality feed is required for efficient operation of a NF or RO unit. 
Membrane elements in the RO unit can be fouled by colloidal matter and constituents in 
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the feed stream (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). The following pre-treatment options have been 
used singly and/or in combination (Metcalf & Eddy 2003):
¾ Pre-treatment of a SE by chemical clarification and multimedia filtration and 
ultrafiltration is usually necessary to remove colloidal materials
¾ Cartridge filters with a pore size of 5- to 10-ȝPKDYHDOVREHHQXVHGWRUHGXFH
residual suspended solids
¾ To limit bacterial activity it may be necessary to disinfect the feedwater using 
chlorine, ozone, or UV radiation
¾ The exclusion of oxygen may be necessary to prevent oxidation of iron,
manganese, and hydrogen sulfide
¾ Depending on the type of membrane, removal of chlorine (with sodium 
bisulfite) and ozone may be necessary
¾ The removal of iron and manganese may also be necessary to decrease scaling 
potential
¾ To inhibit scale formation, the pH of the feed should be adjusted (usually with 
sulphuric acid) within the range from 4.0 to 7.5
In addition to these pre-treatments options, regular chemical cleaning of the 
membrane elements (about once a month) is necessary to restore the membrane flux 
(Metcalf & Eddy 2003). An adequate pre-treatment system will create a RO feedwater 
with the physical and chemical characteristics needed to control the degree of RO 
membrane fouling to the greatest extent practical (Paranjabe et al., 2003). The following
guidelines are often used within the membrane industry to define the quality required 
for RO membrane feedwater (Dupont 1980; DOW 1995; Asano 1998; Metcalf & Eddy 
2003);
¾ SDI of < 3 to 5
¾ Turbidity of < 1.0 NTU
The recommended SDI values differ as these depend on the feed water sources 
(Paranjape et al., 2003). Feed water which is not meeting recommended guidelines may 
susceptible to RO membrane fouling, but meeting these guidelines does not necessarily 
guarantee a reduction in membrane fouling (Paranjabe et al. 2003). The applicability of 
the SDI limit may vary depending on the source of the feedwater. While feed water not 
meeting the above guidelines can be expected to foul RO membranes, those with lower 
SDIs may still cause fouling (Reardon et al. 2005). To assess the treatability of a given 
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wastewater with NF and RO membranes, a variety of fouling indexes have been 
developed over the years (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). The three principal indexes are the 
SDI, the modified fouling index (MFI), and the mini plugging factor index (MPFI). 
Fouling indexes are determined from simple measurement tests. The sample must be 
SDVVHGWKURXJKDȝP0LOOLSRUHILOWHUZLWKDPPLQWHUQDOGLDPHWHUDWN3D
lb/in2) gage to determine any of the indexes (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). The time to
complete data collection for these tests varies from 15 min to 2 h, depending on the 
fouling nature of the water. The most widely used index is the SDI, which is defined as 
follows: SDI= 100[1- (ti/tf)]/t, Where ti is time to collect initial sample of 500 m, tf is 
time to collect final sample of 500 mL and t is total time for running the test
The SDI test is a static measurement of resistance that is determined by samples 
taken at the beginning and end of the test. The SDI does not measure the rate of change 
of resistance during the test. The MFI is determined using the same equipment and 
procedure used for the SDI, but the volume recorded every 30s over a 15- min filtration 
period. Derived from a consideration of cake filtration, the MFI is defined as follows:
1/Q= a + MFI × V, where Q is average flow, L/s; a is constant; MFI is modified fouling 
index, s/L2 and V is volume, L. The value of the MFI is obtained as the slope of the 
straight-line portion of the curve obtained by plotting the inverse flow versus the 
cumulative volume.
2.3.3 Pre-treatment types 
According to the period of development and their effectiveness, pre-treatment 
for RO applied in water reclamation are broadly divided into two categories (1) 
conventional pre-treatment; and (2) modern pre-treatment. Conventional pre-treatment 
processes are typically consisting of acid addition, coagulant/flocculants addition, 
adsorption, oxidation, disinfection, media filtration, and cartridge filtration. Modern 
pre-treatment processes include MF, UF and MBRs, which are currently used ahead of 
RO membranes. Membrane pre-treatment will remove a large spectrum of contaminants 
from sand particles to viruses (Paranjape et al., 2003). Pre-treatment processes are 
typically combinations of physical and chemical processes, among them physical ones
aims at removing particulate or suspended fouling agents based on their size whereas 
physical-chemical processes, such as coagulation and flocculation, focus on removing 
dissolved or suspended agents through chemical reactions (Reardon et al., 2005).
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2.3.3.1 Physical pre-treatments 
Physical pre-treatment processes, ranked in order of decreasing opening size, 
include fine screens, GMF, in-line screens, cartridge filters, MF, and UF membranes.
2.3.3.1.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane 
MF is the oldest membrane pre-treatment process and the most popular 
(Reardon et al., 2005). In water and wastewater application, it is used to replace the 
traditional sequence of processes of rapid mixing, coagulation, flocculation, 
sedimentation, and filtration (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). MF provides superior RO 
feedwater quality compared to traditional tertiary treatment processes like lime 
clarification/filtration or rapid mixing/coagulation-flocculation/sedimentation/ filtration. 
The fouling rate for RO membranes receiving MF pre-treated feedwater has, in general, 
been significantly lower than with the traditional pre-treatment processes (Conklin 
1994; Shields and Won1998; Sudan and Jones 1998). This has reduced the required 
frequency of cleaning and allowed the use polyamide RO membranes. Polyamide RO 
membranes offer a number of advantages over cellulose acetate including lower feed 
pressure, better performance, and longer membrane life (Reardon et al., 2005). These 
advantages were never realized on SE treated by lime clarification and GMF, where the 
polyamide membranes experienced rapid fouling (Geselbracht 1994; Sudan and Jones 
1998). The ability to use polyamide RO membranes has significantly reduced the 
operating costs experienced by RO processes treating SE. Early in the 1990’s, the initial 
bench-scale and pilot-scale studies of MF for the treatment of SEs were very promising 
and promoted the use of MF for full-scale wastewater treatment (Reardon et al., 2005).
 
2.3.3.1.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane 
Conceptually UF membrane would offer a technically superior RO pre-treatment 
compared to MF if the fouling of the RO membrane is due to fine colloidal or high 
molecular weight substances that would pass through MF but not UF (Reardon et al. 
2005). Several studies have compared the relative performance of MF and UF for RO 
pre-treatment (Kohl et. al., 1992 and 1993; Leslie et. al., 1996; Gagliardo 1998; van der 
Roest et. al., 1998; Schimmoller 2000; Alonso et. al., 2001; Wert et. al., 2001; Bergman
et. al., 2002). Most of these studies do not provide complete information on the systems 
tested including flux, pressures, cleaning frequencies and recoveries to completely 
evaluate the feasibility of MF versus UF for RO pre-treatment (Reardon et al., 2005). 
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This might be due to the specific objectives of various test programs, differences in 
feedwater characteristics, differences in operating conditions (e.g. flux), or to 
improvements in the commercially available MF and UF systems over time. In general,
UF as a RO pre-treatment process seems to result in lower RO system feed pressures 
but increased cleaning frequency (Reardon et al., 2005). One published cost comparison 
between MF/RO and UF/RO (Wert et. al., 2001) showed a distinct cost advantage in 
favour of MF/RO membranes.
2.3.3.2 Physical-chemical pre-treatments 
Physical-chemical pre-treatment methods include G or PAC, coagulation
/flocculation/sedimentation, lime clarification, pH adjustment, disinfection to control 
biological fouling (chlorine, UV light, and ozone), anti-scalant addition, and biocide 
addition (Reardon et al. 2005). Chemical treatment involves a change of phase of 
fouling agents as a result of adsorption and precipitation reactions (Paranjape et al.,
2003). During adsorption, the fouling agents leave the aqueous phase by becoming 
attached or bonded to a solid matrix. During precipitation, fouling agents change phase 
and start to precipitate when they reach the limit of their solubility, or are absorbed or
enmeshed into the precipitate.
2.3.3.2.1 Lime clarification 
Lime clarification technology is a two-step process involving (1) lime-induced 
chemical reactions to produce heavy flocs and (2) physical settling of the flocs in one or 
two stages of clarification. Lime clarification combined with GMF was the RO pre-
treatment method of choice treatment until the development of a MF system that could 
operate efficiently on secondary effluent (Reardon et al., 2005). Nearly all full-scale 
wastewater reclamation plants using RO membranes systems installed prior to 1995 
selected lime clarification and GMF as the membrane pre-treatment process (Reardon et 
al. 2005). The popularity of this treatment resulted from its ability to remove a large 
spectrum of contaminants such as phosphates, sulfates, organic matter, magnesium and 
calcium hardness, iron, manganese, heavy metals and to destroy or limit development of 
bacteria, protozoa, cysts, and viruses (Paranjape et al., 2003). Raising the pH of 
feedwater to between 11 and 12 by adding excess lime achieves removal of a majority 
of the scale forming agents. 
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Lime clarification, however, suffers from two major drawbacks (Reardon et al. 
2005). It is not very efficient at removing the materials that foul RO membranes. As a 
result, a downstream RO process requires frequent cleaning typically every 2 to 4 weeks 
for maintaining flux. The other major drawback of this technology is the cost associated 
with generation and handling of a significant amount of sludge. The operational 
difficulties in handling both lime and lime sludge coupled with the additional costs puts 
lime clarification at a disadvantage when in competition with other RO membrane pre-
treatment. Overall, lime clarification remains a premium pre-treatment candidate to 
maximize the performance of a subsequent RO membrane system when SEs exhibits 
elevated concentrations of sparingly soluble salts (Reardon et al., 2005).
2.3.3.2.2 Coagulation/flocculation/clarification  
The purpose of coagulation is to destabilize the small particles in wastewater so 
that they will more readily coalesce into larger size particles separated from the 
wastewater (Amritharajah and Mills 1980; Asano et. al., 1984). These functions are 
associated with some type of solids-liquid separation process (e.g. sedimentation or 
filtration), and optimization of the coagulation process will depend on the type of 
separation process being used. Flocculation provides conditions that foster the particle 
transport needed for the growth of the floc created by coagulation into larger particles of 
settable size. Ferric salts, such as ferric chloride, ferric sulfate and aluminium (hydrated 
aluminium sulfate) are the most widely used coagulants in the wastewater treatment 
industry today. A flocculant, most typically a polyelectrolyte, may be added to 
strengthen the structure of the flocs against the breaking effect exercised by shear forces 
during filtration. Coagulant dose, pH, and energy of mixing are considered the primary 
factors controlling coagulation whereas coagulant type, turbidity, and temperature of 
water are recognized as secondary factors. Ferric salts are more practical to use as 
coagulant than aluminium due to their wider operational pH range (4-11 compared to 5-
6.5 for aluminium). Coagulation is particularly suitable for removing iron, manganese, 
and silica colloids, colour and Ferro-organics complexes that may be important foulants
in RO treatment (Saad 1991). 
Although little data is available, traditional chemical coagulation/ flocculation/ 
clarification may not serve as an effective pre-treatment for RO membrane processes if 
not followed by filtration (Reardon et al., 2005). High TSS loading and colloidal matter 
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from a secondary clarifier could be effectively removed through this process. Proper 
selection of polymer and dosage would be the key to the performance of the 
downstream RO process units as they may foul the membranes. Ferric chloride has 
proven to be a better coagulant than aluminium for RO systems in water treatment 
because alum floc is known to carry over to the succeeding membrane processes 
(Reardon et al., 2005). In coagulation, targeted contaminants are viruses, humic/fulvic 
acids, proteins, polysaccharides with acidic groups, colloids smaller than membrane 
pores. The advantages of this pre-treatment are that it reduces colloidal and NOM 
fouling and significantly improve membrane performance (less fouling and greater 
rejection). Disadvantages are that it requires proper dose that can be difficult to meet if 
feedwater quality varies rapidly/significantly, it may exacerbate fouling, it produces 
solid wastes, and ineffective in mitigating the fouling by hydrophilic neutral organics.
2.3.3.2.3 Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) 
The International Desalination Association (IDA) conducted a technology and 
economic evaluation of GAC as a pre-treatment process for RO systems in wastewater 
reuse (El- Rehaili et. al., 1995) through the review of literature and case studies. This 
process removes refractory organic compounds and to a much lesser extent, some 
inorganic compounds by adsorption. A large number of reclamation facilities in the 
Middle-East use the GAC process as a pre-treatment to RO process (Reardon et al.,
2005). The main reason for using GAC is its ability to remove most of the organic 
compounds believed to be responsible for RO membrane bio-fouling. Despite the 
suitability of the GAC technology for removing a large spectrum of water contaminants, 
(El-Rehaili et. al., 1995) point out that the operational problems with GAC encountered 
in water treatment are severely aggravated in wastewater treatment. These operational 
problems include the production of hydrogen sulfide, the creation of an environment 
favourable to biological growth, inadequate GAC transfer and feed equipment, 
undersized slurry and transfer lines, inadequate means for continuous, uniform feed to 
regeneration furnaces, inconsistent reactivation efficiency, and wasted energy.
 
2.3.3.2.4 Adsorption 
We used porous or nonporous adsorbents in suspension or fixed contactor. This 
process may increase/decrease membrane fouling and this increases the removal of 
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DBPs and DBP precursors. The disadvantages are possible exacerbation of membrane 
fouling and difficulty in removing PAC powders from treatment facilities.
2.6.3.2.5 Pre-oxidation 
 
Gaseous or liquid oxidants, chlorine/permanganate, ozone are used. This process 
may reduce bio-fouling and NOM fouling, reduces the occurrence of bio-fouling, and 
increases organic removal (ozonation). However, formation of DBPs may damage 
membranes incompatible with oxidants and may be ineffective in suppressing growth of 
some microbial resistant to oxidants.
 
2.3.3.2.6 Pre-filtration 
Various types of filters are used to treat the effluent before feeding into the RO 
membrane. This process may reduce fouling to different extents; reduce bio-fouling, 
colloidal fouling, and/or solids loading. However, the performance of pre-filters may 
deteriorate and be difficult to recover, may require pre-treatment (e.g., coagulation or 
pre-oxidation) to enhance the efficiency. 
2.3.3.2.7 Media filtration 
The most commonly used final step for tertiary treatment at wastewater 
reclamation facilities is gravity filtration, followed by disinfection. Filtration rates range 
between 2-5 gpm/ft2 and the filter media depth varies from 12-60 inches. Filter 
backwash rates range between 6-20 gpm/ft2 depending on the filter media used. Filter 
material normally consists of the following materials, used alone or in combination: 
silica sand with an effective size of about 0.45-0.55 mm; anthracite about 1.0-1.2 mm; 
fine garnet sand of about 0.3 mm; and coarse garnet sand of about 1.0 mm (Reardon et 
al., 2005).
2.3.3.2.8 Cartridge filtration 
Cartridge filters are pressure-driven filters with pore sizes varying between 5 –
15 microns. Most cartridge filters are polypropylene wound cartridges 30 to 40 inches 
housed inside a vertical or horizontal stainless steel or fibreglass vessel. Cartridge filters 
provide a final level of protection against the introduction of relatively large solids into 
the RO process (Reardon et al., 2005). Generally, the pressure drop across a clean 
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cartridge filter is between 0 to 5 psi. This head loss increases over time and once it 
reaches the threshold pressure range of 10-12 psi, the filter needs to be replaced.
 
2.3.3.2.9 pH adjustment 
Lowering of the feedwater pH by the addition of acid is often used to control 
scaling in RO processes treating SEs especially from the salts of carbonates and 
sulphate (Reardon et al., 2005). A low pH enhances conversion of carbonate into 
bicarbonate species, which are more soluble. However, cellulose acetate RO membranes
are prone to hydrolysis <pH of 5 with an optimum range from 5 to 7 (Paranjabe et al.,
2003). On the other hand newer polyamide RO membranes have a much broader pH 
range between 2 and 11.
2.3.3.2.10 Biocide application 
Biocide application to the feedwater and/or backwash water of RO membrane 
systems helps to control microorganism growth responsible for membrane bio-fouling 
(Reardon et al., 2005). Careful use of this technique is recommended to avoid adverse 
interactions between the biocide and the membrane. Kramer and Tracey (1995) provide 
a good discussion on the merits and drawbacks of using different biocides such as 
chlorine, UV light, ozone, and peracetic acid.
2.3.3.2.11 Anti-scalant addition 
Anti-scalants are polymeric compounds that either prevent scale formation 
entirely or permit formation of scales that can be removed during cleaning (Reardon et 
al., 2005). Anti-scalants enhance the production of complexes with the targeted ions to
prevent formation of inorganic insoluble solids. Studying the interaction of pH, anti-
scalant, and humic acids on the performance of RO membrane in Boca Raton, Florida, 
(Richard et al., 2001) reported that certain commercially available anti-scalants and
dispersants increased the fouling rate of humic acids on RO membranes.
 
2.3.3.3 Physical-chemical-biological  
Submerged MBRs are the most recent membrane technology applied for pre-
treatment of SEs prior to RO treatment (Reardon et al., 2005). MBRs use membranes to 
provide separation of mixed liquor solids at end of tactivated sludge process in place of 
the traditional gravity secondary settling tanks. In this technology, a small pressure 
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differential is used to collect high-quality effluent on permeate side of the membranes 
while biomass remains inside activated sludge process. This eliminates need for 
clarifiers as well as tertiary filters. The membranes are immersed directly in aeration 
tanks, mounted in separate membrane tanks, or mounted externally from aeration tanks. 
MBR can be considered as a pre-treatment for RO, but so far only a few facilities using 
it in this application (Reardon et al., 2005). Because this is a relatively new innovation, 
little information is available to judge its effectiveness as a pre-treatment for RO.
2.4 Fouling potentiality Indices and mathematical models  
2.4.1 Fouling prediction and characterisations indices for both LPMSs & 
HPMSs 
Fouling potentiality prediction can be done by monitoring various operating 
parameters specially monitoring permeate flux, water recovery and foulants coefficient 
reduction percentages. Fouling characterisation means prediction of fouling on applied 
membranes by various feeds. This can be done by some of these fouling indexes and 
models (Song and Tay 2011) given below. 
2.4.1.1 Permeate flux (J)  
Permeate Flux is defined as permeate flow divided by total membrane surface 
area, as given in formula below, and is often presented in units of L/m2.h (gal/ft2.d). 
Because the flux is affected by water temperature, the flux is often normalised to a 
standard temperature of 20oC (68oF) in case of LPMS [25oC (77oF) in case of HPMS] to 
account for fluctuations in water viscosity: J=Qp/Asystem…………………………… (1)
Where J is permeate flux (L/m2.h), Qp is permeate flow (L/h, and Asystem is 
surface area of membrane system (m2). 
The water flux typically increase by 3% for each degree temperature increases. 
Therefore, to be able to evaluate changes in system in performance over time, all data 
must be “normalised” to a constant temperature. For low-pressure membrane processes, 
common practice is to normalise flux data to 20oC using one of following equations. 
The expressions within brackets are correlations of viscosity with temperature: 
J20 = JT × TCF TCF = μT/μ20, J20 =JT × [1.784-(0.0575× T) + (0.001×T2) - (10-
5× T3)} or J20 =JT × e [-0.032. (T-20)] ………………………………………………. (2)
Where, J20 is normalised flux at 20oC (L/m2.h), JT is actual flux at temperature T 
(L/m2.h), T is water temperature (oC), TCF is temperature correction factor, μ20 is 
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viscosity of water at 20 oC (cP [Pa.s]) = 1.0, and μT is viscosity of water at temperature 
T, oC (cP [Pa.s]). In all experiments (for both HPMSs [RO] and LPMSs [MF/UF]), 
permeate flux was normalised with relevant TFC. As all experiments were conducted by 
using a singular membrane element so the total surface area was the surface area of each 
element. 
2.4.1.2 Trans-membrane pressures (TMPs) 
The TMP is defined as the difference between the average feed/concentrate 
pressure and the permeate pressure, as given below. It is effectively the driving force for 
flux. The TMP of membrane system is an overall indication of the feed pressure 
requirement; it is used, with the flux, to assess membrane fouling. 
For cross flow mode of operation: TMP = (PF+PC/2) - PP…..………..……… (3)
Where TMP is trans-membrane pressure (kPa [psi]), PF is feed pressure (kPa [psi]), PC
is concentrate/retentate pressure (kPa [psi]), and PP is permeate pressure (kPa [psi]). 
For the direct-feed mode of operation: TMP = (PF - PP)…………..…………. (4)
For RO membrane, osmotic pressure (ǻʌ) = 0.01 × [(TDSF-TDSC)/2- TDSP],
where TDSF, TDSC and TDSP are feed, concentrate and permeate water TDS 
respectively in mg/L. The Net Applied Pressure (NAP) is then calculated by TMP- ǻʌ,
where TMP is transmembrane pressure in kPa or psi, osmotic pressure (ǻʌ) in kPa or 
psi. The feed with higher TDS and or salinity values osmotic pressure is higher; current 
feeds are lower in TDS values so osmotic pressure is negligible. 
2.4.1.3 Contamination removal (or rejection) of PFWQPs  
Contamination removal is defined as the percentage of a contaminant removed 
from the feed stream by the membrane and may be calculated by the formula shown 
below. Contaminant removal may be calculated for any parameter of interest (turbidity, 
TSS, TOC, TDS, etc.); however, consistent units must be maintained throughout the 
calculation: RCont = (CF – CP)/CF×100%............................................ (5)
Where Rcont is contaminant removal (%), CF is feed contaminant concentration (e.g., 
mg/L), and CP is permeate contaminant concentration (e.g., mg/L). 
2.4.1.4 Silt density index (SDI) 
The tendency for the water feed to foul as membrane can be evaluate with a 
filterability test called the SDI.The SDI is primarily applicable in NF/RO. The test is 
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described in the ASTM standard no. D4189-07 (ASTM, 2007). The test is very simple 
and consists of a 0.45-μm (1.8 × 10-5-in) cellulose acetate membrane in a dead-end 
filtration cell. The test is conducted for 15 min, labelled total test time, Tt or T15. The 
time, in minutes, needed to collect initial 500mL of filtered is recorded as Ti. The time 
needed to collect another 500mL  of filtrate after filter has been online for 15 minutes is 
recorded as Tf. Standard conditions for  SDI determination call for a 47-mm-diam(1.85-
in.-dia) filter and an applied pressure of 206.8 kPa (30 psi or 2 bar) and a total test time 
of 15 minutes. The SDI is calculated according to: SDI = 100 (1-Ti/Tf)/Tt………… (6)
For successful operation of hallow-fibre and spiral-wound RO membranes, a 
SDI of 2 to 3 is desirable in desalting membranes, with 3 to 5 as an upper limit. For best 
performance, membrane manufacturers will recommend SDI limit. Exceeding SDI limit 
will require pre-treatment of feeds to membrane and may require some operational 
changes, such as reduced flux rate. With lower SDI, pre-treatment may be advisable, as 
is reduced cleaning cycle. 
2.4.1.5 Water recovery percentages (WR %) 
The Percentage of feed that is converted to permeate is called recovery (water or 
liquid) of membrane system and is calculated by the formula:
WR% = (Qp/Qf ) × 100 %................................................................................(7)
Where WR is water recovery %, Qp is permeate flow (L/hr), and Qf is feed flow (L/hr) 
2.4.1.6 Corrected relative flux (CRF) 
The CRF is measured for each of the filtration runs to compare the fouling as a 
function of volume permeated for different pre-treatments. It is calculated by using 
formula. CRF = J/Jo …………………………………………………………..……… (8)
Where J is final corrected flux (L/m2.hr) and J0 is initial corrected flux (L/m2.hr). 
All calculated corrected permeate flux values were standardized with TCF at 
standard temperature i.e., for LPMS 200C and HPMS 250C.  The CRF values were 
calculated with permeate volume per unit area (L/m2) for determining fouling 
occurrence in pre-treatments (MF/UF) and RO fed with studied feeds. The percentage 
difference between initial and final permeability indicate fouling potentiality of feed 
samples. 
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2.4.1.7 Total loss of flux 
The total loss of specific corrected flux was calculated from initial corrected 
specific flux substrate by final corrected specific flux (Kent et. al., 2011). The resulted 
value showed loss of specific corrected permeability in L/m2.h/kPa, which quantifies 
flux loss of each studied membrane in all studied feeds and TMPs. The flux loss values 
also showed fouling rate occurring in membrane during filtration run with various feeds 
at different TMPs. To compare fouling rate for various membranes fed with selected 
feeds, total loss of flux same membrane fed with one feed was subtracted from total loss 
of flux of same membrane fed with another feed during whole filtration at same TMP. 
A positive value indicate former feed cause more fouling than later one at same TMP 
but a negative value indicate the opposite. 
2.4.2 Fouling mathematical models for low pressure membrane systems 
(LPMSs) 
The reduction in permeate and water recovery percentages implies deposition of 
foulants in membrane layers and similarly higher the SDI and foulants coefficients 
values indicate potentiality of particulate and others fouling in feed membranes. But 
these parameters generally does not reflect fouling phenomena in low pressure 
membranes systems, only indict that fouling started and will occurs. The last one only 
showed foulants reduction due to pre-treatment but not gives the complete picture of 
fouling phenomena. The fouling characterisation models should be applied to get actual 
implication of fouling prediction and variation during applications. Some of the 
models/index is used to evaluate membrane performances and characterised fouling 
phenomena (Huang et al., 2008; Muthukumaran et. al., 2011, Konieczny, K., 2002; and 
Huang et al., 2009a) are given below. 
2.4.2.1 Resistance-in-series model 
The resistance-in-series model has been used to evaluate fouling in membrane 
separation process (Blanpain and Lalande 1997, Chang and Kim 2005). According to 
constant pressure theory, permeate flux (J) is expressed by resistance in-series model. 
Where 'P is TMP, μ permeate viscosity, and Rt total hydraulic resistance (Huang et 
al., 2009a).
……………………..……………………………….…….…… (9)
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………………..……………………………….………… (10)
……………………….…………………………………. (11)
Where Rm is hydraulic resistance of clean membrane and Rf total (overall) 
fouling resistance. The external fouling resistance Ref (reversible resistance) includes 
concentration polarisation and deposition of solids on membrane surface. The internal 
fouling resistance Rif (irreversible resistance) is due internal fouling such as pore 
blocking.
2.4.2.2 Cake filtration model 
When wastewater is filtered through a membrane, a cake layer is being formed 
on membrane surface due to rejection of macrosolutes by membrane. Hence, resistance 
to filtration by this cake layer is assumed to increase proportionally with volume of 
wastewater filtered. Thus, the total resistance to filtration, Rt could be written as:
……………….………………………………………… (12)
where Į is specific cake resistance per unit mass, Cw is concentration of rejected 
particles, Vf is volume of filtered water and Ao is total membrane surface area. A 
relationship between filtration time, t and volume of wastewater filtered (Vf) could be 
expressed as:
………………………..…………………………… (13)
Where, Qo LV LQLWLDO IORZ UDWH RI SHUPHDWH +HQFH SDUDPHWHUV Į and Cw can be 
evaluated by conducting experiments under different operating which could then be 
used to design membrane systems.
2.4.2.3 Pore narrowing model (progressive internal fouling) 
The pore narrowing model accounts for fouling that occurs in internal structure 
of membrane. In this model, membranes are assumed to have straight through 
cylindrical pores. The membrane pore radius is reduced by uniform adsorption of 
macrosolutes to internal membrane surface. The rate of change of pore volume is 
assumed to be proportional to flow rate (Qf). Then rate of reduction of pore radius, r
could be expressed as:
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………………………….………..……………….…. (14)
Where L denotes membrane thickness, C is dimensionless parameter characterising 
fraction of solute which gets adsorbed and N is total number of pores on membrane 
surface. Integrating above equation with respect to time yields;
……………………………………………………………… (15)
Where Vp is initial pore volume and can be expressed as
………………………..……………..………………………. (16)
Where,   ro is initial pore radius.
The value of C could be determined using experimental data and would help to 
simulate performance of membrane.
2.4.2.4 Combination of external and progressive internal fouling 
Combination of internal and external fouling would be expected, as wastewater 
contains both microsolutes and rejected solutes. Thus cake filtration model is modified 
to include an increase in specific cake resistance due to pore narrowing. The following 
equation is used in this model:
………………………………………………… (17)
Where, Ptm is TMP and μ is viscosity of permeate. According to this model, a plot of 
1/Qf against Vf should yield a straight line as given in following equation:
………………………...………………… (18)
2.4.2.5 Complete pore blocking 
This model considers severe form of internal fouling because if particle sizes are 
equal or close to pore size of membrane then fraction of pores are completely blocked 
by particles.Thus surface area of membrane, A is reduced over time as given below:
………………………………………...…………………………. (19)
Where, ı is a parameter characterising plugging potential of suspension, which is 
proportional to concentration of particles in feed solution. In this model flux decay is 
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assumed to be merely due to a reduction in membrane area and not to an increase in 
resistance. Thus flow rate, Qf at a given time t can be written as:
………………………………………………………. (20)
Where, Jo is initial permeate flux. The above equation can be rearranged as below to get 
a linear plot for ln [Qf] against t:
……………………………………...………………… (21)
2.4.2.6 Unified membrane fouling index (UMFI) 
UMFI is a measure of total fouling capacity of feedwater. It is established based 
on Hermia’s filtration model, assuming that cake filtration was the predominant fouling 
mechanism but included a potential contribution from cake layer formation and pore 
blocking (Huang et al., 2008). This is defined as the slope of the curve of reciprocal of 
normalised flux (Jo/J) versus accumulated specific permeate volume (v), due to 
following linear relationship,
………………………………………………………… (22)
Where, Jo is permeate flux at time t = 0, J is permeate flux through membrane for 
wastewater EHLQJ WHVWHG Į LV VSHFLILF UHVLVWDQFH RI FDNH OD\HU &w is foulant 
concentration in feed, v is accumulated specific permeate volume (permeate volume per 
unit membrane area). It has a unit of m2/L.
2.4.3 Fouling mathematical models for high pressure membrane systems 
(HPMSs) 
The ascertainment of fouling behaviour or extent of fouling in any full-scale RO 
process is termed as fouling characterization (Song and Tay 2011). It is an important 
aspect in RO processes as appropriate actions administered to mitigate membrane 
fouling, such as retreatment and membranes cleaning are largely dependent on the 
results concluded from fouling characterisation. Generally, information for fouling 
characterisation is derived from analysis of feedwater and recording of average 
permeate flux. The constant long term monitoring of these two important parameters 
need for appropriate characterisation of fouling.
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Significant researches were done to characterised low pressure membrane 
systems such as MF and or UF, but very few were done in HPMS applied in water 
recovery from wastewater (Song and Tay 2011). Fouling prevention and control in RO 
processes at any scale can be hindered by ineffective fouling characterisation and 
inappropriate use of pre-treatments. In case of higher pressure membrane systems such 
as RO, generally fouling characterisation is done primarily by measuring SDI of feed 
water and regularly monitoring average permeate flux of RO. But SDI or other related 
indices have not been capable to predict all possible foulants to RO membranes, and in 
addition average permeate flux may fail to correctly reflect membrane fouling in full 
scale RO processes under certain circumstances (Song and Tay 2011). There are some 
mathematical models available for characterising membrane fouling; such as resistance-
in-series model, pore narrowing model, cake filtration model, and pore blocking model 
etc. Moreover, some of mathematical models such as pore narrowing and blocking are 
inappropriate to applied in RO processes because of “nonporous” nature of this 
membrane. For this reason, the main fouling mechanism of RO membranes is formation 
of dense fouling layer (Cake Filtration model) on membrane surfaces; these cake layers 
are dense and more compact than LPMS because of high pressure needed for operation. 
2.4.3.1 Fouling potentiality inclusive parameter  
Under driving pressure, permeate flux moves perpendicular to membrane 
surface from bulk solution and passes through membrane. The foulants in water will be 
retained on membrane surface. The foulant deposition rates onto RO membrane surface 
induced by permeate flow is:
………
………………………………..……………………………………… (23)
Where j is foulant deposition rate onto membrane surface (g/m2 s), V is permeate flux 
(m3/m2 s or m/s), and Cfo is foulant concentration (mg/L) in bulk flow. The foulant 
amount M (g/m2) accumulated over time is calculated by:
……………………………………….…………. (24)
Resistance of fouling layer at any point of time is related to amount of 
accumulated foulants with 
…………………………..……………. (25)
j=vcf0
M=λt0 jdt = cf0λt0 Vdt. 
Rf = rsM=rscf0λt0Vdt = kfλt0 Vdt,  
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Where Rf is resistance of fouling layer (Pa s/m), rs is specific resistance of fouling layer 
(Pa sm/g), and kf (= rsCfo) is a new parameter (Pa s/m2) introduced and is termed as
fouling potential of feed water. Rearranging Eq. (25) gives (Song et al., 2004, Singh and 
Song 2005). 
…………………………………………………………… (26)
Because integration term is volume of permeate collected per unit area of 
membrane over time period t, Eq. (26) shows that fouling potential of feed water is 
defined as resistance of fouling layer caused by a unit volume of permeate collected per 
unit area of membrane.
In the above derivation, the fouling potential is calculated as product of specific 
cake resistance (rs) and bulk foulant concentration (Cf0). However, the calculation 
proves to be difficult with real feed water, primarily because it is difficult to establish 
specific cake resistance of all foulants in the feed water.Fortunately, the fouling 
potential of feed water can be easily determined with a simple fouling test using a small 
piece of RO membrane. The total hydraulic resistances at beginning (R0) and end (Rt)
of fouling test are determined and the difference between these two hydraulic 
resistances gives the resistance of fouling layer (Rf):
……………………………………………..………………….. (27)
Substitution Eq. (27) into Eq. (26) results in 
………………………………………………..……. (28)
The hydraulic resistances at beginning and end of fouling test are related to the 
permeate fluxes with basic membrane transport principle:
……………………...……………….………….…. (29)
……………………….……………………….…..…. (30)
Where V0 and Vt represent measured permeate flux at beginning and end of the fouling 
H[SHULPHQWUHVSHFWLYHO\ǻʌLVRVPRWLFSUHVVXUH3DDQGǻp is driving pressure (Pa). 
Unlike most UF and MF processes, permeate flux in RO processes usually 
Kf = Rf/λt0Vdt 
Rf = Rt-RO 
Kf = Rt-RO /λt0Vdt 
R0ίȟP-ȟɎȀ0,  
Rt ίȟP-ȟɎȀt,  
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declines with time at a near constant rate. This is because resistance of fouling layer is 
much smaller than resistance of RO membranes and nearly constant permeate flux can
be maintained during fouling experiment. In this case, the integral term in Eq. (28) can 
be approximated to:
………………………….………… (31)
Substituting equations (29) and (30) into Eq. (28) results in
…………..…….... (32)
Where, Kf is fouling potentiality (pa s/m2ǻ3703LVWUDQV-membrane pressure (pa), 
ǻʌ LV RVPRWLF SUHVVXUH SD W LV WLPH V9o is initial flux (m/s) and Vt is final flux 
(m/s)
Fouling potential in Eq. (32) can be easily determined since all the terms on 
right-hand side of expression can be either measured from a cross-flow RO test cell unit 
or predetermined by the investigator (Song and Tay 2011). The resistance of some new 
RO membranes may increase slightly in initial period under high driving pressure. This 
phenomenon is known as membrane compaction (Song and Tay 2011). Membrane 
compaction will affect the accuracy of measurement of fouling potential.To avoid  
effect of membrane compaction, new membranes are recommended to be pre-
compacted under high pressure with DI water for at least 24 h before use; in this case 
new BWRO fed with tap water and commissioned with that feed for some day before 
feeding samples. 
2.4.3.2 Resistance-in-series model 
The resistance-in-series model is used to evaluate fouling in membrane 
separation process (Blanpain and Lalande 1997, Chang and Kim 2005). According to 
constant pressure theory, the permeate flux (J) is expressed by resistance in-series 
model. Where 'P is TMP, μ permeate viscosity, and Rt total hydraulic resistance 
(Huang et al., 2009a).
………………………………………….……………...……..  (33)
…………………………………………………..……….. (34)
…………………………………………………...……… (35)
λt0Vdt   =   t/2(V0+ Vt).  
Kf = 2(ȟP-ȟɎȌȀt× (V0-Vt)/ V0 Vt (V0+Vt) 
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Where Rm is hydraulic resistance of clean membrane and Rf is total (overall) fouling 
resistance. 
The external fouling resistance Ref (reversible resistance) includes concentration 
polarisation and deposition of solids on membrane surface.The internal fouling 
resistance Rif (irreversible resistance) is due internal fouling such as pore blocking.
2.4.3.3 Cake resistance model 
When wastewater is filtered through a membrane, a cake layer is being formed 
on membrane surface due to rejection of macrosolutes by membrane. Hence, resistance 
to filtration by this cake layer is assumed to increase proportionally with volume of 
wastewater filtered. Thus, the total resistance to filtration, Rt could be written as:
………………………………….…………… (36)
where Į is specific cake resistance per unit mass, Cw is concentration of rejected 
particles, Vf is volume of filtered water and Ao is total membrane surface area. A 
relationship between filtration time, t and volume of wastewater filtered (Vf) could be 
expressed as:
………………………………...…….……… (37)
Where, Qo LV LQLWLDO IORZ UDWH RI SHUPHDWH +HQFH SDUDPHWHUV Į and Cw can be 
evaluated by conducting experiments under different operating which could then be 
used to design membrane systems.
2.4.3.4 Unified membrane fouling index (UMFI) 
UMFI is a measure of total fouling capacity of feedwater. The UMFI was 
established based on Hermia’s filtration model, assuming that cake filtration was the 
predominant fouling mechanism but included a potential contribution from cake layer 
formation and pore blocking (Huang et al., 2009a). This is defined as slope of curve of 
reciprocal of the normalised flux (Jo/J) versus accumulated specific permeate volume 
(v), due to following linear relationship,
………...…………………….……………… (38)
Where, Jo is permeate flux at time t = 0, J is permeate flux through membrane for 
ZDVWHZDWHU EHLQJ WHVWHG Į LV VSHFLILF UHVLVWDQFH RI FDNH OD\HU &w is foulant 
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concentration in feed, v is accumulated specific permeate volume (permeate volume per 
unit membrane area). It has a unit of m2/L.
2.5 Conclusion  
Most studies found that the membrane fouling is a major hindrance for 
successful RO application in SE. Bio-fouling is one of the least understood forms 
(Visvanathan et al. 2002). Many studies confirmed the dominancy and complexity of 
bio-fouling during RO membranes application (Xu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2008). Xu 
et al., (2010) confirmed severe bio-fouling on tail-elements than on lead-elements 
regardless of reclaimed water quality, but others reported more bio-fouling on lead-
elements than on tail-elements (Speth et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2008). 
Membrane fouling is a significant issue for sustainable application of RO 
membranes in water recovery from secondary effluent. This phenomenon needs to be 
considered to reduce adverse impacts such as reduction in the flux and life of the 
membrane. Four types of fouling in order of significance are bio-fouling, scaling, 
organic fouling and particle fouling. Some short-term strategies, such as membrane 
cleaning and application of pre-treatment options and some long term strategies, such as 
changing the membrane configuration and membrane materials, should be applied for 
preventing and minimising the above mentioned types of fouling. Moreover, short-term 
strategies are effective in reducing scaling and particle fouling; long term strategies are 
essential to reduce bio-fouling and organic fouling. However, experimental and 
modelling studies will need to gain more fundamental insight into mechanisms of bio-
fouling process to quantify and reduce it as it is the dominant type of fouling. The active 
microbial activity in BTSEs increases bio-fouling potentiality and presence of NOM in 
the EfOM further makes foulants complex in characterisation specifically DOC forms. 
Some of DOC foulants such as EDCs and PPCPs even pass through low-pressure 
membrane filtrations will pose challenge during water recovery. In future, 
characterising and reducing these micro and nano-pollutants will be the major issues in 
order to achieve ever changing, stricter water reuse quality.
 
The foulants present in SEs depend on characteristics of effluents and secondary 
treatments applied in water reclamation plants.The largest particles in SEs would be 
measurable as suspended solids, but RO would be best protected from fouling if 
suspended solids were completely absent (DOW 2008). Because of the difficulty in 
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isolating the impact of a single fouling agent, aggregate or lumped parameters are 
frequently used to measure foulants.The measurement of TSS concentration will include 
organic and inorganic solids, as well as entrapped bacteria, viruses, and colloids. 
Among pre-treatment options; some of them are preventive, and some are post 
prevention. These options should be integrated wisely by considering their merits and 
efficiency to remove particular foulants. For example, direct filtration with adsorption 
integration may be suitable for removing particle and organic fouling. Using bio-
filtration to prevent bio-fouling in RO/NF membrane systems has been demonstrated 
and advocated as a suitable pre-treatment proved by several authors (Vrouwenvelder 
and Kooij 2001; Wend et al., 2003). The integration of UV254nm is found more effective 
in controlling bio-fouling. For inorganic fouling/scaling the best pre-treatment options 
may be application of scale inhibitors with modelling of solubility of inorganic 
substances with controlled pH level, whereas in case of particulate/colloidal fouling 
cartridge filtrations may be the best one, and for organic fouling application of 
biological filtration integrated with activated carbon. Though integration of multiple 
pre-treatments may increase the capital costs of the system, operational costs may 
decrease if membrane fouling can be reduced by integration. 
Some of the fouling predictions indices and models are tried with current 
experimental data. These indices and models are found successful in predicting fouling 
and comparing the performance of pre-treatments and RO itself. The experimental 
results obtained after analysis of these fouling prediction and characterisations 
parameters for both LPMSs and HPMSs (section 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) were presented at 
chapter 6. Similary, the results these above fouling mathematical models for low 
pressure membrane systems (LPMSs) (section 2.4.2.1 to 2.4.2.6.) and high pressure 
membrane system (HPMS) (section 2.4.3.1 to 2.4.3.4) are in chapter 6. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 Materials 
 
3.1.1 Feed samples 
 
3.1.1.1 Synthetic secondary effluents (SSEs) 
Synthetic secondary samples were prepared in a controlled environment. This 
wastewater composition was used by Seo et al., (1996). This synthetically prepared SEs
was used laboratory experiments in order to analysis the fouling potentiality these to 
pre-treatments and RO itself. The composition of selected SSEs at basic concentration is 
in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Composition of SSEs at basic concentration*
The study can control composition and characteristics of SSEs, than BTSEs or 
RSEs. The tap water was used to measure tap water flux measurement. The operating 
method was followed continuous open mode in which permeate and retentate drained to 
feed tank. Concentrated wastewater samples were prepared in lab and diluted with in 
1000L container to create SEs. The feed SSEs characteristics are in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Characteristics of feed synthetic secondary effluents (SSEs)
3.1.1.2 Real secondary effluents (RSEs) 
The RSEs sample was collected from the Anglesea WRP of Barwon Water and 
was pre-filtered to remove any coarse materials and then stored at 4oC. Prior to each 
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fouling experiment, wastewater samples were warmed to room temperature (200C ± 
10C). Typical characteristics of reclaimed water of Anglesea WRP are in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Characteristic of recycled water of water reclamation plants (Barwon Water 2012)
Picture 3.1 Prepared SSEs concentration Picture 3.2 Prepared 1000 L SSEs solution
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3.1.2 Chosen pre-treatments for evaluation 
From the review of pre-treatment methods used in existing and planned full-
scale wastewater reclamation facilities in the world show that most pre-treatment 
scheme includes MF, followed by GMF in combination with chemical treatment and 
lastly UF (Reardon et al., 2005). This was confirmed by qualitative and quantitative 
ranking exercises. Four pre-treatments were selected for experimental evaluation. These
selected pre-treatment were most common, frequently used for RO feedwater and 
among four selected pre-treatments one was from conventional and three were from 
modern pre-treatments.
The most commonly used final step for tertiary treatment at wastewater 
reclamation facilities is gravity filtration followed by disinfection (Metcalf & Eddy 
2003). This type of pre-treatment is common in SWRO in Middle East and other 
developing world because of abundant land and cheap labour resources. 
Membranes pre-treatment offer a small footprint, high rejection levels of many 
fouling agents, and favourable costs.  MF is the oldest membrane pre-treatment process 
and the most popular (Reardon et al., 2005) and it is used to replace the traditional 
sequence of processes of rapid mixing, coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation, and 
filtration (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). It has proven to provide superior RO feedwater 
quality as compared to the traditional tertiary treatment processes, to date; MF is the 
most widely used of pre-treatment on available options. In addition, MF or UF 
membrane removes virtually all suspended on their molecular mass and on the 
molecular mass cut-off of the membrane (DOW 2008). Hence, an SDI <1 can be 
achieved with a well-designed and properly maintained MF or UF system. Lower SDI 
and Turbidity values in feed of RO in addition to particles, small colloids and a fraction 
of macromolecules are removed by UF. With the application of MF, it is possible to 
obtained lower turbidity residual (0.05-0.10 NTU). The lower turbidity value is 
essential requirement for minimising the fouling potentiality in RO membrane systems 
as most of manufactures recommend <1 NTU of feed water turbidity to save RO 
membrane system from membrane fouling (Reardon et al., 2005).  
MF/UF are not only the preferred pre-treatments for SWRO but also dominant 
in BW RO while recovering water from SEs. The review results showed that almost all 
of recently build RO used wastewater recovery applied either MF or UF as pre-
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treatments (Veerapaneni et al., 2011). Submerged MBRs are the most recent membrane 
technology to be applied for the pre-treatment of secondary effluent prior to RO 
treatment (Reardon et al., 2005). The previous pilot scale experimental results of other 
scientists demonstrated that MBR can be used for dual purposes, namely as biological 
secondary/tertiary treatments as well as pre-treatment for RO during as MBR/RO 
integration gave excellent quality product water during water recovery (Tam et al.,
2007). Though MBR proven mature technology for municipal wastewater reclamation 
(Kraemer et al., 2012), so far few studies are conducted the studies about the 
comparison of this technology with MF/UF and conventional pre-treatment 
technologies. The selected pre-treatment options used for experiment are briefly 
described with their current status of application as pre-treatment for RO.
3.1.2.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane  
MF is the oldest membrane pre-treatment process and the most popular 
(Reardon et al., 2005). In water and wastewater application, it is used to replace the 
traditional sequence of processes of rapid mixing, coagulation, flocculation, 
sedimentation, and filtration. It has proven to provide superior RO feedwater quality as 
compared to traditional tertiary treatment processes like lime clarification/filtration or 
rapid mixing/coagulation-flocculation/sedimentation/filtration that it has replaced.
The fouling rate for RO membranes receiving MF pre-treated feedwater has, in 
general, been significantly lower than traditional pre-treatment processes (Conklin 
1994; Shields and Won 1998; Sudan and Jones 1980). This has reduced the required 
frequency of cleaning and allowed the use polyamide RO membranes. Polyamide RO 
membranes offer a number of advantages over cellulose acetate including lower feed 
pressure, better performance, and longer membrane life (Reardon et al., 2005). These 
advantages were never realized on SE treated by lime clarification and GMF, where the 
polyamide membranes experienced rapid fouling (Geselbracht 1994; Sudan and Jones
1998). The ability to use polyamide RO membranes has significantly reduced the 
operating costs experienced by RO processes treating secondary effluent. Early in the 
1990’s, the initial bench-scale and pilot-scale studies of MF for the treatment of SEs
were very promising and promoted use of MF for full-scale wastewater treatment 
(Reardon et al., 2005).
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For raw waters containing high concentrations of suspended matter resulting in a 
high SDI, the classic coagulation-flocculation process is preferred. The hydroxide flocs 
are allowed to grow and settle in specifically designed reaction chambers. The 
hydroxide sludge is removed, and the supernatant water is further treated by media 
filtration. For the coagulation-flocculation process, either a solids-contact type clarifier 
or a compact coagulation-flocculation reactor may be used (DOW 2008). 
 
3.1.2.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane  
 
Conceptually UF would offer a technically superior RO pre-treatment compared 
to MF if the fouling of the RO membrane is due to fine colloidal or high molecular 
weight substances that would pass through MF but not UF (Reardon et al., 2005).
Several studies have compared the relative performance of MF and UF for RO pre-
treatment (Kohl et al., 1993; Leslie et al., 1996; van der Roest et al., 1998; Schimmoller 
et al., 2000; Wert et al., 2001; Bergman et al., 2002). Most of these studies do not 
provide complete information on the systems tested including flux, pressures, cleaning 
frequencies and recoveries to completely evaluate the feasibility of MF versus UF for 
RO pre-treatment (Reardon et al., 2005). The results from these studies are mixed, and 
do not show a clear advantage in all situations for either MF or UF. This might be due 
to the specific objectives of the various test programs, differences in the feedwater 
characteristics, differences in the operating conditions (e.g. flux), or to improvements in 
the commercially available MF and UF systems over time. 
In general, UF as a RO pre-treatment process seems to result in lower RO 
system feed pressures but increased cleaning frequency (Reardon et al., 2005). One 
published cost comparison between MF/RO and UF/RO (Wert et al., 2001) showed a 
distinct cost advantage in favour of MF/RO. MF or UF membrane removes virtually all 
suspended matter and, in case of UF, also dissolved organic compounds depending on 
their molecular mass and on the molecular mass cut-off of the membrane (DOW 2008).
Hence, an SDI <1 can be achieved with a well-designed and properly maintained MF or 
UF system. MF/UF are not only the preferred pre-treatments for SW RO but also 
dominant in BW RO while recovering water from SEs. The review results showed that 
almost all of recently build RO used wastewater recovery applied either MF or UF as 
pre-treatments (Veerapaneni et al., 2011).
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3.1.2.3 Membrane-bioreactor (MBR) 
Submerged MBRs are the most recent membrane technology applied for the pre-
treatment of secondary effluents prior to RO treatment (Reardon et al., 2005). MBR use 
membranes to provide separation of the mixed liquor solids at end of the ASP in place 
of conventional gravity secondary settling tanks. In this technology, a small pressure 
differential is used to collect high-quality effluent on the permeate side of the 
membranes while the biomass remains inside the activated sludge process. This 
eliminates the need for the clarifiers as well as tertiary filters. The membranes are
immersed directly in the aeration tanks, mounted in separate membrane tanks, or 
mounted externally from the aeration tanks.
The last decade has seen a tremendous acceleration of MBR application at full-
scale which has solidified MBRs as a key wastewater treatment technology (WEF 
2010). This is now an established and accepted technology with higher reliability for 
municipal wastewater treatment for higher quality effluents production (Kraemer et al., 
2012). The pilot scale experimental results demonstrated that MBR can be used for dual 
purposes, namely as biological secondary/tertiary treatments as well as pre-treatment for 
RO during as MBR/RO integration gave excellent quality product water during water 
recovery (Tam et al., 2007). Though MBR has proven mature technology for municipal 
wastewater reclamation (Kraemer et al., 2012), so far few studies are conducted studies 
about comparison of this technology with MF/UF and conventional pre-treatment 
technologies. In this study, permeates treated with submerged hallow fibre polytheylene 
(PE) MBR reactor (maintained flow rate was 40 L/d, hydraulic retention time was 7.8 
hrs and air flow rate was maintained at the rate of 10-15 L/min) were used. Collection 
of sufficient permeates from lab scale MBR plant take longer and due to higher 
nutrients contents algae growth was observed during storage of this permeates. 
3.1.2.4 Granular Media Filtration (GMF) 
The most commonly used final step for tertiary treatment at wastewater 
reclamation facilities is gravity filtration followed by disinfection (Metcalf and Eddy 
2003). Filtration rates range between 2-5 gpm/ft2 and the filter media depth varies from 
12-60 inches. Filter backwash rates range between 6-20 gpm/ft2 depending on the filter 
media used. Filter material normally consists of the following materials used alone or in 
combination: silica sand with an effective size of about 0.45 – 0.55 mm; anthracite with 
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an effective size of about 1.0 to 1.2 mm; fine garnet sand with effective size of about 0.3 
mm; and coarse garnet sand with an effective size of about 1.0 mm (Reardon et al.,
2005). This type of pre-treatment is common in SWRO in the Middle East and other 
parts of the developing world, where is abundant of cheap land and other resources. 
3.1.3 Pilot scale membrane units 
 
3.1.3.1 Low pressure membrane units (MF/UF) 
The two different low pressure membrane systems were used for filtration 
experiments. These pilot scale membrane systems were set up in environmental 
laboratory of the School of Engineering (SoE) Deakin University. Among those 
membranes, ceramic membrane can be used for either MF (1.4 μm) or UF (1 kDa) by 
changing the membrane type at in-built tubular membrane case. These membranes were 
operated on the batch mode and both were outside-in permeate flow configuration and 
single membrane module with single stage. 
Ceramic micro-filtration (MF) membrane - MF (1.4 μm) is a tubular ceramic 
MF membrane (INSIDE CeRAM) manufactured by Tami industries. It is a 39 Channel 
membrane of 25 mm diameter and 1178 mm in length, constructed of 
Zirconium/Titanium dioxide. The Molecular Weight Cut-Off (MWCO) of MF is 1.4 
μm. with a membrane area of 0.5 m2. Typical operating pressure is less than 1000 kPa
with pH resistance through entire pH range (0-14). This membrane can with stand a 
temperature of < 350OC, but rapid changes in temperature (>10oC/min) will result in the 
membrane cracking. 
Ceramic ultra-filtration (UF) membrane - UF (1 kDa) is a tubular ceramic 
ultra-filtration membrane (INSIDECeRAM) manufactured by Tami industries. It is a 39 
Channel membrane of 25 mm diameter and 1178 mm in length, constructed of 
Zirconium/Titanium dioxide. The MWCO 
of this membrane is 1 kDa with a 
membrane area of 0.5 m2. Typical operating 
pressure is < 1000 kPa with pH resistance 
through entire pH range (0-14). This 
membrane can with stand a temperature of 
<350OC, but rapid changes (>10OC/min) 
will result inmembrane cracking.
Picture 3.3 Pilot scale ceramic MF/UF membrane system
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The ceramic membranes set up for experiments are schematically presented in 
Fig.3.1.
Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of MF/UF pilot scale membrane plant
Ceramic membranes are suited for value-added or sanitary products, as well as 
applications requiring selective separations from fluid streams containing aggressive 
components such as solvents. Traditional, they are used for treatment of food products;
bio-industrial applications and environmental treatment.They have a long working life, 
are resistant to chemical attack and can be autoclaved/sterilised (Ryznar 1944). They are 
also chemically compatible with a broad range of chemicals; wider temperature tolerant 
range approx. 200oC and structurally stronger than polymeric membranes. Ceramic 
membranes are more thermally and chemically stable than polymeric membranes with 
greater mechanical strength and high structural stability, which allows them to be used 
in harsh environments (Fane et. al., 2011). 
Table 3.4 Overview of general operating conditions for pilot scale ceramic MF/UF (DU 2006a)
Tubular modules have membrane surface on the inside of the tubes are also 
produced in ceramic materials as multi-channel monoliths with MF or UF capability; 
which are applied in water industry. This tubular type of module is suitable for feeds 
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with high turbidity. Because of these reasons, ceramic membranes are coming into 
attention as the potential membrane materials applied for water recovery from BTSEs. 
The details of general operating conditions for both pilot scale MF/UF membranes are 
in Table 3.4.
 
3.1.3.2 High pressure membrane unit (RO) 
 
The high pressure membrane system is brackish water RO membrane (BW30-
2540) and manufactured by DOW FILMTECHTM. The total surface area is 2.6 m2. The 
pH tolerant range of this membrane is 2-11 and temperature is <45OC. This is a pilot 
scale system that can be used inside the laboratory as well as on site. The high pressure 
membrane system set up for experiments are schematically presented in Fig.3.2.
Fig. 3.2 Schematic diagram of RO pilot scale membrane plant
It consists of buffer tank, 5μm sediment filter and a carbon filter, the 5μm pre-filter 
is to remove any larger particle that may clog the membrane, while the carbon filter is to 
remove the residual chlorine in the system. For the purpose of evaluating the 
performance of the selected pre-treatment options without any interference, these pre-
filters were removed from the RO membrane system. The RO membrane is more 
sensitive to residual Chlorine (0.1ppm) than MF and UF membranes. There is a low 
pressure pump for pumping sample into the buffer tank, and a high pressure pump for 
feeding the sample into the RO membrane vessel in high pressure (DU, 2006b). The 
BWRO30 2540 membrane is outside-in configuration and all the experiments operated 
on batch mode with single membrane module. There are flow meters, pressure gauges, 
valves for operating and observing the system. The operational conditions of this 
membrane system are (DOW 2008, DU 2006b): 
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¾ Pressure varies between 2000-4100 kPa depending on the EC of the sample with 
max pressure of the membrane vessels is 4100 kPa; 
¾ Pressure and flow are adjusted using needle valves and flow is measured using 
the flow meters; 
¾ RO systems generally run at about 99% salt rejection and 50% recovery, where 
Recovery percentages (R%) = [PF/(PF + RF)] × 100 ; 
¾ Maximum Feed Flow Rate (2540 elements) is 6gpm (1.4 m3/h);
¾ Maximum Pressure Drop is 15 psig (100 kPa); 
¾ pH Range, Continuous operation (maximum temperature for continuous 
operation > pH 10 is 35OC (95OF) and pH Range, Short-Term Cleaning is 1-13; 
¾ Maximum Feed SDI is 5; 
¾ Free Chlorine Tolerance is <0.1 
ppm; and 
¾ This system uses a Clean-in-place 
(CIP) system. We can use a 
caustic or citric acid 
concentration of 0.06% for 
membrane cleaning process 
during CIP. 
Picture 3.4 BWRO membrane system set up
Cellulose acetate is naturally highly hydrophilic and crystalline and widely used to 
make MF, UF and RO membranes. These membranes have good permeability and 
rejection characteristics, with chlorine tolerant and fouling resistance (Pearce 2007) but 
limited pH tolerance and are susceptible to hydrolysis. BWRO membrane has higher 
water permeability than SWRO but the lower Sodium Chloride rejection than SWRO 
(DOW 2008). This Sodium Chloride rejection property is not an inherent property of 
RO membrane but also depends on the operating conditions such as applied pressure.
The Spiral wound module is the predominant design for RO and NF applied to 
water industry, workhorse for SWRO and water reclamation plants (Fane et. al., 2011). 
The spiral wound module comes in a standard diameter of 8 in (203mm), but 2.5 and 4 
in are also used for pilot or small-scale plant, and 16 in spiral wound modules are 
recently being introduced. 
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Generally, hydrophilic membranes are preferred due to their lower fouling 
tendency and high water permeability (Fane et. al., 2011). All of current membranes 
chosen for filtration studies are hydrophilic in nature (characteristics of chosen 
membranes are in Table 3.5).  
Table 3.5 Characteristics of selected membranes units (DU 2006a and 2006b)
3.2 Methods 
Prior to analysis, the membranes placed in the pilot scale units were rinsed in 
distilled water to remove the preserving solutions and to achieve a consistent starting 
condition for each membrane types (MF, UF, and RO). An integrity test was conducted 
to ensure that the membrane unit was properly sealed and that the filter retained product 
at the specified rating. In order to perform the integrity test, the membrane filters were 
adequately wetted.
Fig. 3.3 Research experimental flow chart with treatment types, operation conditions and expected outcomes
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The research framework is given in Fig. 1.1 of Chapter 1.The third phase of this 
research framework was filtration experiments, which further divided into three sub-
phases (details in above Fig. 3.3). 
3.2.1 Qualitative rankings 
Firstly, a literature review was conducted to identify potential fouling water 
quality parameters (PFWQPs) and the level of pre-treatment they require before being 
fed into RO systems. This review helped to allocate appropriate points for each pre-
treatment option on their performance in treating PFWQPs and to give suitable 
weighting according to fouling potentiality of these selected PFWQPs. The ranking 
matrices were used for evaluating selected pre-treatments with chosen PFWQPs.
While evaluating the performance of these pre-treatment options, one of the 
important criteria for evaluation was to measure the fouling potentiality to RO 
membrane. The fouling potentiality was estimated based on the following water quality 
parameters (WQPs) namely: TSS, TDS, BOD, COD, SDI, turbidity, TOC, iron and 
other measurements. Those WQPs can be termed as PFWQPs. While evaluating the 
conventional pre-treatment options, qualitative ranking for those options have been 
given in this study by allocating points according to their performances. For example, in 
this study 3, 2, 1 and 0 points were given for excellent, good, fair and poor 
performances respectively. The main focus of this study was to evaluate the 
performance of pre-treatment technologies. This kind of ranking exercise is found 
helpful to select the best ranked pre-treatment options for further evaluation via 
experimental exercises and mathematical modelling.  
3.2.2 Selected pre-treatment options and water quality parameters for ranking 
The selected pre-treatment options for qualitative ranking were; fine-screens and 
micro-screens, inline-filters/cartridge-filters, coagulation /flocculation/ sedimentation,
lime clarification/GMF, G/PAC, pH adjustment, anti-scalant addition, MF, UF, and 
MBR. The pre-treatment options were ranked based on their performance in treating the 
following potential fouling water quality parameters (PFWQPs): TSS, TDS, EC, TOC, 
BOD, COD, TN, TP, turbidity, and E. coli. 
The PFWQPs selected were weighted based on their influence in fouling RO 
membrane (Metcalf & Eddy 2003; Reardon et al., 2005; WEF 2006) from highest (5) to 
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lowest (1). In this regard, the highest point was allocated to TSS, and lowest to E. Coli.
The weightage for other PFWQP were: 4 points for TOC and turbidity; 3 points for 
TDS, EC, BOD and TP; 2 points for COD and TN. The TSS was considered main 
PFWQP that affects the fouling of the RO membrane. Particles in secondary wastewater 
effluents cover a wide range of sizes inclusive of settleable particles (>100 μm), super-
colloids (1-100 μm) and colloids (0.001-1 μm) (Levine et. al., 1991). The larger 
particles cause fouling by cake formation on the surface of the membrane, whereas the 
smaller particles (colloids) may penetrate into the membrane pores to cause pore 
fouling, and both of these processes increases the fouling, decreases the flux ultimately 
reduce the performance of the membrane. The largest particles in SEs would be 
measurable as TSS; which is broadest measure of fouling potential for RO membranes
and RO would be best protected from fouling if suspended solids were completely 
absent or zero (Reardon et al., 2005). As the desired goal of zero TSS in RO feed water, 
so pre-treatment needed to remove suspended solids to cent percent is essential.
Particles that cause light scattering, which is measured as turbidity, vary in size between 
1 nm and 1 mm. Correlation of turbidity with weight or particle number concentration 
of suspended matter is difficult because the size, shape, and refractive index of particles 
affect the light-scattering properties of the suspension (Reardon et al., 2005). However, 
a ratio of TSS-to-turbidity of 2:1 is often suggested (Geselbracht 1996).  
A new definition is presented for characterization of wastewater effluents is to 
consider all components < 0.001 μm to be dissolved and those between 0.001 and 1 μm 
as colloidal particles (Malpei et al., 1997). A significant fraction of residual organic 
material in effluents from biological treatment is colloidal particles (Levine et. al.,
1991). The majority of these colloidal particles are thought to be by-products of the 
microbial degradation process, rather than contaminants that enter the raw wastewater 
and escape treatment. As a general guidance, 5-50 mg/L of TSS are expected in 
secondary effluent after biological treatment and disinfection (Metcalf & Eddy 2003), 
so caution should be taken to minimise this before feeding into RO systems in order to 
reduce the fouling potentiality. These smaller sized colloids are distinguished from 
particles by their high surface area per unit volume and their surface charge. The high 
surface area allows them for absorption of both organic and inorganic substances, which 
makes them complexes substances. The average higher molecular weight of EfOM is 
low (1,000-1,500 Da). The lower-molecular-weight dissolved component caused 
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significant fouling of NF or RO as these easily passed through MF and become 
potential foulants of them. But in case of MF, higher-molecular-weight EfOM is 
rejected and fouled the MF membrane (Shon et al., 2009). These particles are found in 
suspended or dissolved forms responsible for both surface and internal fouling. 
Inorganic chemical precipitates are another source of foulants in NF and RO. Even if a 
precipitate is not present in the feed stream, it can form as feed water is transported 
along the length of an RO module in cross-flow mode. The concentration of dissolved 
inorganic solutes increases in the direction of flow; because the volume is reduced as 
permeates passes through the membrane. Depending upon the inorganic species and pH, 
the concentration of one or more solute may exceed its solubility product and begin to 
form a precipitate that causes membrane fouling referred as membrane scaling (DOW 
2008). 
The most commonly found salts in secondary effluent that might lead to 
precipitation in an NF or RO system are: the carbonate and sulphate salts of calcium, 
barium, and strontium, iron hydroxides and silica. The equilibrium solubility products 
of these salts change as a function of ionic strength, temperature, and pH of the feed 
water. High pH values, in the range of 11-12, favour the precipitation of most of these 
salts, although silica is an exception. The EC is a surrogate measure of these dissolved 
inorganic solids concentration and for particular water, a stable relationship between EC 
and TDS can be established. TOC and DOC can be used as indirect measures of organic 
foulants. Because treatment with high-pressure membranes requires feed water with 
essentially no suspended solids, pre-treatment should result in a TOC that is same as 
DOC. TOC values less than 1 mg/L are often required for reuse applications, especially 
for indirect potable reuse and certain industrial applications. Both COD/BOD 
parameters shows the oxidising matters and possibility of microbial activities in the 
secondary effluent, higher the value means higher organic matter and micro-organisms 
so as potentiality of membrane fouling due to organic matters and increased activities of 
micro-organisms. SEs contains nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon, and other nutrients needed 
for microbial growth. In NF/RO process, biodegradable dissolved or colloidal organic 
matter will accumulate on the reject side of the membrane and serve as a substrate for 
growth of attached bacteria. Even though MF or UF pre-treatment has high efficiencies 
for microbial separation, bio-film can form on NF and RO membrane if only a few 
microbes are present in the feed to serve as seed. Controlling these nutrients is 
necessary to reduce the microbial activities in membrane and subsequently bio-fouling. 
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The monitoring of E. coli is necessary to assess presence of pathogenic microbes and
minimising bio-fouling. 
3.2.3 Case studies 
 
Case Studies of RO based water recovery plants around the world were conducted to 
find out the application issues of operative water reclamation plant based on RO and to 
analysis their preventive and operative strategies to minimise the issues. For these 
purposes following RO based water recovery plants from secondary effluents were 
selected. The names of the selected plants are;  
¾ Kwinana water reclamation plant (WRP), Perth, Australia 
¾ Altona recycle water plant (RWP), Altona, VIC 
¾ Ulu Pandan water reclamation plant (WRP), Singapore
¾ Sulaibiya water reclamation plant (WRP), Sulaibiya, Kuwait, Middle East 
¾ Goreangab water reclamation plant (WRP), Windhoek Namibia 
¾ Water Factory 21, South California, USA
3.2.4 Filtration experiments 
The filtration experiments were conducted in tangential cross-flow mode (expect 
MBR membrane system). The operating method was followed in continuous mode in 
which permeate and retentate flow were drained to the sewage. However, it was not 
complete continuous mode as a part of the retentate was returned to the feed pipe and 
the ratio of returned flow per retentate depended on the open angle of the valve used to 
adjust the retentate pressure (details in Fig. 3.4)..
Fig. 3.4 Experimental steps 
Both permeate and retentate were recirculated back to the reservoir in all 
filtration runs of RO membrane feed with synthetic and real feeds. But in case of low-
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pressure membrane system (MF/UF), only retentate was recirculated back to the 
reservior  in all filtration runs whereas permeate was collected to the permeate tank for
further feeds for RO membrane.
Concentrated wastewater samples as according to Seo Suzuki prescribed recipe 
(Seo et al., 1996) were prepared in the lab and diluted with freshwater in 1000L
container to create SSEs. The container was connected with the feed tank, supplying 
secondary effluents for membrane unit in 240 minutes in each experiment. In each 
experiment, temperature and TMP remained constant but were vary among different 
experiments.
In addition, when a new membrane was for the first time, the membrane 
permeability was determined by measuring the water permeate flux (Jw) at different 
TMP.
TMP= [(P1 + P2)/ 2] – P3 …………..………………………...…..………………… (1)
Jw = TMP/ (μwRm) ………..…………………………….…...………………….…... (2)
Where P1, P2, and P3 are feed, retentate and permeate pressure respectively. Jw
is water permeate flux, μw is viscosity of water and Rm is clean water membrane 
resistance. Each experiment with membranes was conducted in following 3 steps: Step 
I- new membrane was rinsed with freshwater for 30 minutes; Step II- membrane unit 
was emptied and supplied with prepared SEs (In each 90 min-experiment with 
wastewater, permeate, and retentate flow rate were measured at regular time intervals of 
15 minutes); and Step III - cleaning procedure will applied to membrane and freshwater 
permeate flux will measured to determined membrane fouling. 
The important parameters for evaluating pre-treatments and membrane 
performances such as physical parameters (flow rate, temperature, trans-membrane 
pressures, turbidity, UV254nm, SDI, saturation indices, zeta potential, particle counting 
etc.), and chemical parameters (BOD, COD, conductivity, pH, TOC, nitrogen, 
phosphorus etc.) were measured and analysed in feed, permeate, and retentate stream. 
Among PFWQPs; some major parameters were selected for measuring fouling 
potentiality in these filtration experiments. The physical parameters such as flow rate, 
temperature, feed pressure, retentate pressures and permeate pressures were measured 
with the help of graduated gauges in built in membrane plants. The turbidity, TSS, TDS, 
UV254nm (10 mm cell), dissolved oxygen (O2), and SDI measured in accordance to the 
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Standard Methods of APHA, AWWA, and WEF (APHA et al., 2005; ASTM, 2007).
3.2.4.1 Preliminary filtration experiments 
Distilled water/tap water was used to measure the clean water flux measurement, 
which was the water flux through a clean membrane. The temperature used for all the 
water flux measurements were as according to the measurements and all the permeate 
flow rates were standard with the temperature correction factors. In case of low pressure 
membrane systems, temperature 20OC was taken as standards and TCF value was 1 at 
this standard, but for the high pressure membrane systems temperature at 25OC as 
standard and TCF at this temperature was 1. Using the pressure measurements taken 
across the MF/UF and RO units, the TMP, is the driving force of the whole process, is 
defined as TMP= [(P1 +P2/2) - P3] presented schematically at Fig. 3.5.
Fig.3.5 Pressure measurements taken across membrane unit.
Where P1 is the feed pressure, P2 is the concentrate pressure and P3 is the 
permeate pressure. Since in all experiments in the present work, the permeate pressure 
was approximately atmospheric pressure, P3 = 1 atm (a) = 0 (atm) (g), the trans-
membrane pressure simple the average of the feed and concentrated pressure, i.e. the 
average pressure across the membrane units. Then the TMP will become (P1 +P2/2).
 
3.2.4.2 Filtration experiments with synthetic secondary effluents (SSEs) 
The largest particles in SEs would be measurable as suspended solids, but RO 
would be best protected from fouling if suspended solids were completely absent (DOW 
1995). Studies performed in the 1970s implicated colloids of less than 5 μm in diameter 
as the primary causes of flux loss in RO treatment (Winfield 1979; Winfield 1979a).
The important features of colloids that contribute to their fouling potential include their 
charge and surface area. Adsorption of colloids can occur on the membrane surface as 
well as within the polymer matrix of the RO membrane. Additional foulants include 
low-molecular-weight dissolved organic components, sparingly soluble salts, metal 
oxides and hydroxides, and biological agents (DOW 2008). SEs is come from 
secondary level of wastewater treatment so in reclaimed water; there is removal of 
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biodegradable organic matter (in solution or suspension) and suspended solids. 
Disinfection is also typically included in the conventional secondary treatment. So, in 
the secondary treatment with integration nutrients removal process, there is theoretically 
no biodegradable organic (in solution or suspension), suspended solids and nutrient.
In addition, the chemical composition of the SEs of various reclamation plants 
will varies according to the types of secondary wastewater systems used in water 
reclamation. As the main foulant of RO membrane is the colloidal particles (less than 5 
μm in diameter), which difficult to remove by secondary treatments, so there is need of 
pre-treatment before feeding SE into RO (Reardon et al., 2005). Other foulants of 
concern present in SEs are low-molecular-wt-dissolved organic components, sparingly 
soluble salts, metal oxides and hydroxides and biological agents (DOW 1995).
Table 3.6 Typical water quality parameters of RSEs and their concentration ranges*
SSEs should represent the residual colloidal particles, low-molecular-wt-
dissolved organic components, sparingly soluble salts, metal oxides and hydroxides and 
biological agents, after then the fouling potentiality of RO membrane can be analysis. In 
the initial phase, filtration experiments were performed with SSEs in laboratory. After 
familiarisation with the filtration experiments in the lab conditions, filtration 
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experiments were performed with the real BTSEs (BTSEs or RSEs) reclaimed from 
municipal wastewater at Anglesea Water Reclamation Plant of Barwon Water situated 
at Anglesea, VIC Australia. 
This collected reclaimed water was categorised as Class C reclaimed water as 
according to Australian recycle water classification. The composition of SSEs is in 
Table 3.1. The preparation of this SSEs feeds was done as according to the standard 
recipe recommended by scientist (Seo et al., 1996). The study can control composition 
of SSEs and its characteristics, but in RSEs feeds, it was impossible to control the 
composition and its characteristics. Typical characteristics of standard SEs with the 
concentration range are in Table 3.6.
3.2.4.3 Filtration experiments with real secondary effluents (RSEs) 
The class “C’ reclaimed RSEs from the Anglesea WRP during filtration runs. 
The typical characteristics of reclaimed water of Barwon Water are in Table 3.3. The 
filtration experiments with RSEs followed similar process as filtration experiments with 
SSEs feeds for taking samples and measuring operatimg parameters and chosen 
PFQWPs.
3.2.5 Cleaning procedures for selected membrane units 
After experiments with SEs (synthetic and real), cleaning procedure was applied 
to recover initial permeate flux of membrane. The cleaning procedure was includes the 
following steps: Step 1- Cleaning with fresh water rinse with freshwater for 30 minutes
and Step 2 -Cleaning with chemical as requirement of membrane types and 
configuration. For MF/UF membrane units, rinse membrane with sodium hydroxide 
0.4% for 15 minutes and then recirculating 0.5% cleaning solution in the membrane 
system for 45 minutes. The temperature of sodium hydroxide solution was 55 to 60oC. 
Drain sodium hydroxide in the system, rinse with freshwater for 20 mins. Recirculating 
0.5% sodium hydroxide solution at 60oC in the membrane system for 45 mins once 
again, then rinse with freshwater. If the membrane was still fouled, recirculating
procedure would be repeated. 
In the step 1, the cake layer on membrane surface caused by polarization and 
deposition of solid was removed by the shear force of cross flow. In the step 2,
membrane surface and pore were polished from pore blocking and absorbed materials 
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by 60oC solution of sodium hydroxide 0.5%. For RO membrane unit, step 1, step 2 was 
as followed as for MF/UF units but only different was the chemical used and operating 
modes. This RO system uses a CIP system was used in RO membrane system. During 
the filtration experiments, a caustic or citric acid concentration of 1-3% were used for 
membrane cleaning process during CIP. The schematic diagram of the filtration with 
cleaning steps is in Fig. 3.6. By measuring the value of permeate flux with clean water 
Jw, flux at the end of filtration process with wastewater Jv, flux with clean water after 
water rinsing Jw1, resistance of clean and fouled membrane could be determined. Flux 
versus time Jw, Jv and Jw1 can be plotted on the graphs.
Fig. 3.6 A schematic diagram of the filtration experiments and cleaning steps
The cleaning of both MF/UF) and  RO membrane systems was performed as 
according to recommended processes given in the standard operation procedures
prepared by Environmental lab of Deakin University (DU2006a and DU2006b). 
3.2.6 Considered parameters with their measuring/analysis techniques 
The foulants present in SEs depends on characteristics of effluent and secondary 
treatments applied in water reclamation plants. The largest particles in SEs would be 
measurable as suspended solids, but RO would be best protected from fouling if 
suspended solids were completely absent (DOW 1995).  Studies performed in the 1970s 
implicated colloids of less than 5 μm in diameter as the primary causes of flux loss in 
RO treatment (Winfield 1979, 1979a). The important features of colloids that contribute 
to their fouling potential include their charge and surface area. Adsorption of colloids 
can occur on the membrane surface as well as within the polymer matrix of the RO 
membrane. Additional foulants include low-molecular-weight dissolved organic 
components, sparingly soluble salts, metal oxides and hydroxides, and biological agents 
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(DOW 2008). Because of difficulty in isolating the impact of a single fouling agent, 
aggregate or lumped parameters are used to measure foulants. For example, the 
measurement of the TSS concentration will include organic and inorganic solids, as well 
as entrapped bacteria, viruses, and colloids. Several methods or indices have been 
proposed to predict a colloidal fouling potential of feed waters, including turbidity, SDI
and MFI. Membrane fouling potential of RO membrane is measured by some of these
methods mentioned below (Reardon et al. 2005; DOW 2008). These methods are the 
common methods that are used today to characterize foulants (Reardon et al. 2005). The 
SDI is the most commonly used fouling index (DOW 2008) use to predict fouling 
potentiality to membrane. 
The names of methods or indices proposed for measuring fouling potentiality to 
RO membranes are; TSS; Turbidity; SDI; MSDI; Saturation Indices (SI); Zeta Potential 
(ZP);  Particle Counting (PC); TOC; and TMPs. Some of these fouling potentiality 
parameters were measured and analysis during filtration experiments. These parameters 
were measured for predicting the fouling potential of the samples before and after pre-
treatments and evaluating the performance of pre-treatments and RO membrane itself. 
After treating SEs into selected pre-treatments; pre-treated effluents were fed into RO 
membrane unit. The sampling measurement was performed on the three steps basis; I
step before feeding into the pre-treatments, II step after pre-treatment and or before 
feeding in RO and finally III step after feeding into RO membrane. Each sample was 
analyzed in duplicate or triplicate with six different samples at all studied TMPs and 
operation times. For example, in case of pre-treatments sample were collected in 3
different TMPs 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa for 1 hour and 4 hours. The RO 
membrane samples were collected in same collection time phase but with different 
TMPs (1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa). The some of major water quality parameters 
of samples (Feed, Permeate, and Retentate), their measurement methods and 
interrelationships are given below.
 
3.2.6.1 Physical Characteristics  
The most important physical characteristics of wastewater is its total solids 
content, which is composed of floating, settleable matter, colloidal matter, and matter in 
solution. Other important physical characteristics include particle size distribution 
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(PSD); turbidity; colour; transmittance; temperature; conductivity; and density, specific 
gravity, and specific weight.
 
3.2.6.1.1 Solids  
Wastewater contains a variety of solid materials varying from rags to colloidal 
materials. During wastewater characterisation, coarse materials are usually removed 
before the sample analysed for solids. Typically, about 60 percent of the suspended 
solids in a municipal wastewater are settleable. Total solids (TS) are obtained by 
evaporating a sample of wastewater to dryness and measuring mass of the residue. 
3.2.6.1.1.1 Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
Because a filter is used to separate TSS from TDS, TSS test is somewhat 
arbitrary, depending on the pore size of the filter paper used for the test. Normally filter 
papers of nominal pore size from 0.45μm to about 2.0 μm have been used for TSS test. 
More TSS will be measured as pore size of the filter used is reduced. While 
measurement, TSS is the portion of the TS retained on filter with a specified pore size, 
measured after being dried at a specified temperature (105OC). The filter used most 
commonly for determination of TSS is the Whatman glass fiber filter, which has a 
nominal pore size of about 1.58μm.
3.2.6.1.1.2 Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 
By definition, the solids contained in the filtrate that passes through a filter with 
a nominal pore size of 2.0μm or less are classified as dissolved solids 
(APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005). Yet wastewater contains a high fraction of colloidal 
solids. The size of colloidal particles in wastewater is typically in the range from 0.01 to 
1.0 μm. The standard size of the colloidal particles is from 0.01 to 1.0 μm, which is 
normally higher size that dissolved solids (Metcalf & Eddy 2003). The TDSs are those 
solids that pass through the filter, and are then evaporated and dried at specified 
temperature. It should be noted that what is measured as TDS is comprised of colloidal 
and dissolved solids. Colloids are typically in the size range from 0.001 to 1 μm. 
 
3.2.6.1.2 Turbidity (NTU) 
Turbidity, a measure of the light-transmitting properties of water, is another test 
used to indicate the quality of waste discharges and natural waters with respect to 
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colloidal and residual suspended matter. The measurement of turbidity is based on 
comparison of the intensity of light scattered by a sample to the light scattered by a 
reference suspension under the same conditions (APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005). It is 
measured at nephelometric turbidity units (NTU). In general, there is no relationship
between turbidity and the concentration of TSS in untreated wastewater. There is, 
however, a reasonable relationship between turbidity and TSS for the settled and filtered 
SEs from the activated sludge process (ASP). The general form of the relationship is as 
follows: TSS (mg/L) = (TSSf) (T) ………………………………..………..….…. (3)
Where TSS is Total suspended solids (mg/L), TSSf is factor used to convert 
turbidity reading to TSS (mg/L TSS/NTU), and T is turbidity (NTU)
The specific value of the conversion factor will vary for each treatment plant, 
depending primarily on operation of biological treatment process. The conversion 
factors for settled SEs and for  SEs filtered with a granular medium depth filter will 
typically vary from 2.3 to 2.4 and 1.3 to 1.6, respectively (Metcalf & Eddy, 2003).
3.2.6.1.3 Absorption 
The absorption of a solution is a measure of the amount of light, of a specified 
wave-length, that is absorbed by the constituents in a solution. Absorption, measured 
using a spectrophotometer and a fixed path length (usually 1.0 cm), is given by the 
following relationship:  A = log (I0/I) …………………………………...……… (4)
Where A is absorbance, absorbance units/centimetre (a.u. /cm),   I0 is initial 
detector reading for the blank (i.e. distilled water) after passing through a solution of 
known depth, I is final detector reading after passing through solution containing 
constituents of interest. Absorbance is measured with a spectrophotometer using a 
specified wavelength, typically 254nm. Typical absorbance values for various 
wastewaters at 254nm are in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7 Typical absorbance values for various wastewaters at 254nm (Metcalf & Eddy, 2003)
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3.2.6.1.4 Temperature 
The temperature of wastewater is commonly higher than that of local water 
supply, because of the addition of warm water from households and industrial activities. 
As the specific heat of water is much greater than that of air, the observed wastewater 
temperatures are higher than the local air temperatures during most of the year and are 
lower only during the hottest summer months. 
 
3.2.6.1.5 Conductivity 
The electrical conductivity (EC) of water is a measure of the ability of a solution 
to conduct electric current. Because of the electrical current is transported by the ions in 
solution, the conductivity increases as the concentration of ions increases. In effect, the 
measured EC value is used as a surrogate measure of TDS concentration.  At present, 
EC of water is one of the important parameters used to determine the suitability of water 
for irrigation. It is measured in millisiemens per meter (mS/m) in SI unit and in 
micromhos per centimetre (μmho/cm) in U. S. customary units. The below equation can 
be used to estimate the TDS of a water sample based on the measured EC value 
(APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005):
TDS (mg/L) = EC (dS/m or μmho/cm) × (0.55-0.70)................................................... (5)
The above relationship does not necessarily apply to raw wastewater or high-
strength industrial wastewater. The EC can be used to estimate the ionic strength of a 
solution using the following relationship (Russell, 1976). 
I=1.6 × 10-5 × EC (μmho/cm) ……………………………………………………..… (6)
There is a strong relationship between permeability and salt rejection-a more 
water permeable membrane tends to have lower rejection and higher solute permeability 
(Fane et. al., 2011).
 
3.2.6.2 Chemical PFWQPs  
 
3.2.6.2.1 Inorganic non-metallic constituents 
The chemical constituents of wastewaters are typically classified as inorganic 
and organic. Inorganic chemical constituents of concern include nutrients, non-metallic 
constituents, metals, and gases. Organic constituents of interest in wastewaters are 
classified as aggregate and individual. Aggregate organic constituents are comprised of 
a number of individual compounds that cannot be distinguished separately. The names 
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of inorganic non-metallic constituents are; pH, nitrogen, phosphorus, alkalinity, 
chlorides, sulphur, other inorganic constituents, gases, and odours. 
3.2.6.2.1.1 pH  
The hydrogen-ion concentration is an important quality parameter of both 
natural waters and wastewaters. The usual means of expressing the hydrogen-ion 
concentration is as pH, which is defined as the negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion 
concentration: pH= -log10[H+] ……………………………………….………. (7)
The concentration range suitable for the existence of most biological life is quite 
narrow and critical (typically 6 to 9). Wastewater with an extreme concentration of 
hydrogen ion is difficult to treatment by biological means, and if the concentration is 
not altered before discharge, the wastewater effluent, may alter the concentration in the 
natural waters. For treated effluents discharged to the environment the allowable pH 
range usually varies from 6.5 to 8.5. 
3.2.6.2.1.2 Nitrogen  
The elements nitrogen and phosphorus, essential to the growth of 
microorganisms, plants, and animals, are known as nutrients or bio-stimulants. Trace 
quantities of other elements, such as iron, are needed for biological growth, but nitrogen 
and phosphorus are, in most, the major nutrients of importance. Because nitrogen is an 
essential building block in the synthesis of protein, nitrogen data will be required to 
evaluate the treatability of wastewater by biological processes. Total nitrogen consists 
of organic nitrogen, ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate. 
3.2.6.2.1.3 Phosphorus  
Phosphorus is also essential to the growth of algae and other biological 
organisms. There is presently much interest in reducing phosphorus discharges to
surface water from domestic and industrial waste due to noxious algal blooms.
Municipal wastewaters, for example, may contain from 4 to 16 mg/L phosphorus as P. 
The usual forms of phosphorus in aqueous solutions include orthophosphate, 
polyphosphate, and organic phosphate.  
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3.2.6.2.1.4 Dissolved oxygen 
Dissolved oxygen is required for the respiration of aerobic microorganisms as 
well as all other aerobic life forms. However, oxygen is only slightly soluble in water. 
The presence of dissolved oxygen in wastewater is desirable because it prevents the 
formation of noxious odours. 
3.2.6.2.2 Metallic constituents 
None were analysis in this research; As, Ba, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Se, Ag etc. due to 
the scope of the experiments.
3.2.6.2.3 Aggregate organic constituents  
Organic compounds are normally composed of a combination of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen, together with nitrogen in some cases. The organic matters in 
wastewater typically consist of proteins to (40 to 60%), carbohydrates (25 to 50%), and
oils and fats (8 to 12%). Urea, the major constituents of urine, is another important 
organic compound contributing to fresh wastewaters. Over the years, a number of 
different analyses were developed to determine the organic content of wastewaters. In 
general, the analyses may be classified into those used to measure aggregate organic 
matter comprising a number of organic constituents with similar characteristics that 
cannot be distinguished separately, and those analyses used to quantify individual 
organic compounds (APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005). Generally, analyses used to measure 
aggregate organic materials are divided into those used to measure gross concentrations 
of organic matter > about 1.0 mg/L, and those used to measure trace concentrations, in 
the range of 10-12 to 100 mg/L. Laboratory methods used to measure gross amount of 
organic matter (typically > 1 mg/L) in wastewater include: (1) BOD, (2) COD, and (3) 
TOC. 
3.2.6.2.3.1 Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
The COD test is used to measure the oxygen equivalent of the organic materials 
in wastewater that can be oxidised chemically using dichromate in an acid solution, as 
illustrated in the following equation, when the organic nitrogen is in the reduced state 
(oxidation number = -3) (Sawyer et. al., 1994). 
CnHaObNc + dCr2O72- +  (8d+c)H+                nCO2+a+8d-3c/2 H2O + cNH4+ + 2dCr3+,
whereas  d= 2n/3 + a/6 –b/3-c/2
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3.2.6.2.3.2 Total organic carbon (TOC) 
The TOC test, done instrumentally, is used to determine the total organic carbon 
in an aqueous sample. The test method for TOC utilise heat and oxygen, ultraviolet 
radiation, chemical oxidants, or some combination of these methods to convert organic 
carbon to carbon dioxide which is measured with an infrared analysers or by other 
means. TOC of a wastewater can be used as a measure of its pollution characteristics, 
and in some cases it has been possible to relate TOC to BOD and COD values. 
3.2.6.2.3.3 Ultra-violet absorbance at 254nm (UV254nm)  
A number of organic compounds are found in wastewater including humic 
substances, lignin, tannin and various aromatic compounds, that strongly absorb 
ultraviolet (UV) radiation. As a result, UV absorption is used as a surrogate measure for 
the organic compounds cited above. The UV wavelengths at which adsorption are 
determined is typically range from 200 to 400nm, with the value of 254nm being reported 
most commonly. The unit of UV254nm is cm-1. This method has proved useful in 
assessing the aggregate presence of UV absorbing compounds in wastewater, although 
interfering compounds can render the test invalid. 
3.2.6.2.3.4 Specific ultraviolet adsorption (SUVA)  
The results of UV absorption measurements at a wavelength of 254nm are 
correlated to the amount of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) present in a sample, which 
has been filtered through a filter with a pore size of 0.45 μm. The results are reported as 
the SUVA per mg/L of DOC. It should be noted that although the UV measurement is 
correlated to the DOC, SUVA is in fact a measure of the nature of the carbon in the 
sample being analysed, more specifically the extent to which the carbon is aromatic. 
Thus, the SUVA test is used most commonly to distinguish between water samples. The 
SUVA test has also been used to assess the potential for formation of trihalomethanes 
(THMs). This test also defined as the UV absorbance of a water sample at a given 
wavelength (254nm) normalized for DOC concentration. The typical values for ratio of 
BOD/COD for untreated municipal wastewater are in range from 0.3 to 0.8. If 
BOD/COD ration for untreated wastewater is 0.5 or greater, the waste is considered to 
be easily treatable by biological means. If the ratio is below about 0.3, either the waste 
may have some toxic components or acclimated microorganisms may be required in its 
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stabilisation. The corresponding BOD/TOC ratio for untreated wastewater varies from 
1.2 to 2.0 (details in Table 3.8). 
Table 3.8 Comparison of ratios of various parameters used to characterise wastewater (Swayer 
et al., 1994, (APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005)
In conclusion, following physical and chemical parameters were measured and 
analysis during the filtration experiments for evaluating performance of the pre-
treatments as well as the RO membranes itself. 
¾ Physical Parameters: flow rate, temperature, TMP, TSS, TDS,  turbidity,  
adsorption-UV absorbance, electrical conductivity, ionic strength, SDI
¾ Chemical Parameters: pH, TN, TP, dissolved oxygen, COD, TC, IC, TOC, 
DOC, UV254nm, SUVA
The selected physical and chemical PFWQPs were measured in accordance to the 
Standard Methods of APHA, AWWA, and WEF (APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005). The 
TSS (dried at 103-105oC), TDS (dried at 180oC); turbidity and electrical conductivity 
(EC) were analyzed according to the standard methods (APHA/AWWA/WEF, 2005).
The particles that cause light scattering, which is measured as turbidity, vary in size
between 1 nm and 1 mm (McCoy and Olson, 1986) was also analyzed during the 
studies.
The UV254nm is a more suitable surrogate for DOC concentration/character than true 
colour and it is effective within this 254nm wavelength (APHA et al., 2005). For this 
reason, UV254nm was selected and analysed as systems evaluation parameter by using 
the Merck Spectrophotometer (Spectroquant® Pharo100). During these current filtration 
studies; the EC, DO, pH and turbidity were measured using Conductivity Meter (WTW 
LF330), DO Meter (WTW Oxi320), pH Meter (WTW 320) and Turbidity Meter 
(HACH 2100P) respectively. The COD, TN and TP measurements were carried out 
adopting photometric method using Merck Spectrophotometer (Spectroquant®
Pharo100), Merck cell test kits (for COD, TN and TP) and HACH COD-reactor 45600-
00. In addition, TC, IC, TOC and TN were measured and analysed using the Shimadzu 
TOC-L or TOC-TNM Analyser. These above mentioned major parameters were chosen, 
measured and analysed due to the following:
¾ most common parameters for knowing the predicting the fouling potentiality of 
feedwater to membrane; 
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¾ easily measurable/achievable within the short time with reasonable costs;  
¾ most experiments followed these parameters for measuring fouling potentiality 
of feedwater to RO membranes;   
¾ most used parameters for measuring the performance of the pre-treatments used 
for RO during pilot scale tests (Wilf nd) are turbidity (NTU), ammonia, TN, 
silica, iron, phosphorus, TDS, TOC;   
¾ most common methods used in industry today to characterize foulants to predict 
the fouling potentiality in membranes; and  
¾ Uses in the most of the pilot scale membrane tests around the world. 
In addition to these major parameters, various commonly used fouling potentiality 
prediction mathematical modelling were selected and applied for analysis of the fouling 
potentiality characterisation and quantification of feeds and pre-treated feeds of low 
pressure and high pressure membrane systems respectively. The details of these 
mathematical modelling was described in details in chapter 4. The permeate flux with 
recovery measurements are recorded as according to Table 3.9.Total chemical used
during the process was recorded for each operation. The amount of chemical used was 
specified; chemical for membrane cleaning, preservation and reducing reversible 
fouling. Moreover, cleaning frequency was recorded to compared between the pre-
treatments and as well as performance of RO membrane itself. While taking samples for 
PFWQPs, most of them were analysed in duplication or triplicates.
Table 3.9 Flux and recovery measurement 
3.2.7 Fouling potentiality indices and mathematical models   
Some of the fouling potentiality indices and mathematical models are used to 
predict foulings potentiality and mechanism during experimental filtration runs of both 
low pressure (MF and UF) and high pressures (BWRO) membranes fed with synthetic 
and real feeds at different TMPs. The details of these models were given in section 2.4 
of chapter 2.
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4. EVALUATION OF EXISTING PRE-TREATMENT 
TECHNOLOGIES  
4.1 Evaluation Studies on existing pre-treatment technologies for RO 
The best way to prevent the formation of foulants is to remove the materials 
responsible for fouling before they come into contact with RO membranes 
(Visvanathan, et al., 2002). Strategies for fouling control include, predicting fouling 
potential of the feed (Laine et al., 2002), modelling (Cabassud et al., 2001) and 
monitoring (Flemming and Tamachkiarow 2002; Vrouwenvelder and Kooij 2002) the 
performance of the membrane under specific operational conditions, optimisation of the 
operational conditions (Bick and Oron 2001), cost-effective feed pre-treatment, dosing 
anti-scalant (Zeiher et al., 2003), removal of reversible fouling using backwashing 
(Choksuchart et al., 2002; Kweon and Lawler 2002), and chemical cleaning (Laine et 
al., 2002). Liu et al. 2001 provide the relationship between the operating strategies with 
membrane fouling ranking of no effects (negative to positive effects).
Among these strategies, application of suitable pre-treatment options may be the 
best one to prevent membrane fouling as applied options tries to minimise materials 
responsible for this phenomenon. Pre-treatment is emerging as a most promising 
solution to control the foulants as it is simple to implement (Shon et al., 2009). The 
application of pre-treatment is the first step in controlling membrane fouling, which 
could be either simple MF without chemical addition or may involves processes such as 
pH adjustment, chlorination, addition of coagulants, sedimentation, decholorination, 
activated-carbon adsorption, and final polishing. Factors that should be considered 
while determining the need of pre-treatment are (Shon et al., 2009) (i) membrane 
materials (asymmetric cellulosic or non-cellulosic membranes, thin film ether, or amidic 
composite membranes etc), (ii) module (spiral warp, flat sheet or hallow fiber etc.), (iii) 
feedwater quality, (iv) recovery ratio and (v) final water quality.
The efficiency and life of RO and NF systems may be increased by effective 
pre-treatment of feedwaters. Selection of proper pre-treatment will maximise efficiency 
and membrane life by minimising fouling; scaling and membrane degradation; and 
optimising; product flow, product quality (salt rejection), product recovery, operation 
and maintenance costs (DOW 2008). Pre-treatment of feedwater must involve a total 
system approach for continuous and reliable operations. For example, an improperly 
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designed and/or operated clarifier will result in loading the sand or multimedia filter 
beyond its operating limits. Such inadequate pre-treatment often necessitates frequent 
cleaning of the membrane elements to restore productivity and salt rejection. The cost of 
cleaning, downtime and lost system performance can be significant. The various pre-
treatment methods that can be applied are coagulation, flocculation/sedimentation, fine 
and micro-screens, pH adjustment, activated carbon, membrane filtration, and 
disinfection by chemical additions or ultraviolet (UV) irradiation or sanitization etc. 
Tanninen et al., (2004) summarise the different methods of pre-treatments to membrane 
processes. This not only protects the membrane but also improves the performance of 
the membrane process Protection refers usually to the prevention of fouling, but also 
includes the protection against mechanical and chemical damage (Shon et al., 2009).
The selection of these options is based on the foulants, membrane types and operating 
conditions. In some cases, integration of these options might be beneficial for mitigating 
RO membrane fouling and sustaining the application. All of them have some 
advantages and disadvantages; some of them are technically feasible to remove foulants 
but may be still economically expensive.
Various conventional and non-conventional pre-treatment technologies are used 
and tested as RO pre-treatments options for water recovery process. Among these pre-
treatment technologies, some of them found more effective than other pre-treatment 
technologies. The study of WEF concludes that membrane pre-treatment for RO offer a 
small footprint, a high rejection level for many fouling agents and favourable costs 
(Reardon et al., 2005) and to date, MF is most widely used of the available membrane 
pre-treatment alternatives. The combination of lime clarification and GMF was selected 
as RO pre-treatment process in nearly all full-scale wastewater reclamation plants 
installed prior to 1995 (Reardon et al., 2005). The popularity of this pre-treatment 
method resulted from its ability to remove a large spectrum of contaminants such as 
phosphates, sulfate, organic matter, magnesium and calcium hardness, iron, manganese, 
and heavy metals, and to destroy or limit development of bacteria, protozoa, cysts, and 
viruses. In addition, the lime clarification remains a premium pre-treatment candidate to 
maximize the performance of a subsequent RO membrane system when SEs exhibits 
elevated concentrations of sparingly soluble salts (Reardon et al., 2005). The 
performances of the conventional pre-treatment options are recorded in the qualitative 
values of selected parameters (Egozy et al., 1988). The DOW (DOW 2008) 
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quantitatively evaluated the major pre-treatment options for FILMTECHTM RO module, 
on basis of specific risks for scaling and fouling present from those options. It is a quick 
reference for “possible” and “very effective” methods.
Pandey et al., (2011) also conducted the qualitative ranking of conventional and 
membrane pre-treatment options respectively based on the scores they attained in 
treating the water quality parameters that are considered essential. Among conventional 
pre-treatment options, the lime clarification/granular media filtration (GMF) option was 
ranked as the best; whereas fine-screens/micro-screens option ranked as the least 
preferred optional (Pandey et al., 2011). But in membrane pre-treatments ranking, the 
UF membrane stood first, followed by MBR and MF (Pandey et al., 2011). Major 
Foulants with their appropriate pre-treatment options and evaluation parameters are in 
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Major Foulants with their appropriate pre-treatment options and evaluation 
parameters (Pandey et. al., 2012)
Paranjape et al., conducted an extensive literature review on pre-treatment 
options for RO membrane used in wastewater reclamation application past, present and 
future (Paranjape et al., 2003). The various pilots testing of RO applied in secondary 
effluent began in the 1970s, all of them found and established that successful 
application of RO requires that the RO feedwater receive a high level of pre-treatment 
to control the rate and extent of fouling on the RO membranes (Paranjape et al., 2003). 
The main purpose of pre-treatment is to attenuate or eliminate negative effects of 
fouling agents present in the secondary wastewater effluent on RO membranes 
(Paranjape et al., 2003). This shows the importance of pre-treatment options for 
sustaining application of RO for water recovery. The magnitude of foulants and their 
occurrence frequency determines the frequency of cleaning, feedwater pressure (energy 
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consumption), and membrane life-thereby affecting the operating costs. Paranjape et al.,
(2003) concluded that RO treatment of secondary effluent is challenged by fouling 
agents that pass through both MF/UF for this reason, there is need to identify these 
fouling agents and evaluate pre-treatment technologies that can removed these fouling 
agents.
There are still some issues for reducing the membrane fouling with conventional 
pre-treatments as often, colloids and suspended particles pass through these pre-
treatments and contribute to difficult to remove (and possibly irreversible) RO 
membrane fouling (Brehant et al., 2003). So a new trend in pre-treatments has been a 
movement towards the use of larger pore size membranes (MF, UF) and submerged 
MBRs either MF of UF to pre-treat RO feed water (Greenlee et al., 2009). UF 
membranes seem to be, by far, the most common choice in research studies and pilot 
testing (Teuler et al., 1999; Kamp et al., 2000; Pearce et al., 2003; Tiwari et al., 2006; 
Wilf and Bartels 2006; Pearce 2007; Xu et al., 2007). Currently from the study of 
existing and planned full-scale wastewater reclamation facilities showed that most of 
the facilities include MF as the most used pre-treatment schemes, followed by GMF in 
combination with chemical treatment and, last preferred is UF (Reardon et al., 2005). 
Before applying the MF or UF as a pre-treatment for RO, it is necessary to provide 
adequate pre-treatment of secondary effluent before feeding on these membranes in 
order to reduce the membrane fouling in the MF or UF. Till date, inline screens are 
commonly used ahead of these membrane processes (Reardon et al., 2005). Though, the 
key disadvantage of membrane pre-treatments (Teuler et al., 1999; Kamp et al., 2000; 
Pearce et al., 2003; Tiwari et al., 2006; Wilf and Bartels 2006; Pearce 2007; Xu et al.,
2007) lay in the inherent propensity of a membrane to separate foulants from product 
water and, in the process, become fouled itself. But, these low pressure membrane 
technologies (LPMT) MF and UF have several advantages over conventional multi-
media filtration as a pre-treatment of RO for water recovery. These pre-treatment 
membranes act as a defined barrier between the RO system and any suspended particles 
and lower feed water SDI to <2 (Tiwari et al., 2006), lower turbidity to less than 0.05 
NTU (Wilf and Bartels 2006; Pearce 2007; Xu et al., 2007). Due to the superior 
removal of organic and particulate matter with membrane pre-treatment, the RO system 
can be operated at a higher permeate flux such as typical final permeate fluxes for a UF-
RO system range from 15 to 24 L/m2.h (Kamp et al., 2000; Pearce et al., 2003), while 
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the permeate flux exiting the UF pre-treatment stage is within 60–150 L/m2.h (Brehant 
et al., 2003; Wilf and Bartels 2006).
In addition, these membrane pre-treatments reduce the general aging and 
destruction of RO membranes by feed water components; RO membrane replacement 
decreases, as well as the frequency of chemical (acid or base) cleaning. Moreover these 
membrane pre-treatment systems are becoming cost-competitive with conventional pre-
treatment systems as decreasing in capital cost, improvements in membrane 
technologies and reduction of costs of membrane materials. Low pressure membrane 
pre-treatments have more advantages than conventional pre-treatments applied for RO 
such advantages (Reardon et al., 2005) are high removal of TSS, turbidity, and 
parasites, such as Giardia and Cryptosporidium, compact design suitable for space-
limited areas, better pre-treatment process than lime clarification/GMF for RO based on 
higher achievable flux, and higher net water production water per unit area and per unit 
cost, than lime clarification/GMF. The use of MF or UF as pre-treatment to RO 
membrane process offers the benefits of additional high pathogen reduction credit as 
well as RO fouling mitigation for treatment of secondary municipal wastewater. These 
processes also provide an additional benefit that product water quality from the 
membrane is not dependent on feed water quality.
4.1.1 Pre-treatment technologies for major fouling 
 
4.1.1.1 Pre-treatment technologies for bio-fouling 
Bio-fouling is caused by growth of micro-organisms in modules and is the result 
of the complex interaction between the membrane material, fluid parameters (such as 
dissolved substances, flow velocity, pressure, etc.) and micro-organisms. The main 
source of microbial contamination is feed water with highly populated microorganisms 
(Visvanathan et al., 2002). All SEs feeds contained microorganisms such as bacteria, 
algae, fungi, virus, and higher organisms. These can be regarded as colloidal particles 
and removed during pre-treatment. The difference between micro-organisms to non-
living particles is the ability of micro-organisms, to reproduce and form a bio-film, 
under favourable conditions. There is higher probability of bacterial adhesion on the 
surfaces due to the large membrane surface areas of RO membrane systems. Once these 
bacterial cells established themselves onto the membrane surface over time, they 
become self-supporting as the extra-polymeric substance and bacterial matrix absorbs 
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and concentrates soluble organic and inorganic nutrients near the cell walls (Munro 
1999). Thus, the originally soluble organic and inorganic nutrients are now locally
immobilised and converted from solution to a semisolid state establishing biofilms of 
various micro-organisms and inorganic nutrients (Visvanathan et al. 2002).
Flemming and Schaule (1988) demonstrated that after a few minutes contact 
between a membrane and raw water, irreversible attachment of cells occurs. They 
detected a biological affinity of different membrane materials towards bacteria. 
Polyetherurea, for example, had a significantly lower biological affinity than polyamide, 
polysulfone and polyethersulfone, these results suggested that membrane manufactures 
should keep away from polyamide and polysulfone materials, at least for wastewater 
treatment applications (Flemming and Schaule 1988). This study recommended that 
disinfections are completed by removal of the dead cells, (Flemming and Schaule 
1988). The adhesion depends on the number of micro-organisms so precaution should 
be taken in minimising the number of the cells below threshold level to prevent bio-
fouling but not the complete sterility. Similarly, reduction in the nutrients levels will 
slower the adhesion rate, specifically reduction in DOC of feedwater may play 
significant role in preventing the bio-fouling.
A study carried out by Arora and Trompeter (1983) indicated that the severity of
organic fouling can be reduced by improving the quality of RO feedwater, namely, by 
the removal of food sources for bacterial growth including BOD, TOC, and ammonia. 
Their study recommended chlorination to discourage bacterial and fungal growth, but in 
case of polyamide membrane dechlorination to protect the membrane should be 
considered and for this process sodium bisulfite was found superior than sodium 
thiosulphate (Arora and Trompeter 1983). Their study further concluded that use of 
ultraviolet radiation showed promise as an alternative to chlorination for RO feedwater 
disinfection and pre-treatment options (Arora and Trompeter 1983). In the study related 
to initial adhesion of sewage Pseudomona bacteria to RO membrane by Ghayeni et al., 
resulted that these bacteria would sometimes aggregate upon adhering with minimal 
bacterial attachment occurred in a very low ionic strength solution but significantly 
higher numbers of attached microbes corresponding to wastewater with salt 
concentrations (Ghayeni et al., 1998a). Their study further confirmed that bio-fouling of 
RO membranes is one of the main factors in flux decline and loss of salt rejection 
(Ghayeni et al., 1998b).
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The options for mitigating bio-fouling are removal of nutrients from feed water, 
physical and chemically enhanced cleaning, disinfection and biocides application. This 
fouling can be controlled by the removal of degradable components from the feed water 
(Temperely 1995), ensuring the relative purity of the chemical doses and performing 
effective cleaning procedures (Dabbagh 1995). It was reported that cleaning procedures 
applied when fouling was not yet a problem might delay biofilm formation (Hilal et al.,
2004). The surface of the membrane offers good site for microbial colonisation as it 
concentrates nutrients for growth. The microorganisms entering a RO/NF system find a 
large membrane surface, where dissolved nutrients from secondary effluent feedwaters 
are enriched due to concentration polarisation, thus creating an ideal environment for 
the formation of biofilm. This fouling seriously affect the performance of the RO 
system, symptoms are an increase in differential pressure from feed to concentrate, 
finally leading to telescoping and mechanical damage of the membrane elements, and a 
decline in membrane flux, and sometimes bio-fouling develops even on the permeate 
side thus contaminates the product water (DOW 2008). It was found that the most 
successful approach for bio-fouling prevention is the limitation or removal of nutrients 
for micro-organisms from the feedwaters in order to limit biological growth that can be 
achieved with bio-filtration (DOW 2008). The continuous addition of oxidation 
chemicals such as chlorine may increase the nutrients level because organic substances 
may be broken down to smaller biodegradable fragments. The dosing chemical such as 
anti-scalants or acids must be carefully selected because they may also serve as 
nutrients. Preventive treatments are much more effective than corrective treatments 
because single attached bacteria are easier to kill and remove than a thick, aged bio-
film. The attachment of bacteria to a membrane surface and their growth can be 
minimised by a surface modification of the membrane. In addition, this fouling may be 
minimised by applying the biocide, and some other chemical such as sodium bisulphate, 
chlorine etc. but if not done properly the application of these chemical would cause 
other types of fouling problems. Some of the preventive strategies for bio-fouling are 
(DOW 2008): (a) assessment of the bio-fouling potential (culture techniques, TBC, 
assimilble organic carbon (AOC), bio-film formation rate (BFR); (b) chlorination/ 
dechorination; (c) sodium bi-sulfite; (d) DBNPA (2,2, dibroma-3-nitrilo-propionamide); 
(e) combined chloramines; (f) other sanitization agents (copper sulphate, ozone, 
idonine, quatemary germicides and phenolic compounds); (g) bio-filtration; (h) MF/UF; 
(i) UV irradiation and (j) use of fouling resistance membranes.
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4.1.1.2 Pre-treatment technologies for inorganic fouling/scaling 
One strategy may be lowering feedwater pH with acid addition, is used to 
control scaling in RO processes treating secondary effluent especially from the salts of 
carbonates and sulphate (Reardon et al., 2005). A low pH enhances conversion of 
carbonate into bicarbonate species, which are more soluble. However, cellulose acetate 
RO membranes are prone to hydrolysis below pH of 5 with an optimum range from 5 to 
7 (Paranjape et al., 2003). Newer polyamide RO membranes have a much broader pH 
range between 2 and 11 for continuous operations and up to pH 12 for short-term 
cleaning. Another strategy may be the use of anti-scalants. Anti-scalants are polymeric 
compounds that either prevent scale formation entirely or permit formation of some 
scales that can be removed during backwashing of membranes (Reardon et al., 2005). 
These enhance the production of complexes with targeted salts to prevent the formation 
of inorganic soluble solids, and can increase recovery in a RO system. For example, the 
addition of a high-quality anti-scalant can increase the solubility of silica from 130 to 
about 240 mg/L (Amjad et al., 1997). Most of membrane manufactures and suppliers of 
scaling inhibitors provide membrane selection and design software to predict the scaling 
properties of the water. Examples include ROPRO developed by Fluid Systems, ROSA 
developed by Dow FILMTECH™, and the RODESIGN (now IMS) developed by 
Hydranautics. 
A simple understanding of the concept, however, is obtained from the solubility 
products of the most common sparingly soluble salts, which are readily available 
(Dupont 1980; DOW 1995). DOW’s qualitative analysis showed that pre-treatment by 
acid addition to be very effective in removing calcium carbonate (CaCO3), and may 
remove Iron (Fe), whereas scale inhibitor anti-foulant is less effective on removing 
CaCO3 but very effective in removing most of scale forming chemical such as calcium 
sulfate (CaSO4), barium sulfate (BaSO4), strontium sulfate (SrSO4), calcium fluoride 
(CaF2). In case of lime softening option, it may be possible to remove all of the scalants 
such as CaCO3, CaSO4, BaSO4, (SrSO4), CaF2, Silicon Dioxide (SiO2), SDI, Fe and 
organic matter. Oxidation and filtration is very effective in removing Fe. Optimising the 
pH value seems to be effective in controlling inorganic fouling/scaling in RO 
membranes. The use of other commercially available scale inhibitors showed positive 
results but the composition of these substances are protected by the manufacturers. 
Some common design practices can be used to prevent scaling in a membrane; acid 
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addition (sulphuric acid), scale inhibitor addition (sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP), 
orthophosphates and polyacrylates), softening with a strong acid cation exchange resin, 
dealkalisation with a weak acid cation exchange resin, lime softening, preventing 
cleaning, and adjustment of operating variables (concentration below solubility limit, 
lower system recovery, temperature and pH controlled for e.g. for silica temperature and 
pH increases the solubility increases).
For scale prevention it is very important to operate large scale RO systems at 
conditions lower than the critical solubility limits. For small scale RO plant, lowering 
recovery with preventive cleaning is effective for reducing scale potentiality.  
4.1.1.3 Pre-treatment technologies for organic fouling 
In wastewater application, the rejection and concentration of organics is a major 
objective. Depending on the kind of substances, organics even in the percent 
concentration range can be handled and must be evaluated in field tests on a case-by-
case basis. The organic fouling is mainly caused by NOM and this type of fouling is 
profound in case of RO applied in water reclamation as due to presence of EfOM with 
NOM causing complication in identification and mitigation of organic fouling. DOC 
can be used as an indicator for organic fouling, but this indicator may neither proper nor 
adequate to predict the organic fouling. Micro-filters usually remove insignificant 
amount of organic matter, as measured by DOC. Adsorption can remove organics,
which are not removed by conventional chemical and biological treatment methods 
(Tchobanoglous and Burton 1991). The flocculation–adsorption process was able to 
remove 86% of COD from domestic wastewater (Abdessemed et al., 2000).
GAC filtration is very effective in removing oxidizing agents and organic 
matter, but less effective in removing bacteria. Biological filters typically consist of 
GAC beds that are optimised for microbial utilization of a portion of the NOM in the 
water. The surfaces of filter media act as a support for microbial attachment and growth, 
resulting in a biofilms adapted to using the organic matter found in particular water. 
Bouver and Crowe (1988) found that removal of TOC in these filters range from 5 to 
75%. The GAC bio-adsorption is used extensively for achieving superior removals of 
particulate organic matter and dissolved solids from wastewater effluents by biological 
and adsorption processes. The experimental results showed that the most suitable pre-
treatment was flocculation followed by adsorption leading to a TOC removal of 90% 
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(Shon et al., 2004; Shon et al., 2005). Adsorption of organic substances on the 
membrane surfaces causes flux loss, which is irreversible in serious causes. The 
adsorption process is favoured with high molecular mass compounds when these 
compounds are hydrophobic or positively charged. A high pH value helps to prevent 
this fouling, because both the membrane and many organic substances assume as 
negative charge at pH 9 (Shon et al.,2005).
Organic substances present as emulsion form an organic film on the membrane 
surface so must be removed during pre-treatment. Organics occurring in natural waters 
are usually humic substances (concentrations range from 0.5 to 20 mg/L of TOC) when 
this range exceeds 3 mg/L, pre-treatment is required. Humic substances can be removed 
by coagulation process with hydroxide flocs, followed by UF or adsorption on 
activation carbon. Coagulation or activated carbon must also be applied when oils
(hydrocarbons or silicon-based) and greases contaminate the RO feed water at levels 
>0.1 mg/L. These substances are readily adsorbed onto membranes surface. However, 
they can be cleaned with alkaline cleaning agents if the flux has not declined by >15%. 
The pre-treatment options for mitigating this fouling are biological and physical 
filtration. Among the options, coagulation with adsorption option may be the best one 
for mitigating this fouling. 
4.1.1.4 Pre-treatment technologies for particulate/colloids fouling 
In most cases, particles and colloids cause reversible fouling as their 
accumulation on membrane surfaces can be removed by hydraulic cleaning measures 
such as backwash and air scrubbing (Reardon et al., 2005). However, if the particles and 
colloids size are smaller than the membrane pore size then irreversible fouling might 
occur as these particles and colloids can enter and be trapped within the membrane 
structure matrix (Reardon et al., 2005). This type of fouling dominates in the case of 
RO applied in water reclamation when there is integration of inappropriate pre-
treatment options.
The pre-treatment options for mitigating fouling are physical cleaning for minor 
fouling and physical and chemical cleaning for major fouling. Generally, cartridge 
filters applied before feeding are effective in removing this type of fouling. Coagulation 
and adsorption are widely used pre-treatments options. Baek and Chang (2009) showed 
that membrane filterability was enhanced by the addition of alum and ferric sulphate 
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respectively, due to the effective destabilisation of colloidal particles, as confirmed by 
measuring particle size distribution. During treatment, soluble foulants present in 
secondary effluents were entrapped to coagulated flocs and removes the colloidal 
particle responsible for fouling. Their results further show that the hydrophobic 
membrane showed higher flux decline than the hydrophilic membrane and flux 
enhanced significantly in the later than initial one. They recommended that a pre-
treatment using coagulation is more efficient for hydrophobic against hydrophilic (Baek 
and Chang 2009). Similarly, Jarusutthirak et al., (2006) observed that SMP or soluble 
EPS, particularly the hydrophilic colloids and macromolecules were major foulants of 
NF/RO membranes used for water recovery so careful strategies required for mitigating 
there foulants. Some strategies for controlling/preventing this fouling are (1) assessment 
of parameters such as SDI, MFI, turbidity etc., which could help to evaluate colloidal
fouling potentiality (monitoring these parameters is very important and measurements 
of those parameters should be made at least thrice a day for surface feedwaters), (2) 
application of media, and membrane filtration. Lime softening or strong acid cation 
exchange resin for silica removal and application of anti-foulants are also strategies that 
could be applied. 
4.2 Selected case studies on application 
Case studies of RO based water recovery plants around the world were conducted to 
find out the application issues of operative water reclamation plant based on RO and to 
list out their preventive and operative strategies to minimise these issues. For the 
purpose of study, mainly following RO based water recovery plants feeding secondary 
effluents were selected:
¾ Kwinana Water Reclamation Plant (WRP), Perth, Australia
¾ Altona recycle water plant (RWP), Altona, VIC
¾ Sulaibiya WRP, Sulaibiya, Kuwait, Middle East
¾ Ulu Pandan WRP, Singapore
¾ Goreangab WRP, Windhoek Namibia
¾ Water Factory 21, South California, USA
In these case studies, the main focus was current application issues with the applied 
mitigation measures and facts about these water recovery plants. The results of the 
important membrane based water reclamation plants operated in Australia and also 
other parts of the world are provided in the tables below;
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Case study 4.2.1 Kwinana Water Reclamation Plant
 
 
Case study 4.2.2 Altona Recycle Water Plant
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Case study 4.2.3 Sulaibiya WR Plant, Sulaibiya, Kuwait, Middle East
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Case study 4.2.4 Ulu Pandan water reclamation plant, (NEWater) Singapore
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Case study 4.2.5 Goreangab water reclamation plant, Windhoek Namibia
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Case study 4.2.6 Water Factory 21 USA 
 
Case studies on membrane application in SEs showed that one of the major 
problems is biological and inorganic membrane fouling. In most cases, during the initial 
phase of operation there is significant loss of permeate fluxes with indication of fouling. 
Lowering the recovery rate might reduce the scaling problem. Operation status of most 
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plants showed that if there is appropriate integration relevant pre-treatment technologies 
with modification of operating parameter and inclusion of energy saving devices makes 
smooth run of plant with almost constant permeate flow rate with high quality product 
water. These strategies not only run the plant smoothly but reduce production costs with 
significant energy recovery and greenhouses gases (GHGs).
4.3 Ranking of existing pre-treatment technologies of RO during water 
recovery 
The literature review was conducted to identify potential fouling water quality 
parameters (PFWQPs) and the level of pre-treatment they require before being fed into 
RO systems. The review helped to allocate appropriate points for each pre-treatment 
option on their performance in treating PFWQPs and to give suitable weighting 
according to fouling potentiality of these selected PFWQPs. The study used the ranking 
matrices for evaluating selected pre-treatments with chosen PFWQPs. The selected pre-
treatment options for both qualitative ranking were; fine-screens and micro-screens, 
inline filters/ cartridge filters, coagulation/ flocculation/ sedimentation, lime 
clarification/GMF, granular/powered activated carbon (G/PAC), pH adjustment, anti-
scalant addition, MF, UF, and MBR. In ranking studies, pre-treatment options were 
ranked based on their performance in treating the following PFWQPs: TSS, TDS, EC, 
TOC, BOD, COD, TN, TP, turbidity, and E. coli. The PFWQPs selected were weighted 
based on their influence in fouling the RO membrane (Metcalf & Eddy 2003; Reardon 
et al., 2005; WEF 2006) from highest (5) to lowest (1). The highest point was allocated 
to TSS, and lowest to E. coli. The weightage for other PFWQP were: 4 points for TOC 
and turbidity; 3 points for TDS, EC, BOD and TP; 2 points for COD and TN.
4.3.1 Conventional pre-treatment options ranking  
Fine-screens and micro-screens with mesh sizes of less than 500 microns are 
commonly used to pre-treat secondary effluents prior to MF or UF treatment, which in 
turn may precede RO treatment (Reardon et al., 2005). Whereas, cartridge filters are 
pressure-driven and have pore sizes between 5-ȝP7KHVHILOWHUVSUHYHQWLQWURGXFWLRQ
of relatively large particles into the RO process. The two most commonly used pre-
treatment methods for removing disinfection by products (DBPs) precursors are 
enhanced coagulation and PAC addition. The PAC and coagulation pre-treatment have 
been also shown to reduce or retard membrane fouling and to enhance permeate flux. 
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Adsorption can remove organics, which are not removed by conventional chemical and 
biological treatment methods (Tchobanoglous and Burton 1991). Farahbakhsh and 
Smith (2002) found chemical coagulation effective in removing DBPs precursors and 
reducing the rate of membrane fouling, whereas powdered activated carbon addition 
resulted in moderate removal of DBPs precursors.
All performance studies of these options conclude that the use of these options 
prior to RO or NF must be approached with caution as, if properly applied then these 
chemicals are very effective but when overdosed or dosed at the wrong pH, their use 
can cause more problems than solutions. The combination of lime clarification and 
GMF was selected as the RO pre-treatment process in nearly all the full-scale 
wastewater reclamation plants installed prior to 1995 (Reardon et al., 2005). The 
popularity of this pre-treatment method resulted from its ability to remove a large 
spectrum of contaminants such as phosphates, sulfate, organic matter, magnesium and 
calcium hardness, iron, manganese, and heavy metals, and to destroy or limit 
development of bacteria, protozoa, cysts, and viruses.
The lime clarification remains a premium pre-treatment candidate to maximize 
the performance of a subsequent RO membrane system when secondary effluent 
exhibits elevated concentrations of sparingly soluble salts (Reardon et al., 2005). 
Biological filters typically consist of GAC beds that are optimised for microbial 
utilization of a portion of NOM in water. The surfaces of filter media act as a support 
for microbial attachment and growth, resulting in bio-film adapted to using the organic 
matter found in particular water. Bouver and Crowe (1988) found that removal of TOC 
in these filters range from 5 to 75 percent. The GAC bio-adsorption is used extensively 
for achieving superior removals of particulate organic matter and dissolved solids from 
wastewater effluents by biological and adsorption processes. The results of Shon et al.,
(2004) indicate that the most suitable pre-treatment was flocculation followed by 
adsorption leading to a TOC removal of 90% (Shon et al., 2004). Lowering of the 
feedwater pH by the addition of acid is often used to control scaling in RO processes 
treating secondary effluent especially from the salts of carbonates and sulphate 
(Reardon et al., 2005). Anti-scalants are polymeric compounds that either prevent scale 
formation entirely or permit formation of some scales that can be removed during 
backwashing of membranes (Reardon et al., 2005). These enhance the production of 
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complexes with the targeted salts to prevent the formation of inorganic soluble solids, 
and thus can increase the recovery in a RO system. 
The study followed the qualitative ranking exercise for conventional pre-
treatment options and allocated points according to qualitative ranking. The qualitative 
ranking matrix for these options is provided in Table 4.2 with their ranking. Among 
conventional pre-treatment options, Lime clarification/GMF stood first, whereas fine-
screens/micro-screens stood last. However, some of the conventional options obtained 
similar total points and should be placed under same rank (such as Lime
clarification/GMF and G/PAC). Similarly, in case of options such as fine-
screens/micro-screens and anti-scalant addition, they can be ranked at same level.The 
results of qualitative ranking of conventional pre-treatment options are in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Qualitative ranking matrix for conventional pre-treatment options based on selected
water quality parameter*
 
4.3.2 Membrane pre-treaments ranking 
The study of Water Environment Research Foundation (WERF), concluded that 
membrane pre-treatment for RO offer a small footprint, a high rejection level for many 
fouling agents and favourable costs (Reardon et al., 2005) and to date, MF is the most 
widely used among the available membrane pre-treatment alternatives. UF can remove 
particles, small colloids and a fraction of macromolecules from the secondary effluent. 
The ability of UF removing these contaminants mainly depends upon the molecular 
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weight cut-off (MWCO) of the UF membrane. (Qin et al., 2004) found that product 
water with average SDI of 1.6 and turbidity of 0.13 NTU was produced from the plant 
at a water recovery of over 90%. From the study, they (Qin et al., 2004) concluded that 
UF membrane used could be attractive as a pre-treatment prior to RO for reclamation of
the secondary treated sewage effluent. A study carried out by Parameshwaran and 
Visvanathan (1998) found that, MBR performance in terms of process efficiency was 
very much satisfactory and the effluent from MBR complied with every aspects of the 
guideline and criteria for reclaimed water use in Japan for various purposes.
Similarly, a research by WEF found that effluent quality was almost similar in 
comparison between the MBR as pre-treatment and conventional activated sludge 
(CAS) followed by MF/UF as pre-treatments (WEF 2006). Tam et al., (2007) found that 
both MBR/RO and MF/RO plants performed excellent, they found that MBR or MF 
alone can bring the reclaimed water qualities acceptable for non-potable reuse 
applications, whereas addition of RO further improved the recovered water quality both 
aesthetically and microbiologically. They found that, in term of removal of total 
estrogens, MBR/RO performed better than MF/RO, thus indicating the important role of 
biomass, but in case of the virus rejection, both MBR and MF were affected by the 
chemical membrane cleaning (Tam et al., 2007). From the results it showed that 
MBR/RO to perform better than the MF/RO for reclaiming acceptable water quality 
from secondary effluent.
Table 4.3 Qualitative ranking matrix of pre-treatment options based on the selected water quality
parameters*
Following qualitative ranking of membrane pre-treatment options; UF was first 
and MF last. Table 4.3 shows the matrix used for ranking the modern pre-treatments 
options with ranking grades. The results showed that the MBR was the potential 
candidate as the pre-treatments for RO used for water recovery.
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The performance of MF and UF membranes for treating secondary effluent has 
been evaluated in many studies, but there is less conclusive decision about which pre-
treatment options will be better for high pressure membranes RO. Some of the studies 
showed UF membrane performed better than MF membrane (Eriksson and Lien 2002), 
and some showed MF to be better than UF (Van Houtte et al., 1998), whereas some 
studies showed no significant difference in the performance in between these two 
membrane processes (Gagliardo et al., 2000). The results of several past studies of 
comparing relative performance of MF and UF for RO pre-treatment did not show a 
clear advantage in all situations for either MF or UF, although pre-treatment with UF 
generally allows a lower TMP in RO at the expense of increased cleaning frequency for 
UF than the MF (Reardon et al., 2005).
MF and UF pre-treatments have more advantages than conventional pre-
treatments applied for RO, such advantages (Reardon et al., 2005) are high removal of 
TSS, turbidity, and parasites, such as Giardia and Cryptosporidium, compact design 
suitable for space-limited areas, better pre-treatment process than lime 
clarification/GMF for RO based on higher achievable flux, and higher net water 
production water per unit area and per unit cost than lime clarification/GMF (Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4 List of MF/UF based BWRO (secondary effluent feeds) plants around the world
The use of MF or UF as pre-treatment to RO membrane process offers the 
benefits of additional high pathogen reduction credit, as well as RO fouling mitigation 
for the treatment of secondary municipal wastewater. In addition, these processes ensure
that the product water quality from the membrane is not dependent on the feed water 
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quality. The study showed that values of selected parameters in the secondary effluent 
depend on the types of wastewater treatment systems used and associated pre-
treatment/post-treatment integrated. In the recent trend, use of low pressures membranes 
as pre-treatment e.g. Water21, Singapore NEWater, GWRS; Scottsdale Water Campus, 
Arizona; West Basin, California; Bundamba AWTP, Australia has been adopted. The 
membrane technologies application examples (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5); showed that 
low pressure membrane systems i.e. MF/UF are not only the preferred pre-treatments 
for SWRO but also dominant in RO reclamation while recovering water from municipal 
SEs. The results showed dominancy of MF/UF, as pre-treatment for RO during the 
secondary treated water recovery in most recently builds reclamation plants around the 
world (examples in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). 
Table 4.5 MF/UF based SWRO plants around the world operated from 2000- 2011 (Veerapaneni
et al., 2011)
The energy and cost ranking of the treatments process is in the order, SWRO > 
RO reclamation > MBR > water treatment (Fane et.al, 2011). The energy demand for 
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RO reclamation is significantly < SWRO, due to the much lower pressure required
(about one-fourth of SWRO). In addition based on difference in operation and 
maintenance costs of RO reclamation to SW desalination, the energy would be less than 
50% of SWRO (Cote et. al., 2008). Typical energy demand for RO reclamation 1.0-1.3
kWh/m3 and production cost ~ 0.3 USD/m3 (Cote et.al, 2008), whereas for SWRO 3.2 -
3.8 kWh/m3 (0.50-0.75 USD/m3) (Voutchkor and Semiat 2008). Typical energy 
demand (major energy demand is for air scouring to control fouling) for MBR 
processing municipal WW is 0.75-1.0 kWh/m3 (Cornel and Krause 2008), and 
developments promise lower energy uses (Fane et.al, 2011). Surface water treatment by 
membrane using dead-end with backwash, has a modest energy demand of typically 
<0.3 kWh/m3 (Cornel and Krause 2008). The details are in section 5.5.3.3 chapter 5.
Study of existing and planned full-scale wastewater reclamation facilities 
showed that most of the facilities include MF as the most used pre-treatment schemes, 
followed by GMF in combination with chemical treatment and, last preferred is UF 
(Reardon et al., 2005). This is due to frequent fouling in UF and its higher associated 
costs with lower water recovery. Before applying the MF or UF as a pre-treatment for 
RO, it is necessary to provide adequate pre-treatment of SEs before feeding on these 
membranes in order to reduce the membrane fouling in the MF or UF. To date, inline 
screens are used ahead of these membrane processes (Reardon et al., 2005). The key 
disadvantage of membrane pre-treatments (Teuler et al., 1999; Kamp et al., 2000; 
Pearce et.al, 2003; Tiwari et.al, 2006; Wilf and Bartels 2006; Pearce 2007; Xu et.al,
2007) lay in the inherent propensity of a membrane to separate foulants from product 
water, and in the process, become fouled themselves. However, these low pressure 
membrane technologies (LPMT) MF and UF have several advantages over conventional 
multi-media filtration as a pre-treatment of RO for water recovery. These pre-treatment 
membranes act as a defined barrier between the RO system and any suspended particles 
and lower feed water SDI to less than 2 (Tiwari et.al, 2006), lower turbidity to less than 
0.05 NTU (Wilf and Bartels 2006; Pearce 2007; Xu et.al, 2007). Due to the superior 
removal of organic and particulate matter with membrane pre-treatment, the RO system 
can be operated at a higher permeate flux, such as typical final permeate fluxes for a 
UF-RO system range from 15 to 24 L/m2.h (Kamp et al., 2000; Pearce et.al, 2003), 
while the permeate flux exiting the UF pre-treatment stage is within 60–150 L/m2.h 
(Brehant et.al, 2003; Wilf and Bartels 2006).
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In addition, membrane pre-treatments reduce general aging and destruction of 
RO membranes by feed water components; RO membrane replacement decreases, as 
well as the frequency of chemical (acid or base) cleaning. They are becoming cost-
competitive with conventional pre-treatment systems as decreasing in capital cost, 
improvements in membrane technologies and reduction of costs of membrane materials.
4.4 Conclusion 
From the review of the evaluation studies of pre-treatment technologies for RO 
during water recovery, it concluded that selection of the pre-treatment options for RO 
during operation was based on the feed water characteristics and ultimate reuse option 
of that recovered water. Generally, use of low pressure membranes particularly UF 
membrane was dominated while recovering the municipal and industry SEs, the use of 
submersed MBR also coming for interest since the last decade. Among four major types 
of fouling of RO, bio-fouling is complicated to understand as well as minimised by use 
of pre-treatments, but for other fouling there was well developed pre-treatment options. 
The studies of the selected case studies on RO application in water recovery showed 
that major problem during application was membrane fouling especially biological and 
inorganic fouling (scaling), which reduce the permeability of membrane. Case studies 
showed that lowering the recovery rate might reduce the scaling problem. The 
qualitative ranking of conventional pre-treatment options ranked first to lime 
clarification/GMF according to allocated points it achieved. In ranking of the membrane 
pre-treatment options, UF membrane stood first closely followed by MBR and MF 
membrane according to the points they achieved during ranking exercises.
The case studies on RO application and ranking of its existing pre-treatment 
technologies showed the dominance of membrane (MF/UF) as pre-treatment options for 
RO membrane during water recovery from municipal and industrial SEs.
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5. FILTRATION EXPERIMENTS OF SELECTED MEMBRANES  
5.1 Tap water feed preliminary filtration experiments 
The preliminary filtration experiments with tap water feeds were conducted to 
familiarise with the laboratory and pilot scale membranes systems, membrane 
characterisation, finding clean water membranes permeability (flux) as control, 
optimisation of operation conditions and samplings. The standard operation procedures 
(SOPs) of both membrane systems (DU 2006a, 2006b) were utilised while operating the 
low pressure (MF/UF) and high pressure (BWRO) membrane. For membrane 
characterisations, standard operation procedures (SOPs) and the manufacture’s product 
specifications (Tami Industry 2011 and DOW 2008) were utilised. The corrected 
permeate flux, TMPs, water recovery percentages (WR %), PFWQPs values/reduction 
coefficients, corrected relative flux (CRF), corrected specific fluxes (CSFs) and flux 
losses were recorded and analysed by using the relevant equations reported in section 
2.4 of Chapter 2 in details.
During all filtration experiments, various feeds (tap water, synthetic and real 
feeds) were fed to membranes and measured permeate fluxes. All permeate fluxes were 
normalised with TCF calculated using viscosity of water. Because the flux is greatly 
affected by water temperature, the flux is often normalised/corrected to a standard 
temperature of 20oC (68oF) in case of MF/UF membrane systems and 25oC (77oF) in 
case of RO membrane system to account for fluctuations in water viscosity. The TMP is 
effectively the driving force for flux; which is an overall indication of the feed pressure 
requirement. This parameter was used with the permeate fluxes for assessing membrane 
fouling at subsequent filtration experiments with synthetic and real feeds. WR % is an 
important membrane production evaluation parameter, which is % of feed that is 
converted to permeate.
The CRF was measured and analysed for quantifying fouling potentiality of the 
feed samples in ceramic MF/UF and BWRO membrane systems during filtration 
experiments. The corrected permeate flux was measured for each of the filtration runs to 
compare the fouling as a function of volume permeated for different pre-treatments. The 
CRF was ratio (J/Jo) of final corrected permeability (J) and initial corrected flux (Jo)
(Kent et al., 2011a, 2011b). The total flux loss was the difference between the initial 
corrected specific flux and final corrected specific flux (Kent et. al., 2011a, 2011b). The
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resulted value showed the loss of CSPF in L/m2.h/kPa, which quantifies the flux loss of 
each studied membrane at various feeds and TMPs. The flux losses indicate the fouling 
rate happening in the membrane surface during filtration runs. To compare the fouling 
rate for the various membranes with selected feeds, the total flux losses of same 
membrane of one feed was subtracted from the total flux losses of same membrane feed 
with another feed during the whole filtration at the same TMP. A positive value indicate 
the former feed cause more fouling than the later one at the same TMP but a negative 
value indicate the opposite (in details in section 2.4 of Chapter 2).
The membrane characterisation of all selected membrane is in Table 5.1. All of 
the studied membranes in these filtration experiments were hydrophilic nature. A 
hydrophilic membrane is water like, that is, water has a strong affinity to its surface and 
it has a tendency to wet the surface (Fane et al., 2011). They proved that a hydrophilic 
membrane surface is preferred as it tends to enhance water permeability and reduces 
membrane fouling propensity (Fane et al., 2011).
Table 5.1 Characteristics of selected membranes units (DU 2006a and 2006b)
In these filtration experiments of RO, MF and UF membrane systems; permeate 
fluxes were normalised with relevant TFC. As all these current experiments were 
conducted by using a singular membrane element so total surface area was the surface 
area of each element. All filtration experiments of low pressure membrane (MF/UF) 
systems were conducted at three different TMPs i.e. 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa and 
for BWRO system still three different TMPs but in higher value i.e., 1000 kPa, 2500 
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kPa, and 4000 kPa were applied. The filtration experiments were conducted in constant 
TMP mode for 4 hours period. All of these membranes followed the cross-flow mode of 
operations, all of the chosen operating parameters were recorded and analysed as 
according to equations in 3.2.6 of chapter 3 and section 2.4 of Chapter 2.
5.1.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane  
 
5.1.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
In preliminary experiments, permeate fluxes as well as other operation 
parameters of tap water fed ceramic MF (1.4 μm) membrane were measured. The 
corrected permeate fluxes, WR %, CRF, CSPF values and permeate volumes of tap 
water fed ceramic MF at TMP of 100 kPa are in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
MF at 100 kPa
The CRF values were calculated with permeate volume per unit area (L/m2) for 
determining the fouling occurrence in MF membrane. Table 5.2 indicates that the within
initial four hours of filtration run fouling potentiality increases rapidly as rapid 
decreased in permeate fluxes and after that  increased slowly at end of filtration run as 
slower permeate flux reduction recorded. This initial increases in flux was also recorded 
by others (Kent et. al., 2011a, 2011b) when membranes were fed with secondary 
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effluents. The CRF values increased initially, but after about 30 L/m2 of permeate 
production values increases steadily (Fig. 5.1). During four hours of filtration run, about 
150 L/m2 of permeate was reclaimed at this TMP.
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Fig.5.1 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed MF membrane at 100 kPa
This condition might be due to loss of permeability and increase in fouling rate. 
The flux loss values were significant within 2 hours of filtration but after that flux losses 
were steady during the remaining filtration period. 
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Fig.5.2 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed MF membrane at 100 kPa
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5.1.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR % , the CRF values,  produced permeate 
volume and permeate loss were recorded and analysed during the filtration experiments 
of tap water fed ceramic MF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa. 
Table 5.3 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic   
MF at 200 kPa
Table 5.3 showed that the corrected permeate fluxes and specific fluxes 
decreased from the beginning until the end of filtration run. The CRF values increased 
throughout the permeate production time, but the rate of increase varies according to 
permeate production phase. During first 50 L/m2 of permeate production, CRF rises 
quickly but after this production CRF values were increases slowly. This situation 
showed that during initial filtration period permeability decrease quickly but later stage 
of filtration permeability decreases slowly. The CRF values are plotted against the 
specific permeate volume production (Fig.5.3). About 375 L/m2 permeate was produced 
during whole period of filtration run (i.e. 4 hours) at this TMP. 
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Fig.5.3 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed MF membrane at 200 kPa
The relationship between CSF and permeate volume produced is plotted in Fig. 
5.4. The CSF decreases from about 0.6 L/m2.h/kPa to about 0.5 L/m2.h/kPa during 
whole filtration period at this TMP (Fig. 5.4). The CSPF values were decreased steadily 
after about 50 L/m2 of permeate production. 
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Fig.5.4 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed MF membrane at 200 kPa
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During first hour of filtration experiments of tap water fed MF membrane at this 
TMP, flux loss increased rapidly from about 0.01 to about 0.10 L/m2.h/kPa. While 
during the remaining filtration period flux losses were increases steadily.  
5.1.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR %, specific permeate fluxes and permeate 
production of tap water feed MF membrane at the TMP of 300 kPa are in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
MF at 300 kPa
It is clear that the corrected permeate fluxes and water recovery percentages 
decreases as filtration time increases (Table 5.4). The CRF values of tap water fed MF 
membrane at this TMP increased quickly during about 180 L/m2 permeate volume 
production and after that production increases in slower rate (Fig. 5.5). During four 
hours of filtration run about 820 L/m2 of permeate was produced by tap water fed MF 
membrane at this TMP. This permeate production was the highest among the other 
feeds (SSEs and RSEs) fed MF membrane at this same TMP of 300 kPa. 
At this TMP, CSPF of tap water fed MF membrane decreases rapidly within the 
first 100 L/m2 permeate production. After this phase, CSPF values decreased slowly. 
The relationship of CSPF and permeate production (Fig. 5.6). The flux loss values of
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tap water fed MF membrane at this TMP were increases rapidly during the first hour of 
the filtration, while during the rest of filtration slower increases in flux loss. 
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Fig.5.5 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed MF membrane at 300 kPa
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Fig.5.6 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed MF membrane at 300 kPa
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5.1.1.4 Summary of performance of tap water feed ceramic MF membrane at 
all TMPs 
The summary of performance of tap water fed ceramic MF membrane at selected TMPs 
is in Table 5.5. The highest corrected permeate fluxes, WR% and permeate volume 
were recorded during filtration runs of MF at TMP of 300 kPa. 
Table 5.5 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
MF at 100kPa, 200kPa and 300kPa
There was no significance difference between the CRF values of the tap water 
fed MF membrane at various studied TMPs; but there was difference in the flux losses 
reported during initial filtration period among all TMPs. The higher flux losses were 
recorded at TMP of 300 kPa during whole filtration run (Table 5.5).
5.1.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane system  
 
5.1.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR %, specific permeate fluxes and permeate 
volume production of tap water fed ceramic UF membrane during the filtration run at 
TMP of 100 kPa are in Table 5.6.
It demonstrated that as the TMP increases the corrected permeate fluxes and 
WR% increases; whereas in all case in the same TMP corrected permeate fluxes 
decreases as operation time increases.
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Table 5.6 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
UF at 100 kPa
The CRF values of tap water fed UF membrane at this TMP were initially 
increases quickly than the later filtration period (Fig. 5.7). About 82 L/m2 of permeate
was recovered by tap water fed UF membrane during whole filtration run at this TMP. 
The CSPF values are decreased from 0.29 L/m2.h/kPa to about 0.19 L/m2.h/kPa (Fig. 
5.8).
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Fig. 5.7 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed UF membrane at 100 kPa
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Fig. 5.8 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed UF membrane at 100 kPa
5.1.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR%, CSPF, CRF, and permeate volume of tap 
water fed UF membrane at this TMP is in Table 5.7. 
Table 5.7 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
UF at 200 kPa
The permeability and permeate recovery rates were reported different when 
same tap water fed UF membrane but at different TMPs. The relationships of CRF 
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values and permeate production of tap water fed UF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa was 
reciprocal (Fig. 5.9). The CSPF of tap water fed UF membrane this TMP decreases 
steadily from 0.16 L/m2.h/kPa to about 0.11 L/m2.h/kPa during whole filtration run 
(Fig.5.10). 
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Fig. 5.9 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed UF membrane at 200 kPa
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Fig.5.10 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed UF membrane at 200 kPa
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5.1.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR %, CRF and permeate volume of tap water 
fed ceramic UF membrane at the TMP of 300 kPa (Table 5.8). Though permeate fluxes 
increases throughout the filtration period but the CPFs decreased quickly during initial 
filtration run than the remaining period. The CRF, permeate volume production and 
permeability loss values of tap water fed UF membrane feed at this TMP were recorded 
different than the other feeds and TMPs.
Table 5.8 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
UF at 300 kPa
The total of 150 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during the whole four 
hours of filtration run (Fig 5.11). The CSF values of tap water feed UF membrane feed 
at this TMP dropped during the whole period of filtration run (Fig 5.12). The flux loss 
rates of tap water feed UF membrane at this TMP increases throughout the filtration run 
though at quicker rate initially than the remaining period. 
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Fig. 5.11 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed UF membrane at 300 kPa
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Fig. 5.12 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed UF membrane at 300 kPa
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5.1.2.4 Summary of performance of tap water fed ceramic UF membrane at all 
TMPs 
The higher CPFs, CSPFs, WR% and permeate volume of tap water fed UF 
membrane were reported higher in TMP of 300 kPa among all TMPs. However, there 
was no significant difference between flux losses of during the filtration runs at studied 
TMPs (Table 5.9).
Table 5.9 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic 
UF at 100kPa, 200kPa and 300kPa
5.1.3 Brackish water reverse osmosis (BWRO) membrane system  
 
5.1.3.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR%, CRFs, CSPFs and permeate production of 
tap water fed BWRO membrane at this TMP is in Table 5.10. In all cases, higher the 
TMPs resulted the higher the CPFs and WR% values, but both of these values decreases 
with increases in filtration time. 
Table 5.10 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed BWRO at 
1000 kPa
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The CRF values of RO membrane fed with tap water at this TMP were range 
from 0.93 to 1.00 during the whole filtration run. About 122 L/m2 permeate produced 
during whole filtration period (Fig.5.13). 
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Fig. 5.13 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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Fig. 5.14 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
The CSPF values decreases throughout the filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 5.14). 
There was no significance permeability loss reported during this period.
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5.1.3.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR %, CRF, CSPF and permeate volume of tap 
water fed RO membrane at this TMP is in Table 5.11.
Table 5.11 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed BWRO at 
2500 kPa
The CRF values of tap water fed RO membrane were increased throughout 
whole filtration period at this TMP. 
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Fig. 5.15 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
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Fig. 5.16 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
About 210 L/m2 permeate volume was produced during this period. The lower 
rate of flux loss of was recorded at this TMP (Fig. 5.15). The CSPF value was dropped 
from about 0.024 to 0.021 L/m2.h/kPa from the beginning to the end phase of the 
filtration run (Fig.5.16).  
5.1.3.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, WR %, CRFs, CSPFs and permeate volume of 
tap water fed RO membrane at highest TMP of 4000 kPa is in Table 5.12. The results 
demonstrated that as the filtration time increases the corrected permeate fluxes 
decreases, whereas WR% remain same during whole filtration period (Table 5.12). The 
CRF, CSPF, and permeate volume were reported different at studied feeds/TMPs.
About 250 L/m2 of permeate was produced during whole filtration period.
The CRF values were increases throughout whole filtration period. The flux loss 
increases rapidly during initial filtration period than the remaining filtration period (Fig. 
5.17). The CSPF values were decreased throughout whole filtration run of permeate 
production (Fig. 5.18).  
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Table 5.12 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed BWRO at 
4000 kPa
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Fig. 5.17 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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Fig. 5.18 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of tap water fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
5.1.3.4 Summary of performance of BWRO membrane 
The highest corrected permeate fluxes, CSPF, WR % and permeate volume 
values were recorded during the filtration runs of tap water fed RO membrane at highest 
TMP of 4000 kPa. Whereas, the lowest CPFs, CSPF, WR% and permeate volume 
values were reported during the filtration runs of same fed RO membrane but at the 
lowest TMP of 1000 kPa (Table 5.13). 
Table 5.13 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed BWRO at
1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa
The results of filtration runs of tap water fed RO membrane at studied TMPs 
demonstrated that with the increases in TMP increases the CPFs, WR%, and permeate 
volume production. CSPF values decreased as the TMPs increased. The flux losses 
were negligible at all studied TMPs (Table 5.13).
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5.2 Synthetic secondary effluents (SSEs) fed filtration experiments  
Membrane performance (such as flux and rejection) is determined by the mass 
transport inside a membrane as well as the transport toward the membrane surface. The 
mass transport inside a membrane defines the basis relationship between flux and the 
driving force and determines the intrinsic retention properties of the membrane. Due to 
the membrane’s retentive nature, solutes transported towards a membrane well tend to 
accumulate near the surface compared to the bulk concentration. This phenomenon is 
known as concentration polarisation (CP). Another important phenomenon in the 
pressure driven membrane processes is membrane fouling, that is, the deposition of 
contaminants on a membrane surface and/or inside membrane pores. Both CP and 
fouling can adversely affect membrane performance in term of membrane fluxes and 
rejection, thus these needed to be controlled during membrane operations. CP has a 
negative effect on water flux and apparent rejection of a membrane. In addition, as 
higher recovery increases the average bulk concentration and the corresponding osmotic 
pressure, this leads to reduced average flux as well as reduced system rejection. So 
SWRO recovery limited to 50% but wastewater recovery below 80% (Fane et al.,
2011). The operating condition such as TMP, cross-flow velocity, recovery and 
temperature effects on the membrane performance.
Fouling potentiality prediction can be done by monitoring the various operating 
parameters specially permeate flux as well as water recovery rates and foulants 
coefficient reduction percentages. Fouling characterisation means the prediction of 
fouling on the applied membranes by various feeds. This can be done by fouling 
indexes and models. Some of these fouling prediction indexes applied generally are 
(Song and Tay 2011); permeate flux (J), TMP, contamination removal (or rejection) of 
PFWQPs, SDI, WR%, and CRF.
Flux and rejections are among the most important performance parameters for 
any membrane process (Fane et. al., 2011). For wastewater reclamation, permeate flux 
is highly important as this related to membrane productivity, and this processes 
economies. The retention mechanism for porous membranes (MF/UF) is different from
that for non-porous RO membranes as sieving mechanisms occurs for MF/UF but 
solution-diffusion rejection mechanisms for RO (Schafer et al., 2005). Particles and 
solutes are retained by porous MF or UF membrane by size discrimination, that is 
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sieving mechanism (Mulder 1996), where particles larger than the membrane pore size 
are completely retained, while smaller particles are less retained. RO membranes 
generally allow relatively high adsorption of water molecules and faster diffusion of 
water molecules through the rejection layers (Mulder 1996), and the selectivity of an 
RO membrane is based on the solution-diffusion mechanisms.
Important operating parameters measured during filtration experiments were; 
FP, RP and PP, TMPs, PFR, RFR, membrane areas, permeate flux and CSPF, WR %, 
and CRF. These were calculated using the standard formula (section 5.1). These indices 
are used for characterisation and quantification of the foulants present in the feeds so 
these indices were applied during analysis and quantify the fouling potentiality of feeds 
used in these filtration experiments.
The permeability (flux) was measured for the each of the experimental runs to 
compare the fouling as a function of volume permeated for the different feeds and as 
well as the selected pre-treatments. Membrane pore structure is one of the most 
important properties of a membrane, because this largely determines the selectivity as 
well as permeability of membrane. MF and UF membranes are pores membranes 
operated at low pressure so terms as low pressure membrane systems. In both MF and 
UF membranes, the CSPF is the variable of economic importance because the estimate 
of the necessary filtration areas is based on it. Due to membrane fouling, the permeate 
flux is reduced over time by reduction of filtration area, which also brought changes in 
selectivity and decrease in overall process productivity (Argüello et al., 2002). For this 
reason, the corrected permeability (flux) values of the both membranes were measured 
and taken as the the major operating parameter for evaluating the performance of both 
membranes during the filtration experiments.
In the wastewater treatment, low pressure membranes are used mainly in two 
major applications, one tertiary membrane filtration of secondary effluents from a CAS 
and secondly treatment of raw wastewater using MBR (Gallagher et al., 2008). At these 
current filtration studies, MF/UF membrane systems were used as tertiary filtration of 
SEs (both SSEs and RSEs) and permeate of these membranes used as feeds, MBR was 
used for treating synthetic WW and MBR permeates were fed into the RO membrane. 
For the purpose of evaluation, three different feeds (i.e. tap water, SSEs and RSEs) were 
fed into the MF and UF membrane systems. In BWRO membrane system, permeates of 
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MF, UF and MBR membranes were became feeds during filtration experiments. In 
addition to these feeds, the RSEs filtered through GMF were tested as RO membrane 
fed at three different studied TMPs. It should be noted that all permeability values were 
temperature corrected to 200C for MF and UF and 250C for BWRO membrane system. 
5.2.1 Ceramic Microfiltration (MF) membrane system  
 
5.2.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
 
In these filtration experiments, ceramic MF (1.4 μm) membrane system was fed
with SSEs in order to find out the corrected permeate fluxes of membranes at TMP of 
100 kPa.The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRF and permeate volume of SSEs fed ceramic MF 
at this TMP are in Table 5.14. The CRF values increased during about 20 L/m2 of 
permeate production, after this period values increased slowly then the initial filtration
period (Fig. 5.19). This indicates that during the first phase of permeate production, flux 
decreases quickly but after that period flux decreases steadily. About 120 L/m2
permeate volume was produced during whole filtration run, at this TMP, which was less 
than the tap water fed same MF membrane.
Table 5.14 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic MF 
at 100 kPa
The CSPF decreases from about 0.40 L/m2.h/kPa to about 0.30 L/m2.h/kPa 
during 20 L/m2 permeate production and after that values still decreases but slowly. As 
the permeate production increases the permeability values decreases; this situation may 
be due to fouling (Fig. 5.20).
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Fig. 5.19 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed MF membrane at 100 kPa 
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Fig. 5.20 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed MF membrane at 100 kPa
The flux loss was significant during first hour of operation and steady during the 
remaining filtration period. The specific flux loss was recorded from 0.060 to 0.10 
L/m2.h/kPa.
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5.2.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, specific fluxes, WR%, CRF and permeate 
volume of SSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa are in Table 5.15. The permeate 
fluxes and WR% decreased as the filtration period proceeded. 
The CRF of SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP increases quickly during first 
50 L/m2 of permeate volume production after that period increases in the steady state
(Fig. 5.21). About 230 L/m2 of permeate was produced by SSEs fed MF membrane 
during the whole filtration run at this TMP. This production was lower than the same 
membrane fed with tap water. 
Table 5.15 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic MF 
at 200 kPa
The CSPF value of SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP was decreases from 
0.45 L/m2.h/kPa to about 0.37 L/m2.h/kPa during first 50 L/m2 of permeate volume 
production (Fig. 5.22). As the general trend, the flux loss of MF membrane at this TMP 
was increases significantly from 0.00 to about 0.10 L/m2.h/kPa during first hour of 
filtration runs and after that period flux loss increases steadily. 
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Fig. 5.21 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed MF membrane at 200 kPa
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Fig. 5.22 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed MF membrane at 200 kPa 
 
5.2.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, specific fluxes, WR%, CRF and permeate 
volume of SSEs feed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa is in Table 5.16. Both the CPFs 
and WR% decreases according to the lapse of filtration run. 
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From these filtration results, it showed that as the TMP increases the CPFs and 
WR% increases; whereas in all case in the same TMP CPFs and WR%  decreases as 
filtration time increases. The CRF values of SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP 
increases firstly during about 50 L permeate volume production per m2 (Fig. 5.23). Total 
of 280 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced at this TMP during whole filtration run.
Table 5.16 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic MF 
at 300 kPa
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Fig. 5.23 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed MF membrane at 300 kPa
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As the general trend, CSPF values of SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP 
decreases significantly during first hour of the filtration run then dropped steadily (Fig. 
5.24). After 250 L/m2 permeate production, CSPF drop significantly for some time and 
rises slowly until the 280 L/m2 of permeate production within four hours of filtration. 
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Fig. 5.24 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed MF membrane at 300 kPa 
Flux loss values of SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP were increases 
significantly during first hour of filtration run. The steady flux loss was reported until of 
about 3.2 hour of filtration experiment but after that period there was a sudden rise of 
flux loss value. This could be due to the quicker fouling of membrane areas after that 
filtration period.
5.2.1.4 Summary of SSEs fed ceramic MF performance in all TMPs 
Among all TMPs, the highest CPFs, WR%, and permeate volume were recorded 
during the filtration runs of SSEs fed MF at TMP of 300 kPa. There was no significance 
difference between the permeate flux loss values of SSEs fed MF membrane at various 
TMPs; but there was difference in WR% among studied TMPs because of variation on
permeate flow rates (Table 5.17). In all TMPs, the flux losses of SSEs fed MF 
membrane became similar after 4 hours though there was variation in flux loss values 
during initial filtration period. 
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Table 5.17 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic MF 
at 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa
5.2.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane system  
 
5.2.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
In the filtration experiments, ceramic UF (1 kDa) membrane was fed with SSEs 
in order to find out the CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRF, and permeate volume at TMP of 100 
kPa (Table 5.18).
Table 5.18 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 100 kPa
The CRF, permeate volume and flux loss values of SSEs fed UF membrane 
were different when the same membrane fed with tap water and RSEs at this same TMP 
of 100 kPa. The CRF values of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa increases 
slowly than tap water fed UF membrane at similar TMP of 100 kPa. At end of whole 
filtration run, about 30 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced. 
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Fig. 5.25 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed UF membrane at 100 kPa 
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Fig. 5.26 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed UF membrane at 100 kPa
The CRF value of tap water fed UF membrane increased rapidly than SSEs feed 
UF during later stage of filtration at this TMP (Fig. 5.25). The CSPF values of SSEs fed
UF membrane decreased steadily during whole filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 5.26).
The flux loss of UF membrane was increases steadily at this TMP (Table 5.18).
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5.2.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, specific fluxes, WR%, CRF, and permeate 
volume of SSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa is in Table 5.19. The 
CRF values of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa increases during whole 
filtration run.
Table 5.19 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 200 kPa
During this filtration period, about 64 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced. The 
CRF values and permeate volume production rates are in Fig. 5.27. The CSF values of 
SSEs fed UF membrane at this TMP were decreases quickly during the initial period of 
permeate volume production and after that steadily decrease in was reported (Fig. 5.28).
The flux losses of SSEs fed UF membrane increased throughout the filtration run at this 
TMP. 
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Fig. 5.27 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed UF membrane at 200 kPa 
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Fig. 5.28 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed UF membrane at 200 kPa 
5.2.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The corrected permeate fluxes, specific fluxes, WR %, CRF and permeate 
volume of UF membrane feed with SSEs at TMP of 300 kPa are in Table 5.20.
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Table 5.20 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 300 kPa
The CRF values of SSEs fed UF membrane at this TMP increased quickly 
during first 10 L/m2 of permeate volume production, after that CRF values decreased 
steadily (Fig. 5.29). About 100 L/m2 permeate volume was produced during the whole 
filtration run.
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Fig. 5.29 CRF (J/Jo Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed UF membrane at 300 kPa
The CSPF values of SSEs fed UF membrane at this TMP dropped quickly 
during initial 10 L/m2 of permeate production then increases steadily throughout 
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filtration period (Fig. 5.30). The flux losses of SSEs fed UF membrane increases 
steadily throughout whole filtration run.
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Fig. 5.30 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of SSEs fed UF membrane at 300 kPa
5.2.2.4 Summary of SSEs fed ceramic UF performance in all studied TMPs 
The highest CPFs, WR% and permeate volume were recorded at the TMP of 
300 kPa during the filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane among all studied TMPs. 
But there was no significance difference between permeate flux loss values during 
whole filtration runs at all studied TMPs (Table 5.21). 
Table 5.21 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of SSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa
5.3 Real secondary effluents (RSEs) feds filtration experiments  
At the final stage of filtration experiments, the MF and UF membrane was fed
with RSEs at TMP of 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa. This effluent is categorised as 
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Class “C” reclaimed water (EPA 2003) and collected freshly from Anglesea Water 
Reclamation Plant of Barwon Water. 
5.3.1 Ceramic micro-filtration (MF) membrane system 
 
5.3.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
In these filtration experiments, ceramic MF (1.4 μm) membrane was fed with 
RSEs to measure CPFs, CSPFs, CRF, permeate volume and WR% at TMP of 100 kPa. 
Surprisingly the CPFs of RSEs fed MF membrane increases throughout the filtration 
period, which might be due to major portion of dissolved particles were pass thru this 
membrane as those are smaller than the pore size of the membrane. This situation only 
occurred during the filtration runs of RSEs feed ceramic MF membrane at this TMP,
whereas in other TMPs CPFs were reported at decreasing rate throughout whole 
filtration run. The CRF values of RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP were increased 
during the production of 25 L/m2 of permeate, after that CRF values decreases 
significantly and remain steadily after 170 L/m2 of permeate production (Table 5.22). 
Table 5.22 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of RSEs feed ceramic MF 
at 100 kPa
In four hours of filtration, about 200 L/m2 of permeate was produced (Fig. 5.31). 
This permeate production rate of RSEs fed MF membrane was higher than tap water 
and SSEs fed MF membrane at same TMP. As permeate flow rates were reported higher 
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in the RSEs fed MF membrane followed by tap water and SSEs fed so this variation 
prevailed. 
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Fig. 5.31 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed MF membrane at 100 kPa
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Fig. 5.32 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed MF membrane at 100 kPa 
The CSPF values were decreases at initial phase of permeate volume production 
and after about 25 L/m2 of volume, CSF values increased for a while and start dropped 
steadily after 200 L/m2 permeate production (Fig. 5.32). Flux losses were higher during 
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the first hour of operation after that period of flux loss values were insignificant and 
even negative.  
5.3.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
 
The corrected permeate fluxes, specific fluxes, WR %, CRF and permeate 
volume of RSEs fed MF membranes at TMP of 200 kPa are presented in Table 5.23. 
The CPFs and WR% were decreases as filtration run proceeded. The flux losses of 
RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP were increases throughout whole filtration run. 
But the loss rates during the initial one hour of filtration period were higher than the 
remaining filtration period (Table 5.23).
Table 5.23 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of RSEs fed ceramic MF 
at 200 kPa
The CRF values were increases quickly at the first 100 L/m2 of permeate 
production the values decreases steadily (Fig. 5.33). About 415 L permeate volume was 
produced during whole filtration run at this TMP. This volume of permeate was higher 
than tap water and SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP.
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Fig. 5.33 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed MF membrane at 200 kPa
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Fig. 5.34 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed MF membrane at 200 kPa
 
The CSPF values of  RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP decreases quickly 
during first 100 L/m2 of permeate volume production and values decreases steadily 
during later stage (Fig. 5.34). The initial flux loss may be occurred due to compaction of 
membrane (Kent et.al, 2011a and 2011b). In all cases of current filtration experiments 
(except MF membrane fed with RSEs at TMP of 100 kPa), higher initial flux losses 
were reported during the first one hour of filtration runs. As preliminary filtration runs 
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of all membranes conducted with DI/Tap water for more than 24 hours, the membrane 
compaction occurred mostly occurred during this period. So the flux loss due to initial 
compaction of membrane during SSEs and RSEs fed is negligible. 
5.3.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRF and permeate volume of MF fed with RSEs at 
TMP of 300 kPa values are in Table 5.24.
Table 5.24 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of RSEs fed ceramic MF 
at 300 kPa
 
The CRF values of RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP increases significantly 
during the initial phase of permeate volume production (details in Fig. 5.35). About 640 
L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during whole filtration period. The tap water 
fed MF membrane recovered the highest permeate volume (820 L/m2) than the MF 
membrane fed with SSEs and RSEs at this TMP.
The CSPF values of RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP were decreases 
quickly during first phase of permeate volume production and then dropped steadily 
during remaining period (Fig. 5.36). 
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Fig. 5.35 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed MF membrane at 300 kPa
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Fig. 5.36 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed MF membrane at 300 kPa
The flux losses were reported higher during the first hour of filtration run and 
then steady flux losses observed in remaining period. This initial higher flux loss may 
be due to compaction of membrane and formation of organic fouling layer at membrane 
surface reducing membrane filtration area. 
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5.3.1.4 Summary of performance of RSEs fed ceramic MF membrane system 
and comparison with others feeds at all studied TMPs  
At TMP of 100 kPa, CRF values of RSEs fed MF membrane increases 
significantly, and then drop suddenly after 25 L/m2 of permeate production and went 
less than other two feeds (tap water and SSEs) after 65 L/m2 permeate production. In
the end, CRF rises again after 180 L/m2 of permeate production. In all feeds, CRF 
values were increases throughout the filtration runs at all studied TMPs. In other studied 
TMPs of 200 kPa and 300 kPa, higher CRF values were observed during the filtration
runs of tap water fed MF membrane than the SSEs and RSEs feeds. In all studied 
TMPs, higher permeate was recovered during filtration runs of RSEs fed than SSEs fed
MF membrane. This situation occurred may be due to complex composition of RSEs 
than SSEs where most of particles are dissolved organic which easily pass through the 
low pressure membrane system because of their minute sizes. Among feeds, the highest 
permeate volume (820 L/m2) was recovered during filtration runs of tap water fed MF 
membrane than RSEs fed (640 L/m2) and lowest volume (280 L/m2) was recorded 
during SSEs fed MF membrane at same TMP of 300 kPa. The lowest volume of 
permeate (115 L/m2) was recovered by SSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa 
(Table 5.25). 
Within the TMP of 100 kPa and 200 kPa, MF membrane fed with RSEs shown 
higher corrected specific flux (CSF) than other two feeds. Among feeds, the MF fed
with SSEs demonstrated lower CSF values than other two feeds. This might be happen 
due to the quicker accumulation of fouling layers on membrane surface due to SSEs
feed than other feeds. At TMP of 300 kPa, tap water fed MF membrane shown higher 
CSPF values than the other RSEs and SSEs feeds. The MF fed with SSEs has 
demonstrated lower CSPF then other feeds at that TMP. In all filtration runs, initial 
CSPF values decreases quickly during first hour of filtration then dropped steadily in 
remaining period. The RSEs fed MF reported the higher CSPF values than SSEs fed.
These situation might be due to the presence of dissolved organic/inorganic particles at 
RSEs which size are smaller than pore size of MF membrane so easily pass through 
this membrane. There was significant difference in flux loss rates between MF 
membrane three different feeds. The higher flux losses were reported during first hour 
of filtration run of RSEs fed MF membrane than other feeds. But after this period, the 
highest flux losses were observed in tap water fed MF membrane than other two feeds. 
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Table 5.25 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water, SSEs and 
RSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa
In all feeds and TMPs (except 100 kPa), initial corrected permeate fluxes of 
RSEs fed MF membrane were higher than other two tap water and SSEs feeds. The 
highest initial corrected permeate fluxes were reported at RSEs fed MF membrane at 
TMP of 300 kPa, whereas lowest initial corrected permeate values were observed at 
SSEs feed at TMP of 100 kPa. Among the feeds, the corrected permeability values are 
recorded highest (229.88 L/m2.h) in tap water fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, 
whereas lowest (31.89 L/m2.h) was recorded at SSEs fed at TMP of 100 kPa. The total 
loss of specific corrected flux was the ratio of the initial corrected specific permeability 
and final corrected specific permeability (Kent et.al, 2011a, 2011b). The resulted value 
showed the loss of specific corrected flux in L/m2.h/kPa, which quantifies the 
permeability loss of each studied membrane at various feeds and TMPs. The 
permeability loss values also showed the rate of fouling occurring in the membrane 
during filtration run with studied feeds/TMPs. The flux loss reported highest in RSEs
fed MF at TMP of 300 kPa though it have to higher corrected permeability as well as 
permeate production than SSEs fed MF membrane. The lowest flux loss was recorded at 
tap water fed MF at 100 kPa.
The results of MF membrane fouling rate quantification in all feeds at all studied 
TMPs showed that higher fouling rate values were recorded during the filtration runs of 
RSEs fed MF membrane than SSEs and tap water feeds as positive values resulted when
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the total loss of flux of RSEs fed MF membrane subtracted from other feeds. In 
conclusion, among all studied feeds/TMPs, the highest fouling rates were reported 
during the filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, due to the 
higher flux loss values from other feeds and TMPs though during the filtration runs of 
this feed recovered second largest volume of permeate and also corrected permeate 
fluxes were higher than SSEs fed MF membrane. 
 
5.3.2 Ceramic ultra-filtration (UF) system 
 
5.3.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
In this filtration experiments, ceramic UF (1kDa) was fed with RSEs bought 
from Anglesea WRP, Anglesea VIC. The corrected permeate fluxes, specific flux, 
WR%, CRF, CSPF and permeate volume of RSEs feed ceramic UF at TMP of 100 kPa 
are in Table 5.26.
Table 5.26 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of RSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 100 kPa
The CRF values of RSEs fed UF membrane at this TMP were increases slowly 
during the whole period of filtration run (Fig. 5.37). About 34 L/m2 of permeate volume 
produced during this period. The CSPF values of RSEs fed UF membrane decreases 
from 0.12 to about 0.09 L/m2.h/kPa during first 5 L/m2 of permeate production, after 
this CSPF values were dropped slowly (Fig. 5.38). The flux losses were higher during 
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first hour of filtration than the remaining period. This initial rapid flux loss may be 
associated with deposition of foulants at membrane surface.   
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Fig. 5.37 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed UF membrane at 100 kPa
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Fig. 5.38 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed UF membrane at 100 kPa
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5.3.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
 
The corrected permeate fluxes, specific fluxes, WR%, CRF, CSPF and permeate 
volume of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at this TMP are in Table 5.27. There was 
similarity on the trend of increasing and dropping of CRF and CSPF values, and flux 
loss of RSEs fed UF membrane with SSEs and tap water fed.
The CRF values of RSEs fed UF membrane increases during all period of the 
filtration run (Fig. 5.39). About 67 L/m2 permeate volume was produced during whole 
filtration run. While CRF values of RSEs fed UF membrane were increases but the 
CSPF values decreases throughout the filtration run, initially quickly and later steadily
at this TMP (Fig. 5.40). The flux losses were increases throughout the whole filtration 
run. 
Table 5.27 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of RSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 200 kPa
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Fig. 5.39 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed UF membrane at 200 kPa
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Fig. 5.40 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed UF membrane at 200 kPa
5.3.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The CPFs, WR%, CRF, CSPF and permeate volume of RSEs feed UF 
membrane feed at this TMP are in Table 5.28. The permeate flux, volume values of 
RSEs fed UF membrane at this TMP were different than tap water and SSEs feeds. The 
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CRF values were increases throughout filtration run, though increment rate was 
reported faster initially and later become steadily (Fig. 5.41).About 96 L/m2 of permeate 
volume was produced during whole filtration run.
Table 5.28 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of RSEs fed ceramic UF 
at 300 kPa
The CSPF values were decreases throughout whole permeate production period 
but quicker decrement was reported during initial one hour of filtration later steadily 
decrement recorded (Fig. 5.42). The flux losses were rapid during first of hours of 
filtration run than the remaining.
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Fig. 5.41 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed UF membrane at 300 kPa
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Fig. 5.42 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of RSEs fed UF membrane at 300 kPa
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5.3.2.4 Summary of performance of RSEs fed UF membrane system and 
comparison with other feeds at all studied TMPs  
In all feeds, CSPF values were decreased quickly during initial first hour of 
filtration run than remaining filtration run. At all TMPs, higher permeate volume, and 
higher flux loss values were observed during filtration runs of tap water fed UF 
membrane than other two feeds. The highest permeate volume (150 L/m2) was recorded 
in the tap water fed UF at 300 kPa and lowest (30 L/m2) was recorded in SSEs fed UF 
membrane at 100 kPa.
In comparison with SSEs and RSEs feeds; higher permeate volume, WR % and 
corrected flux values were reported during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane 
feed than the SSEs feed at all studied TMPs. Though highest corrected fluxes were 
reported during RSEs fed UF membrane but the highest CRF values were observed 
during the filtration runs of SSEs fed same membrane at all studied TMPs (Table 5. 29). 
There was no significant different in flux losses among feeds at all TMPs. The flux 
losses of UF membrane were very insignificant compare to MF membranes in all 
studied feeds/TMPs. The highest flux loss was observed at RSEs fed UF membrane at 
100 kPa, but the differences of flux loss of with others feeds were insignificant.
Table 5.29 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water, SSEs and 
RSEs fed ceramic UF at 100kPa, 200kPa and 300kPa
In case UF membrane fouling rate quantification in all studied feeds/TMPs; 
higher fouling rate was reported during the filtration runs of tap water fed UF membrane 
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than the other two feeds as positive values were resulted when the total permeability 
loss of tap water fed UF membrane subtracted from other two feeds. But when 
comparing the SSEs with RSEs feed in all studied feeds/TMPs, higher fouling rates 
were reported during the filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane than SSEs feed. 
5.3.3 Summary of performance of both ceramic MF and UF membranes 
systems in all studied feeds and TMPs 
The CRF, CSPF, permeate volume, flux loss values, and fouling rates were 
recorded differently in between MF and UF membranes though feed with same feeds of 
tap water, SSEs and RSEs and at similar TMPs of 100, 200 and 300 kPa. These 
variation in flux values, permeate production and fouling rates may be due to pore size 
of membranes and type of fouling mechanism involved on membrane surfaces. MF 
membranes at all studied feeds/TMPs, has got higher permeability and permeate
recovery rates than the UF membrane because of larger pore size, surface areas and 
lesser fouling rate (Table 5.30). Although higher corrected permeability and water 
recovery values were observed during the filtration runs of MF membrane than the UF 
in all studied feeds/TMPs, but the higher fouling rates were recorded during the 
filtration runs of MF membrane than the UF at all studied feeds/TMPs. 
Table 5.30 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water, SSEs and 
RSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa
In all feeds/TMPs, initial corrected permeate fluxes as well as the final corrected 
permeate fluxes of tap water fed UF membrane recorded higher than the other RSEs and 
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SSEs feeds (Table 5.31).Whereas in case of MF membrane, initial corrected permeate 
fluxes as well as the final corrected fluxes were reported higher at RSEs feeds than 
SSEs and tap water feeds in all TMPs (except the 100 kPa). Among MF and UF 
membranes, highest initial corrected specific flux was observed at RSEs fed MF 
membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, whereas lowest initial corrected specific flux was 
recorded at SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa. 
Table 5.31 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water, SSEs and 
RSEs fed ceramic UF at TMPs 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa
The flux losses were reported more in MF membrane than UF in all studied 
feeds/TMPs. The MF membrane flux loss was 0.01 to 0.60 L/m2.h/kPa in whereas 0.01
to 0.07 L/m2.h/kPa in UF. This difference in flux loss may be due to pore sizes and 
types of fouling mechanisms occurring at both membranes. 
Fouling potentiality can be predicted or quantified by the difference in the 
permeability loss of two different pre-treated feeds (A and B), if the permeability loss 
different is positive then A is causing more fouling than B , if negative B is causing 
more fouling than B and if neutral then both are equally causing fouling.
The current analysis of the flux loss of various feeds of MF membranes 
demonstrated that the highest fouling rates were observed during the filtration runs of 
RSEs fed MF membrane than the other feeds at all studied TMPs. Among the ceramic 
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MF and UF membranes fed with tap water, SSEs and RSEs; MF membrane showed 
higher fouling rate than UF at all TMPs. When comparing the SSEs and RSEs, RSEs
fed membranes showed higher fouling rate than SSEs fed in all TMPs. In both 
membranes, RSEs fed showed more fouling potentiality than SSEs at all TMPs. In 
wastewater treatment effluents, EfOMs plays a major role in organic and colloidal 
fouling of membranes (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Organic fouling tends to increases 
total hydraulic resistance (Rt) of fouled membrane (Ang and Elimelech 2007 and 2008), 
and colloidal fouling increases the trans-membrane osmotic pressure and decreases salt 
rejection (Hoek and Elimelech 2003). 
The results of these current filtration experiments demonstrated that in all feeds 
and TMPs, UF membrane shown higher Rt than the MF membrane (details in section 
6.2.2 of chapter 6). This situation might indicate that higher organic fouling was 
occurring in the ceramic UF membrane than MF. The EC reduction percentages were 
reported different at MF and UF membranes at studied feeds and TMPs. However, 
lesser EC rejection percentages were recorded in both MF and UF membrane operated 
at TMPs of 300 kPa; which showed the increases colloidal fouling in MF and UF 
membrane at this higher TMP. 
5.4 Brackish water reverse osmosis (BWRO) filtration experiments  
The objective of these filtration runs was to compare four different pre-treatment 
technologies namely; ceramic MF, ceramic UF, MBR, and GMF. These pre-
technologies were fed with tap water, SSEs and RSEs feeds. The comparison was done 
mainly on the basis of permeate flux, other operation parameters and PFWQPS 
values/reduction. Among those aforementioned four pre-treatment technologies, first 
two were fed with SSEs and RSEs (Class “C”) prepared and collected from laboratory 
and local water reclamation plant (Anglesea, VIC). The remaining two pre-treatment 
technologies were fed with SSEs and RSEs respectively. Membrane selectivity and 
permeability are depended on membrane pore structure. The typical RO membrane 
rejection layer does not have any visible pores under an electron microscope so it called 
as non-porous membrane (Fane et al., 2011). The study used BWRO, which has lower 
sodium chloride rejection (<95%) compared to SWRO (>99% sodium chloride 
rejection), but BWRO has higher water permeability (1-10 L/m2.h/bar) and required low 
operating pressure (Fane et al., 2011).
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All together seven different feeds were fed into RO membranes which include 
the following; tap water, MF permeate (SSEs fed), MF permeate (RSEs fed), UF 
permeate (SSEs fed), UF permeate (RSEs fed), and finally GMF filtered (RSEs fed)
studied at three different TMPs of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa.  
5.4.1 Synthetic feeds  
 
5.4.1.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
 
5.4.1.1.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane permeate 
In these filtration experiments, BWRO was fed with MF permeate (SSEs fed) in 
order to find out CPFs, specific fluxes, WR%, CRF, and permeate volume at this TMP 
(Table 5.32). About 130 L/m2 of permeate volume recovered during the whole filtration 
period at this TMP. This produced permeate volume was higher than permeate 
recovered by tap water fed RO membrane at this TMP. The CRF values were increases 
up to 60 L/m2 of permeate volume production and then dropped during the remaining 
period (Fig. 5.43).
Table 5.32 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The CSPF values decreases significantly up to 60 L/m2 of permeate volume 
production after that values increases significantly for some time and decreases steadily 
in later run (Fig.5.44). Due to variation in CSPF values, flux losses at this TMP were 
increases rapidly until about two hours of filtration and then decreases steadily. 
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Fig.5.43 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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Fig.5.44 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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5.4.1.1.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) permeate 
The specific fluxes, WR%, CRF, CSPF and permeate volume of UF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa are in Table 5.33.
Table 5.33 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The CRF values were increases during permeate volume production though 
increment rate varies within the 0.92-1 range (Fig. 5.45). During whole filtration run 
132 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced at this TMP. 
The CSPF values of RO membrane fed with UF permeate (SSEs fed) decreases 
significantly during initial period of filtration and decreases steadily later (Fig. 5.46). 
The flux loss values were increases throughout filtration run at this TMP. These flux 
losses were higher than tap water fed RO membrane at this TMP.
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Fig.5.45 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of the UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
The CSPF values of RO membrane fed with UF permeate (SSEs fed) decreases 
significantly during initial period of filtration and decreases steadily later (Fig. 5.46). 
The flux loss values were increases throughout filtration run at this TMP. These flux 
losses were higher than tap water fed RO membrane at this TMP.
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Fig.5.46 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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5.4.1.1.3 Membrane bio-reactor (MBR) permeate 
Both MF and UF membranes are used in MBRs, for this reason the performance 
of MBR principally similar to that of MF and UF membrane treatment of secondary 
effluents (Reardon et al., 2005). Several examples of MBR as pre-treatments proved 
that MBR process produced a high quality feed water for RO membranes with a 
reasonable cleaning interval for the RO system (Gagliardo et al., 2000; Lozier 1998). In 
these current filtration experiments, BWRO was fed with MBR permeate (SSEs fed) to 
find out CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRF and permeate volume of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at this TMP (Table 5.34).
Table 5.34 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MBR permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The CRF values were increases from about 0.8 to 1.00 during whole filtration
run at this TMP (Fig. 5.47). About 93 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during
this period. The CSPF values were decreases during whole filtration run (Fig. 5.48). The 
flux losses were recorded in range of 0.001-0.007 L/m2.h/kPa during whole filtration 
run at this TMP. 
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Fig.5.47 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MBR permeate (SSE fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa 
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Fig.5.48 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
 
 
5.4.1.1.4 Summary of synthetic feeds fed BWRO performance at TMP of 1000 
kPa  
At TMP of 1000 kPa, the highest CPFs and WR% were recorded at UF permeate 
fed RO membrane and whereas lowest correct flux and WR% were observed at MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane. During these current filtration runs, the highest permeate 
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volume (130 L/m2) was recorded in UF permeate fed RO membrane, closely followed 
by MF permeate fed; whereas lowest permeate volume recorded at MBR permeate fed 
RO at this TMP (Table 5.35). 
Table 5.35 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of synthetic feeds fed 
BWRO at 1000 kPa
The highest CRF values were reported during filtration runs of MF permeate fed
RO membrane, whereas lowest values were recorded during the filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane. But the highest CSPF values were observed during 
filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane, whereas lowest at MBR permeate fed
RO during whole filtration run. Though the lowest CSPF values were recorded during 
the filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane, but highest flux losses were 
reported during the filtration runs of this feed at this TMP. The lowest flux losses (even 
minus from beginning) were reported at tap water fed RO membrane during whole 
filtration run. The second lowest flux losses were reported in MF permeate fed RO 
membrane at this TMP.
5.4.1.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
 
5.4.1.2.1 Micro-filtration (MF) permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa are in Table 5.36.
The CRF values were increases from value of 0.92 to 1.00 during the whole 
filtration run at this TMP. About 225 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during 
this period (Fig.5.49). The CSPF values were decreases throughout the filtration run at 
this TMP (Fig. 5.50).
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Table 5.36 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
 
The flux losses were very insignificant range from 0.0002 to 0.0022 L/m2.h/kPa 
during whole filtration period at this TMP. 
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Fig. 5.49 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
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Fig. 5.50 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
 
5.4.1.2.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) permeate  
In these filtration experiments, BWRO membrane was fed with UF permeate 
(SSEs fed) in order to find CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of UF
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa (Table 5.37).
Table 5.37 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
The CRF values were increases during whole filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 
5.51). The increment was reported faster during initial filtration run than the later. 
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About 225 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during this period. The CSPF
values were decreases at different rates during whole filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 
5.52). The flux losses were increases steadily during whole filtration period at this 
TMP.
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Fig. 5.51 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa 
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Fig. 5.52 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
5.4.1.2.3 Membrane bio-reactor (MBR) permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR %, CRFs and permeate volume of MBR permeate fed 
RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa are given in Table 5.38.
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Table 5.38 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MBR permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
About 87 L/m2 of permeate volume was during whole filtration run at this TMP. 
The value range of CRF was 0.50-1.00 reported during this period (Fig. 5.53).
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Fig. 5.53 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
The CSPF values of were decreases during whole filtration run at this TMP 
(Fig.5.54). The flux losses were increases throughout filtration run at this TMP. 
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Fig. 5.54 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa 
 
5.4.1.2.4 Summary performance of synthetic feeds fed BWRO at TMP of 2500 
kPa  
The CPFss and WR% were recorded highest in UF permeate fed RO membrane
closely followed by MF permeate fed RO membrane during whole filtration run, 
whereas lowest both CPFs and WR% were observed at MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at this TMP (Table 5.39).
Table 5.39 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of synthetic feeds fed 
BWRO at 2500 kPa
The highest CRF and permeate volume (230 L/m2) values were observed during 
the filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane, whereas the lowest CRF and 
permeate volume (87 L/m2) values are reported at MBR permeate fed RO during whole 
filtration run at this TMP. The highest CSPF values were recorded during filtration runs 
of UF permeate fed RO membrane, whereas lowest CSPF values were observed at 
MBR permeate fed RO at this TMP. Though MBR permeate fed RO membrane 
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demonstrated the lowest CSPF values but same feed gave the highest flux losses during 
the whole filtration run. The lowest insignificant flux losses were observed at tap water 
fed RO membrane and second lowest flux losses in MF permeate fed RO closely 
followed by UF permeate fed RO during whole filtration run. 
5.4.1.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
 
5.4.1.3.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane permeate  
In these filtration experiments, BWRO was fed with MF permeate (SSEs fed) in 
order to find out CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume at highest TMP of 
4000 kPa (Table 5.40). The WR% values were increased significantly after 
approximately 2.5 hour of filtration run (Table 5.40). The CRF values were increases 
quickly during the initial run than the later filtration run period at this TMP of 4000 kPa 
(Fig. 5.55). About 300 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during this period (Fig. 
5.56). The flux losses were increases throughout filtration run though increment rate 
was reported higher in initial one hour of filtration and after 2 hours of filtration steady 
flux losses were reported at this TMP.
Table 5.40 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa 
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Fig. 5.55 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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Fig. 5.56 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
5.4.1.3.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane permeate 
The CPFs, CSFs, WR%, CRF and permeate volume of UF permeate (SSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa are in Table 5.41. The CRF values were 
increases throughout filtration run and produced about 290 L/m2 of permeate volume on 
whole filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 5.57).
The CSPF values were decreases throughout filtration run (Fig. 5.58). The flux losses 
were increases insignificantly throughout whole filtration run.
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Table 5.41 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
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Fig.5.57 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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Fig.5.58 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
5.4.1.3.3 Membrane bio-reactor (MBR) permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of RO membrane fed
with MBR permeate (SSEs fed) at TMP of 4000 kPa are in Table 5.42. The CPFs and 
WR% values of MBR permeate fed RO membrane were decreases as filtration run 
proceeded, whereas in other feeds and TMPs WR% of RO membrane remain same 
throughout filtration run at this TMP.
Table 5.42 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MBR permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
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About 70 L/m2 of permeate volume throughout whole filtration run. The CRF 
values were increases from 0.40 to 1.00 during whole filtration run at this feed 
(Fig.5.59).The CSPF values were decreases insignificantly from 0.009 to about 0.004 
L/m2.h/kPa during whole filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 5.60). The flux losses were 
very insignificant rise from 0.00 L/m2.h/kPa to reach peak of 0.005 L/m2.h/kPa during 
whole filtration run.
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Fig.5.59 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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Fig.5.60 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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5.4.1.3.4 Summary performance of synthetic feeds fed BWRO membrane at 
TMP of 4000 kPa  
 
The CPFs and WR% were recorded highest in MF permeate fed RO membrane 
closely followed by UF permeate fed RO during whole filtration run at this highest 
TMP. The lowest both CPFs and WR% values were observed at MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at same TMP (Table 5.43).
Table 5.43 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
The CRF values were highest in MF permeate fed RO membrane closely 
followed by UF permeate fed RO membrane during whole filtration run at this highest 
TMP. The lowest CRF values were reported at MBR permeate fed RO membrane. The 
highest CSPF and permeate volume values (about 300 L/m2) were observed at the MF 
permeate fed RO membrane, whereas lowest CSPF and permeate volume values (about 
70 L/m2) were recorded at MBR permeate fed RO membrane during whole filtration run 
at this TMP. Though lowest CSPF values were recorded at MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane, but flux losses were observed highest at RO membrane fed with tap water 
closely followed by MBR permeate fed RO during whole filtration run. The lowest flux 
losses were reported at MF permeate fed RO membrane closely followed by UF 
permeate fed RO at this TMP.
5.4.2 Real feed BWRO 
 
5.4.2.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
 
5.4.2.1.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR %, CRFs and permeate volume of MF permeate (RSEs
fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP are in Table 5.44. 
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Table 5.44 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The CRF values were increases quickly during initial permeate volume 
production then increases steadily. About 84 L/m2 permeate volume was produced
during this period (Fig. 5.61).
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Fig.5.61 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
The CSPF values were decreases quickly during initial filtration runs than later 
period (Fig. 5.62). The similar CSPF trend was reported by Kent et al., 2011a 2011b,
during the RO membrane fed with MBR permeate (RSEs fed) and conventional 
activated sludge with tertiary membrane filtration (CAS-TMF) permeate.
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Fig.5.62 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
The large initial flux loss within 50 mins recorded in present filtration studies 
may be associated with the foulants that contributed to this initial fouling sub-layer. 
Kent et. al., reported that process of deposition of a monolayer of organic during the 
initial filtration phase was different than the subsequent organic deposition (Kent et al.,
2011a, 2011b). The current filtration experiments showed that flux losses were increases 
throughout filtration runs at this TMP, but the initial flux losses were reported higher 
than later stage.
 
5.4.2.1.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of RO membrane fed
with UF permeate (RSEs fed) at TMP of 1000 kPa are in Table 5.45.
The CRF values were within the 0.80-1.00 range. About 80 L/m2 permeate 
volume was produced during this period (Fig.5.63). The CSPF values were decreases at 
slower rate throughout filtration run at this TMP (Fig. 5.64). The flux losses were very 
insignificant range from 0.00 to 0.0043 L/m2.h/kPa during beginning and end stage of 
filtration run.
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Table 5.45 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of UF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
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Fig.5.63 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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Fig.5.64 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
5.4.2.1.3 Granular media filtration (GMF) filtered  
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of GMF filtered feed RO 
membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa are in Table 5.46. The CRF values were lies between 
0.80-1.00 at TMP of 1000 kPa (Fig.5.65). About 83 L/m2 of permeate volume was 
produced during whole filtration run. The CSPF values were decreases slowly during 
whole filtration run (Fig.5.66). 
Table 5.46 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of GMF filtered (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
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The rate of drop of CSPF values of GMF filtered fed RO membrane was 
reported slower than other feeds at same TMP. The flux losses were increases during 
whole filtration run, though loss rate was reported faster in initial filtration run than 
later. 
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Fig. 5.65 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of GMF Filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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Fig. 5.66 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of GMF Filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
5.4.2.1.4 Summary performance of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa  
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR %, CRF and permeate volume of synthetic feeds fed RO 
membrane were higher than the real fed. Among real feeds, highest corrected permeate 
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fluxes and WR % were reported higher in UF permeate fed RO membrane followed 
closely by MF permeate fed RO membrane at this TMP (Table 5.47). The highest 
permeate volume (84 L/m2) was produced by MF permeate fed RO membrane, closely 
followed by GMF filtered fed RO (83 L/m2) whereas lowest by UF permeate fed RO 
membrane (80 L/m2) during whole filtration run. 
The CRFs values were highest in MF permeate fed RO membrane, followed by 
GMF filtered fed RO and lowest at UF permeate fed RO. The CSF values of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane were slightly higher than MF permeate (RSEs fed) and UF 
permeate (RSEs) fed RO. But the flux losses were observed highest in GMF filtered fed
RO membrane, followed by MF permeate fed RO at this TMP. 
Table 5.47 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of real feeds fed BWRO 
at 1000 kPa
5.4.2.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
 
5.4.2.2.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane permeate  
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of MF permeate (RSEs
fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa are in Table 5.48. The CRF values were 
increases slowly throughout the filtration run. About 135 L/m2 of permeate volume 
produced during the whole filtration run (Fig.5.67).
The CSF values were decreases during the whole filtration at this TMP of 2500 
kPa (Fig. 5.68). The flux losses were reported very insignificant from 0.0007 to 0.0030 
L/m2.h/kPa during whole filtration run at this TMP. 
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Table 5.48 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
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Fig. 5.67 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
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Fig. 5.68 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
 
 
5.4.2.2.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR %, CRFs and permeate volume of UF permeate feed RO 
membrane at the TMP of 2500 kPa are in Table 5.49.
Table 5.49 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of UF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
The CRF values were decrease throughout the whole filtration run and produced 
about 138 L/m2 of permeate volume in this period (Fig. 5.69). 
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Fig. 5.69 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
The CSPF values were decreases insignificantly from the beginning to the end 
of the filtration run (Fig. 5.70). The flux losses were increases at faster rate during 
initial period of filtration run and become steady in later stage at this TMP.
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Fig.5.70 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
5.4.2.2.3 Granular media filtration (GMF) filtered  
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR %, CRFs and permeate volume of GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane are in Table 5.50.
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Table 5.50 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of GMF filtered (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
The CRF values were increases at slower rate and value range lies between 0.65-
1.00 at this TMP (Fig. 5.71). About 107 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during 
this period. 
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Fig.5.71 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa 
 
The CSPF values were decreases during all phase of the filtration run, but initial 
decrease rate was reported higher than the later (Fig. 5.72). The flux losses were 
increases during all period of the filtration run at this TMP.
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Fig.5.72 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
5.4.2.2.4 Summary performance of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 
2500 kPa  
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of real feeds fed RO 
membrane were reported lower than synthetic feeds. Among real feeds, highest CPFs 
and WR% were reported higher in UF permeate fed RO membrane followed closely by 
MF permeate fed at this TMP (Table 5.51). 
Table 5.51 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of real feeds fed BWRO 
at 2500 kPa
The CRF values were highest in UF permeate fed RO membrane, followed by 
MF permeate fed RO and lowest at GMF filtered fed. The lowest CSPF values were 
reported during filtration runs of synthetic feeds fed RO membrane than the real feeds 
fed RO. The flux losses were observed highest in GMF filtered fed RO membrane, 
followed by MF permeate fed RO at this TMP. 
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5.4.2.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
 
5.4.2.3.1 Micro-filtration (MF) membrane permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume values of MF permeate 
(RSEs fed) fed RO membrane are in Table 5.52. The CRF values were increases slowly 
and lies within range of (0.75 - 1.00) during whole filtration run (Fig. 5.73). 
Table 5.52 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of MF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
About 145 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during whole filtration 
period. The CSPF values were decrease slowly at this TMP (Fig.5.74).The flux losses 
were increases insignificantly from 0.0000 to 0.0030 L/m2.h/kPa during the whole 
filtration run at this highest TMP.
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Fig. 5.73 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of the MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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Fig.5.74 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
 
 
5.4.2.3.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane permeate 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of UF permeate (RSEs
fed) fed RO membrane are in Table 5.53. The CRF values were increases slowly and 
about 160 L/m2 of permeate volume was produced during whole filtration run at this 
TMP (Fig. 5.75). 
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Table 5.53 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of UF permeate (RSEs
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
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Fig. 5.75 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
The CSPF values were decrease insignificantly during the four hours of filtration 
run at this TMP (Fig. 5.76). The flux losses were reported to increase insignificantly 
from 0.00 to 0.0025 L/m2.h/kPa during whole filtration run at TMP of 4000 kPa.
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Fig.5.76 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
 
5.4.2.3.3 Granular media filtration (GMF) filtered 
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of RO membrane fed
with GMF filtered (RSEs fed) at this TMP are in Table 5.54.
Table 5.54 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of GMF filtered (RSEs 
fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
About 108 L/m2 of permeate volume during whole filtration run at this TMP. 
The CRF values were initially increases from 0.50 and reached 1.00 at the end of the 
filtration run (Fig. 5.77). 
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Fig.5.77 CRF (J/Jo) Vs Permeate volume (L/m2) of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
The CSPF values were decreases very slowly from 0.012 L/m2.h/kPa to 0.007 
L/m2.h/kPa from beginning to end of filtration run at TMP of 4000 kPa (Fig. 5.78). The 
flux losses were increases from throughout filtration run. 
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Fig.5.78 CSPF Vs permeate volume (L/m2) of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
5.4.2.3.4 Summary performance of real feeds fed BWRO at TMP of 4000 kPa  
 
The lowest WR% and permeate volume production were reported at GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at this TMP, whereas highest WR% and permeate volume 
production were recorded at UF permeate fed RO membrane at same TMP (Table 5.55). 
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Table 5.55 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of real feeds fed BWRO 
at 4000 kPa
The CPFs, CSPFs, WR%, CRFs and permeate volume of real feeds fed RO 
membrane were lower than synthetic feeds fed RO during filtration runs at all studied 
TMPs.
5.4.3 Summary of performance of BWRO in all studied feeds and TMPs  
The fouling leads to an additional hydraulic resistance (overall foulant resistant 
Rf) and therefore a lower water permeability of fouled membrane (Fane et al., 2011). 
The fouling potentiality of various feeds on RO membrane were determined by using 
variation of flux losses among the studied pre-treatments at three different TMPs 1000, 
2500, and 4000 kPa. After the analysis, the following results were reported during the 
whole filtration run at the studied TMPs of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa. The
current filtration studies operated at constant applied pressure showed the fouling 
impacts as permeate flux reduction were observed in all cases. 
In all feeds, the highest flux loss differences were reported in MBR permeate fed
RO membrane closely followed by GMF filtered fed RO, which showed that these feeds 
causing higher fouling rate than other feeds during whole filtration run at this TMP 
(Table 5.56). Among MF and UF membrane permeate feeds; the lowest fouling rate on 
the RO membrane was observed in SSEs fed permeates than RSEs fed permeates during 
whole filtration run at this TMP. Among membrane permeates, UF membrane permeate 
fed RO showed higher fouling rate than the MF permeate fed during whole filtration 
period at this TMP (Table 5.56).
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Table 5.56 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of all studied feeds fed 
BWRO at 1000 kPa
In middle TMP of 2500 kPa, MBR permeate fed RO membrane reported higher 
fouling than rest of the feeds during the whole filtration run, closely followed by GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane (Table 5.57). Among MF and UF permeate feeds; the lowest 
fouling rate on the RO membrane was observed in SSEs fed permeates than RSEs fed
permeates during the whole filtration run this TMP. The MF membrane permeate 
showed higher fouling rate than UF permeate fed RO membrane during whole filtration 
period at this TMP of 2500 kPa.
Table 5.57 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of all studied feeds fed 
BWRO at 2500 kPa 
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Finally at this highest TMP of 4000 kPa, GMF filtered fed RO membrane 
demonstrated higher fouling rate than other feeds during whole filtration runs (Table 
5.58). At this condition, fouling rate of MBR permeate fed RO membrane was came 
second. Between MF and UF permeate feeds; the lowest fouling rate on the RO 
membrane was observed in SSEs fed permeates than RSEs fed permeates during whole 
filtration run at this TMP. The higher fouling rate was observed in UF permeate fed RO 
membrane than MF permeate fed during whole filtration period at this TMP. 
Table 5.58 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of all studied feeds fed 
BWRO at 4000 kPa
Among all feeds and TMPs, the highest CPFs and WR% were recorded highest 
during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 
kPa, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at same TMP of 
4000 kPa, whereas lowest both values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate (synthetic fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by UF 
permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. Among synthetic and real 
feeds, higher corrected permeability and WR%  were reported during filtration runs of 
synthetic feeds fed RO membrane than real feeds fed  RO at all studied TMPs.
Though the lowest CPFs and WR% were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, but highest total hydraulic resistance 
(Rt) and total fouling resistance (Rf) values were reported during filtration runs of this 
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feed fed RO membrane at the same TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by GMF filtered fed 
RO membrane. On the other hand, though the highest CPFs  and WR% were recorded 
during the filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane closely 
followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed), but the lowest Rt and Rf values were reported 
during the filtration runs of these feeds fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. These 
results showed that the CPFs and WR% values are closely related with the Rt and Rf
(details in section 6.2 of chapter 6).
The highest fouling potentiality (Kf) was recorded during the filtration runs of 
MBR permeate feed RO membrane, closely followed by GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa and MBR permeate feed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 
kPa. The lowest Kf values were observed at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
at TMP of 1000 kPa. Moreover, almost 100% recoverable fouling was reported during 
filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane (This should be noted that this feed 
also showed the lowest Kf values) at 4000 kPa (details are in section 6.2 of chapter 6). 
The highest CRF values were during the filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane, whereas lowest CRF values were observed at MBR permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO at TMP of 1000 kPa. But the highest CSF values were recorded 
during the filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 
kPa, whereas lowest CSF values were observed at MBR permeate (synthetic fed) fed 
RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa.
In all studied feeds/TMPs, highest corrected flux (79.80 L/m2.h) as well as WR 
% (40.39 %) were reported at MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during whole 
filtration run at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas lowest corrected flux (20.60 L/m2.h) values 
were reported at UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane during whole filtration run 
at TMP of 1000 kPa. These values indicate that higher fouling rate on RO membrane 
was occurring in the real fed permeates of UF membrane than the synthetic fed
permeates of MF membrane. 
The highest permeate volume was also produced at MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed 
RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas lowest permeate volume production was 
reported at MBR permeate (synthetic fed) fed RO membrane during whole filtration run 
at same TMP of 4000 kPa.  In all case, except at 1000 kPa, RO membrane fed with 
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MBR permeate (synthetic fed) produced lowest permeate volume than other feeds.
Though higher corrected flux values were observed at the MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed
RO membrane during filtration run at highest TMP of 4000 kPa; but the highest CSF 
values were observed at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run 
at lowest TMP of 1000 kPa and lowest CSF values were reported at MBR permeate 
(synthetic fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at TMP of 4000 kPa. However, 
there was no significant difference on corrected relative flux (CRF) values of RO 
membrane fed with various feeds; however, lower CRF values were observed at MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa and highest CRF values were 
observed at RO membrane fed with the MF permeate (SSEs fed) at same TMP of 4000 
kPa. These values difference due to the lower and or higher difference in the initial and 
final corrected permeability values. Moreover, there was also no significant difference
of RO membrane flux losses fed with studied feeds. The value ranges of flux loss was 
0.00 L/m2.h/kPa to 0.0070 L/m2.h/kPa. However, lowest flux losses were recorded at 
MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at TMP of 1000 kPa, 
followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during the filtration run at same 
TMP. The higher flux losses were reported at MBR permeate fed RO membrane during 
filtration runs at TMP of 1000 and 2500 kPa, followed by GMF filtered fed during 
filtration run at TMP of 2500 kPa.
Cornel et al., 2011 found that the use of recycled water from treated is much 
more energy-efficient than desalination of brackish water or saltwater (0.11-0.32 
kWh/m3 compared to 2-4 kWh/m3. The lower production cost (~0.30 USD/m3-Cote et 
al., 2008) is required for RO reclamation than SWRO (0.50-0.75 USD/m3- Voutchkov 
and Semiat 2008). So the partial replacement of potable water by reclaimed for non-
potable use does not only conserve water resources but can also is a significant 
contribution to the reduction of the overall energy consumption (Cornel et al., 2011). 
Goreangab WRP in Windhoek Namibia daily producing approx. 21,000 m3 of drinking 
water from the mixture of secondary effluent and reservoirs water since 2002 requiring 
an energy demand of 1.34kWh/m3. Highly treated reclaimed water is introduced either 
directly into the potable water supply up or downstream of the water treatment plant or 
into a raw water supply such as potable water storage reservoirs or groundwater aquifers 
(Asano T 2007).
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The highest Rt, Rf values with the lowest permeate volume production values 
were recorded at MBR permeate (synthetic fed) fed RO membrane during the filtration 
run at the TMP of 4000 kPa. The second largest Rt, Rf values were reported at GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane during filtration run at this highest studied TMP. The lowest 
Rt and Rf were observed during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa. The highest permeate volume values were recorded during filtration runs of 
MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs
fed) fed at TMP of 4000 kPa.
Overall, the corrected permeability values of MF and UF permeates (fed with 
RSEs) fed RO membrane were lower than the MF and UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed
during whole filtration run at all studied TMPs. At 1000 kPa, RO membrane fed with 
UF permeate (real fed) showed the higher Rt and Rf which was further proven by lowest 
corrected permeate flux of RO membrane in this feed and TMP. Similarly, RO 
membrane fed with MBR (synthetic fed) during the filtration run at TMP of 2500 kPa 
and 4000 kPa showed higher Rt values but the lowest corrected permeability RO 
membrane values were reported at same feed during the filtration run of both 2500 kPa 
and 4000 kPa. The second largest Rt and second lowest corrected permeate values were
observed at the RO membrane fed with the GMF filtered during whole filtration runs at 
TMP of 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa.
These variations in the values of Rt, Rf and corrected permeability may be due to 
the foulants at the feeds and fouling mechanisms occurring on the RO membrane, which 
ultimately increases the resistances, reducing the permeable membrane areas causing 
decline in permeability. Moreover, in wastewater treatment effluents, effluent organic 
matter (EfOM) plays a major role in organic and colloidal fouling of RO membranes 
(Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Organic fouling tends to increases Rt of fouled membrane 
(Ang and Elimelech 2007 and 2008), and colloidal fouling tends to increases the trans-
membrane osmotic pressure and to decrease salt rejection (Hoek and Elimelech 2003). 
In these current filtration experiments, it was observed that in all feeds and TMPs, MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane [except UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP 
of 1000 kPa] shown higher total hydraulic resistance (Rt) than the other feeds fed RO 
membrane, this situation indicate that higher organic fouling was occurring in MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane than other feeds. The highest EC removal % values were 
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reported at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during whole filtration run at 
three studied TMPs (1000, 2500 and 4000 kPa). However, lesser EC rejection % values 
were recorded in both MF and UF membrane permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane; 
which may indicate the increases in colloidal fouling of MF/UF permeate (RSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane in all studied TMPs.
Herzberg et al., 2010 reported more organic fouling in the RO membrane feed 
with MF permeate (RSEs fed) than the particulate/colloidal fouling, as most of the 
dissolved organic molecules pass through the MF. They also reported no reduction of 
salt rejection of RO membrane due to organic fouling, but other reported that organic 
fouling can improve salt rejection of RO membrane by acting as a secondary barrier that 
reduces diffusivity of organics and even salts through membrane (Ang and Elimelech 
2007, Ang et. al., 2006). In these current filtration experiments organic, 
particulate/colloidal fouling in RO membrane (fed with studied feeds) dominated as 
shown by rapid decline of the permeate flux in RO membrane. Though initially rapid 
permeate flux losses reported in RO membrane fed with studied feeds, however there 
were no reported cases in salt rejection in all studied feeds/TMPs. Another study of 
Herzberg et al., 2009 reported that a 70% reduction in permeate flux reduced overall 
salt rejection by only 1%. They also reported there was no detectable difference in 
either conductivity or DOC before and after MF pre-treatment of secondary effluents 
(Herzberg et al., 2009). Moreover, DOC rejection was relatively constant with time and 
similar (95%) for both cases, with or without MF pre-treatment (Herzberg et al., 2009). 
The results of current filtration studies demonstrated that TC rejection coefficients of 
RO membrane in all studied feeds and TMPs were similar, but there were significant 
variations in EC reduction percentages. In all cases, during the initial filtration runs, the 
fouling rates at RO membranes with different feeds were not clearer but they became 
more evident and clearer with increased filtration run times. Though synthetic feeds 
showed higher initial permeability values but the permeability loss values of RO 
membrane were reported higher in real feeds than synthetic feeds at all studied TMPs. 
Real feeds fed RO membrane shown higher fouling values than the synthetic feeds fed
RO membrane ar all studied TMPs. This higher fouling rate could be related to a higher 
amount complex of EfOM in real feeds than synthetic feeds and most of dissolved 
organic particles were pass thru ceramic MF and UF membranes and but deposited at 
BWRO membrane during the filtration experiments fed with these permeates.
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In addition, higher fouling rate occurs in real feeds than synthetic feeds may be 
due to transition of organic fouling to bio-fouling (it should be noted than no biological 
water quality parameters were studied in these filtration experiments). The higher 
concentration of organic matters in RSEs feeds may have provided more food for bio-
film development causing increased fouling rate in RO membrane fed with synthetic 
feeds. Due to higher organic content reported during the filtration runs of the MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs (details in section 6.5). This feed may 
be causing higher organic fouling and simultaneously higher bio-fouling in RO at all 
studied TMPs. 
5.5 Potential fouling water quality parameters (PFWQPs) values and 
reduction 
In order to evaluate the performance in reducing the potential fouling physical, 
chemical water quality parameters, following PFWQPs were recorded during 
experiments and analysis later for finding performance of studied pre-treatments and 
RO membrane for minimising these foulants. The brief description of considered water 
quality parameters during current filtration experiments are in below paragraphs.
The most important physical characteristics of wastewater is its total solids 
content, which is composed of floating, settleable matter, colloidal matter, and matter in 
solution. Other important physical characteristics include PSD; turbidity; TSS; colour; 
transmittance; temperature; conductivity; and density, specific gravity, SDI and  specific 
weight.
The chemical constituents of wastewaters are typically classified as inorganic 
and organic. Inorganic chemical constituents of concern include nutrients, non-metallic 
constituents, metals, and gases. Organic constituents of interest in wastewaters are 
classified as aggregate and individual. Aggregate organic constituents are comprised of 
a number of individual compounds that cannot be distinguished separately. The names 
of inorganic non-metallic constituents are; pH, nitrogen, phosphorus, alkalinity, 
chlorides, sulphur, other inorganic constituents, gases, and odours. Membrane fouling 
can be strongly affected by feedwater solution chemistry such as pH and ionic 
composition (Tang et. al., 2007). Unfavourable solution conditions (such as high ionic 
strength and hardness) can lead to severe colloidal and organic fouling by making 
membrane-foulant and foulant-foulant interactions less repulsive (Fane et al., 2011). 
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Feed solutions with high levels of sparingly soluble salts are susceptible to scaling, 
whereas the presence of microorganisms and nutrients may promote biofouling. None 
of these metallic constituents such as; As, Ba, Cd, Cr, Pb, Hg, Se, Ag etc. were analysis 
in these current studies due to scope of the research topic.
Organic compounds are normally composed of a combination of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen, together with nitrogen in some cases. The organic matters in 
wastewater typically consist of proteins to (40 to 60%), carbohydrates (25 to 50%), and 
oils and fats (8 to 12%). Urea, the major constituents of urine, is another important 
organic compound contributing to fresh wastewaters. Over the years, a number of 
different analyses have been developed to determine the organic content of wastewaters. 
These analyses may be classified into those used to measure aggregate organic matter 
comprising a number of organic constituents with similar characteristics that cannot be 
distinguished separately, and those analyses used to quantify individual organic 
compounds (APHA/AWWA/WEF 2005).
TOC is a surrogate parameter that is used to quantify the amount of organic 
carbon; however, it does not give any information regarding the form of organic carbon 
(Kent et. al., 2011a and 2011b). But this parameter clearly showed the organic carbon 
concentration present in the feeds, which may be potential for organic fouling and 
simultaneously in later phase bio-fouling.
Studies showed that mainly turbidity, DOC and TSS  are the key factors which 
influence the low pressure membrane (MF/UF) filterability and fouling when these are 
fed with BTSEs (Nguyen et. al., 2010). Their study further demonstrated that turbidity
dominant the filterability of MF membrane, whereas DOC for UF. They measure 
filterability in term of permeate volume of the treated effluents. Moreover in wastewater 
treatment effluents, EfOM plays a major role in organic and colloidal fouling of RO 
membranes (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Organic fouling tends to increases total 
hydraulic resistance (Rt) of fouled membrane (Ang and Elimelech 2007 and 2008), and 
colloidal fouling tends to increases the trans-membrane osmotic pressure and to 
decrease salt rejection % (Hoek and Elimelech 2003).
The analyses used to measure aggregate organic materials may be divided into 
those used to measure gross concentrations of organic matter greater than about 1.0 
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mg/L and those used to measure trace concentrations in the range of 10-12 to 100 mg/L. 
Laboratory methods commonly used today to measure gross amount of organic matter 
(typically greater than 1 mg/L) in wastewater include: (1) BOD, (2) COD, and (3) TOC.
Some of the major parameters used for measuring aggregate organic constituents are; 
COD, TC, IC, TOC, DOC, UV254nm, SUVA254nm (details in section 3.2.6 of chapter 3). 
SUVA254nm is an “average” absorptivity of all the molecules that comprise the DOC in a 
sample and has been used as a surrogate measurement for DOC aromaticity (Traina et 
al., 1990). 
Each sample was analysed in duplicate or triplicate with feed, permeate and 
retentate (concentrate). In each 4 hours of run at same TMP has six types of samples 
(100/1 h Feed, 100/4 h Feed, 100/1 h Permeate, 100/4 h Permeate and 100/1 h of 
Retentate (concentrate), 100/4 h of Retentate) collected from feed, permeate and 
retentate (concentrate) solutions at the one hour and end of the filtration run.  These 
collected samples were stored in the fridge and analyses were performed within 2 days 
of collection. 
5.5.1 SSEs feeds 
 
5.5.1.1 Microfiltration (MF) membrane  
 
5.5.1.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
 
The various physical and chemical parameters (inorganic non-metallic and 
aggregate organic constituents) were measured and analysis to find out rejection 
percentages of MF membrane as pre-treatment. The calculation of rejection percentages 
were done by using the standard equation (details in section 8.AI.1.3 of Appendix 8.I).
Lower the contaminants values and higher the rejection percentages by MF membrane 
means lower the fouling potentiality to subsequent RO membrane. The physical and 
chemical water quality parameters of feed and permeate of synthetic SEs fed MF 
membrane are in Table 5.59 and 5.60. For the most applications, MF membrane was
shown to product the best quality feed waste (SDI value was 1 to 2) for subsequent RO 
units, thereby lengthening the RO production runs (Reardon et al. 2005). Shields & 
Won (1998) compared the MF and lime clarification as pre-treatment for ROP and 
found that the SDI of the MF permeate (0.9 to 2.1) as well as turbidity (0.05 to 0.10 
NTU) were much lower than the effluent from lime clarification  (Shields and Won, 
1998).
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The MF membrane permeates turbidity values were about 0.21 NTU during the 
whole hours of current filtration runs at this TMP. In current experiments, SSEs feed 
MF membrane permeate SDI value was 3.21 in both one hours and four hours of 
filtration runs at this lowest TMP (Table 6.59). The results showed about 14 % of TDS; 
about 8 % of EC and ionic strength, about 50 % of SDI were removed by SSEs feed MF 
membrane. About 93 % of turbidity and about 98 % of the UV254nm and 100% of TSS 
were reduced during filtration runs. 
Table 5.59 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF membrane at 100 kPa 
The chemical water quality parameters values and the reduction percentages of 
SSEs fed MF membrane are in Table 5.60.
Table 5.60 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa 
In term of both inorganic non-metallic and aggregate organic constituents, about 
34% of TN and about 18% TP were reduced during the filtration runs at this TMP.
About 44 % COD value, about 98% of UV254nm was reduced were reported. Among 
organic content, 98 % of UV254nm, about 18-21 % of TOC, 3-6% of TC and 2-4% of IC 
were reduced during whole filtration run.
 
5.5.1.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
About 100 % TSS, 98 % of UV254nm and 93 % of turbidity removal were 
reported at the SSEs feed ceramic MF membrane during the whole filtration run at TMP 
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of 200 kPa. At this TMP, TDS removal % was reported slightly higher than TMP of 100 
kPa. About 9 % of EC and ionic strength were removed and about 60 % reduction of 
SDI was reported (Table 5.61).
Table 5.61 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 200 kPa 
The details of chemical PFWQPs values and reduction % during filtration runs
of SSEs feed ceramic MF at TMP of 200 kPa are in Table 5.62. About 36 % of TN 
same as in 300 kPa, about 14 % of TP  which was less than removal at TMP of 100 kPa 
and about 46 % of COD value was decreased during filtration run at this TMP. The TC 
values were reduced in range of 11-27 %, IC in 36-42% and TOC about 14% during the 
whole filtration run. The highest reduction was observed in UV254nm reduction (about 
98%) during whole filtration runs at this TMP.
Table 5.62 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 200 kPa 
 
5.5.1.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The details of physical PFWQPs values and their reduction during the filtration 
runs of SSEs feed ceramic MF membrane at this TMP of 300 kPa are in Table 5.63. At 
this highest TMP, MF membrane reduced 100 % of TSS same as experiments with 100 
kPa and 200 kPa. The turbidity, absorption and TDS removed same as TMP of 200 kPa, 
but tEC and ionic strength reduction values of were higher than both 100 and 200 kPa 
TMPs. The SDI value reduction percentage was lower than 200 kPa, but still > in 100 
kPa.
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Table 5.63 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 300 kPa 
At this TMP, SSEs fed MF membrane reduced chemical foulants highly than 
other TMPs about 35 % of TN, about 25% of TP, and about 50% of COD values were 
reduced during whole filtration run. 
Table 5.64 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 300 kPa 
The TC removal rate was in the range of 7-16%, IC in the range of 10-42% and
TOC in range of 15-18% reported during filtration run. Similar as at 200 kPa, about 98 
% of UV254nm reduced during whole filtration run at this TMP (Table 5.64).
5.5.1.1.4 Summary of SSEs feeds fed MF at all studied TMPs  
The SSEs fed ceramic MF membrane reduced 100 % of TSS values during 
whole filtration run at all studied TMPs. Other major physical parameters such as 
turbidity and UV254nm reduced almost same at all TMPs. TDS values were reduced 
highly during whole filtration runs at TMP of 200 and 300 kPa than 100 kPa but EC and 
ionic strength values were reduced significantly during whole filtration run at TMP of 
300 kPa. The highest reduction of SDI value was observed during filtration runs at TMP 
of 200 kPa (Table 5.65).
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Table 5.65 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF membrane at all studied TMPs 
Overall, SSEs fed MF membrane reduced TN values highly during the filtration 
run at TMP of 200 and 300 kPa, but the higher TP and COD reduction only achieved 
during filtration run at TMP of 300 kPa. The highest TC and IC reduction % were 
recorded at TMP of 200 kPa, but the highest TOC removal was recorded at 300 kPa. 
During whole filtration run at all studied TMPs, pH reduction percentages were 
negative; this means pH values of synthetic SEs increases after treatment with ceramic 
MF membrane. The UV254nm values reduction range was highest among all chemical 
PFWQPs (97-98% reduction) during whole filtration runs (Table 5.66).
Table 5.66 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic MF membrane at all studied TMPs 
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5.5.1.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane system  
 
5.5.1.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The flux decrease is caused by concentration polarization and fouling. 
Concentration polarization causes a rapid drop in flux, while fouling causes a gradual, 
long-term decline (Jonsson and Trägardh, 1990) in UF membrane. Membrane fouling is 
due to the deposition and accumulation of particles on the membrane surface and/or the 
crystallization and precipitation of small molecules on the membrane surface and in the 
membrane pores. The nature and extent of fouling depend on the characteristics of the 
solute and on solute/membrane interactions (Cheryan, 1998). For this reason, various 
physical and chemical foulants presented in both SSEs and RSEs need to be 
characterised and measured for predicting performance of selected membranes in term 
of reducing those physical and chemical foulants. 
The various physical and chemical parameters (inorganic non-metallic and 
aggregate organic constituents) were measured and analysis to find out rejection 
percentages of ceramic UF membrane. Lower the contaminants values and higher the 
rejection percentages by UF mean lower fouling potentiality for subsequent RO 
membrane when fed with UF permeates. The values and reduction percentages of 
physical water quality parameters during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane at 
TMP of 100 kPa are in Table 5.67.
Table 5.67 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 100 kPa
The TSS values were not detected, about 89% of turbidity removed, and about 
76% of UV254nm was reduced during filtration runs at this TMP. The TDS reduction 
percentage was above 51%, but EC was removed at lower rate about 5% almost same as 
ionic strength removal (6%).The SDI value was reduced about 65% during whole 
filtration run. The values and reduction percentages of chemical water quality 
parameters during the whole filtration runs of SSEs feed UF membrane at this TMP are 
in Table 5.68. The TN removed at range of 30-60% and TP was in range of 27-55% by 
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UF membrane fed with SSEs during whole filtration run at this TMP. The COD 
removal % in range of 8-13%, the TC was from 10-26% but the IC was removed from 
0.14-3%. The TOC removal % range was 20-60%. Among the chemical PFWQPs, the 
highest reduced rate was on UV254nm recorded during whole filtration run at this TMP. 
Table 5.68 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 100 kPa
5.5.1.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The TSS values were not detected during the filtration runs of UF membrane 
feed with SSEs. About 92-93% of turbidity was reduced and absorption reduction rate 
was about 96% same as at 100 and 300 kPa during this filtration run at TMP of 200 kPa. 
The TDS reduction percentage was about 54%, EC reduced about 10-12% same as ionic 
strength reduction, whereas SDI value was reduced to about 76% during whole filtration 
run at this TMP (Table 5.69).
Table 5.69 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 200 kPa
Table 5.70 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 200 kPa
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At this TMP of 200 kPa, TN was removed at range of 9-70% and TP reduction 
% was about 29-33% and COD was about 18-22% reduced by UF membrane fed with 
SSEs during whole filtration run. In this condition, TC about 23-29%, IC about 2-23% 
and TOC about 54-57% were removed during whole filtration runs. About 76% of 
UV254nm value was reduced during filtration run at this TMP same as others 100 and 
300 kPa TMPs (Table 5.70).
5.5.1.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The TSS values were not detected during filtration run of UF membrane fed 
with SSEs at TMP of 300 kPa. About 91-93% of turbidity was removed and absorption 
removal rate same as in 200 kPa i.e. about 76% during this condition. About 55-56% of 
TDS was reduced and EC reduction about 14% same as ionic strength and SDI value 
was reduced about 70% during whole filtration run at this TMP (Table 5.71).
Table 5.71 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 300 kPa
In this highest TMP of 300 kPa, UF membrane fed with SSEs reduced about 48-
67% of TN, about 34-38% of TP during whole filtration runs. The COD removal % was 
22-34%, TC about 13-43%, IC was about 10-44% and TOC about 16-41% reduced 
during whole filtration run at this TMP. The UV254nm reduction % same as 200 kPa 
during whole filtration run. The values and reduction percentages of chemical water
quality parameters during filtration runs of SSEs feed UF membrane at this TMP are in 
Table 5.72.
Table 5.72 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 300 kPa
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5.5.1.2.4 Summary of SSEs feeds fed UF at all studied TMPs  
The TSS values were not detected during whole period of filtration runs of UF 
membrane fed with SSEs at all studied TMPs. The highest turbidity reduction was 
reported at TMP of 200 kPa, closely followed by 300 kPa and 100 kPa respectively 
(Table 5.73). 
Table 5.73 Physical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at all studied TMPs
Almost similar UV254nm removal percentages were observed at all studied 
TMPs, however highest TDS, EC removal and ionic strength removal percentages were 
observed at TMP of 300 kPa, followed by 200 kPa and 100 kPa. The highest SDI value 
reduction % was recorded at TMP of 200 kPa followed by 300 kPa and 100 kPa
respectively during whole filtration runs.
The TN reduction % was range from 9-70% and TP removal % was 27-55%, 
COD removal % from 8-34% during whole filtration runs of UF membrane fed with 
SSEs at all studied TMPs. The TC removal % was in range of 10-29%, IC removal % in 
range of 0.14-44.01% and TOC was 16-61% (Table 5.74). In all conditions, pH 
reduction percentages were negative. 
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Table 5.74 Chemical PFWQPs of SSEs fed ceramic UF at all studied TMPs
5.5.2 RSEs feeds 
 
5.5.2.1 Microfiltration (MF) membrane system 
 
5.5.2.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The various physical and chemical parameters (inorganic non-metallic and 
aggregate organic constituents) were measured and analysis in order to find out 
rejection percentages of ceramic MF membrane feed with RSEs at different TMPs. 
Lower the contaminants values and higher rejection percentages by pre-treatment means 
lower the fouling potentiality. The physical water quality parameters are in Table 5.75.
The TSS values of RSEs fed MF membrane were not detected during whole filtration 
runs at TMP of 100 kPa. About 36-52% of turbidity was removed; 10-23% of UV254nm
was reduced. 
Table 5.75 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa
The TDS and EC reduction % were recorded 1-3% and about 62% reductions in 
the SDI value during the whole filtration run at this TMP. 
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At this lowest TMP, 100% reduction in TN value was reported and TP values 
were undetected during whole filtration run (Table 5.76). About 28-32 % of COD, 
about 2-4% of TC, < 1% of IC, and about 8-12% of TOC values was reduced during 
whole filtration run at this TMP. About 10-23% UV254nm reduction was reported during 
this filtration run. 
Table 5.76 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF membrane at TMP 100 kPa
5.5.2.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
At TMP of 200 kPa, TSS values of RSEs fed MF membrane were not detected 
during whole filtration runs. The turbidity was reduced about 31-43% and absorption 
about 1-4% which was significantly lower than at TMP of 100 kPa, and the TDS 
removal % was < 1.0, SDI values were reduced about 53% during whole filtration run 
(Table 5.77).
Table 5.77 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 200 kPa
The 100% reduction in TN value of RSEs fed MF membrane was reported and 
TP values were not detected during whole filtration run at this middle TMP of 200 kPa. 
The COD removal % was 4-15, TC about 7, IC about 1-3 and TOC about 3-13 were 
reduced during whole filtration run this TMP. The UV254nm reduction % was lower than 
at 100 kPa, which was 1-4% only (Table 5.78).
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Table 5.78 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 200 kPa
5.5.2.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
During whole filtration run, TSS values of RSEs fed MF membrane were not 
detected at this TMP of 300 kPa. The turbidity removal rate was 15-21% and absorption 
2-3% and less than 1% of TDS and EC were removed during whole filtration run at this 
TMP. The SDI value was reduced about 48% during whole filtration (Table 5.79). 
Table 5.79 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 300 kPa
At this highest TMP of 300 kPa, 100% reduction in TN value of RSEs fed MF 
membrane was reported and TP values were not detected during whole filtration run. 
The COD about 7%, TC about 4-9%, IC about 4-6%, TOC about 3-17% and UV254nm
about 2-3% were reduced during whole filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.80).
Table 5.80 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 300 kPa
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5.5.2.1.4 Summary of performance of RSEs feeds fed MF membrane at all 
studied TMPs 
The TSS values of RSEs fed MF membrane were not detected during whole 
filtration runs at all studied TMPs. The highest turbidity, UV254nm, TDS and SDI values 
reduction were reported during the filtration runs at TMP of 100 kPa, followed by 200 
kPa and 300 kPa (Table 5.81). At all cases, negative pH reduction was reported at all
studied TMPs. The 100 % reduction in TN and TP values undetected during whole 
filtration runs.
Table 5.81 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF at all studied TMPs 
The highest COD removal rate was reported at lowest TMP of 100 kPa and 
highest TC, IC and TOC reduction values were recorded at highest TMP of 300 kPa 
followed closely by 200 kPa and 100 kPa respectively (Table 5.82). 
The highest UV254nm removal % was observed at TMP of 100 kPa, followed by 
200 kPa and 300 kPa. The pH removal is reported negative but lower pH values were 
reported in RSEs fed MF/UF membranes than the SSEs fed at all studied TMPs.
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Table 5.82 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic MF membrane at all studied TMPs 
5.5.2.2 Ultra-filtration (UF) membrane system  
 
5.5.2.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The various physical and chemical parameters (inorganic non-metallic and 
aggregate organic constituents) were measured and analysis in order to find out the
rejection percentages RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa. Lower the 
contaminants values and higher the rejection percentages by UF membrane means lower 
the fouling potentiality. The TSS values of RSEs fed UF membrane were undetected 
during the whole filtration runs at this TMP of 100 kPa. The turbidity about 75-78%, 
UV254nm about 35-36%, TDS and EC about >1 % and SDI value about 65% were 
reduced during filtration runs (Table 5.83).
In this lowest TMP, COD about 50-54%, TC about 16-22%, IC about 0.24-
2.29%, TOC about 46-48% and UV254nm about 35-36% were reduced during whole 
filtration runs (Table 5.84). 
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Table 5.83 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at 100 kPa
  
Table 5.84 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at 100 kPa
5.5.2.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
In the middle TMP, TSS values of RSEs fed UF membrane were not detected
during the whole filtration runs. The turbidity about 80-84%, absorption about 46%, 
TDS and EC about 1-3%, ionic strength about 4% and SDI value about 65% were 
reduced during whole filtration run at TMP of 200 kPa (Table 5.85).
Table 5.85 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at 200 kPa
In this TMP, COD about 32-58%, TC about 23-24%, IC about 4%, TOC about 
61% and UV254nm about 46% were reduced during the whole filtration runs (Table 
5.86).
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Table 5.86 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at 200 kPa
 
5.5.2.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The TSS values of RSEs fed UF membrane were not detected during whole 
filtration runs at this highest TMP of 300 kPa. The turbidity about 84-90%, UV254nm
abut 51-52%, SDI values about 47%, TDS and EC about 1-3% were reduced during 
whole filtration runs (Table 5.87).
Table 5.87 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at 300 kPa
At highest TMP of 300 kPa, COD about 37-64%, TC about 26-28%, IC about 4-
5%, TOC about 65-67% and UV254nm about 51-52% were reduced during whole 
filtration runs (Table 5.88).
Table 5.88 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at 300 kPa
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5.5.2.2.4 Summary of RSEs feeds fed UF membrane at all studied TMPs  
The TSS values of RSEs fed UF membrane were not detected during whole 
filtration runs at all studied TMPs. The highest turbidity and UV254nm removal % were 
reported at highest TMP of 300 kPa; followed by 200 kPa and 100 kPa respectively. 
Almost similar TDS and EC removal percentages were observed at TMP of 200 and
300 kPa, lowest reduction of TDS and EC values were reported at lowest TMP of 100 
kPa. 
Table 5.89 Physical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at all studied TMPs 
The highest SDI values reductions were recorded at TMP of 100 and 200 kPa, 
and lowest SDI value reduction was observed at TMP of 300 kPa (Table 5.89). 
Negative pH reduction percentages were reported during whole filtration runs at all 
studied TMPs.
The highest COD, TC, IC, TOC and UV254nm reduction % were reported at TMP 
of 300 kPa, followed by 200 kPa except in case of COD removal, where second largest 
COD removal percentage (50-54%) was observed at TMP of 100 kPa. The pH removal 
values were lower than the SSEs fed UF membrane at all studied TMPs (Table 5.90).
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Table 5.90 Chemical PFWQPs of RSEs fed ceramic UF membrane at all studied TMPs
5.5.2.3 Summary of performance of SSEs and RSEs feeds fed MF and UF 
membrane systems at all studied TMPs  
Almost similar feed values of TSS, turbidity, TDS, ionic strength and SDI were 
observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF/UF membranes. The 100 % reduction of 
TSS values was recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed both ceramic MF and UF 
membranes at all studied TMPs, whereas in RSEs fed MF/UF membranes TSS values 
were undetected during whole filtration runs at all studied TMPs. The similar ranges of 
reduction in turbidity and UV254nm values were recorded during filtration runs of both 
MF and UF membrane fed with SSEs at all studied TMPs. But TDS, EC, ionic strength 
and SDI reduction % were reported higher during filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs 
fed UF membrane than both feeds fed MF at all studied TMPs. The details of physical 
PFWQPs values of both feeds fed MF and UF membranes are in Tables 5.65, Table 
5.73, Table 5.81 and Table 5.89.
In case of pH, TN slightly higher feed values were reported during filtration runs 
of both SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane than UF, whereas in case of TP, COD 
slightly higher feed values were recorded during filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs 
fed UF membrane than MF. However, the variation in chemical feed values between the 
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MF and UF membrane were very low as both were feed with same synthetically 
prepared SEs and real class “C” category SEs.
In all studied cases, negative pH values reduction percentages were reported 
during filtration runs of both feeds fed MF/UF membrane as permeates values were 
reported higher than feed values. But higher removal percentages of TN and TP were 
recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane than MF at all studied TMPs. 
However, COD removal percentages reported similar during filtration runs of SSEs fed
MF and UF membranes. The feed values of TC, IC, TOC and UV254nm were reported 
higher during filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs feeds fed UF membrane than MF 
membrane. In most cases of both ceramic MF and UF membranes, the highest feed 
values and contaminants reduction percentages reported higher during filtration runs 
of both SSEs and RSEs feeds at the TMP of 300 kPa and 200 kPa than at lowest TMP of 
100 kPa.
In SSEs feeds, higher reduction % of most of the physical and chemical foulants 
were reported during the filtration runs of SSEs fed ceramic UF membrane than MF at 
all studied TMPs. These results demonstrated SSEs fed ceramic UF membrane 
performed better than ceramic MF at all studied TMPs.
The details of chemical PFWQPs values of both feeds fed MF and UF 
membranes are in Tables 5.66, Table 5.74, Table 5.82 and Table 5.90. While comparing 
both S/RSEs fed ceramic MF/UF membrane, it came to conclusion that, UF membrane 
was successful in reducing most of the physical and chemical foulants than MF 
membranes as percentages reduction of these foulants were reported higher in UF 
membrane than MF during the filtration runs at the all studied TMPs.
The previous studies showed that mainly turbidity, DOC and TSS are the key 
factors which influence the low pressure membrane (MF/UF) filterability and fouling 
when these are fed with BTSEs (Nguyen et. al., 2010a). The studies of Nguyen et al., 
(2010b) further demonstrated that turbidity dominant the filterability (in terms of 
permeate volume production) of MF membrane, whereas DOC for UF. Fouling due to 
organic and inorganic components can occur simultaneously, and the components may 
interest in terms of mechanism (Amjad, 1993). Low-pressure membrane fouling 
mechanisms are not only a function of membrane type (MF/UF) but also depend on 
feed water characteristics (Lee et. al., 2004). Fouling of low-pressure membrane feed 
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with BTSEs can be due to effluent organic matter (EfOM) (Shon et al., 2006), inorganic 
(Zularisam et. al., 2006), colloidal (Schafer et al., 2000) and biological matter (Kimura 
et al. 2004) in the feed water. Nguyen et.al, 2010b, further demonstrated that humic-like 
materials, SMPs and protein-like extracellular matter were prominent in the fouling 
layer of the fouled MF and UF membranes fed with BTSEs. The most of physical and 
chemical PFWQPs of permeates of LPMS (MF/UF) and HPMS (RO) of current 
filtrations runs are above the standard of reclaimed water treatment goals (Jimenez and 
Asano, 2008). The details of standard of most important physical and chemical
PFWQPs are in Table 5.91.
Table 5.91 Quality of SEs and reclaimed water treatment goals (adapted from Jimenez and 
Asano, 2008)
These current filtration studies also measure filterability in term of permeate 
volume of treated effluents and found that MF fed with RSEs produced higher permeate 
volume than UF membrane during  filtration runs at all studied TMPs. Among ceramic 
MF and UF membrane, higher permeate volume production was reported during 
filtrations runs of both synthetic and RSEs feeds fed MF membrane than UF in those 
feeds at all studied TMPs. This may be due to the variation in pore size, membrane 
surface areas and filtration mechanism of ceramic MF/UF membranes. In comparison 
with SSEs and RSEs feeds, the RSEs fed both MF/UF membranes produced more 
permeate volume than SSEs. This may be due to the majority of complex particles 
present in EfOM of RSEs were easily pass thru both membrane because of their minute
sizes than membrane pores. Though RSEs feeds fed both MF/UF membranes produced 
more permeate volume, but when these permeates were fed to RO membrane, its 
produced less permeate volume than SSEs feeds fed both MF/UF membrane permeates
(details are in sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 of this chapter). Moreover, results of current 
filtration studies, demonstrated that reversible fouling/cake layer fouling was more in 
MF membrane than UF but in UF membrane there was dominancy of pore 
fouling/irreversible fouling, because of size of the pores (details are in section 6.1 of 
Chapter 6). 
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5.5.3 High pressure brackish water reverse osmosis (BWRO) membrane 
system 
Some of the potential fouling physical, chemical water quality parameters were 
recorded during current filtration experiments and analysed later to quantify the RO 
membrane fouling potentiality of various feeds at all studied TMPs of 1000 kPa, 2500 
kPa and 4000 kPa. The brief detail description of these potential fouling physical and 
chemical water quality parameters are presented in section 5.5 of this chapter.
Although low-pressure membranes (MF/UF) provide high quality feed for water 
for RO systems, but the presence of low concentrations of organic matter and 
microorganisms continue to cause significant RO fouling through deposition of organic 
macromolecules and biofilm development on membrane surfaces (Kent et.al., 2011a,
2011b). An understanding of the mechanisms involved in both organic and bio-fouling 
are focus of many recent research studies however more research is required in order to 
provide better strategies for treatment or fouling control (Kent et.al., 2011b). In the
current filtration runs of RO membrane with fed with studied feeds, some important 
physical and chemical PFWQPs were measured and analyses for evaluating and 
selecting best pre-treatment technology on basis of PFWQP values and their reduction. 
The research results shown that integration of appropriate pre-treatment technologies 
will help to reduce these PFWQPs, which ultimately decreases the RO membrane 
fouling and subsequently increases its permeability.
RO fouling was divided into four major categories namely- particulate fouling, 
scaling, organic fouling and bio-fouling, based on types of foulants involved. Among 
these fouling, organic fouling and bio-fouling in particular need further clarification in 
context of water reclamation (Kent et.al. 2011b). Organic fouling refers to a 
permeability reduction caused by accumulation of dissolved or colloidal organic species 
onto a membrane surface (Kent et.al. 2011b). Bio-fouling involved attachment and 
growth of microorganisms on surface of membrane (Ivnitsky et. al., 2005). Biofilms are 
composed of bacteria and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) that are produced by 
the bacteria and cell lysis arising from them (Kent et.al. 2011b). As with organic 
fouling, bio-fouling is particularly prevalent within water reclamation applications, 
since upstream treatment processes generally utilised bacteria and biofilms in 
engineered systems (Kent et.al. 2011b).
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The organic fouling problems that have been reported for RO water reclamation 
applications have resulted in a number of studies on this topic (Jarusutthirak and Amy, 
2001; Li et. al., 2007; Herzberg et. al., 2009; Lee et al., 2006a, Lee and Elimelech 
2006b). Dissolved organic matter (DOM) contained in treated wastewater effluent, 
commonly known as EfOM, has been found to be mostly made of SMPs (Jarusutthirak 
and Amy, 2006) and has been associated with significant RO fouling (Kent et.al.,
2011b). In SMP, there are a number of different constituents; however proteins and 
polysaccharides, which are ubiquitous in wastewater effluents, have been identified as 
key fouling contributors (Arabi and Nakhla, 2008). Li et. al., (2007) suggested that 
proteins and polysaccharides are key foulants for RO, with polysaccharides, in 
particular, causing relatively high losses of permeability (Herzberg et. al., 2009). Due to 
the dominancy of organic fouling in RO while treating BTSEs, the organic content 
(mostly aggregates) of current pre-treated feeds were characterised and analysed 
before feeding into RO membranes.
Most of the researchers (Li et. al., 2007; Ang and Elimelech, 2007) identified 
that there was synergistic effects when multiple organic species were present in RO feed 
and so they suggested that performing studies with individual organic species may not 
correctly estimate membrane fouling. The current studies felt that for conducting 
filtration experiment studies of RO membrane with real wastewater effluents, it is 
important to know all about these synergetic effects of all organic species blended 
together. For this reason, current filtration experiments of both low pressure membrane 
systems (MF/UF) and high pressure membrane system (BWRO) initially started with 
synthetic feeds and finally end with real feeds. During the first phase of experiments, 
permeates of selected pre-treatments fed with SSEs were used during filtration runs of 
RO membrane, whereas at final phases permeates/filtered of RSEs fed pre-treatments 
were applied during filtration runs of RO at all studied TMPs.
The analyses used to measure aggregate organic materials may be divided into 
those used to measure gross concentrations of organic matter greater than about 1.0 
mg/L and those used to measure trace concentrations in the range of 10-12 to 100 mg/L. 
Laboratory methods commonly used today to measure gross amount of organic matter 
(typically greater than 1 mg/L) in wastewater include: (1) BOD, (2) COD, and (3) TOC.
Some of the major parameters used for measuring aggregate organic constituents are; 
COD, TC, TOC, DOC, UV254nm, SUVA (details in section 3.2.6. of chapter 3). Each 
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sample was analysed in duplicate or triplicate with feed, permeate and retentate 
(concentrate). In each 4 hours of run at same TMP has six types of samples (1000/1 h 
Feed, 1000/4 h Feed, 1000/1 h Permeate, 1000/4 h Permeate and 1000/1 h of Retentate 
(concentrate), 1000/4 h of Retentate) collected from feed, permeate and retentate 
solutions at the one hour and end of  filtration run. These collected samples were stored 
in fridge and analyses were performed within 2 days of collection.
5.5.3.1 Synthetic Feeds 
 
5.5.3.1.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
 
5.5.3.1.1.1 MF permeate (SSEs fed) feed 
The various physical and chemical parameters (inorganic non-metallic and 
aggregate organic constituents) were measured and analysed to find out rejection % of 
MF permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. The details of physical water 
quality parameters values and rejection percentages recorded during filtration runs of 
MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP are in Table 5.92. The TSS 
values were not detected during whole filtration runs at this TMP. The turbidity about 
39-76%, absorption about 37-93%, about 99% of TDS, EC and ionic strength were 
removed during filtration run at this TMP. 
Table 5.92 Physical PFWQPs of MF permeate fed (SSEs fed) BWRO at 1000 kPa
In the filtration runs of RO membrane, positive pH reduction percentages were 
recorded in RO membrane, whereas in both low pressure membranes (ceramic MF and 
UF) negative pH reduction percentages were recorded during all filtration runs at all 
studied TMPs. The details of chemical water quality parameters values and rejection 
percentages recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa are in Table 5.93.
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Table 5.93 Chemical PFWQPs of MF permeate fed (SSEs fed) BWRO at 1000 kPa
At lowest TMP of 1000 kPa, about 9-16 % of pH, 10-91% of TN, about 66% of 
TP, about 22-33% of COD, about 79% of TC, 87-90% of IC, 61-65% of TOC and about 
37-93% of UV254nm were removed during whole filtration runs.
5.5.3.1.1.2 UF permeate (SSEs fed) feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and reduction percentages of RO 
membrane fed with UF permeate (SSEs fed) during whole filtration at TMP of 1000
kPa are in Table 5.94.
Table 5.94 Physical PFWQPs of UF permeate fed (SSEs fed) BWRO at 1000 kPa
The TSS values were not detected by analysis during whole filtration runs at this 
TMP. About 52-55% of turbidity, 20-21% of UV254nm, about 99% of TDS, EC and ionic
strength were removed during filtration runs (Table 5.94). At this TMP, about 16% of 
pH, about 100% of TN at 4 hours of operation 50% of TN at 1 h of operation, about 62-
64% of TP were reduced during filtration runs. About 26-38% of COD, 65-81% of TC, 
about 88-90% of IC, 26-60% of TOC and about 20-21% of UV254nm were reduced 
during first and last four hours of filtration runs (Table 5.95).
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Table 5.95 Chemical PFWQPs of UF permeate fed (SSEs fed) BWRO at 1000 kPa 
5.5.3.1.1.3 MBR permeate feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages of RO 
membrane fed with MBR permeate (SSEs fed) during filtration runs at TMP of 1000 
kPa are in Table 5.96. At this TMP, about 69-73% of turbidity, about 91-94% of 
absorption, about 98% of TDS and EC, about 54-74% of ionic strength, about 93% of 
SDI values were reduced during filtration runs.  
Table 5.96 Physical PFWQPs of MBR permeate fed (SSEs fed) BWRO at 1000 kPa
About 14-16% of pH, about 83-87% of TN, about 98% of TP, about 26-34% of 
COD, about 96-98% of TC and IC, about 82-90% of TOC and more than 90% of 
UV254nm were reduced during whole filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.97).
Table 5.97 Chemical PFWQPs of MBR permeate fed (SSEs fed) BWRO at 1000 kPa
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5.5.3.1.1.4 Summary performance synthetic feeds fed RO membrane at TMP 
of 1000 kPa  
MF permeate (SSEs fed) and UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
reduced > 99 % of TDS, EC and ionic strength during filtration runs. The highest 
turbidity and adsorption reduction % of MF permeate fed RO membrane was observed 
at this TMP. The TSS was not detected in all studied synthetic feeds fed RO membrane, 
but the turbidity and UV254nm removal of SSEs fed UF membrane were recorded lowest 
at this TMP. The highest SDI value reduction was observed in MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane. The TDS, EC reduction percentages were in range of 96-98% during whole 
filtration runs (Table 5.98).
Table 5.98 Physical PFWQPs of synthetic feeds BWRO at 1000 kPa
During filtration runs of all synthetic feeds fed RO membrane reduced pH 
positively at all studied TMPs. The TN removal and COD reduction rates were lower at 
TMP of 1000 kPa, than other TMPs. Almost similar TP reduction rate was observed at 
all studied TMPs. The TC, IC, and TOC reduction percentages were higher in 4th hours 
of filtration run than first hour of filtration run of same TMP (Table 5.99). The UV254nm
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removal rate was recorded highest during the filtration run of RO membrane fed with 
MF permeate (SSEs fed) at this TMP. 
These results during the filtration runs demonstrated that removal rates not only 
varies according to different TMPs, but also operation time of filtration as samples were 
taken at 1 hour of operation and 4 hours of operation continuingly. About 16-21% of pH 
reduced by RO membrane during the whole filtration runs. In all studied TMPs, about 
100% reduction of TN were recorded during four hours filtration runs, whereas during 
first one hour of filtration about 27-50% of TN reduced when RO membrane was fed
with UF permeate (SSEs fed).
In all studied TMPs and filtration hours, about 62-67% of TP was removed. The 
highest COD reduction was recorded at 1000 kPa. The about 65-88% of TC, about 88-
93% of IC and 22-77% of TOC were reduced during whole filtration run of all studied 
TMPs. The highest TN reduction was observed at TMP of 1000 kPa, closely followed 
by 2500 kPa. The TP and TC removal rates were almost similar during filtration runs of 
RO membrane fed with MBR permeate (SSEs fed) at all studied TMPs. 
Table 5.99 Chemical PFWQPs of synthetic feeds fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
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5.5.3.1.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
 
5.5.3.1.2.1 MF permeate (SSEs fed) feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages of RO 
membrane fed with MF permeate (SSEs fed) during filtration runs at TMP of 2500 kPa 
are in Table 5.100. About 50-63 % of turbidity, about 50-55 % of absorption, about 
99% of TDS, EC and ionic strength were reduced during whole filtration run at this 
TMP.
Table 5.100 Physical PFWQPs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
At this middle TMP, about 9-16% of pH, 63-100% of TN, about 64% of TP, 
about 44% of COD, about 36-89% of TC, 40-93% of IC, 29-81% of TOC and about 50-
55% of UV254nm were removed during whole filtration runs (Table 5.101).
Table 5.101 Chemical PFWQPs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
5.5.3.1.2.2 UF permeate (SSEs fed) feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages of RO 
membrane fed with UF permeate (SSEs fed) during filtration runs at TMP of 2500 kPa 
are in Table 5.102. At this TMP, turbidity about 48-70%, absorption about 11-36%, and 
about 99% of TDS, EC and ionic strength were removed during filtration runs. 
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About 19-20% of pH, about 45-100% of TN, about 64-67% of TP, 21-22% of 
COD, 68-85% of TC, about 92-93% of IC, 22-70% of TOC and about 11-36% of 
UV254nm were reduced during first and last four hours of filtration runs (Table 5.103).
Table 5.102 Physical PFWQPs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
Table 5.103 Chemical PFWQPs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
 
5.5.3.1.2.3 MBR permeate feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages of RO 
membrane fed with MBR permeate (SSEs fed) during the filtration runs at TMP of 2500
kPa are in Table 5.104.
Table 5.104 Physical PFWQPs of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
At this middle TMP, about 76% of turbidity, about 90-96% of absorption, about 
97-98% of TDS and EC, about 60-75% of ionic strength, about 98% of SDI values were 
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reduced during one hour to four hours filtration runs. About 18-19% of pH, about 80-
84% of TN, about 98% of TP, about 18-33% of COD, about 98% of TC and IC, about 
90-91% of TOC and about 90-96 % of UV254nm were reduced during whole filtration 
runs at this TMP (Table 5.105).
Table 5.105 Chemical PFWQPs of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
 
5.5.3.1.2.3 Summary performance of synthetic feeds fed RO membrane at 
TMP of 2500 kPa  
The TSS values were not detected during filtration runs of synthetic feeds fed 
RO membrane during whole filtration runs at this middle TMP (Table 5.106). 
Table 5.106 Physical PFWQPs of synthetic feeds fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
More than 99 % of TDS, EC and ionic strength were reduced by both MF/UF 
permeate fed RO membrane during filtration runs. But TDS, EC reduction percentages 
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of MBR permeate fed RO membranes were in range of 96-98% during whole filtration 
runs. The positive reduction percentages of pH of synthetic feeds fed RO membrane 
were recorded at all studied TMPs. About 65-88% of TC, about 88-93% of IC and 22-
77% of TOC of UF permeate fed RO membrane were reduced during whole filtration 
runs. In all synthetic feeds, highest TOC and UV254nm reduction were observed during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane fed at this TMP. The TP and TC 
removal rates were almost similar during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at this TMP (Table 5.107).
Table 5.107 Chemical PFWQPs of synthetic feeds BWRO fed at 2500 kPa
5.5.3.1.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
 
5.5.3.1.3.1 MF permeate (SSEs fed) feed 
The details of physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages 
during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000
kPa are in Table 6.108. The turbidity about 48-50%, UV254nm about 35-85%, and TDS, 
EC and ionic strength about 99% were reduced during the filtration runs.
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Table 5.108 Physical PFWQPs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
At this highest TMP of 4000 kPa, about 10 % of pH, 4-100% of TN, about 66% 
of TP, about 10-17% of COD, about 46-82% of TC, 92-94% of IC, 17-64% of TOC and 
about 35-85% of UV254nm were removed during whole filtration runs (Table 5.109).
Table 5.109 Chemical PFWQPs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
 
5.5.3.1.3.2 UF permeate (SSEs fed) feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages of RO 
membrane fed with UF permeate (SSEs fed) during filtration runs at TMP of 4000 kPa 
are in Table 5.110. About 55-57% of turbidity, 38-48% of UV254nm and >99% of TDS, 
EC and ionic strength were reduced during filtration runs at this TMP. 
Table 5.110 Physical PFWQPs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
About 19-21% of pH, about 27-100% of TN, about 67% of TP, about 11-16% of 
COD, about 34-48% of UV254nm, about 73-88% of TC, about 38-77% of TOC, about 
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89-93% of IC were reduced during first and last four hours of filtration runs at this TMP
(Table 5.111).
Table 5.111 Chemical PFWQPs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO of 4000 kPa
5.5.3.1.3.3 MBR permeate (SSEs) feed 
At highest TMP of 4000 kPa, about 79-82% of turbidity, about 90-94% of 
absorption, about 96-97% of TDS and EC, about 61-76% of ionic strength, about 88% 
of SDI values were reduced during one hour to four hours filtration runs (Table 5.112).
Table 5.112 Physical PFWQPs of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
4000 kPa
About 19-21% of pH, about 74-80% of TN, about 97% of TP, about 21-36% of 
COD, about 96-98% of TC and IC, about 80-90% of TOC and about 90-94% of 
UV254nm were reduced during whole filtration runs at this highest TMP (Table 5.113).
Table 5.113 Chemical PFWQPs of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
4000 kPa
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5.5.3.1.3.4 Summary performance of synthetic feeds fed RO membrane at 
TMP of 4000 kPa  
The TSS values were not detected during filtration runs of synthetic feeds fed 
RO membrane at this highest TMP. > 99 % of TDS, EC and ionic strength were reduced 
by both MF and UF permeates fed RO during filtration runs. The TDS, EC reduction 
percentages of MBR permeate fed RO membranes were in range of 96-96 % during 
filtration runs (Table 5.114). The positive reduction percentages of pH of synthetic 
feeds fed RO membrane were recorded during all filtration runs.
Table 5.114 Physical PFWQPs of all studied synthetic feeds fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
About 65-88% of TC, about 88-93% of IC and 22-77% of TOC of UF permeate 
fed RO membrane were reduced during whole filtration run at this TMP. Overall, the 
higher pH, COD, TC, IC, TOC and UV254nm reduction percentages were reported in 
MBR permeate fed RO membrane than both MF and UF permeates fed RO at this 
studied TMP (Table 5.115).
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Table 5.115 Chemical PFWQPs of all studied synthetic feeds fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
5.5.3.2 Real feeds 
 
5.5.3.2.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
 
5.5.3.2.1.1 MF permeate (RSEs fed) feed 
The various physical and chemical parameters (inorganic non-metallic and 
aggregate organic constituents) were measured and analysis in order to find out 
rejection percentages of RO membrane feed with MF permeate (RSEs fed) during 
filtration runs at TMP of 1000 kPa. The values and reduction % of the physical 
PFWQPs of RO membrane fed with MF permeate (SSEs fed) were reported different 
from the RO membrane fed with MF permeate (RSEs fed) during whole filtration runs 
at all studied TMPs. The TSS were not detected during whole filtration run of MF 
permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. About 62-65% of 
turbidity, about 97-98% of UV254nm, >96% of TDS, EC and ionic strength were reduced 
during filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.116).
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Table 5.116 Physical PFWQPs of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
1000 kPa
About 12-13 % of pH, 67-68% of TP, about 50-59 % of COD, about 93-95% of 
TC and IC, about 85-89% of TOC and >97% of UV254nm were reduced during first and 
last four hours of filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.117).
Table 5.117 Chemical PFWQPs of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
 
 
5.5.3.2.1.2 UF membrane permeate (RSEs fed) feed 
At the TMP of 1000 kPa, about 70-78% of turbidity, >96% of adsorption, TDS, EC and 
ionic strength were reduced during whole filtration runs (Table 5.118).
Table 5.118 Physical PFWQPs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
1000 kPa
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Table 5.119 Chemical PFWQPs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
1000 kPa
About 8% of pH, about 69% of COD, about 94-96% of TC and IC, about 86-
93% of TOC, and about 95% of UV254nm were reduced during whole 1 and 4 hours of 
filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.119).
5.5.3.2.1.3 Granular media filtration (GMF) filtered feed  
About 93% of turbidity, > 96% of UV254nm, TDS, EC and ionic strength, >94% 
of SDI values were reduced during whole filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.120).
Table 5.120 Physical PFWQPs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BRWO membrane at 
1000 kPa
At this lowest TMP, about 12-14% of pH, about 33-62% of TN, about 86-88% 
of TP, about 84-87% of COD, about 95-98% of TC, IC, TOC and UV254nm were 
reduced during whole filtration runs (Table 5.121).
Table 5.121 Chemical PFWQPs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
1000 kPa
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5.5.3.2.1.4 Summary performance real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa  
The TSS values were not detected during the filtration runs of real feeds fed RO 
membrane at this TMP. About 62-65% of turbidity, about 94-98% of absorption and 
more than 96% of EC, TDS and ionic strength were reduced during whole filtration runs 
of MF permeate fed RO membrane. The UF permeate fed RO membrane reduced about 
95-98% of UV254nm, and >96% of TDS, EC, ionic strength during whole filtration runs 
at this TMP. Similar reduction of adsorption, TDS, EC and ionic strength were reported 
during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane as UF permeate fed at this
TMP (Table 5.122).
Among real feeds, higher pH reduction was observed in MF permeate fed RO 
membrane during whole filtration runs at TMP of 4000 kPa. About 8-12% of pH, about 
64-69% of COD, about 92-96% of TC and IC, and about 95-98% of UV254nm were 
reduced during whole filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane. The TC, IC, 
TOC and UV254nm were reduced range of 95-97% during whole filtration runs of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane (Table 5.123).
Table 5.122 Physical PFWQPs of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
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Table 5.123 Chemical PFWQPs of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
 
5.5.3.2.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
 
5.5.3.2.2.1 MF permeate (RSEs fed) feed 
About 65% of turbidity, about 94-96% of UV254nm, and >96% of TDS, EC and 
ionic strength were reduced during filtration runs at this TMP (Table 5.124).
Table 5.124 Physical PFWQPs of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
2500 kPa
About 5-15% of pH, about 67% of TP, about 62-69% of COD, about 92-95% of 
TC, >95% of IC, about 78-93% of TOC and about 94-96% of UV254nm were removed 
during whole filtration runs at this middle TMP (Table 5.125).
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Table 5.125 Chemical PFWQPs of MF permeate fed (RSEs fed) BWRO membrane at 
2500 kPa
 
5.5.3.2.2.2 UF permeate (RSEs) feed 
The physical water quality parameters values and rejection percentages of RO 
membrane fed with UF permeate (RSEs fed) during filtration runs at TMP of 2500 kPa 
are in Table 5.126. About 74-81% of turbidity, >97% of absorption, TDS, EC and ionic 
strength were reduced during filtration runs.
At this middle TMP of 2500 kPa, about 10-11 % of pH, about 69% of COD, 
about 93-96% of TC and IC, about 78-88% of TOC, and >98% of UV254nm were 
reduced during filtration runs (Table 5.127).
Table 5.126 Physical PFWQPs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
2500 kPa
Table 5.127 Chemical PFWQPs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
2500 kPa
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5.5.3.2.2.3 GMF filtered (RSEs fed) feed 
At this middle TMP of 2500 kPa, < 93% of turbidity, about 96% of UV254nm,
TDS, EC and ionic strength, < 94% of SDI values were reduced during whole filtration 
runs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane (Table 5.128).
Table 5.128 Physical PFWQPs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
2500 kPa
About 16% of pH, about 37-43% of TN, about 86% of TP, about 80-87% of 
COD, about 95-98% of TC, IC, TOC and UV254nm were reduced during whole filtration 
runs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP (Table 5.129).
Table 5.129 Chemical PFWQPs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BRWO membrane at 
2500 kPa
 
5.5.3.2.2.3 Summary performance of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP 
of 2500 kPa  
The TSS values were undetected during the filtration runs of real feeds RO 
membrane at this middle TMP. About 94-98% of absorption and >96% of EC, TDS and 
ionic strength were reduced during whole filtration runs of both MF and UF permeates 
fed RO membrane. 
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Table 5.130 Physical PFWQPs of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
Similar (96-97%) reduction of adsorption, TDS, EC and ionic strength were 
reported during whole filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane with both 
MF/UF permeates fed RO (Table 5.130). In all real feeds, positive pH reduction 
percentages were reported during filtration runs at this middle TMP (Table 5.131).
Table 5.131 Chemical PFWQPs of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
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5.5.3.2.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
 
5.5.3.2.3.1 MF permeate (RSEs fed) feed 
At this highest TMP of 4000 kPa, about 65% of turbidity, about 96-97%of 
UV254nm, and > 96% of TDS, EC and ionic strength were reduced during filtration runs
of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane (Table 5.132).
Table 5.132 Physical PFWQPs of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
4000 kPa
About 67-69% of TP, about 15-17% of pH, about 54-60% of COD, >93% of TC 
and IC, about 80-90% of TOC and >96% of UV254nm were reduced during filtration runs 
of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane (Table 5.133).
Table 5.133 Chemical PFWQPs of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
4000 kPa
 
5.5.3.2.3.2 UF permeate (RSEs fed) feed 
At this highest TMP of 4000 kPa, about 72% of turbidity, about 98 % of 
absorption, and > 96% of TDS, EC and ionic strength were reduced during filtration 
runs (Table 5.134).
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Table 5.134 Physical PFWQPs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane at 
4000 kPa
About 11-12% of pH, about 64-71% of COD, about 93-94% of TC, >96% of IC, 
about 69-79% of TOC, and about 98 % of UV254nm were reduced during one and four 
hours of filtration runs UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO at this TMP (Table 5.135).
Table 5.135 Chemical PFWQPs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at TMP of 
4000 kPa
5.5.3.2.3.3 GMF filtered (RSEs fed) feed 
About 95% of turbidity, about 97% of UV254nm, TDS, EC and ionic strength, 
about 84% of SDI values were reduced during whole filtration runs of RO membrane
fed with GMF filtered (RSEs fed) at this highest TMP (5.136).
Table 5.136 Physical PFWQPs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BRWO membrane at 
4000 kPa
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At this TMP, about 16% of pH, about 28% of TN, about 85-86% of TP, about 
73-81% of COD, about 90-99% of TC, IC, TOC and UV254nm were reduced during 
whole filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO  membrane (Table 5.137).
Table 5.137 Chemical PFWQPs of GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed BRWO membrane at 
4000 kPa
 
5.5.3.2.3.4 Summary performance of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP 
of 4000 kPa 
The TSS values were undetected during filtration runs of real feeds fed RO 
membrane at this highest TMP. About 62-65% of turbidity, about 94-98% of absorption 
and > 96% of EC, TDS and ionic strength were reduced during whole filtration runs of 
both UF and MF permeates fed RO membrane (Table 5.138). In all real feeds, positive 
pH reduction values were observed during whole filtration runs at this highest (Table 
5.139).
Table 5.138 Physical PFWQPs of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
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Table 5.139 Chemical PFWQPs of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 4000 kPa
 
5.5.3.3 Summary of performance of both synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO 
membrane at all studied TMPs 
At all studied TMPs and feeds, feed temperature values were recorded in range 
of 20oC –27.5oC, however the highest feed temperature was reported in MBR permeate 
fed RO at highest TMP of 4000 kPa. The TSS values were not detected in all studied 
feeds and TMPs. The feed turbidity values were highest in GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed at TMP of 2500 and 1000 kPa 
during whole filtration runs. Though highest feed turbidity values were reported on this 
feed, but RO membrane fed with this feed reduced higher percentage (95%) of turbidity 
during the filtration runs at TMP of 4000 kPa. 
The absorbance feed values were recorded highest during filtration runs of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed at different
TMPs of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa, however lowest feed absorbance values were 
recorded during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all 
studied TMPs. The lowest absorbance removal percentages were reported during 
filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa.
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The TDS values were recorded highest at GMF filtered feed RO at TMP of 4000 
kPa, followed by TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa of same feed RO membrane during 
whole filtration runs. The lowest TDS values were reported during filtration run of MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. Higher TDS values were 
observed at highest TMP of 4000 kPa [except at the MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
where highest was recorded at middle TMP of 2500 kPa]. At all TMPs and feeds, TDS 
reduction rates were recorded in range of 96-99%. The highest removal % (about 99%) 
were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO and >96% of 
TDS were reduced during filtration runs of all studied feeds and TMPs.
The EC values were reported highest during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed
RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 
1000 kPa. The EC removal % were recorded >96% during filtration runs of GMF 
filtered, MBR permeate, UF permeate (SSEs) and MF permeate (SSEs) fed RO 
membrane and about 99 % of EC value was reduced during filtration run of MF and UF 
permeates (RSEs) fed RO membrane. Same as EC values, ionic strength values were 
recorded highest during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 
4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa. The lowest 
ionic strength values were recorded during filtration runs of MF and UF permeates
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. The lowest EC removal percentages 
were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at all studied 
TMPs. However highest ionic strength s were removed during filtration runs of MF and 
UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa followed by MF 
permeate (RSEs) and UF permeate (RSEs) fed RO membrane.
The highest SDI feed values were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa. The lowest SDI values were observed during filtration 
runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa. The details of 
physical PFWQPs values and reduction percentages are in Tables 5.98, 5.106, 5.114, 
5.122, 5.130 and 5.138.
The highest pH values were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed 
RO at TMP of 1000 kPa, followed by same feeds but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 4000 
kPa. The lowest pH values were observed during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs 
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fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa. The pH removal percentages 
of studied feeds fed RO membrane recorded highest at TMP of 4000 kPa but difference 
in removal percentages were observed almost same.
The highest TN values were observed during filtration runs of MBR permeate 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa 
and 1000 kPa respectively. The lowest TN values were recorded during filtration runs 
of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by
UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMPs of 1000 kPa and 2500 kPa. Almost 
similar reduction percentages of TN were recorded in all studied feeds and TMPs,
however the highest of 100% TN reduction were observed during one hour of filtration 
runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa and 2500 kPa. 
But during whole four hours of filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane, 100% reduction of TN was reported at all studied TMPs.
The highest TP values were observed during filtration runs of MBR permeate 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa 
and 1000 kPa respectively. Almost similar TP reduction percentages were observed 
during filtration runs of all studied feeds fed RO at all TMPs, however the highest 
removal rates (>97%) were observed during filtration runs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane at highest studied TMP of 4000 kPa.
The highest COD values were recorded during filtration runs of GMF filtered 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa and 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at 
TMP of 2500 kPa.  The lowest COD values were observed during filtration runs of MF 
and UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. Almost similar 
reduction percentages were observed during filtration runs of all studied feeds and
TMP, however range of reduction were recorded lower (64-71%) during filtration runs 
of UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane.
The highest values of TC were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same MBR permeate feed but at 
TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa respectively. >95% of TC values were reduced during 
filtration runs of GMF filtered and MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 
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kPa, and > 92% of TC removed during filtration runs of MF/UF permeates (RSEs fed) 
fed RO at TMP of 1000 kPa and 4000 kPa respectively.
The highest IC values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed 
RO at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa 
respectively. The lowest IC values were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. During filtration runs of GMF 
filtered, MBR permeate, UF permeate (RSEs fed), and MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane, >94% of IC values were reduced, whereas during filtration run of UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) only >88% of IC reduced at all studied TMPs.  In MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane though IC values were almost similar as filtration runs at 
TMP of 1000 kPa and 2500 kPa and lowest was recorded at TMP of 4000 kPa, but 
removal % were observed highest at TMP of 4000 kPa (about 93%).
The highest TOC values were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000, 2500 and 4000 kPa respectively. The lowest TOC
value was observed during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) RO membrane at 
TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa.
In GMF filtered fed RO membrane, highest removal % were reported at the 
TMP of 4000 kPa in four hours of the filtration run, but also lowest removal % was 
reported at same feed but at one hour of filtration run; range of removal % in this case 
was > 96% in all studied TMPs. In the MBR fed RO, TOC reduction % were > 96% in 
all studied TMPs, whereas in UF permeate (RSEs) fed RO reduction % were about 93% 
which were almost same as MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane. In UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO reduction % was observed highest at 4000 kPa, but in MF
permeate (SSEs fed) reduction % was higher at 1000 kPa.
The UV254nm values were highest during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 and 1000 
kPa respectively. The lowest UV254nm was reported at UFP (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at all studied TMPs, followed closely by MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane. >96% reduction of UV254nm was recorded during filtration run of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. >90% of UV254nm reduction % were 
reported at MBR permeate fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs, whereas >94-95% 
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reduction % were recorded during filtration runs of UF and MF permeates (RSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. The details of chemical PFWQPs values and 
reduction percentages are in Tables 5.99, 5.107, 5.115, 5.123, 5.131 and 5.139.
The presence of  EPSs, and stable salt rejection observed imply that main 
mechanism responsible for permeate flux decline in RSEs fed MF and UF pre-
treatments is an induced hydraulic resistance by this EPS layer (Hertzberg et. al. 2009). 
It was further observed that, a 70 % reduction in pre-treated permeate flux reduction 
will reduced in overall salt rejection by 1 % (Herzberg et. al., 2009). Notably, in all pre-
treatments of secondary effluents, feed water did not decrease salt rejection of RO 
membrane but rather slightly increases in all.
In term of EC removal percentages, results of current filtration runs showed that 
the highest EC removal percentages were observed at RO membrane fed with UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) at TMP of 1000 kPa; followed by MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane. This indicated that higher organic fouling was occurring at UF permeate 
(RSEs fed) fed RO membrane than other feeds as EC removal % was lower. The lowest 
EC removal % was reported at RO membrane fed with GMF filtered followed by MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) during whole filtration run at same TMP of 1000 kPa. These
results demonstrated that RSEs fed permeates of UF and MF done more organic fouling 
on RO membrane than SSEs fed permeates of UF and MF at this TMP as EC removal 
percentages were reported lower at this TMP. The highest total hydraulic resistance (Rt)
values were reported on UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane and lowest at UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during whole filtration period at this TMP. 
At studied middle TMP of 2500 kPa, highest EC removal percentages were 
reported at UF permeate (SSEs fed) RO membrane and lowest at same membrane 
permeates but fed with RSEs closely followed by MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane during whole filtration run at TMP of 2500 kPa. The highest total hydraulic 
resistance (Rt) values were observed at MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
followed by GMF filtered (RSEs fed) during whole filtration run at this TMP. These 
results indicated that both MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO membrane suffered 
from higher organic fouling. Both the MF permeate (SSEs fed) and UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO showed lower hydraulic resistances which indicated lower organic fouling 
in RO membrane.
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The highest EC removal % were reported at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO
membrane and the lowest at same feed but fed with RSEs during whole filtration runs at 
studied highest TMP of 4000 kPa. The highest Rt values were observed at MBR 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane followed by GMF filtered during whole 
filtration run at TMP of 4000 kPa. These results indicated that both MBR permeate and 
GMF filtered fed RO membrane suffered from higher organic fouling than others feeds. 
Both MF and UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane showed lower Rt which 
indicate the lower organic fouling in RO membrane. Among  MF and UF permeates, 
higher EC removal percentages were recorded at SSEs fed permeate fed RO membrane, 
whereas lowest EC removal percentages were recorded lower at RSEs fed permeates fed
RO membrane at all studied TMPs. The higher Rt values indicate that MBR permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane showed the higher organic fouling than other studied 
feeds and the lowest Rt values were recorded at MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO (details in section 6.2.2 
of Chapter 6).
5.6. Conclusion of preliminary, synthetic and real feeds filtration experiments  
The conclusion of performances of both low pressure (ceramic MF/UF) and high 
pressure (BWRO) membrane systems in all studied feeds and TMPs were given 
separately on permeability/other operation parameters, PFWQPs values and their 
reduction. 
5.6.1 Preliminary filtrations  
During preliminary filtration experiments; higher initial flux (permeability) and 
WR% values were recorded during filtration of tap water fed for both low pressure 
(MF/UF) membrane and high pressure (BWRO) membranes at highest TMPs and lower 
initial flux, and WR% were recorded at lower TMPs. These conditions showed that 
when TMP increases corrected flux and WR percentages will increases. 
5.6.2 Filtrations with synthetic and real feeds 
 
5.6.2.1 Permeability and other operation parameters  
 
5.6.2.1.1 Low pressure membrane (ceramic MF and UF) systems  
In both MF and UF, CPF is the variable of economic importance because 
estimate of necessary filtration areas is based on it. Due to membrane fouling, the 
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permeate flux is reduced over time by reduction of the filtration area, which also 
brought changes in selectivity and decrease in overall process productivity (Argüello et 
al., 2002). In UF membrane, there is a rapid permeate flux decrease during early period 
of filtration, followed by a long and gradual flux decline towards a steady or nearly 
steady-state limit value (Barros et. al., 2003; Song 1998). 
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Fig. 5.79 Corrected specific permeate flux (CSPF) of ceramic MF at various feeds and TMPs
During current filtration runs, the CRF, CSF, permeate volume, loss of flux 
values and fouling rates were recorded differently in MF and UF membranes, although 
they were fed with same feeds of tap water, SSEs and RSEs at similar TMPs of 100, 
200 and 300 kPa (Fig. 5.79 and 5.80). These variations in permeate fluxes, recovery and 
fouling rates may be due to membranes pore size and fouling mechanism types involved 
on membrane surfaces. 
The CPFs, WR %, permeate volume, CRF and CSF values were found higher in
MF membrane than UF in all studied feeds and TMPs. The flux loss was greater in 
ceramic MF membrane than UF in all studied feeds and TMPs. The range of flux loss 
was 0.1 to 0.70 L/m2.h/kPa in MF membrane, whereas 0.1 to 0.07 L/m2.h/kPa in UF 
membrane. This difference in flux value due to pore sizes and difference in flux loss
may be due to types of fouling mechanisms occurring at both membranes. 
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Fig.5.80 Corrected specific permeate flux (CSPF) of ceramic UF at various feeds and TMPs
Among the ceramic MF and UF membranes fed with tap water, SSEs and RSEs 
in all studied TMPs; MF membrane showed higher fouling rate than UF membranes. 
When comparing the SSEs and RSEs; RSEs fed membranes showed higher fouling rate 
than SSEs fed in all studied TMPs. RSEs feeds causing more fouling than SSEs in all 
studied TMPs, as higher flux losses were observed on RSEs fed both MF and UF 
membrane.
Among MF and UF membranes, the highest corrected permeate fluxes were 
observed at MF membrane fed with RSEs at TMP of 300 kPa, whereas the lowest CPFs 
were recorded at UF membrane fed with SSEs at TMP of 100 kPa. In wastewater 
treatment effluents, EfOM plays a major role in organic and colloidal fouling of 
membranes (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Organic fouling tends to increases Rt of fouled 
membrane (Ang and Elimelech 2007 and 2008), and colloidal fouling tends to increases 
the trans-membrane osmotic pressure and decrease salt rejection (Hoek and Elimelech 
2003). In these current filtration experiments, all studied feeds and TMPs; the UF 
membrane shows higher Rt than MF (details in section 6.2.2 of chapter 6). This 
indicates that higher organic fouling occurred in UF membrane than MF. Different 
values of EC reduction percentages were reported at MF and UF membranes at all 
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studied feeds and TMPs. However, lesser EC rejection percentages were recorded in
both MF and UF membrane operated at TMPs of 300 kPa; which may indicate increases 
in colloidal fouling of both ceramic MF and UF membranes at this higher TMP of 300 
kPa. 
5.6.2.1.2 High pressure membrane (BWRO) system  
The highest corrected permeate flux (79.80 L/m2.h) and WR % (40.39 %) values 
were reported at MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during whole filtration run 
at TMP of 4000 kPa among all studied feeds and TMPs. The lowest corrected flux
(20.60 L/m2.h) values were reported at UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
during whole filtration run at TMP of 1000 kPa. These values indicate the higher RO 
membrane fouling rate was occurring in UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
than MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. 
The highest corrected specific permeate flux (CSPF) values were observed at UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at lowest TMP of 1000 
kPa. The lowest CSPF values were reported at MBR permeate (synthetic fed) fed RO 
membrane during filtration run at TMP of 4000 kPa (Fig. 5.81). Though there was the 
significant variation in CSPF values of various feeds fed RO membrane observed 
during filtration runs at studied TMPs. There was no significant difference on CRF
values of RO membrane fed with studied feeds. However, lower CRF values were 
observed at MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa and highest CRF
values were observed at MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at same TMP.
In addition, there was also no significant difference of flux loss values of RO 
membrane fed with all studied feeds. The value ranges of flux loss was 0.00 L/m2.h/kPa 
to 0.0070 L/m2.h/kPa. The lowest flux loss values were recorded at MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at TMP of 1000 kPa, followed by UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO during filtration run at same TMP. Higher flux losses were 
reported at MBR permeate fed RO membrane during filtration runs at TMP of 1000 and 
2500 kPa, followed by GMF filtered fed RO membrane during filtration run at TMP of
2500 kPa. 
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The highest Rt, Rf values with lowest permeate production values were recorded 
at MBR permeate (synthetic fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at TMP of
4000 kPa. The second largest Rt, Rf values were reported at GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane during filtration run at this TMP. The lowest Rt and Rf were observed during 
filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane, closely followed by MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at TMP of 1000 kPa. The highest permeate volumes were 
recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane, closely 
followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. Based on 
the Rt and Rf values, UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane shown less fouling. 
These results demonstrated the suitability of ceramic UF membrane as a pre-treatment 
for RO membrane for reducing fouling potentiality. The results of filtrtation runs of UF 
membrane fed with RSEs also demonstrated potentilality of UF membrane as pre-
treatment to RO membrane.  The results of filtration experiments of UF membrane with 
RSEs conducted by Qin and Kekre (2011) found UF membrane as an attractive pre-
treatment prior to RO membrane for SEs reclamation.
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The variations in values of Rt, Rf and CPF values may be due to the foulants at 
feeds and fouling mechanisms occurring on BWRO membrane surfaces, which 
ultimately increases the resistances, reducing permeable membrane areas causing 
decline in permeate fluxes. Moreover, in wastewater treatment effluents, EfOM plays a 
major role in organic and colloidal fouling of RO membranes (Jarusutthirak et al.,
2002). Organic fouling tends to increases Rt of fouled membrane (Ang and Elimelech 
2007 and 2008), and colloidal fouling tends to increase the trans-membrane osmotic 
pressure and decreased salt rejection (Hoek and Elimelech 2003). In these current 
filtration experiments, it was observed that in all studied feeds and TMPs, MBR 
permeate fed BWRO membrane [except UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane 
at TMP of 1000 kPa] shown higher Rt than other feeds fed BWRO.This situation 
indicates that higher RO membrane organic fouling occurred in MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane than other feeds. In case of EC removal %, the highest values were reported 
at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane during whole filtration run at three 
different studied TMPs (1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa). However, lesser EC 
rejection percentages were recorded in both MF and UF membrane permeates (RSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane; which may indicate increased in BWRO membrane colloidal 
fouling of MF/UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed BWRO membranes in all studied TMPs.
In most cases of filtration runs, when BWRO membranes fed with SEs, initial 
fouling rate decreased significantly until 24 hours of filtration runs. Most researchers 
reported this type of phenomena (Ang and Elimelech 2008; Hertzberg et. al., 2010). 
This loss of RO membrane flux was attributed to compaction of membranes during first 
24 hours of filtration run. Some of the researchers also reported this initial flux loss 
beyond the 24 hours. Hertzberg et al. (2010) demonstrated that similar RO membrane 
trend when conducting RO membrane filtration with RSEs with low pressure membrane 
polishing. They (Hertzberg et al., 2010) attributed this high initial flux loss of RO 
membranes due to accumulation of organic matter; when feed with pre-treated RSEs.
However, in these current filtrations runs of membranes, the initial flux loss in terms of
fouling rate observed insignificant due to longer days of preliminary filtration runs 
before start of the filtration with synthetic and real feeds.
In current filtration experiments, during initial filtration runs, the fouling rates at 
RO membranes with different feeds became more evident and clearer with increased 
filtration run times. Though synthetic feeds showed higher initial flux values, the flux 
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loss values of RO membrane were reported higher in real feeds than synthetic feeds at 
all studied TMPs. Pre-treatment fed with RSEs shows higher fouling rate in RO 
membrane than SSEs fed pre-treatments. This higher fouling rate could be related to a 
higher amount complex of EfOM in real feeds than synthetic feeds and most of  
dissolved organic particles were pass thru ceramic MF and UF membranes, and 
deposited at RO membrane fed with these permeates. In addition, more fouling occurred
in real feeds than synthetic feeds fed RO membrane, due to transition of organic fouling 
to bio-fouling. The higher concentration of organic matter in RSEs feeds may have 
provided more food for bio-film development causing increased fouling rate. Due to 
higher organic content reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at all studied TMPs. This feed may be causing higher organic fouling and 
simultaneously higher bio-fouling in RO membranes than other feeds in all studied 
TMPs. 
5.6.2.2 PFWQPs values and reduction percentages  
 
5.6.2.2.1 Low pressure membrane (ceramic MF and UF) systems  
A comparison of both SSEs and RSEs fed ceramic MF and UF membrane
concluded that UF membrane was more successful in reduction of most of physical and 
chemical foulants than MF membranes. Percentages reduction of these foulants were 
reported higher in UF membrane than MF membrane during whole filtration runs at all 
studied TMPs (100, 200 and 300 kPa).
Previous studies showed that mainly turbidity, DOC and TSS are the key factors 
which influence the low pressure membrane (MF/UF) filterability and fouling when 
these are fed with BTSEs (Nguyen et. al., 2010a). The studies of Nguyen et al., further 
demonstrated that turbidity dominant the filterability (in terms of permeate volume 
production) of MF membrane, whereas DOC for UF membrane. These current filtration 
studies measured filterability in term of permeate volume of the treated effluents. The 
results showed that, between ceramic MF and UF membrane, the higher permeate 
volume production was reported during filtrations runs of both SSEs and RSEs fed MF 
membrane than UF at all studied TMPs. This may be due to variation in the pore size, 
membrane surface areas and filtration mechanism of ceramic MF and UF membrane.
In comparison with SSEs and RSEs feeds, RSEs fed both MF and UF membrane 
produced more permeate volume than SSEs feeds. This may be due to the majority of 
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complex particles present in EfOM of RSEs were easily pass thru MF/UF membrane 
because of their minute sizes than pores size of both MF and UF. Though RSEs feeds
MF and UF membrane produced more permeate volume, but when these permeates 
were fed to RO membrane, its produced less permeate volume than synthetic MF/UF 
permeates (SSEs fed) fed BWRO membrane (details in sections 5.2 and 5.3 of this 
chapter). The results of current filtration studies also demonstrated that reversible 
fouling/cake layer fouling was more in MF membrane than UF but in UF membrane 
there was dominancy of pore fouling/irreversible fouling, because of the size of the 
pores (details in section 6.1 of Chapter 6). 
5.6.2.2.2 High pressure membrane (BWRO) system  
Variations between physical and chemical PFWQP values/reduction percentages 
were recorded during filtration runs of RO membrane feed with all studied feeds and 
TMPs. The feed temperature values were recorded in range of 20oC -27.5oC during 
filtration runs of RO membrane in all studied feeds and TMPs, however the highest feed 
temperature was reported in MBR permeate fed RO at highest TMP of 4000 kPa. In all 
feeds, RO membrane reduced temperature negatively at all studied TMPs. 
The TSS values were not detected during filtration runs of RO membrane in all 
studied feeds and TMPs. Though highest feed turbidity values were reported during 
filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by 
same feed at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa, but higher turbidity (95%) reduction 
percentages were also recorded during filtration runs of same feed RO membrane fed at 
TMP of 4000 kPa.
The absorbance feed values were recorded highest during filtration runs of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed at different
TMPs of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa. The lowest feed absorbance values were recorded 
during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs; 
but removal percentages of all feeds [except MF permeate (SSEs fed), UF permeate 
(SSEs fed)] were at range of 94-98%.
The TDS values were recorded highest at GMF filtered fed RO at TMP of 4000 
kPa, followed by TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa of same feed RO membrane. The 
lowest TDS values were reported during filtration run of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed
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RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. The highest TDS removal percentages (99%) were 
recorded during the filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) and >96% of TDS were 
reduced during filtration runs of all feeds fed at RO at all studied TMPs.
The EC and ionic strength values were reported highest during filtration runs of
GMF filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at 
TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa. The EC removal % were recorded >96% during 
filtration runs of GMF filtered, MBR permeate, UF permeate (SSEs) and MF permeate 
(SSEs) fed RO membrane and about 99 % of EC value was reduced during filtration run
of MF and UF permeates (RSEs) fed RO membrane. The lowest ionic strength values 
were recorded during filtration runs of MF and UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at all studied TMPs. The lowest EC removal percentages were recorded 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. 
However the highest ionic strength were removed during filtration runs of MF and UF 
permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa followed by MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) and UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane.
The highest SDI feed values were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa. The lowest SDI values were observed during filtration
runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa.
The highest pH values were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed
RO at TMP of 1000 kPa, followed by same feeds but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 4000 
kPa. The lowest pH values were observed during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa. The highest pH removal 
percentages of all studied feeds fed RO membrane recorded at TMP of 4000 kPa but 
difference in removal percentages were almost the same.
The highest TN and TP values were observed during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 
2500 kPa and 1000 kPa respectively. The lowest TN values were recorded during 
filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, 
closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMPs of 1000 kPa 
and 2500 kPa. Similar reduction percentages were recorded in all studied TMPs and 
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feeds, however the highest of 100% TN reduction were observed during filtration runs 
of MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa and 2500 kPa. 
Almost the same TP reduction percentages were observed during filtration runs of 
various feed RO at all studied TMPs, however highest removal rates (>97%) were 
observed during filtration runs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
4000 kPa.The highest COD values were recorded during filtration runs of GMF filtered 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa and 4000 kPa, followed by same feed but at 
TMP of 2500 kPa. The lowest COD values were observed during filtration runs of MF 
and UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. Similar COD 
reduction percentages were observed during filtration runs of all studied feeds and 
TMPs.
During filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane showed highest 
values of TC, IC and TOC at TMP of 4000 kPa, followed by same MBR permeate feed 
but at TMP of 2500 kPa and 1000 kPa respectively. Greater than 95% of TC values 
were reduced during filtration runs of GMF filtered and MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, and >92% of TC removed during filtration runs of 
MF/UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO at TMP of 1000 kPa and 4000 kPa 
respectively.The lowest IC and TOC values were recorded during filtration runs of MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. During filtration runs of 
GMF filtered, MBR permeate, UF permeate (RSEs fed), and MF permeate (RSEs fed)
fed RO membrane, >94% of IC values were reduced. During the filtration run of UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO only >88% of IC reduced at all studied TMPs.  In MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane though IC values were almost similar as 
filtration runs at TMP of 1000 kPa and 2500 kPa and lowest was recorded at TMP of 
4000 kPa, but the removal % were observed highest at the TMP of 4000 kPa (> 93%). 
In GMF filtered fed RO membrane, highest TOC removal percentages were reported at 
TMP of 4000 kPa. In MBR fed RO, TOC reduction % were >96% in all studied TMPs, 
whereas in UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO reduction % were > 93% which were 
almost same as MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane. The UV254nm feed values 
were highest during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 
kPa, followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 and 1000 kPa respectively. The lowest 
feed UV254nm was reported at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all TMPs, 
followed closely by MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at all TMPs. In all
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feeds RO membrane reduced UV254nm (range of <90-96%) during filtration runs at all 
studied TMPs.
The presence of EPSs, and stable salt rejection observed imply that main 
mechanism responsible for permeate flux decline in case of RSEs feed MF/and UF pre-
treatments is an induced hydraulic resistance by the EPSs layer (Herzberg et. al. 2009). 
It was further observed that, a 70 % reduction in pre-treated permeate flux reduction 
will reduced in overall salt rejection by 1 % (Hertzberg et. al., 2009). The results of 
current filtration runs showed that highest EC removal percentages were observed at UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa; followed by MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO. This indicated that higher organic fouling was occurring at UF 
permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane than other studied feeds as EC R% was
observed lowest. The lowest EC R% was reported at GMF filtered fed RO membrane 
followed by MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO during whole filtration run at same TMP 
of 1000 kPa. These results demonstrated that MF/UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane experienced more organic fouling than MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO 
as EC R% recorded lowest. The highest Rt values were reported on UF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane and the lowest at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO during whole 
filtration period at TMP of 1000 kPa. At TMPs of 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa, highest EC 
reduction % were reported at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO and the lowest at same 
membrane permeate but fed with RSEs during whole filtration run. Among all feeds, 
highest Rt values were observed at MBR permeate (synthetic fed) fed RO membrane 
followed by GMF filtered fed RO during whole filtration run at all studied TMPs. These 
results indicated that both MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO membrane suffered 
from higher organic fouling than other feeds. Both MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed
RO shown lower Rt which indicate the lower RO organic fouling (details in section 6.2 
of Chapter 6). 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICAL FOULING MODELS 
 
6.1 Low pressure membranes (MF/UF) fouling models  
 
Fouling potentiality prediction and fouling characterisation of low pressure 
membrane systems (MF/UF) were done by using various standard indices and models.
The reduction in permeate and WR % implies deposition of foulants in membrane 
layers and similarly higher the SDI and foulants coefficients values indicate potentiality 
of particulate and others fouling in feed membranes. But these parameters generally 
does not reflect fouling phenomena in low pressure membranes systems, only indict that 
fouling started and will occurs. Most of fouling indices were only predicts and 
quantified foulants reduction via using of pre-treatments but not gives whole picture of 
fouling phenomena. Thus, study used some of the important fouling models to present 
complete picture of fouling phenomena.
The fouling characterisation models were applied to get the actual implication of 
fouling prediction and variation during applications. Some of the models/index are used 
to evaluate membrane performances and characterised fouling phenomena (Huang et 
al., 2008; Muthukumaran et al., 2011, Konieczny K. 2002; Huang et al., 2009a). Some 
of these models/indexes used for fouling characterisation & modellings were given in 
details in section 2.4 of Chapter 2.
6.1.1 Resistance-in-series  
The resistance-in-series model is used to evaluate fouling in membrane 
separation processes (Blanpain and Lalande 1997, Chang and Kim 2005). As this model 
can be used to explained decline of the permeate flux in a filtration process. The details 
description of this model is provided in section 2.4 of Chapter 2.
When SSEs or RSEs are being filtered, permeate flux is represented by the 
General Darcy’s law;
Jv = TMP/μRt…………………..……………………..…………………… (1)
Where, Jv represents permeate flux of feed water, Rt is total hydraulic resistance, 
and μ is viscosity of feed water. The Rt is often correlated with level of fouling and 
reduction in permeate fluxes, higher the Rt then higher the fouling rate but lower 
permeate fluxes rate. 
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The total resistance of membrane increases wherever there is membrane fouling 
(Song and Tay, 2011). The pure water flux recovery was defined as the ratio of  pure 
water flux of the fouled membrane after hydraulic cleaning to that of the virgin 
membrane. The Rm was calculated using the resistance-in-series model (Kimura et.al., 
2004; Al-Amoudi & Lovitt 2007) with the following equation; Rm  ǻS-o…………….(2)
Where, Rm is membrane instrinsic hydraulic resistance (i.e. resistance of the 
YLUJLQPHPUEDQHǻS LV703, μ is the viscocity of wastewater (taken as 0.958× 10-3
pa.s, i.e. same as viscosity of pure water at 220C), and Jo is the flux at time = 0
 
The total hydraulic resistance (Rt) is results of several resistances in series;
Rt = Rm + Rf = Rm + Ref + Rif……………………..……………………………………
(3) 
Where, Rt and Rm are previously commented, Rf is fouling resistance, which at 
same time is the sum of the external (Ref) plus internal (Rif) fouling resistance. 
The Ref is mainly due to deposition of a cake layer on membrane surface, and 
therefore, it can be removed by cleaning with ultra-pure (UP) water after the filtration 
experiments of the synthetic and real secondary effluents (R/SSEs). On other hand, the 
Rif is due to pore blocking and adsorption of materials onto the membrane surfaces and 
pores, which cannot be removed by water cleaning (Wang et. al, 2007; Benitez et al,
2009). The Ref includes concentration polarisation and deposition of solids on the 
membrane surface. The Rif is due internal fouling such as pore blocking. For calculating 
the Ref, at first recoverable fouling percentages were calculated by using the below 
mentioned formula presented by Alice et al., 2012 as recoverable fouling percentages is 
a collective measure of flux restored after hydraulic cleaning and chemical cleaning. 
………………..………………………. (4)
Where Jcc is flux after chemical cleaning (m/s) and JCWF is clean water flux (m/s). 
The Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages are the remaining values after 
subtracting with Ref and recoverable fouling percentages. The flux decline percentages 
were calculated by using the below given equation for finding the rate of fouling 
occurring during the filtration runs of membranes. 
………………………….………………….. (5)
Where Jo is the initial permeate flux (m/s) during beginning of the filtration runs, and JF
is the final permeate flux (m/s) of membrane during end of the filtration run. 
Recoverable Fouling (%) = Jcc / JJCWF ×100 
Flux Decline (%) = (Jo-JF)/ Jo × 100 
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The Rt, Rm, Rf, Ref, and Rif of ceramic MF and UF filtered with SSEs and RSEs 
at three different studied TMPs (100, 200 and 300 kPa) were calculated by using the 
above mentioned resistance-in-series model. The results are presented in the paragraphs
below.
 
6.1.1.1 SSEs feeds 
 
6.1.1.1.1 Ceramic MF membrane  
The resistance-in-series model of ceramic MF was calculated at three different 
TMPs and fed with tap water, SSEs and RSEs feeds. During preliminary filtration
experiment, ceramic MF membrane was fed with tap water (tap water fed data are not 
presented in this chapter). During the filtration experiments, firstly SSEs were prepared 
and fed into ceramic MF at studied TMPs (100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa). After 
sufficient batches of experiments (duplicates or even triplicates of experiments) with 
SSEs feeds, at next phases, permeate from MF membrane was fed into RO membrane at 
three different TMPs (1000, 2500 and 4000 kPa). 
6.1.1.1.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, Rif and Rm of SSEs fed MF membrane at three different TMPs 
(100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 kPa) were calculated, analysis by using the above given 
formulae and presented in Table 6.1. The Rm was 5.04 × 10-4 m-1 recorded for 1.4μm 
ceramic membrane (Raul et al., 2011). 
Table 6.1 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa
The Rt and Rf of tap water fed MF membrane increases slowly throughout whole 
filtration runs at TMP of 100 kPa. But in SSEs fed MF membrane trend of increasing 
throughout filtration run was same but initial and final resistance values were more and 
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different then tap water fed at same TMP of 100 kPa. These trends of increasing Rt and 
Rf may be due to foulants started to accumulate on to membrane surfaces decreases 
permeability and increases resistances.
During the initial phase of filtration run at TMP of 100 kPa, both SSEs and 
RSEs fed MF membrane showed higher Rt and Rf until about 50 mins of run, after that 
SSEs fed MF demonstrate the higher Rt and Rf than the other RSEs and tap water fed 
MF. During whole period of filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane, higher Rt and Rf
values were reported in this feed than other feeds. In all studied feeds, values increases 
throughout filtration period, though rates of increment were varies from initial to final 
filtration phases and feed types.
The reversible/external fouling resistance (Ref) values were lower during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane than RSEs fed MF at this TMP. Even Ref
reported lower during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane but recoverable fouling 
percentages were higher during filtration runs of this feed at this TMP. In case of 
irreversible/internal fouling resistance (Rif) values reported lower during filtration runs 
of SSEs fed MF membrane than RSEs fed MF. The irrecoverable fouling percentages 
values were also reported lower in this feed and TMP, but higher permeability declined 
percentages of MF membrane were observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF at 
this lowest TMP.
6.1.1.1.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif of ceramic MF membrane fed with SSEs at middle TMP 
of 200 kPa are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 200 kPa
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Both Rt and Rf values are increases throughout filtration period. Among feeds, 
Rt and Rf values of SSEs fed MF membrane were reported higher than other feeds 
during whole filtration runs. The tap water fed MF membrane stand in second position 
and the lowest resistances were reported in RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP. 
Both Rt and Rf values of both SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane are increases 
quickly during initial phase of filtration runs than later period at this middle TMP. The 
Ref values were reported lower during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane than 
RSEs fed MF. Even the Ref reported lower during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF 
membrane but higher recoverable fouling percentages were recorded during filtration 
runs of same fed MF. The Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages values reported 
lower during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane than RSEs fed at this TMP. The 
higher permeability declined percentages were observed during filtration runs of SSEs 
fed MF membrane at this TMP.  
6.1.1.1.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values of SSEs feed MF membrane at the highest TMP of 
300 kPa are presented in Table 6.3. The Rt and Rf values of SSEs feed are reported 
higher than RSEs and tap water fed MF membrane at this TMP. The second higher Rt
and Rf values were observed at RSEs fed MF membrane, followed by tap water fed MF.
Similar to other TMPs, Rt and Rf values of both SSEs and RSEs fed MF 
membrane increases sharply during initial period of filtration than later phase. The Rt
and Rf values of SSEs fed MF membrane reported higher than RSEs fed MF membrane 
during whole filtration runs at this TMP. After about 200 mins of filtration run, there 
was noticeably sudden increment of both Rt and Rf values of SSEs fed MF membrane.
The Ref values were reported lower during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane 
than RSEs fed MF. Even Ref reported lower during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF 
membrane but higher recoverable fouling percentages were observed at this feed at 
same TMP.
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Table 6.3 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 300 kPa 
The Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages values reported lower during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane than RSEs fed. At this highest TMP of 300 
kPa, permeability losses were reported highest during filtration runs of both SSEs and 
RSEs fed MF membrane than UF membrane in both feeds. 
6.1.1.1.2 Ceramic UF 
The resistance-in-series model of ceramic ultra-filtration (UF) was calculated at 
three different TMPs (100, 200 and 300 kPa) and feeds (tap water, SSEs and RSEs). 
During preliminary filtration experiments, ceramic UF was fed with tap water runs at 
studied TMPs (data are not shown). During filtration experiments, firstly SSEs were 
prepared and fed into ceramic UF membrane at these TMPs. After sufficient batches of 
experiments (duplicate or even triplicates of experiments) with SSEs feed, at next phase, 
permeates from UF membrane was fed into BWRO at three different TMPs (1000, 2500 
and 4000 kPa). 
6.1.1.1.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
At this TMP of 100 kPa, both Rt and Rf values of SSEs fed UF membrane
reported highest than RSEs fed UF membrane during whole filtration runs. Both the Rt
and Rf values were rises quickly during initial phase of filtration run than later phase 
where steadily increment was reported (Table 6.4).
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Table 6.4 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 100 kPa
The Rt and Rf values of SSEs fed UF membrane were reported higher, closely 
followed by RSEs feed UF membrane and the lowest Rt and Rf values were observed in 
the tap water fed UF membrane during whole filtration periods. The highest Ref values 
were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane, whereas lowest Ref
values were recorded in RSEs fed UF at this TMP. The higher recoverable fouling 
percentages recorded during filtration runs of UF membrane than MF membrane at 
TMP of 100 kPa.
 
6.1.1.1.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The highest Rt and Rf values were recorded during whole filtration runs of SSEs 
fed UF membrane, closely followed by RSEs fed UF, whereas lowest Rt and Rf values 
were recorded in tap water fed UF at this middle TMP of 200 kPa (Table 6.5).
The highest Ref values were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF 
membrane, whereas lowest Ref values were recorded in RSEs fed UF at this TMP. At 
this TMP, highest Rif were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane 
followed by SSEs fed. The higher irrecoverable fouling percentages were recorded 
during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane than MF membranes fed with SSEs at 
this TMP. In both SSEs and RSEs feeds, higher permeability losses were reported in 
MF membrane than UF at this TMP. 
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Table 6.5 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 200 kPa
 
6.1.1.1.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa are 
in Table 6.6. At this TMP, higher Rt and Rf values were reported in SSEs fed UF 
membrane closely followed by RSEs fed during whole filtration period. The lowest Rt
and Rf values were observed during the filtration runs of tap water fed UF membrane.
Table 6.6 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic UF at 300 kPa
The highest Ref values were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF 
membrane, whereas lowest Ref with RSEs fed at this TMP. The higher Rif were recorded 
during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane than SSEs fed. The higher 
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irrecoverable fouling percentages were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane 
fed with RSEs, but lowest irrecoverable fouling percentages were observed during 
filtration runs of tap water fed UF at this TMP. However, highest permeability decline 
values were reported during filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane 
than UF at this TMP.
6.1.1.2 RSEs feeds  
 
6.1.1.2.1 Ceramic MF 
 
6.1.1.2.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif of RSEs fed MF membrane during filtration runs at TMP 
of 100 kPa are in Table 6.7. The values and trend of RSEs fed MF membrane were 
different than SSEs fed MF membrane at studied TMPs. The Rt and Rf values of RSEs 
fed MF increases up to about 180 mins of filtration run, after that period, both values 
increases at slower rates. The highest Ref values were recorded during filtration runs of 
SSEs fed UF membrane, but lowest Ref values were recorded RSEs fed MF. The highest 
recoverable fouling percentages values were observed during filtration runs of MF 
membrane than UF in all feeds at this TMP.
Table 6.7 Various resistances of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa
The higher Rif values were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF 
membrane. But the lower Rif resistance values were reported during filtration runs of 
MF fed with same feed at this TMP. In both RSEs and SSEs feeds, higher irrecoverable 
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fouling percentages and permeability were recorded during filtration runs of UF 
membrane than MF.
 
6.1.1.2.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif of RSEs fed MF membrane during filtration runs at TMP 
of 200 kPa are in Table 6.8. The highest Ref values were recorded in RSEs fed UF 
membrane but the lowest Ref values were reported MF membrane feed with same RSEs 
at the TMP of 200 kPa. But highest recoverable fouling percentages were observed 
during the filtration runs of the both RSEs and SSEs feed MF membrane than UF at this 
TMP. The higher Rif values were observed during the filtration runs of both SSEs and 
RSEs feed UF membrane than MF. The higher irrecoverable fouling percentages were 
recorded during the filtration runs of RSEs feed MF membrane. The RSEs feed MF 
membrane reported the higher permeability fluxes decline than the UF membrane at this
TMP. 
Table 6.8 Various resistances of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 200 kPa
 
6.1.1.2.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif of RSEs fed ceramic MF at TMP of 300 kPa are in Table 
6.9. The lowest Ref and recoverable fouling percentages values were observed during 
filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP. The higher Rif values were 
recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane than MF membrane. The 
results demonstrated that pore or irreversible fouling were more in UF membrane than 
MF membrane during the filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs feed at all TMPs. The 
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highest permeability decline values were reported during filtration runs of both SSEs 
and RSEs feed MF membrane than UF at this TMP.  
Table 6.9 Various resistances of RSEs fed ceramic MF at 300 kPa
 
6.1.1.2.2 Ceramic UF  
 
6.1.1.2.2.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
Both Rt and Rf values of RSEs fed UF membrane reported lower than SSEs fed 
UF membrane during whole filtration run at all studied TMPs. The Rt and Rf values of 
RSEs fed UF membrane increases quickly in initial phase of filtration run than later 
phase (Table 6.10).
Table 6.10 Various resistances of RSEs fed ceramic UF at 100 kPa
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The highest Ref values were recorded at RSEs fed UF membrane but lowest Ref
values were reported same fed MF membrane at same TMP. Though highest 
recoverable fouling percentages were observed during filtration runs of MF membrane 
than UF in all feeds, but higher flux losses, Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages 
were recorded in RSEs fed UF.
6.1.1.2.2.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
In middle TMP of 200 kPa, higher Rt and Rf values were reported during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely followed by the RSEs fed (Table 
6.11). The lowest Rt and Rf values were recorded during filtration runs of tap water fed 
at this TMP. The highest Ref values were recorded at RSEs fed UF membrane but 
lowest Ref resistances were reported during filtration runs of MF at this feed and TMP. 
The highest recoverable fouling percentages were observed during filtration runs of MF 
membrane than UF in all studied TMPs and feeds.
Table 6.11 Various resistances of RSEs fed ceramic UF at 200 kPa
At this TMP of 200 kPa, highest Rif were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs 
fed UF membrane followed by same membrane fed with SSEs. But higher irrecoverable 
fouling percentages were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at 
this TMP. In all feeds (except tap water feed) MF membrane showed higher flux losses 
than UF membrane at all studied TMPs. 
6.1.1.2.2.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
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The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values of RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa are 
in Table 6.12. The Rt and Rf values of RSEs fed UF membrane were slightly higher than 
SSEs fed UF membrane during later phase filtration runs at this TMP. The highest Ref
values were recorded at RSEs fed UF membrane and lowest Ref resistances were 
reported MF membrane at this TMP. The highest recoverable fouling percentages were 
observed at MF membrane than UF membrane in all studied feed. The higher 
irreversible fouling resistances (Rif) were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF 
membrane, whereas lowest Rif resistances were observed during filtration runs of tap 
water fed MF membrane. The higher irrecoverable fouling percentages were recorded in 
RSEs fed MF membrane, whereas lowest irrecoverable fouling percentages were 
observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane at this TMP. The highest 
permeability decline values were reported during filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs 
fed MF membrane than UF at this TMP.
Table 6.12 Various resistances of RSEs fed ceramic UF at 300 kPa
 
6.1.1.3 Summary of resistance-in-series models of  SSEs/RSEs fed MF/UF  
membranes at all studied TMPs 
In wastewater treatment effluents, EfOM plays a major role in organic and 
colloidal fouling of membranes (Jarusutthirak et al., 2002). Organic fouling tends to 
increases Rt of fouled membrane (Ang and Elimelech 2007 and 2008), and colloidal 
fouling tends to increases the trans-membrane osmotic pressure and to decrease salt 
rejection (Hoek and Elimelech 2003).
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In case of ceramic MF membrane, both Rt and Rf values of tap water feed come 
in between SSEs and RSEs feed at all studied TMPs, whereas in case of UF membrane 
Rt and Rf values of tap water feed were always reported lower than Rt and Rf values of 
SSEs and RSEs feeds. In both MF and UF membranes, both Rt and Rf values of SSEs 
fed were reported higher than other RSEs and tap water feeds during whole filtration 
runs at all studied TMPs. These situations of higher Rt and Rf of SSEs fed may be due to 
rejection of synthetic foulants by membrane, whereas most of foulants presents in RSEs 
usually pass thru both membranes surfaces due to smaller size than membrane pores. In 
these filtration experiments, it was observed that in all studied feeds and TMPs, UF 
membrane shown higher Rt than MF membrane, this situation indicate that higher 
organic fouling was occurring in UF membrane than MF. The EC reduction percentages 
were reported at MF and UF membranes fed with studied feeds/TMPs. However, lower 
EC rejection percentages were recorded in both MF and UF membranes operated at 
TMPs of 300 kPa; which may indicate the increases in colloidal fouling of both MF and 
UF membranes at this higher TMP.
There are reported similarities of performance of Rt and Rf values reported 
during filtration runs of MF and UF membrane fed with studied feeds, but there were 
significant variation of reversible (Ref) and irreversible fouling (Rif) resistances during 
filtration runs of low pressure (MF/UF) membranes fed with both SSEs and RSEs at 
studied TMP of 100, 200 and 300 kPa. There were also variation in recoverable and 
irrecoverable fouling percentage values between MF and UF membrane at studied feeds 
and TMPs. In all TMPs, highest Ref values were observed during filtration runs of UF 
membrane fed with SSEs at TMP of 200 kPa, very closely followed by same UF 
membrane fed with same feed but operated at TMP of 300 kPa. The lowest reversible 
fouling resistances were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at 
TMP of 300 kPa, followed by same MF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa. The highest 
recoverable fouling percentages were recorded during filtration runs of tap water and 
SSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa, whereas lowest recoverable fouling 
percentages were reported during filtration run of RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 
300 kPa. In both low pressure (MF/UF) membranes systems, during filtration runs 
higher recoverable fouling was reported at SSEs feeds than the RSEs feeds at all studied 
TMPs.
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Among all feeds, the higher irreversible fouling resistances (Rif) values were 
observed during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa, closely 
followed by same membrane at same TMP but fed with SSEs. The lowest Rif values 
were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane fed with tap water at the TMP of 
300 kPa. In all studied feeds and TMPs, those membranes with higher recoverable
fouling percentages showed lower irrecoverable fouling percentages. In all feeds (tap 
water, SSEs, and RSEs), higher irrecoverable fouling percentages were recorded during 
filtration runs of MF membrane than UF at all studied TMPs. The highest irrecoverable 
fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at 
TMP of 300 kPa; whereas lowest irrecoverable fouling percentages were recorded 
during filtration runs of same membrane but fed with tap water at TMP of 200 kPa. 
These results demonstrated that higher irreversible fouling was occurring in UF 
membrane fed with RSEs than MF. These results further indicated dominancy of 
internal/pore fouling in UF membrane than MF in all studied feeds and TMPs. Though 
the lower permeability flux declines were observed during the filtration runs of SSEs 
fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa.
6.1.2 Cake filtration models of both ceramic MF and UF membranes  
There are four well-known models describing different membrane fouling 
mechanisms, namely; complete pore blocking, intermediate pore-blocking (long-term 
adsorption), standard pore blocking (direct adsorption) and cake filtration model. The 
description and equations relating the permeate volume (V) and filtration time (t) for 
these models can be found in Bowen et al. (1995). Membrane fouling can contribute to 
pore blocking, narrowing pores and cake-layer formation on the membrane surface. The 
pore blocking and pore narrowing is caused by deposits and adsorption of organic 
matter and particles smaller than the pore size. The particles of larger sizes than the pore 
size may form a cake layer on the membrane surface. When secondary effluents are 
filtered through a membrane, a cake layer is being formed on the membrane surface due 
to the rejection of macro-solutes by the membrane. Hence, the resistance to filtration by 
this cake layer is assumed to increase proportionally with the volume of wastewater 
filtered. The details are in section 2.4 of Chapter 2.
Analysis of the flux data using equations given in Bowen et. al., (1995) revealed 
that fouling in this initial period is best described by the standard blocking mechanisms 
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(i.e. pore adsorption) since a plot of t/V versus t for these data points as linear 
(R2>0.99) (Nguyen et al 2010b). Nguyen et al, (2010b) reported the adsorption of 
particle smaller than the MF membrane pore size (0.1 um) on the internal pore walls 
(standard blocking ) during the first 30 minutes followed by the formation of a cake 
layer from particle larger than 0.1 um, which include colloidal organic matter and 
suspended solids. They further found that fouling in the UF membrane with the same 
raw activated sludge effluent was different than MF membrane, as during whole period 
of cake fouling filtration mechanism was dominant in UF membrane because of smaller 
pore size of UF membrane (Nguyen et al. 2010a). In these current filtration 
experiments, in order to compare the fouling mechanism of different feeds, the ratio of 
filtration time (t) to permeate volume (V) was plotted against the permeate volume (V). 
If there is no linear section in flux curve for that feed, then it suggests that fouling by 
this feed is not governed by cake filtration mechanism. The fouling modelling results of 
current filtration run showed that UF membrane fouling was different than MF 
membrane fouling though fed with same SSEs and RSEs feeds, as during whole period 
of filtration cake fouling filtration mechanisms was dominant in UF membrane (1 kDa = 
0.002 μm) because of smaller pore size than MF membrane (1.4 μm). 
6.1.2.1 SSEs  and RSEs feeds  
Among both SSEs/RSEs feeds and membranes, SSEs fed UF membrane showed 
higher cake filtration mechnisms than SSEs fed MF membrane during filtration runs at 
all studied TMPs. In all filtration runs SSEs fed both MF and UF showed higher cake 
layers than RSEs fed. This may be due to larger particles size in SSEs feed than RSEs.
6.1.2.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The highest cake formation was observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF 
membrane whereas lowest cake formation was during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF 
membrane at TMP of 100 kPa. The filtration results showed that highest permeate
volume was recorded duirng filtraion runs of RSEs fed MF membrane because of 
lowest cake formation at all studied TMPs. The details of experimental cake layer 
models of all studied feeds at TMP of 100 kPa are in Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2.
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Fig 6.1 Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs  and RSEs fed MF membranes at 100 kPa (cross FV=2 
m/s) and T=25oC
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Fig 6.2 Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs  and RSEs fed UF membranes at 100 kPa (cross FV=2 
m/s) and T=25oC
6.1.2.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
The highest cake formation was observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF 
membrane whereas lowest cake formation was during  filtration runs of RSEs fed MF 
membrane at TMP of 200 kPa.
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Fig 6.3Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF membranes at 200 kPa (cross FV=2 
m/s) and T=25oC
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Fig 6.4 Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF membranes at 200 kPa (cross FV=2 
m/s) and T=25oC
The filtration results further showed that highest permeate volume was recorded 
duirng  filtraion runs of RSEs fed MF membrane because of lowest cake formation at all 
studied TMPs (Fig. 6.3 and 6.4).
6.1.2.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
In case of TMP of 300 kPa, highest cake layers were developed during the 
filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane whereas lowest cake layers were formed 
during the filtration runs of tap water fed MF closely followed by RSEs fed MF 
membrane. The most of the dissolved particles of RSEs were easily pass thru both MF 
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and UF membrane and become major foulants for RO membrane as results showed flux 
lossess were higher in MF/UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane (details in 
section 6.2 of chapter 6). 
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Fig 6.5 Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF membranes at 300 kPa (cross FV=2 
m/s) and T=25oC
The filtration results further showed that highest permeate volume was recorded 
duirng filtraion runs of tap water and RSEs fed MF membrane because of lowest cake 
formation at all studied TMPs. The experimental cake layer models of SSEs and RSEs 
fed MF and UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa are in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6.
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Fig 6.6Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs feed UF membranes at 300 kPa (cross FV=2 
m/s) and T=25oC
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6.1.2.2 Summary of cake filtration models of MF and UF membranes fed with 
SSEs and RSEs at all studied  TMPs 
Among both studied feeds and membranes, SSEs fed UF membrane showed 
higher cake filtration mechnisms than SSEs fed MF membrane during filtration runs at 
all studied TMPs. In all filtration runs SSEs fed both MF and UF showed higher cake 
layers than RSEs fed.This may be due to the larger particles size in SSEs feeds than the 
RSEs one.
The experimental results showed that cake filtration model was much suitable 
for UF membrane than MF. The experimental results were obtained by Jacob and 
Jaffrin (2000) showed cake filtration model is fitted well for UF membrane (15 kDa), 
which was comparable with current filtration models. In case of MF membrane in all 
studied cases, cake filtration models were not fittted whereas pore narrowing model 
fitted well. Further, Jegatheesan et. al. (2009) found combination of external and 
progressive internal fouling fits MF membrane experiments. Their results further 
showed that UF and MF membrane fouling could be explained better by combination 
fouling models/combination of external and progressive internal fouling (Jegatheesan 
et. al., 2009).
Various studies confirmed that presence of smaller particles cause several 
fouling and ends to irreversible fouling (Boerlage et. al., 2002; Boerlage et al., 1998; 
Soffer et al., 2004).  Soffer et al., (2004) reported that pore blocking fouling was much 
more severe than cake layer and this can be significantly reduced by increasing the 
particle size. Nguyen et al. 2010b found standrad pore blocking fouling mechanisms in 
MF membrane during initial filtration run than cake filtration model was demonstrated 
during remaining part of filtration runs, whereas in case of UF memrbane fouling could 
be described by cake filtration-model throughout filtration period (Nguyen et al. 2010b).
6.1.3 Unified membrane fouling Index (UMFI) 
The UMFI was developed based on Hermia’s filtration model, assuming that 
cake filtration was the predominant fouling mechanism but included a potential 
contribution from cake layer formation and pore blocking (Huang et al., 2009a). It is 
defined as the slope of curve of reciprocal of the normalised flux (Jo/J) versus 
accumulated specific permeates volume (v), due to following linear relationship: Jo/J = 
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(RcCf/Rm) v+1, where, Jo is permeate flow at time t = 0 (Jo = pure water flux of pristine 
membrane), J is water flux through membrane for water/wastewater being tested, Rc is 
specific resistance of cake layer, Cf is foulant concentration of feed, Rm clean membrane 
resistance and v is  the accumulate specific permeate volume (L/m2). It has a unit of 
m2/L. It is a measure of total fouling capacity of the feedwater (details in section 2.3.4
of Chapter 2).
6.1.3.1 SSEs and RSEs feeds 
To utilise the UMFI concept, MF, UF and RO fouling was evaluated by plotting 
reciprocal of normalised flux (Jo/J) versus accumulated specific permeate volume (v in 
L.m2) by all studied feeds and TMPs. If there is non-linearity of curve, then UMFI will 
be hard to compute for that feed. The unforced linear regression was used to determine 
the slopes of curves of all feeds, which equate to UMFI values (m2/L). Moreover, 
deviation of the y-intercepts of the feed curves from 1 will likely due to influence of the 
pore blocking mechanisms in initial period of filtration, when cake layer just begin to 
build up.
The derivation of the UMFI can be found in Huang et al., 2008, their results 
demonstrated that higher the UMFI, higher membrane fouling potential. The UMFI 
model fitting to experimental data obtained in synthetic and real SEs fed MF and UF at 
all studied TMPs [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC] were analysed and presented. UMFI 
can be applied to both constant-pressure and constant-flux filtration. It should be noted 
that these filtration experiments were based on constant-pressure. The UMFI provides a 
tool to assess fouling potentiality of studied synthetic and real feeds quantitatively. 
Among all studied feeds/TMPs, higher UMFI values were reported during the filtration 
runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, closely followed by SSEs fed same 
membrane at this same TMP. The lowest UMFI values were recorded during filtration 
runs of RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa.
6.1.3.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
The higher UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of tap water fed
UF membrane closely followed by SSEs fed MF membrane, whereas lowest UMFI 
values were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane at this lowest 
TMP of 100 kPa (Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8).
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Fig.6.7 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs feed MF membrane at TMP of 100kPa [(cross 
FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.8 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100kPa [(cross 
FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.3.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
At the middle TMP of 200 kPa, higher UMFI values were recorded duirng 
filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane closely followed by SSEs fed same 
membrane. The lowest UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed
UF membrane (Fig. 6.9 and 6.10). 
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Fig.6.9 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs feed MF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa [(cross 
FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.10 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs feed UF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa [(cross 
FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.3.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
The higher UMFI values were observed during the filtration runs of SSEs fed
MF membrane closely followed by same membrane but fed with RSEs at this highest 
TMP of 300 kPa. Lowest UMFI values were reported during filtration runs of RSEs fed
UF membrane (Fig. 6.11 and 6.12).
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Fig.6.11 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa [(cross 
FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC] 
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Fig.6.12 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa [(cross 
FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.3.2  Summary of UMFI of MF and UF membranes fed with SSEs and RSEs 
at all studied TMPs 
 
Though, both SSEs/RSEs fed UF membrane showed higher cake layer formation 
than both SSEs/RSEs fed MF membrane, but the higher UMFI values were recorded 
during filtration runs of both SSEs/RSEs fed MF membrane and lowest UMFI during 
filtration runs of  both SSEs/RSEs fed UF membrane at all studied TMPs. In both 
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feeds/membranes, MF membrane produced higher permeate volume than UF membrane 
during filtration runs at all studied TMPs. This may be due to higher membrane surface 
areas and pore size of MF membrane than the UF. Ceramic UF membrane produced 
high quality water compared to ceramic MF membrane, and more permeate flux 
declines were reported during filtration runs of SSEs fed ceramic MF and UF 
membranes than RSEs fed same  membranes.  
6.1.4 Pore narrowing model 
The pore narrowing model accounts for fouling that occurs in membrane internal 
structure. In pore narrowing model, membranes are assumed to have straight through 
cylindrical pore and membrane pore radius is reduced by uniform adsorption of macro-
solutes to internal membrane surface. The rate of change of pore volume is assumed to 
be proportional to flow rate (Qf) (details in section 2.4.2.3 of Chapter 2).
 
6.1.4.1 SSEs and RSEs feeds 
 
Pore narrowing model is also known as progressive internal fouling, as assume 
that pores of membranes are progressively narrowed due to penetration of macro-solutes 
inside the pores. The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in 
filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs fed ceramic MF and UF membranes at three 
different studied TMPs (CFV=2 m/s and T= 25oC) are given below. Among all studied 
feeds and TMPs, higher pore narrowing was recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed
UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa, closely followed by same membrane but fed with 
RSEs at same TMP. The lowest pore narrowing values were recorded during filtration 
runs of RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa. 
6.1.4.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
At TMP of 100 kPa, more pore narrowing values were observed during filtration 
runs of SSEs fed UF membrane, followed closely by same membrane but fed with 
RSEs. The lower pore narrowing values were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs 
fed MF membrane. This may be due to smaller pore size of UF membrane than MF. 
The details of experimental pore narrowing model of both SSEs and RSEs fed MF/UF 
membranes at TMP of 100 kPa are in Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14.
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Fig.6.13 The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa 
[(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.14 The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa 
[(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.4.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
More pore narrowing values were observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed
UF membrane, followed closely by same membrane but fed with RSEs at this TMP of 
200 kPa. The lower pore narrowing values were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs 
fed MF membrane. This may be due to smaller pore size of UF membrane than MF
(Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16).
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Fig.6.15 The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa 
[(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.16 The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 200 kPa 
[(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.4.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
At highet TMP of 300 kPa, more pore narrowing values were observed during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane, followed closely by same membrane but fed
with RSEs. The lower pore narrowing values were recorded during filtration runs of 
RSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP (Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18).
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Fig.6.17 The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa 
[(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.18 The pore narrowing model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa 
[(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.4.2 Summary of pore narrowing models of MF and UF membranes fed 
with SSEs and RSEs at all studied TMPs 
Among all feeds, more pore narrowing values were observed during filtration 
runs of SSEs fed UF membrane, followed closely by same membrane but fed with RSEs 
at all studied TMPs. The lower pore narrowing values were recorded during filtration
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runs of RSEs fed MF membrane. In case of SSEs feed, the highest pore narrowing 
values were observed during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane, and lower 
values were recorded at same fed MF membrane at all studied TMPs. Similar results 
were reported in RSEs fed both MF and UF membrane at all studied TMPs. This may 
be due to smaller pore size of UF membrane than MF. These results confirmed that 
internal progressive fouling was more severe in both SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane 
than MF at all studied TMPs. 
6.1.5 Combination of external and progessive internal fouling models 
Combination of internal and external fouling would be expected, as wastewater 
contains both micro-solutes and rejected solutes. Thus the cake filtration model is 
modified to include an increase in specific cake resistance due to pore narrowing. 
Muthukumaran et al., 2011 demonstrated that this model does not fit well with ceramic 
MF/UF membranes and polymeric MF/UF membranes (details in 2.4 of Chapter 2).
 
6.1.5.1 SSEs and RSEs feeds 
The combination of external and progressive internal fouling model fitting to 
experimental data obtained during filtration runs of both SSEs and RSEs fed ceramic 
MF and UF membrane at all studied TMPs (CFV=2 m/s and T= 25oC) are presented. At 
all studied feeds and TMPs, higher combined external and progressive internal fouling 
values were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely followed 
by same membrane fed with RSEs at TMP of 100 kPa. The lowest combined fouling 
values were reported during filtration runs of tap water fed MF membrane closely 
followed by same membrane but fed with RSEs at TMP of 300 kPa. 
 
6.1.5.1.1 TMP of 100 kPa 
Higher combined external and progressive internal fouling were recorded during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely followed by same membrane fed with
RSEs feed  at TMP of 100 kPa. The lowest values were recorded during filtration runs 
of RSEs fed MF membrane, this feed also recovered highest permeate volume. The 
experimental combined external and progressive internal model of SSEs and RSEs fed 
MF and UF membranes at this TMP are in Fig. 6.19 and Fig. 6.20.
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Fig.6.19 The combined external and progressive internal model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF at 
TMP of 100 kPa [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.20 The combined external and progressive internal model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF 
membrane at TMP of 100 kPa [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
 
6.1.5.1.2 TMP of 200 kPa 
 
At middle TMP of 200 kPa, higher combined external and progressive internal 
fouling were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely followed 
by same membrane fed with RSEs feed.
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Fig.6.21 The combined external and progressive internal model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF 
membrane TMP of 200 kPa [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
The lowest values were recorded during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF 
membrane, this feed recovered highest permeate volume (Fig. 6.21 and Fig. 6.22)
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Fig.6.22 The combined external and progressive internal model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF 
membrane TMP of 200 kPa [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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6.1.5.1.3 TMP of 300 kPa 
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Fig.6.23 The combined external and progressive internal model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed MF 
membrane TMP of 300 kPa [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
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Fig.6.24 The combined external and progressive internal model fitting to experimental data obtained in SSEs and RSEs fed UF 
membrane TMP of 300 kPa [(cross FV=2 m/s) and T=25oC]
Higher combined external and progressive internal fouling were recorded during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely followed by same membrane fed with 
RSEs feed  at TMP of 300 kPa. The lowest values were recorded during filtration runs 
of RSEs fed MF membrane, which recovered highest permeate volume (Fig. 6.23 and 
Fig. 6.24). 
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6.1.5.2 Summary of combination of external and progressive internal fouling 
models of MF and UF membranes fed with SSEs and RSEs at all studied 
TMPs 
 
In all feeds/TMPs, higher combined external and progressive internal fouling 
were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely followed by 
same membrane fed with RSEs. The lowest values were recorded during filtration runs 
of RSEs fed MF membrane, this feed also recovered highest permeate volume. Among 
all studied feeds and TMPs, higher combined external and internal fouling values were 
reported during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 100 kPa, whereas 
lowest values were recorded during SSEs fed MF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa (note 
that this SSEs fed MF membrane at this TMP of 300 kPa also recovered highest 
permeate volume).
In both feeds and TMPs, higher combined external and internal fouling values 
were observed during the filtration runs of UF membrane, whereas lowest in MF 
membrane. These conditions may be due to smaller pore size of UF membrane than 
MF. In all cases, higher permeate volume recoverd by both SSEs/RSEs fed MF 
membrane at all studied TMPs than UF because of larger pore size and permeable 
surface areas. These current filtration studies demonstrated that combined external and 
progressive internal fouling model is much suitable for ceramic UF membrane but this 
can be also used to quantity  performance of MF membrane with reasonable accuracy. 
 
6.2 High pressure membrane fouling models  
The ascertainment of fouling behaviour or extent of fouling in any full-scale RO 
process is termed as fouling characterization (Song and Tay 2011). It is an important 
aspect in RO processes as the appropriate actions administered to mitigate membrane 
fouling, such as pretreatment and membranes cleaning are largely dependent on the 
results concluded from fouling characterisation. Generally, information for fouling 
characterisation is derived from analysis of feedwater and recording of average 
permeate flux. The constant long term monitoring of these two important parameters 
need for appropriate characterisation of fouling. Significant research was done to 
characterise the MF and or UF membranes, but little was done in the case of HPMS 
applied in water recovery from the wastewater (Song and Tay 2011).
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Fouling prevention and control in RO processes at any scale is hindered by 
ineffective fouling characterisation and inappropriate use of pre-treatments. The RO 
membrane fouling characterisation is done primarily by measuring SDI of feed water 
and regularly monitoring average permeate flux. But SDI or other related indices have 
not been capable to predict all possible foulants to RO membranes, and average 
permeate flux may fail to correctly reflect membrane fouling in full scale RO processes 
under certain circumstances. There are some mathematical models available for 
characterising the membrane fouling; such as resistance-in-series model, pore narrowing 
model, cake filtration model, pore blocking model etc. Among them, only some of these 
models such as pore narrowing and blocking are inappropriate to applied in RO 
processes because of the “nonporous” nature. The main fouling mechanism of RO 
membranes is formation of dense fouling layer (Cake Filtration model) on membrane 
surfaces; these cake layers are dense and more compact than LPMSs because of high 
pressure usually applied in RO. There are mainly four types of RO membrane fouling 
namely; biofouling, organic, scaling and colloidal/particulate fouling. Scaling and 
organic fouling increases the hydraulic resistance for permeate flux, colloidal and bio-
fouling decreases the permeate flux due to “cake-and biofilm-enhanced” osmotic 
pressure (Hertzberg and Elimelech, 2007). Organic fouling tends to increase the 
hydraulic resistances of fouled membrane (Ang and Elimelech, 2007 and 2008) and 
colloidal fouling tends to increase the trans-membrane osmotic pressure and decrease 
salt rejection (Hoek and Elimelech, 2003; Li and Elimelech 2006). 
The major factors affecting RO membrane fouling is divided into three main 
groups (Song and Tay 2011): driving pressure, dimensions and physiochemical 
properties of membrane channel, and feedwater characteristics. The extent of membrane 
fouling in RO system is very much dependent on concentration, physical and chemical
properties of foulants in feed water that can be represented by a single entity known as 
fouling potential (Song and Tay 2011). The physical characteristics of feed channel, 
such as channel height and the presence of feed spacers, are believed to be factors 
influencing membrane fouling (Song and Tay 2011). There are two obvious 
shortcomings in current fouling characterization (a) the commonly used SDI and related 
indices are inadequate to include all possible foulants and (b) fouling development in a 
full-scale RO process is not quantitatively related to the fouling indices (Song and Tay 
2011). Therefore, SDI and related indices cannot be used as a rigorous parameter in 
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process design.  Pilot tests usually have to be conducted for observation of fouling 
development in the full-scale RO processes to generate the needed design parameters in 
fouling mitigation and control. But longer time period required for pilot testing make 
tests usually costly and time consuming for this reason only limited parameters and 
situations can be tested and evaluated. Hence, information obtained from pilot testings 
for fouling characterisation is quite limited and incomplete. So there is need of a quick, 
cost effective, and reliable method for fouling characterisation felt for a successful 
fouling control. To overcome drawbacks of these current fouling characterisation 
processes; some developed mathematical models are applied in these filtration 
experiments of RO membrane fed with both feeds at all studied TMPs to quantify the 
fouling potentiality of pre-treated feeds. 
6.2.1 Fouling potentiality inclusive parameter for BWRO membrane  
The quantification of fouling potentiality of RO membrane feed water can be 
done by using inclusive parameter. This inclusive parameter for fouling potential is 
presented and tested by Song and Tay 2011 (details in section 2.4 of Chapter 2). After
following the given steps the final fouling potentiality inclusive parameter is given 
below. ……..…..……………….… (6)
Where, Kf is the fouling potentiality of the feed water (Pa s/m2 ǻS LV WKH
driving pressure (Pa), t is the total time (s) of fouling experiment, ǻʌ LV WKH RVPRWLF
pressure (Pa), Vo is measured permeate flux (m/s) at the beginning of fouling 
experiment, and Vt is measure permeate flux (m/s) at end of fouling experiment.
Fouling potential in Eq. (6) can be easily determined, since all the terms on the 
right-hand side of the expression can be either measured from a cross-flow RO test cell 
unit or predetermined by the investigator. This inclusive parameter was tested in current 
studies of filtration runs of BWRO membrane fed with synthetic and real samples at 
selected TMPs of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa respectively. The Kf values 
recorded and calculated during filtration runs BWRO fed with synthetic and real feeds 
at all studied TMPs. 
6.2.1.1 Synthetic feeds 
In these filtration experiments, permeates of SSEs fed MF/UF and MBR 
membranes were fed into RO membrane at three different studied TMPs. The Kf values 
Kf = 2(ƦP-ƦǑ)/t× (V0-Vt)/ V0 Vt (V0+Vt) 
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of each feed during filtration runs at TMP of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa were 
recorded and calculated during filtration experiments. 
6.2.1.1.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
During the initial filtration runs of RO membrane, the highest Kf values were 
observed in the MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane; closely followed by UF 
permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. At this TMP, lowest Kf
values were reported in MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. After about 
30 mins of filtration runs of RO membrane in all synthetic feeds, the difference between 
Kf values come to closer, at end of the filtration run, the highest Kf values were reported 
still at MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane but difference between other feeds 
were very close at TMP of 1000 kPa (Fig. 6.25).
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Fig.6.25 Fouling potentiality (Kf) of Synthetic feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa
 
6.2.1.1.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
 
In case of TMP of 2500 kPa, higher Kf values were reported during filtration run 
of MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane closely followed by GMF filtered (RSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane. The lowest Kf values were recorded at UF/MF permeates (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP. After about 30 mins of filtration runs of RO 
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membrane in synthetic feeds, the difference between Kf values come to closer, at the 
end of filtration run, the highest Kf values were reported still at MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane but difference between other feeds were very close (Fig. 6.26).
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Fig.6.26 Fouling potentiality (Kf) of synthetic feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa
6.2.1.1.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
The Kf values of MBR permeate fed RO membrane recorded the highest one 
during filtration runs at TMP of 4000 kPa. The lower Kf values were reported during 
filtration runs of UF/MF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. After about 30 mins 
of filtration runs of RO membrane fed with synthetic feeds, difference between Kf
values come to closer, at end of filtration run, the highest Kf values were reported still at 
MBR permeate fed RO membrane but difference with other feeds were very close (Fig. 
6.27).
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Fig.6.27 Fouling potentiality (Kf) of synthetic feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa
6.2.1.2 Real feeds 
In these filtration experiments, permeates/filtered of RSEs fed MF/UF 
membranes and GMF were fed into RO membrane at three different TMPs. The Kf
values of each feed during filtration runs at TMP of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa 
were recorded and calculated during filtration experiments.
6.2.1.2.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
During initial filtration runs of RO membrane, the highest Kf values were
observed in GMF filtered fed RO membrane; closely followed by UF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. At this TMP, lowest Kf values were 
reported in MF/UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO. After about 30 mins of filtration runs 
of RO membrane fed with all real feeds, difference between Kf values come to closer, at 
end of filtration run, the highest Kf values were reported still at GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane but difference between other feeds were very close at TMP of 1000 kPa (Fig. 
6.28).
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Fig.6.28 Fouling potentiality (Kf) of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa
6.2.1.2.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
The higher fouling Kf values were reported during filtration run of GMF filtered 
fed RO membrane closely followed by MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at 
TMP of 2500 kPa. The lowest Kf values were recorded at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed 
RO membrane and tap water fed.
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Fig.6.29 Fouling potentiality (Kf) of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa
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After about 30 mins of filtration runs of RO membrane fed with all real feeds, 
difference between Kf values come to closer. At end of filtration run, highest Kf values 
were reported at GMF filtered fed RO membrane but differences with other feeds were 
very close (Fig.6.29).
6.2.1.2.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
The Kf values of GMF filtered fed RO membrane recorded highest during 
filtration runs at this highest TMP of 4000 kPa. The lower Kf values were reported 
during filtration runs of tap water fed RO, closely followed by UF/MF permeates (SSEs 
fed) fed RO. After about 30 mins of filtration runs, difference between Kf values come 
to closer. At end of filtration run, highest Kf values were reported still at GMF filtered 
fed RO membrane but difference with other feeds were very close (Fig.6.30).
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Fig.6.30 Fouling potentiality (Kf) of real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa
 
6.2.1.3 Summary of fouling potentiality (Kf) of both synthetic and real feeds 
fed BWRO membrane at all studied TMPs  
There were significant differences in Kf values of both synthetic and real feeds 
of RO membrane during initial period of filtration run, after about 15 minutes of 
filtration runs, Kf values of different feeds come to closer. The Kf values of various fed
RO membrane were decreases significantly in initial phase of filtration than later phase.
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During initial filtration runs of RO membrane, the highest Kf values were 
observed in MBR permeate fed RO membrane; closely followed by UF permeate (RSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. At this lowest TMP, lowest Kf values were 
reported in MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. After about 30 mins of 
filtration runs of RO membrane fed with all feeds, difference between Kf values come to 
closer. At end of filtration run, the highest Kf values were reported still at MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane but showed close difference between with other feeds. The 
results also showed direct proportional relationship of Rt and Rf values with Kf values
(Rt and Rf values are in section 6.2.2 of chapter 6).
In case of middle TMP of 2500 kPa, higher Kf values were reported during 
filtration run of MBR permeate fed RO membrane closely followed by GMF filtered fed 
RO. At this TMP, the lowest Kf values were recorded at UF and MF permeates (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane. At the highest TMP of 4000 kPa, the higher Kf values were 
recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane. The lower Kf
values were reported during filtration runs of UF/MF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO.
In conclusion, among all studied feeds and TMPs, the highest Kf values were 
reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 
kPa. The lowest Kf values were reported during filtration runs of MF/UF permeates
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. In all studied feeds and TMPs, Kf
values decreases significantly during first 30 mins of filtration experiments, after that 
period steady decrement reported. These results clearly demonstrated relationship of Rt
and Rf with Kf, i.e. if the Rt and Rf values reported higher than Kf values also reported 
higher. Further, the feeds of RO membrane with the highest Rt, Rf and Kf values 
reported to produced lowest permeate volume.
 
6.2.2 Resistance-in-series models 
 
The resistance-in-series model has been used to evaluate fouling in membrane
separation process (Blanpain and Lalande 1997, Chang and Kim 2005). According to
constant pressure theory, permeate flux (J) is expressed by resistance in-series model. 
Where 'P is TMP, μ the permeate viscosity, and Rt the total hydraulic resistance 
(Huang et al., 2009).
………………………………..……………………… (7)
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………………………………………………… (8)
…………………………………………….….. (9)
Where Rm is hydraulic resistance of clean membrane and Rf total (overall) 
fouling resistance. 
The external fouling resistance Ref (reversible resistance) includes concentration 
polarisation and deposition of solids on the membrane surface. The internal fouling or 
irreversible resistance (Rif) is due internal fouling such as cake layer formation or pore 
blocking (section 2.4 of Chapter 2).
Table 6.13 Clean membrane resistances of old and new generation RO membranes (Song and 
Tay, 2011)
The advancement of membrane technology has led to the development of highly 
permeable RO membrane with high salt rejection property (Song and Tay 2011).
Currently used RO membranes are at least one order more permeable than those in the 
1980s (Keith S., 1995; Lennitech BV 2010; Water Treatment Guide, 2010; Bartels et 
al., 2007; Wiesner Research Group, 2010). The clean membrane resistances of old and 
new generation RO membrane are in Table 6.13. Generally, increases in clean 
membrane resistance causes decrease in permeate flux with increase in fouling 
resistance. In the long channel RO membrane, clean membrane resistance affects the 
fouling behaviours, in initial stage when all length of channel is not utilised average 
permeate fluxes will not decrease due to membrane fouling but in later phase when the 
entire channel is fully utilised to produce permeate then any increases in membrane 
resistance due to fouling will reduce average permeate flux (Song and Tay, 2011). For 
this reason, long run of RO membrane is needed for evaluating performance of this 
membrane as all membrane permeable areas are utilised during that long period. The 
decline in initial average permeate flux does not reflects or represent fouling potentiality 
(Song and Tay, 2011).
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Membrane compaction will affect accuracy of measurement of fouling potential. 
To avoid effect of membrane compaction, new membranes are recommended to be pre-
compacted under high pressure with deionized (DI) water for at least 24 hours before 
use. For avoidance of membrane compaction on the new membrane, prior to current
filtration experiments with synthetic and real feeds, the new BWRO membrane was 
commissioned with clean water for some days. So, all current filtration data are free 
from this compaction flaw. These current filtration experiments of BWRO were 
conducted for long run until all channel of membrane utilised, so decline in average
permeate fluxes represented indication of membrane fouling. The Rt, Rf, Ref and Rif of 
BWRO30 2540 membrane at all studied TMPs of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa fed
with synthetic feeds (MF, UF and MBR permeates fed with SSEs) and real feeds (MF, 
UF and GMF permeates/filtered fed with RSEs) were described and results presented in 
below.
6.2.2.1 Synthetic feeds 
In these filtration experiments, permeates of SSEs fed MF/UF and MBR 
membranes were fed into RO membrane at three different TMPs. The Rt, Rf, Ref and Rif
values of each feed during filtration runs at studied TMPs (1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 
4000 kPa) were recorded and calculated during filtration experiments 
6.2.2.1.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
 
The highest Rt and Rf values were recorded during filtration runs of MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane than UF permeate (SSEs fed) and MBR 
permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP. Though the Rt and Rf values of UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane were reported different than MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO during filtration runs at this TMP, but Rt and Rf values of both 
membrane permeates fed RO were increased throughout filtration experiments.
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
during whole filtration run at TMP of 1000 kPa are in Table 6.14. Both Rt and Rf values 
increases throughout filtration run of MF permeate fed RO membrane at this TMP.
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Table 6.14 Various resistances of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
Table 6.15   Various resistances of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane and MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000
kPa are in Table 6.15 and Table 6.16 respectively.
Both Rt and Rf values of MBR permeate fed RO membrane increases throughout 
filtration runs at TMP of 1000 kPa, but both Rt and Rf values were less than the MF and 
UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at this same TMP. At this TMP, higher Rt
and Rf values were recorded during filtration runs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO 
and lowest Rt and Rf values were observed at UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO but MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane shown even lowest Rt and Rf values than these two feeds.
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Table 6.16 Various resistances of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The higher Ref and recoverable fouling percentages were recorded during 
filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane, whereas lowest external 
fouling resistance and recoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration 
runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at this TMP. The highest Rif and irrecoverable 
fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane, whereas the lowest values were recorded during filtration runs of UF 
permeate fed RO.
6.2.2.1.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa are in Table 6.17. The Rt and Rf values during 
filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane were reported lower than 
MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO at this TMP. 
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Table 6.17 Various resistances of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during the filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) and MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa are in Table 
6.18 and Table 6.19 respectively. 
Table 6.18 Various resistances of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
The highest Rt and Rf values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 2500 kPa, whereas lowest Rt and Rf values were 
reported during filtration runs of both MF and UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at this TMP. The higher Ref and recoverable fouling percentages were 
reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane closely followed by 
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UF permeate fed RO membrane, whereas lowest values of Ref resistance and 
recoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of MF permeate fed
RO membrane at this TMP. 
Table 6.19 Various resistances of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
The higher Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during 
filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane and the lowest were 
reported during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed at this TMP. The higher 
flux losses were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane, 
whereas lower values were reported during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed)
fed RO, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at this TMP. 
6.2.2.1.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during the filtration runs of MF (SSEs fed) and 
UF  (SSEs fed) permeates fed RO membrane at  TMP of 4000 kPa are in Table 6.20 and 
Table 6.21 respectively. The highest Rt and Rf values were recorded during filtration 
runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas lowest Rt and 
Rf values were reported during filtration runs of both MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed 
RO membrane at same TMP (Table 6.22).
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Table 6.20 Various resistances of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
Table 6.21 Various resistances of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
The highest Ref and recoverable fouling percentage values were recorded during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane; whereas lowest values were 
reported in MF permeate fed RO at this TMP. But the highest Rif and irrecoverable 
fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of MF permeate fed RO 
membrane, whereas lower values were reported during filtration runs of UF permeate 
fed RO at this TMP. The higher permeability decline values were reported during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane closely followed by GMF 
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filtered fed RO, whereas lowest were reported during filtration runs of MF/UF 
permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa.  
Table 6.22 Various resistances of MBR permeate (SSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
6.2.2.2 Real feeds  
 
In these filtration experiments, permeates/filtered of RSEs fed MF/UF 
membranes and GMF were fed into RO membrane at three different TMPs. The Rt, Rf,
Ref, and Rif values of each feed during filtration runs at TMP of 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 
4000 kPa were recorded and calculated during experiments.
6.2.2.2.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during filtration runs of MF (RSEs fed) and UF 
(RSEs fed) permeates and GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 
kPa are in Table 6.23, Table 6.24 and Table 6.25 respectively.
Both Rt and Rf values during the filtration runs of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed
RO membrane were reported higher followed by MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO. The 
lowest Rt and Rf values were recorded in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at 
this TMP. 
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Table 6.23 Various resistances of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
Table 6.24 Various resistances of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
In case of real feeds, the higher Ref and recoverable fouling percentages were 
reported during filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO; whereas lower values were 
reported during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO at this TMP.
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Table 6.25 Various resistances of GMF Filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 1000 kPa
The higher Rif values and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported 
during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane and lower values were 
recorded during filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane at this TMP. The 
highest permeability decline values were recorded during filtration runs of UF permeate 
fed RO membrane closely followed by GMF filtered feed RO, the lowest permeability 
decline values were reported during filtration runs of MF permeate fed RO at this TMP. 
6.2.2.2.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during the filtration runs of MF (RSEs fed) and 
UF (RSEs fed) permeates and GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
2500 kPa are in Table 6.26 , Table 6.27 and Table 6.28 respectively. During whole 
filtration period at this TMP, the lowest Rt and Rf values were recorded in MF and UF 
permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane. The highest Ref and recoverable fouling 
percentages were reported during filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane; 
whereas lowest values were observed in GMF filtered fed RO. Both Rt and Rf values 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane were reported 
higher followed by tap water fed RO membrane and MF/UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed
RO.
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Table 6.26 Various resistances of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
Table 6.27 Various resistances of UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
The higher Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during 
filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane, whereas lowest Rif values were 
recorded during filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane at this TMP. The 
highest permeability decline values were recorded during filtration runs of GMF filtered 
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fed RO membrane; whereas lowest values were reported in UF permeate fed RO at this 
TMP.
Table 6.28 Various resistances of GMF Filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 2500 kPa
6.2.2.2.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
 
The Rt, Rf, Ref, and Rif values during filtration runs of MF (RSEs fed), UF
(RSEs fed) permeates and GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 
kPa are in Table 6.29, Table 6.30 and Table 6.31 repectively.
Table 6.29 Various resistances of MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
Similar to TMP of 2500 kPa, Rt and Rf values during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP were reported higher followed by tap 
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water and MF/UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO. During whole filtration period, the 
lowest Rt and Rf values were recorded in MF and UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at this TMP.
Table 6.30 Various resistances of UF permeate (RSE fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
Table 6.31 Various resistances of GMF Filtered (RSEs fed) fed BWRO at 4000 kPa
The highest Ref and recoverable fouling percentages were reported during 
filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO membrane, whereas lowest Ref resistances were 
observed in GMF filtered fed RO at this TMP. The highest Rif and irrecoverable fouling 
percentages were reported during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane, 
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whereas lowest Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages values were observed during 
filtration runs of UF permeate fed RO at this TMP of 4000 kPa. The higher flux losses 
were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane 
closely followed by GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO, whereas lowest were reported 
during filtration runs of MF/UF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO at this TMP. 
6.2.2.3 Summary of resistance-in-series model of BWRO membrane fed with 
synthetic and real feeds at all studied TMPs 
Among the MF membrane permeates, MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane have lower Rt and Rf values than MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO at all 
studied TMPs. Among the UF membrane permeates, UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane have lower Rt and Rf values than UF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO at all 
studied TMPs.
Feed water with higher fouling potential has a larger decline in average permeate 
flux with time (Song and Tay 2011), which phenomena were similar to that observed in 
laboratory-scale membrane cells fouling tests. These current experimental results 
showed that in all studied TMPs (except TMP of 1000 kPa), higher permeability losses 
and higher Rt and Rf values were reported in MBR permeate fed RO membrane. This 
showed reciprocal relationship of Rt and Rf values with the fouling rate (loss of 
permeable areas). Both Rt and Rf values are related to permeate volume production, the 
feeds which showed the higher Rt and Rf values cause lesser water production than 
feeds with less Rt and Rf values. The RO membrane fed with UF/MF permeates (SSEs 
fed) produced more permeate volume than RO membrane fed with UF/MF permeates 
(RSEs fed). This may be due to more complex foulants present in permeates of RSEs 
feed which are easily pass thru low pressure (MF/UF) membrane pre-treatments, but 
causing decline in permeable areas in RO membrane.
There was also no significant difference of flux losses of RO membrane fed with 
all studied feeds. The value ranges of permeability loss was 0.00 L/m2.h/kPa to 0.0070 
L/m2.h/kPa. However, lowest permeability loss values were recorded at MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at TMP of 1000 kPa, followed by UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane during filtration run at same TMP. The higher 
flux losses were reported at MBR permeate fed RO membrane during filtration runs at 
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TMP of 1000 and 2500 kPa, followed by GMF filtered fed RO membrane during 
filtration run at TMP of 2500 kPa (section 6.4 of chapter 6).
The highest Rt, Rf and lowest permeate volumes were recorded at MBR 
permeate (SEs fed) fed RO membrane during filtration runs at TMP of 4000 kPa. The 
second largest Rt and Rf values were reported at GMF filtered fed RO membrane at 
TMP of 4000 kPa. The lowest Rt and Rf values were observed at UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO at 4000 kPa, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at TMP 
of 1000 kPa. The highest permeate volumes were recovered in MF permeate (SSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at TMP of 4000 
kPa. Overall, corrected permeability values of MF/UF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane were lower than MF/UF (SSEs fed) permeates fed RO during whole 
filtration runs at all studied TMPs.
At 1000 kPa, RO membrane fed with UF permeate (RSEs fed) showed higher Rt
and Rf values; which was further proven by lowest CPFs of RO membrane at this feed 
and TMP. Similarly, RO membrane fed with MBR (SEs fed) during filtration run at 
TMPs of 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa showed higher Rt values but lowest CPFs of RO 
membrane were reported at same feed during filtration runs at TMPs of both 2500 kPa 
and 4000 kPa. The second largest Rt and second lowest CPFs were observed at RO 
membrane fed with GMF filtered during whole filtration runs at TMP of 2500 kPa and 
4000 kPa. These variations in values of Rt, Rf and corrected permeability may be due to 
foulants at feeds and fouling mechanisms occurring on RO membrane, which ultimately 
increases resistances, reducing permeable membrane areas causing flux decline.
The Kf of MBR permeate fed RO membrane was reported higher than other 
feeds at TMPs of 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa; closely followed by GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane. In case of TMP of 1000 kPa, Kf of UF/MF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane was recorded higher than other studied feeds.
In all studied feeds and TMPs, highest Ref and recoverable fouling percentages 
were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 
4000 kPa, whereas lowest Ref resistances and recoverable fouling percentages were 
observed during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at this TMP, closely 
followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. The highest Rif and irrecoverable 
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fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. 
The lowest irreversible fouling resistance and irrecoverable fouling percentages were 
reported during the filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP 
of 4000 kPa.
GMF filtered fed RO showed more Rif values than other studied feeds at TMP of 
1000 kPa, whereas more Ref values were found in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane at this TMP. In case of 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa, more external fouling 
resistances were developed during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane. 
In these current filtration studies, GMF filtered fed RO membrane showed higher Rif
and irrecoverable fouling percentages values than others studied feeds, whereas lowest 
Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. 
The current filtration results of Kf and permeability flux decline percentages 
values of various feed RO membrane were closely related, that whenever fouling 
potentiality of feed recorded higher than permeability flux decline percentage was also 
higher. Among all studied feeds, the higher permeability decline values were recorded 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely 
followed by GMF filtered fed RO membrane at same TMP, whereas lower values were 
reported during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa. The higher Kf values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate 
fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa (details in section 6.2.1. of this chapter).
 
6.2.3 Cake filtration models  
When wastewater is filtered through a membrane, a cake layer is being formed 
on membrane surface due to rejection of macro-solutes by membrane. Hence, the 
resistance to filtration by this cake layer is assumed to increase proportionally with 
volume of wastewater filtered (details in section 2.4 of Chapter 2). 
6.2.3.1 SSEs  and RSEs feeds 
The insignificant cake layers were reported during filtration runs of  both SSEs 
and RSEs fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. However, the higher cake layers 
formation were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed
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RO membrane at all studied TMPs [except in 1000 kPa, highest was reported at MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO]. In all cases, lowest cake layer was reported during
filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. 
6.2.3.1.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
In this lowest TMP of 1000 kPa, higher cake layer was formed during filtration 
runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane closely followed by MF/UF 
permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO. The lowest cake layer was reported duirng filtration runs 
of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP. The experimental cake 
modelling of both synthetic and real feeds RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa are in 
Fig. 6.31.
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Fig.6.31 Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 1000 kPa
 
6.2.3.1.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
In middle TMP TMP of 2500 kPa, more cake layers were formed during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane closely followed by MF permeate 
(RSEs fed) and GMF filtered fed RO. The lowest cake layer was reported during 
filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP (Fig. 6.32).
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Fig.6.32 Cake filtration model fitting to experimental data obtained in synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 2500 kPa
 
6.2.3.1.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
More cake layers were  formed during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane closely followed by GMF filtered and MF permeate (RSEs fed) fed RO at 
highest TMP of 4000 kPa. The lowest cake layer was reported duirng filtration runs of 
UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at this TMP (Fig. 6.33).
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Fig.6.33 Cake filtration model fitting to the experimental data obtained in synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO membrane at 4000 
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6.2.3.2 Summary of cake filtration model of BWRO membrane fed with 
synthetic and real feeds at all studied TMPs 
The insignificant cake layers were reported during filtration runs of  both SSEs 
and RSEs fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. However, the higher cake layers 
formation were reported during filttration runs of MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed 
RO membrane at all TMPs [except in 1000 kPa, highest was reported at MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO]. In all cases, lowest cake layer was reported during filtration runs of 
UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. 
6.2.4 Unified membrane fouling Index (UMFI) 
UMFI is a measure of total fouling capacity of feedwater. The UMFI was 
established based on Hermia’s filtration model, assuming that cake filtration was the 
predominant fouling mechanism but included a potential contribution from cake layer 
formation and pore blocking (Huang et al., 2009a). UMFI is defined as the slope of 
curve of reciprocal of the normalised flux [Jo (initial flux at time 0)/J (final flux at end 
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of filtration test)] versus accumulated specific permeates volume (v). It has a unit of 
m2/L (details in section 2.4 of Chapter 2).
 
6.2.4.1 SSEs and RSEs  feeds 
All of experiments were conducted at the constant-pressure mode. Three 
different TMPs namely 1000 kPa, 2500 kPa and 4000 kPa applied during filtration runs 
of both synthetic and real feeds. Altogether, seven different feeds were tested during 
filtration runs at three constant TMPs. The higher UMFI values were reported during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO at all studied TMPs. Higher UMFI values 
predict higher fouling potentiality. 
6.2.4.1.1 TMP of 1000 kPa 
Among all studied feeds, higher UMFI values were recorded during filtration 
runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane, whereas lowest UMFI were recorded in MF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at this lowest TMP of 1000 kPa. 
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Fig. 6.34 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 1000 
kPa
This higher UMFI values of MBR permeate fed RO membrane also caused 
lowest permeate volume production at same feed and TMP, due to reduction of 
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permeable membrane areas by foulants. The experimental UMFI modelling of all 
studied feeds fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa are in Fig.6.34.
6.2.4.1.2 TMP of 2500 kPa 
In the middle TMP of 2500 kPa, higher UMFI values were observed during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane closely followed by GMF filtered
fed RO. Due to higher fouling potentialiry these two feeds; RO membrane fed with 
these feeds also produced lowest permeate volumes during filtration runs at this TMP. 
The lowest UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of UF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane, at  this situation higher permeate volume was recovered
(Fig.6.35).
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Fig. 6.35 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 2500 
kPa
6.2.4.1.3 TMP of 4000 kPa 
At TMP of 4000 kPa, highest UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs 
of MBR permeate fed RO membrane closely followed by GMF filtered fed RO,
whereas lowest UMFI values were observed during filtration runs of MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO.
The highest permeate volume recovered duirng filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs 
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fed) fed RO membrane closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO because of 
less reduction of membrane permeable areas due to foulings (Fig.6.36).
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Fig.6.36 The UMFI model fitting to experimental data obtained in synthetic and real feeds fed BWRO membrane at TMP of 4000 
kPa
6.2.4.2 Summary of UMFI model of BWRO membrane fed with synthetic and 
real feeds at all studied TMPs 
In all studied feeds and TMPs, highest UMFI values were recorded during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane than other studied feeds, whereas 
lowest UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) 
fed RO membrane closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at all studied 
TMPs. 
Among all studied feeds and TMPs, lowest permeate volume was produced 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane; because of  higher reduction 
of permeable areas.There was no significant difference between UMFI values of real 
feeds fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. However, higher UMFI values were 
recorded during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs.
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6.3 Summary of experimental models 
 
6.3.1 Summary of LPMSs 
 
6.3.1.1 Permeability flux decline  
 
During the filtration runs of all studied feeds; ceramic MF membrane fed with 
SSEs reported the highest permeability flux decline at TMP of 300 kPa, whereas lowest 
values were recorded in SSEs fed UF membrane at same TMP.
6.3.1.2 Total hydraulic resistance (Rt) and Total fouling resistance (Rf) 
The highest Rt and Rf were reported during filtration runs of SSEs fed ceramic 
UF membrane closely followed by RSEs fed ceramic UF at TMP of 100 kPa, 200 kPa 
and 300 kPa. In all studied TMPs and feeds, the highest Rt and Rf values were reported 
during filtration runs of ceramic UF membrane. The lowest Rt and Rf values were 
recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane fed with RSEs at all studied TMPs.
There are reported similarities of performance of Rt and the Rf values reported 
during filtration runs of ceramic MF and UF membrane in all studied feeds, but there 
were significant variation of reversible and irreversible fouling resistance values during 
filtration runs of low pressure (MF/UF) membranes fed with both SSEs and RSEs feeds 
at all studied TMPs.
6.3.1.3 External fouling resistance or reversible fouling resistance (Ref) values 
and Recoverable fouling percentages 
In all studied TMPs and feeds, highest reversible fouling resistances (Ref) were 
observed during filtration runs of UF membrane fed with SSEs at TMP of 200 kPa, very 
closely followed by same membrane fed with same feed but filtered at TMP of 300 kPa. 
The lowest Ref values were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane fed with 
RSEs at TMP of 300 kPa, followed by same MF membrane filtered at same feed but at 
TMP of 200 kPa. The highest reversible fouling percentages were recorded during 
filtration runs of MF membrane fed with tap water and SSEs at TMP of 200 kPa, 
whereas lowest Ref percentage values were reported during filtration run of MF 
membrane fed with RSEs at TMP of 300 kPa. In both low pressure (MF/UF)
membranes systems, during filtration runs higher recoverable fouling was reported at 
SSEs feeds than RSEs feeds at all studied TMPs.  
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6.3.1.4 Irreversible fouling resistance (Rif) and Irrecoverable fouling 
percentage 
In all studied feeds and TMPs, those membranes that have got higher 
recoverable fouling resistances (Ref) values showed lower irrecoverable fouling 
percentages.Among all studied feeds and TMPs, higher irreversible fouling percentages 
were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane than UF.
Among all feeds, the higher irreversible fouling resistances were observed 
during filtration runs of UF membrane fed with RSEs at TMP of 100 kPa, closely 
followed by same membrane at same TMP but fed with SSEs. The lowest irreversible 
fouling resistances (Rif) were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane fed with 
tap water at TMP of 300 kPa.
The higher irreversible fouling percentage were reported during filtration runs of 
MF membrane fed with RSEs at TMP of 300 kPa, whereas lowest irreversible fouling 
percentages  were recorded during  filtration runs of MF membrane fed with tap water 
at TMP of 200 kPa. These results demonstrated that higher irreversible fouling was 
occurring in UF membrane fed with RSEs than MF membrane. Among all studied feeds 
and TMPs, results demonstrated occurrences of more pores fouling in UF membrane 
than MF membrane.
6.3.1.5 Cake filtration models  
Among both SSEs and RSEs feeds and membranes, SSEs fed UF membrane 
showed the higher cake filtration mechnisms than the SSEs fed MF membrane during 
filtration runs at all studied TMPs. In all filtration runs; SSEs fed both MF and UF 
membrane showed higher cake layers than RSEs feed. This may be due to the larger 
particles size present in SSEs feed than RSEs.
6.3.1.6 Pore narrowing models  
In case of SSEs feeds, highest pore narrowing values were observed during 
filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane, and lower values were recorded at SSEs fed
MF membrane at all studied TMPs. Similar results were reported in RSEs fed both 
membrane at all studied TMPs. This may be due to smaller pore size of UF membrane 
than MF membrane. These results confirmed that internal progressive fouling was more 
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severe in both SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane than MF membrane at all  studied 
TMPs.
6.3.1.7 Combination of external and progressive membrane fouling  
In all studied feeds and TMPs, higher combined external and progressive 
internal fouling were recorded during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane closely 
followed by same membrane fed with RSEs feed. The lowest values were recorded 
during filtration runs of RSEs fed MF membrane, this feed also recovered highest 
permeate volume.
6.3.1.8 UMFI 
Though, both SSEs and RSEs fed UF membrane showed higher cake layer 
formation than both SSEs and RSEs fed MF membrane, but the higher UMFI values 
were recorded during filtration runs of both SSEs/RSEs fed MF membrane and lowest 
UMFI during filtration runs of  both SSEs/RSEs fed UF at all studied TMPs. In both 
feeds/membranes, MF membrane produced higher permeate volume than UF membrane 
during filtration runs at all studied TMPs. This may be due to higher membrane surface 
areas and pore size of MF membrane than UF.
6.3.2 Summary of HPMSs 
 
6.3.2.1 Fouling potentiality (Kf) 
 
Among all studied feeds and TMPs, the highest Kf values were recorded during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely 
followed by GMF filtered fed RO membrane at same TMP. The lowest Kf values were 
reported during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa, closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) at same TMP. Both MF and UF 
permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane shown higher Kf in than MF/UF permeates
(SSEs fed) fed RO.
In these filtration studies, the highest Kf values were reported during filtration 
runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, but also highest flux 
decline percentages were recorded at RO membrane fed with this feed at same TMP. 
Similarly, the lowest Kf values were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate 
(SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa, but also the lowest flux decline 
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percentages values were observed during filtration runs of RO fed with same feed at
same TMP.  The results of current filtration studies, shown that there were direct 
relationship of Kf values and permeate flux decline percentages i.e. feed with higher Kf
values also reported highest permeate flux decline percentages. The trends of 
permeability flux decline percentage values were same as Kf values during filtration 
runs of all feed fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. 
6.3.2.2 Permeability decline percentages  
Among all studied feeds, the higher permeability decline values were recorded 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely 
followed by GMF filtered fed RO membrane at same TMP, whereas lower values were 
reported during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa. These results of Kf and permeability flux decline percentages values were 
closely related, that whenever Kf of feed recorded higher than permeability flux decline 
percentage was also higher.
6.3.2.3 Total hydraulic resistance (Rt) and Total fouling resistance (Rf) 
Among all studied feeds and TMPs; the highest Rt and Rf were reported during 
filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas 
lowest Rt and Rf were reported in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa, closely followed by MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at this same TMP. 
6.3.2.4 Reversible fouling resistances (Ref) and recoverable fouling 
percentages 
Among all studied feeds and TMPs, highest reversible fouling resistances (Ref)
and recoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas Ref and recoverable fouling 
percentages were observed during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at 
TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. 
6.3.2.5 Internal fouling resistance (Rif) values and irrecoverable fouling 
percentages  
Among all studied feeds and TMPs, highest irreversible fouling resistances (Rif)
and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by same feed but at 
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TMP of 2500 kPa. The lowest Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported 
during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 
kPa. Overall, GMF filtered fed RO membrane showed more Rif than other feeds at all
studied TMP, whereas more reversible fouling resistances (Ref) were reported in UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa. At TMP of 2500 kPa and 
4000 kPa, more Ref were developed during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane. These present filtration studies results showed that more irreversible fouling 
were developing during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane whereas RO 
feed with other studied feeds significance portion of reversible fouling.
6.3.2.6 Cake filtration models  
The insignificant cake layers were reported during filtration runs of  both SSEs 
and RSEs fed RO membrane. However, higher cake layers formation were reported 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO membrane at all 
TMPs [except in 1000 kPa, highest was reported at MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane]. In all cases, lowest cake layer was reported duirng filtration runs of UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. 
6.3.2.7 UMFI  
In all feeds, highest UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane than other studied feeds and TMPs, whereas lowest UMFI 
values were recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO 
membrane closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at all studied TMPs. 
6.4 Conclusions 
Fouling reduction and control have become one of the most active research 
fields in development of membrane and membrane processes because they reduce 
operting costs, cleaning frequency, membrane area requirement, and energy 
consumption. For this reason, different fouling indices and modellings developed to 
quantify the fouling potentiality of feeds on membranes.
Among ceramic MF and UF membrane, highest permeability declines were 
reported during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane; whereas lowest was reported 
SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa. In both SSEs/RSEs feeds; filtration 
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experiments results demonstrated that RSEs feeds have lower permeability decline than 
SSEs feeds in both membranes at all studied TMPs. This may be happen due to  
inability of low pressure membrane (ceramic MF and UF) to filtered minutes particles 
present in RSEs feeds, which are causing more fouling in second stage when permeates 
of these membrane fed into BWRO membrane. 
As more foulants presents in both SSEs and RSEs were filtered by ceramic UF 
membrane due to its lower pore size than MF, the highest Rt and Rf were reported 
during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, closely followed 
by RSEs fed UF membrane at TMPs of 100, 200 and 300 kPa respectively. The lowest 
Rt and Rf were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane fed with RSEs at all 
studied TMPs; as most of particles were passed through this membrane due to its larger 
pore sizes than UF membrane.
In both MF/UF membranes systems, higher recoverable fouling resistances (Ref)
were reported at during filtration runs of SSEs fed than RSEs feeds at all studied TMPs. 
As most of particles present in RSEs were pass thru membrane surfaces due to their 
smaller size than membrane pores and so increases irreversible fouling onto membrane 
surface. For this reason, higher irreversible fouling resistances were reported during 
filtration runs of RSEs fed ceramic UF and MF membrane in all studied TMPs, whereas 
less irreversible fouling were reported in SSEs feed.
Among both membranes, higher irreversible fouling resistance (Rif) were 
reported during filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane than MF. These present 
filtration results demonstrated that higher irreversible fouling was occurring in RSEs fed
UF membrane than MF. Moreover, results may indicate the formation of more pores 
fouling in UF membrane than MF at all studied TMPs.
Some of important models were tested with current experimental data; found 
that cake filtration and pore narrowing models predicted performance of ceramic UF 
membrane than MF compared to other models. Moreover, though SSEs and RSEs fed
UF membrane showed higher cake layer formation than both feeds fed MF, but  higher 
UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of both  SSEs and RSEs feeds fed MF 
membrane than UF membrane at all studied TMPs.
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The fouling indices and experimental fouling models of both synthetic and real 
feeds fed RO membrane were analysed and found different than low pressure membrane 
system (MF/UF). During current filtration studies of RO membrane; direct relationship 
of Kf and flux loss percentages is observed, the feed of RO, which demonstrated higher 
Kf values demonstrated higher flux losses. Moreover, flux losses trends were reported 
same as Kf values during filtration runs of all studied feeds fed RO membrane at all 
studied TMPs. The highest Kf values were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, highest permeate flux losses also 
recorded at this condition. The lowest Kf values were recorded during filtration runs of 
MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at TMP of 1000 kPa, which also showed lowest 
permeate flux losses.
Further, UF/MF permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane recovered more
permeate volume than UF/MF permeates (RSEs fed) fed RO at all studied TMPs. This 
higher permeate recovery during synthetic feeds may be due to more complex foulants 
present in permeates of RSEs feeds; which are easily pass thru MF and UF membrane 
pre-treatments, but declining RO permeable areas by fouling resulting less permeate 
recovery.
The highest Rt and Rf resistances were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by GMF filtered fed 
RO at TMP of 4000 and 2500 kPa respectively; whereas lowest Rt values were reported 
in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 kPa, closely followed by 
MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at same TMP. These results showed that 
both MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO showed higher fouling percentages but 
fouling cause by MBR permeate fed RO was reported more reversible fouling whereas 
GMF filtered fed RO fouling was irreversible as most portion of foulants easily pass 
through the GMF filtered caused irreversible fouling in RO membrane.
The permeability values were also reported lowest during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane, though this feed showed higher reversible fouling 
resistances (Ref) at this TMP of 4000 kPa. Among all studied feeds and TMPs, highest 
Ref and recoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, whereas lowest Ref resistances were 
observed during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, 
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closely followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. The highest irreversible fouling 
resistances (Rif) and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration 
runs of GMF filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by same 
feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. The lowest Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were 
reported during filtration runs of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
4000 kPa. These filtration results showed that these reversible and irreversible 
resistances depended on types of feed filtered through membrane and applied TMPs. In 
these current filtration studies, GMF filtered fed RO membrane showed higher Rif and 
irrecoverable fouling percentages values than others feeds, whereas lowest Rif and 
irrecoverable fouling percentages were demonstrate during filtration runs of UF 
permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO.
In all cases, SSEs fed UF membrane showed higher cake filtration and pore
narrowing values than SSEs fed MF at all studied TMPs. Amongs feeds, SSEs feeds 
showed higher cake layers in both membranes than RSEs feed; whereas in case of RSEs 
fed both membrane showed similar pore narrowing values. Higher cake layer formation 
in SSEs feed may be due to larger particles size present  at this feed than RSEs. These 
results demonstrated that internal progressive fouling was more severe in filtration runs 
of both SSEs/RSEs fed UF membrane than MF membrane at all  studied TMPs. The 
SSEs fed UF membrane also reported higher combined external and progressive internal 
fouling whereas lowest values were recorded in RSEs fed MF. The higher permeate 
volume was recovered in this feed. The higher UMFI were recorded in both feeds fed 
MF membrane than UF at all studied TMPs. However, in both feeds fed MF membrane 
produced higher permeate than UF, which may be due to lesser internal fouling, higher 
membrane surface areas, and pore size of MF membrane than UF.
The insignificant cake layers were reported during filtration runs of  both 
synthetic and real feeds fed RO membrane. However, higher cake layers formation were 
reported during  filtration runs of MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO membrane 
at all studied TMPs. In all cases, lowest cake layer was reported in UF permeate (SSEs 
fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. The highest UMFI values were recorded 
during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane than other feeds, whereas 
lowest UMFI values were recorded in MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane 
closely followed by UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO at all studied TMPs. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
Membranes technologies are applied in wastewater treatments to remove
specific constituents in wastewater. High pressure membrane technologies, such as RO 
and NF are applied as further purification of secondary effluents (SEs) to remove most 
contaminants, whereas low pressure membranes, such as MF, UF act as pre-treatments 
integrated with RO membrane. 78 % of RO plants treating wastewater effluent use 
membrane pre-treatment (Burbano et.al, 2007). The low concentration of organic matter 
and microorganisms that pass through low pressure membrane systems continue to 
cause significant fouling in RO membrane, by deposition of organic macromolecules 
and biofilm development. To mitigate membrane fouling, a major strategy is the
application of appropriate pre-treatment technology.
Due to the arid nature of Australia, the use of membrane technologies for 
seawater/brackish water desalting is gaining popularity. Increasing water demand, 
environmental restriction and increase in reused water quality standards are further 
pushing membrane technologies for water recovery from SEs. These are
environmentally sound options for reducing environmental impacts and enhancing reuse 
options with minimal pressure on freshwater sources. The future of membrane 
technologies application in water recovery from SEs will be prosperous with 
improvement in reuse quality standards and diversity of reuse options. Based on the 
findings of the current studies, the following conclusions are below;
1. Membrane fouling is a highly significant issue for sustainable application of 
RO membranes in water recovery from SEs. This needs to be considered for reducing 
the adverse impacts, such as reduction in the flux and the life of membrane. Four types 
of fouling in order of significance are: bio-fouling, scaling, organic fouling and particle 
fouling. Short-term strategies, such as membrane cleaning and application of pre-
treatment options and long-term strategies, such as changing the membrane 
configuration and membrane materials, should be applied to prevent and minimise
fouling. In the future, characterising and reducing these micro and nano-pollutants will 
be the major issues in order to achieve stricter water reuse quality.
2. The foulants present in the SEs depends on characteristics of effluents and 
secondary treatments applied in water reclamation plants. Because of the difficulty in 
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isolating the impact of a single fouling agent, aggregate or lumped parameters are used 
to measure foulants. For example, measurement of the TSS concentration includes
organic and inorganic solids, as well as entrapped bacteria, viruses, and colloids. 
3. The fouling potetentiality prediction and characterisation parameters for both 
LPMSs and HPMSs can be done by applying the following major parameters and 
indices, namely: TSS, turbidity,  SDI, and TOC, permeate flux (J), TMPs,
contamination removal (or rejection) of PFWQPs, SDI, WR%, CRF, and total flux loss.
All parameters were applied and found to be successful for evaluating the performance
of the studied pre-treatment technologies and the RO membrane. 
4. Among pre-treatment options; some are preventive, and some are post-
prevention, with their own advantages and disadvantages. These options should be 
integrated wisely, by considering their merits and efficiency to remove particular 
foulants. Although integration of multiple pretreatments may increase the capital costs 
of system, the operational costs may decrease if membrane fouling can be reduced by 
integration. 
5. From the review of the evaluation studies of pre-treatment technologies for 
RO during water recovery, it concluded that selection of the pre-treatment options for 
RO during operation was based on the feed water characteristics, as well as ultimate 
reuse option of recovered water. Generally, the use of low-pressure membranes is 
popular for recovering the municipal and industry SEs.
6. The qualitative ranking of the conventional pre-treatment options ranked first 
to lime clarification/GMF according to allocated points it achieved. In quantitative 
ranking of the membrane pre-treatments, UF membrane stood first, closely followed by 
MBR and MF membrane, according to the points they achieved during ranking.
Moreover, application case studies on RO application on water recovery and results of 
the current ranking studies of existing pre-treatments for RO membrane further proved 
the dominance of the low-pressure membrane as pre-treatments for RO membrane 
during water recovery from municipal and industrial SEs.
7. In these current filtration experiments, it was observed that in all feeds and 
studied TMPs, UF membrane shown higher Rt than MF membrane. This situation 
indicates that higher organic fouling occurred in UF membrane than MF. A comparison 
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of both SSEs and RSEs feeds fed ceramic MF and UF membrane showed that the UF 
membrane was more successful in reducing most of the physical and chemical foulants 
than MF. Percentage reduction of these foulants was reported higher in UF membrane 
than MF during whole filtration runs at all studied TMPs (100 kPa, 200 kPa and 300 
kPa). 
8. Among ceramic MF and UF membrane, the highest permeability declines 
were reported during filtration runs of SSEs fed MF membrane, whereas lowest was
reported SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa. Both RSEs and SSEs feeds
filtration experiments, results demonstrated that the RSEs fed have lower permeability 
decline than SSEs feeds in both membranes. This may occur due to the inability of low 
pressure membrane (ceramic MF and UF) to filter minute particles present in RSEs, 
which causes more fouling in the subsequent stage when permeates of these membrane 
fed to RO membrane. 
9. As the more foulants present in SSEs and RSEs feeds were filtered by ceramic 
UF membrane, due to its lower pore size than MF membrane, the highest Rt and Rf
were reported during filtration runs of SSEs fed UF membrane at TMP of 300 kPa, 
closely followed by RSEs fed UF membrane at TMPs of 100, 200 and 300 kPa 
respectively. 
10. The lowest Rt and Rf were recorded during filtration runs of MF membrane 
fed with RSEs at all studied TMPs as most of particles passed through this membrane 
due to its larger pore sizes than UF membrane.
11. In both low-pressure (MF/UF) membranes systems, during filtration runs 
higher recoverable fouling resistances (Ref) were reported at SSEs feeds than RSEs 
feeds at all studied TMPs, because of irreversible fouling causing by RSEs, as most of 
particles in RSEs attempted to pass through membranes and compact fouling layers 
with pore blocking were developed onto membrane surfaces. Similarly higher 
irreversible fouling resistance were reported during filtration runs of RSEs fed ceramic 
UF and MF membrane in all studied TMPs, whereas less irreversible fouling were 
reported during the filtration runs of SSEs fed ceramic MF and UF membranes. Among 
both membranes, higher irreversible fouling resistance (Rif) were reported during 
filtration runs of RSEs fed UF membrane than MF membrane. These present filtration 
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results demonstrated that higher irreversible fouling occurred in UF membrane fed with 
RSEs than MF. Moreover, results indicated greater pore fouling buildup in UF 
membrane than MF, at all studied TMPs. 
12. In all cases of current filtration experiments during initial filtration runs, 
fouling rates at RO membranes fed with studied feeds were not clear. However, they 
became more evident and clearer with increased filtration times. Although synthetic 
feeds showed higher initial flux values, flux losses of RO membrane were higher in real 
feeds than synthetic feeds at all studied TMPs. This higher fouling rate could be related 
to a higher amount complex of EfOM in real feeds than synthetic feeds and most of the 
dissolved organic particles were pass through ceramic MF and UF membranes and 
deposited in RO membrane during filtration experiments fed with these permeates. In 
addition, more fouling rate occurs in real feeds than synthetic feeds due to transition of 
organic fouling to bio fouling. The higher concentration of organic matter in RSEs feeds 
may have provided more food for bio-film development. Due to higher organic content 
reported during the filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at all studied 
TMPs. This feed may be causing higher organic fouling and simultaneously higher bio-
fouling in RO membrane in all studied TMPs. 
13. The highest Rt values were observed at MBR permeate (SEs fed) fed RO 
membrane followed by GMF filtered (RSEs fed) fed RO membrane during whole 
filtration run at all studied TMPs. These results indicate both MBR permeate and GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane suffered from higher organic fouling. Both MF/UF
permeates (SSEs fed) fed RO showed lower Rt values, which indicate less organic 
fouling. The higher Rt values in RO membrane fed with MBR permeater indicated that 
this feed caused higher organic fouling than all other feeds.
14. In the case of current filtration studies of RO membrane, it was observed that 
there is direct relationship of Kf and permeate flux decline percentages. The feed of RO,
which demonstrated the higher Kf values, showed the highest permeate flux decline %.
The trends of permeability flux decline percentage values were same as Kf values 
during filtration runs of studied feeds fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. As the 
highest Kf values were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, but also highest flux decline percentages were recorded 
at RO membrane fed with this feed at same TMP. Similarly, the lowest Kf values were 
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recorded during filtration runs of MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 
1000 kPa, but also the lowest flux decline % values were also observed during filtration 
runs of this feed at same TMP of 1000 kPa.
15. In terms of water recovery, RO membrane fed with UF/MF permeates (SSEs
fed) produced more permeate volume than RO membrane fed with UF/MF permeates 
(RSEs fed). This may be due to more complex foulants present in permeates of RSEs 
fed which are easily pass through low pressure (ceramic MF/UF) membrane pre-
treatments, but caused a decline in permeable areas in RO membrane.
16. The highest Rt and Rf values were reported during filtration runs of MBR 
permeate fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa.  This was closely followed by GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 and 2500 kPa respectively; whereas lowest 
Rt values were reported in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 1000 
kPa, closely followed by MF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at same TMP of 
1000 kPa. These results showed that both MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane showed higher fouling percentages but fouling caused by MBR permeate 
was reported more reversible fouling whereas fouling cause by GMF filtered was 
irreversible as most portions of foulant easily pass through GMF causing irreversible 
fouling in RO membrane. In addition, permeability values were lowest during filtration 
runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane, though this feed showed higher reversible 
fouling resistances (Ref) at this TMP of 4000 kPa.
17. Among all studied feeds and TMPs, the highest Ref and recoverable fouling 
percentages were reported during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO membrane at 
TMP of 4000 kPa. Lowest Ref resistances were observed during filtration runs of GMF 
filtered fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by the same feed but 
at TMP of 2500 kPa. The highest irreversible fouling resistances (Rif) and irrecoverable 
fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs of GMF filtered fed RO 
membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa, closely followed by same feed but at TMP of 2500 kPa. 
The lowest Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were reported during filtration runs 
of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane at TMP of 4000 kPa. These reversible 
and irreversible resistances were depenedent on the types of feed types, and applied 
TMPs. In these current filtration studies, GMF filtered fed RO membrane showed 
higher Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages values than others feeds, whereas 
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lowest Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages were demonstrate during filtration runs 
of UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membranes.
18. Among feeds, SSEs feeds showed higher cake layers in both ceramic MF/UF 
membranes than RSEs feed; whereas RSEs fed membranes showed similar pore 
narrowing values. The higher UMFI and permeate volume were recorded in both feeds 
fed MF membrane than UF. This may be due to less internal/pore narrowing, higher 
membrane surface areas and pore size of MF membrane than UF. The insignificant cake 
layers were reported during filtration runs of both synthetic and real feeds fed RO 
membrane. However, higher cake layers formation were reported during filtration runs 
of MBR permeate and GMF filtered fed RO membrane at all studied TMPs. In all cases, 
the lowest cake layer was reported in UF permeate (SSEs fed) fed RO membrane. The 
highest UMFI values were recorded during filtration runs of MBR permeate fed RO 
membrane than other feeds, whereas lowest UMFI values were recorded in MF/UF 
permeates (SSEs fed) fed at all studied TMPs. 
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8. APPENDIX  
8. AI. Photographs 
8. AI-1- SDI measuring equipment
8. AI-2- Feed and Permeate samples for SDI
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8. AI-3- Both low pressure and high pressure membranes set up
8. AI-4- Feed, recirculation and permeate tank (1m3 each)
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Screen Chamber 
Oxidation Ditch 1 
Oxidation Ditch 2 
Secondary  
Clarifier 1 
Secondary 
Clarifier 2
Selector Tanks 
Tertiary Dual 
Media Filters 
RAS Pump Station 
Sludge 
Dewatering 
Building 
UV Disinfection 
8. AI-5-Anglesea WRP lay out (Barwon Water, 2013) from where Class “C” BTSEs or RSEs collected for experiment 
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8. AI-6- Foulants cleaned during chemical CIP of ceramic MF/UF systems
8. AI-7- SSEs in concentrated form before dilution at 1000L feed sample 
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8. AII. Sample calculation  
8. AII. 1. Formula used  
Permeate Flux (J) = Qp/Asystem
Where J is permeate flux (L/m2.h), Qp is permeate flow (L/h, and Asystem is surface area 
of membrane system (m2). 
Corrected permeate flux (CPF) = Permeate flux* TCF
Temperature correction factor (TCF) standard TCF=1 for LPMS at 20 OC and for 
HPMS at 25 OC, Corrected permeate flux = (Measured permeate flux) × (TCF @ Feed 
Water Temp.) (DOW, 2008)  
Table 1 Temperature correction factor (TCF) for low pressure MF and UF membranes 
Corrected specific permeate flux (CSPF) = CPF per unit of pressure (L/m2.h/bar or
L/m2.h/kPa) 
Corrected relative flux (CRF) = P/P0
Where P is final corrected flux (L/m2.hr) and P0 is initial corrected flux (L/m2.hr). 
Total Flux loss = initial corrected specific permeate flux (Jo) - final corrected specific 
permeate flux (J)
Transmembrane pressure (TMP) 
For cross flow mode of operation: TMP = (PF+PC/2) - PP, where TMP is trans-
membrane pressure (kPa), PF is feed pressure (kPa), PC is concentrate/retentate pressure 
(kPa), and PP is permeate pressure (kPa). 
For the direct-feed mode of operation: TMP = (PF - PP)
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Water recovery percentages (WR %) 
The Percentage of feed that is converted to permeate is called recovery (water or liquid) 
of membrane system and is calculated by the formula: WR% = (Qp/Qf ) × 100 %, where 
WR is water recovery %, Qp is permeate flow (L/hr), and Qf is feed flow (L/hr) 
Contamination removal percentages (RCont %) = (CF –CP)/CF×100%, where Rcont is 
contaminant removal (%), CF is feed contaminant concentration (e.g., mg/L), and CP is
permeate contaminant concentration (e.g., mg/L). 
Table 2 Temperature correction factor (TCF) for high pressure RO membrane 
Resistance- in-series 
The resistance-in-series model is used to evaluate fouling in membrane 
separation processes (Blanpain and Lalande 1997, Chang and Kim 2005). As this model 
can be used to explained decline of the permeate flux in a filtration process (The details 
in section 2.4 of Chapter 2). When SSEs or RSEs are being filtered, permeate flux is 
represented by the General Darcy’s law; Jv = TMP/μRt, where Jv represents permeate 
flux of feed water, Rt is total hydraulic resistance, and μ is viscosity of feed water. 
The Rm was calculated using the resistance-in-series model (Kimura et.al., 2004; 
Al-Amoudi & Lovitt 2007) with the following equation; Rm  ǻS -o, where Rm is 
membrane instrinsic hydraulic resisWDQFHLHUHVLVWDQFHRIWKHYLUJLQPHPUEDQHǻSLV
TMP, μ is the viscocity of wastewater (taken as 0.958× 10-3 pa.s, i.e. same as viscosity 
of pure water at 220C), and Jo is the flux at time = 0
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The total hydraulic resistance (Rt) is results of several resistances in series; Rt =
Rm + Rf = Rm + Ref + Rif, where Rt and Rm are previously commented, Rf is fouling 
resistance, which at same time is the sum of the external (Ref) plus internal (Rif) fouling 
resistance. 
For calculating the Ref, at first recoverable fouling percentages were calculated 
by using the below mentioned formula presented by Alice et al., 2012 as recoverable 
fouling percentages is a collective measure of flux restored after hydraulic cleaning and 
chemical cleaning. Recoverable Fouling (%) = Jcc/JJCWF × 100, where Jcc is flux after 
chemical cleaning (m/s) and JCWF is clean water flux (m/s). 
The Rif and irrecoverable fouling percentages are the remaining values after 
subtracting with Ref and recoverable fouling percentages. 
8. AII. 2 Sample Calculation Tables  
Sample Table 1 Permeate flux and others performance parameters of tap water fed ceramic MF 
at 100kPa, 200kPa and 300kPa
Sample Table 2 Physical PFWQPs values and reduction percentages of Synthetic secondary 
effluent fed MF at 100kPa, 200kPa and 300kPa
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Sample Table 3 Various resistances of SSEs fed ceramic MF at 100 kPa
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